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Executive Summary
In June 2016, the Minister for Education announced a review of the Connect materials used by various Christian
faith groups for the delivery of Religious Instruction (RI) in some Queensland state schools. This move was
precipitated by a number of reported concerns in the media and the suspension of the program at a Brisbane
state school.
RI is a program of instruction approved and provided by a religious denomination or society in state schools
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according to the Education (General Provisions) Act 2006 and Education (General Provisions) Regulation 2006.
Connect is intended for delivery as a three-year program presented across three phases of schooling:
•

Infants for students aged 5 to 7 years

•

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years

•

Upper Primary for students aged 10 to 12 years .

The review focused on the consistency of the materials with legislation and departmental policies, procedures
and frameworks; the developmental appropriateness of the materials for the relevant age groups; and other
general concerns raised in complaints.

In summary, the review has found that the vast majority of Connect materials do not contravene the Department
of Education and Training's legislation, policies, procedures or frameworks.

There are, however, a number of issues that need to be addressed including references and/or activities related
to animal sacrifice, prostitution and murder, as well as a number of lessons and activities which have the
potential to cause psychological harm and affect students' health and wellbeing .

There are also some concerning examples of advice and activities that do not align with student protection
practices and could unintentionally support grooming behaviour. Further, some language within the manuals
related to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students and students with disabilities is inconsistent with
inclusive education practices.

A further concern is that RI instructors may be using older, outdated editions of the materials that should not be

Re

used with students .

It is recommended that communications are entered into as soon as practicable with the publisher to address
these issues. Through correspondence to date, the publisher has expressed a willingness to work with the
Department to address any concerns raised and to amend the materials.
While outside the scope of this review, there is a broader consideration of whether the legislation governing RI
in state schools meets contemporary parent and community expectations. Additionally, there is no legislated
prohibition on proselytising or evangelising. Proselytising is defined within the RI policy, however, it is only
referenced within the supporting document in relation to cooperative arrangements .
While the Connect materials are, in the main, in alignment with legislation and departmental policies,
procedures and frameworks , amendments to some sections of the materials are required and further
exploration of the legislative remit in relation to RI is recommended .
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1.0 Background
1 .1 Provision of RI in Queensland state schools
RI has been available in Queensland state schools for over 100 years following the outcome of a referendum
conducted in April 1910.
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RI is a program of instruction approved and provided by a religious denomination or society in state schools
according to the Education (General Provisions) Act 2006 (EGPA) and Education (General Provisions)
Regulation 2006 (EGPR).

Section 76 of the EGPA states that schools must allow provision of RI for a period of up to one hour per week if
approached by a faith group seeking to provide RI when students of that faith group attend the school.
Participation in RI is not compulsory. Students are allocated to RI classes (or other instruction) based on the
faith group nominated by their parents on their enrolment form or if their parents have provided other written
permission for their child to attend RI classes.

If a parent has indicated on the enrolment form 'no religion' or 'no religion nominated' or a response that is not
represented in the school's RI program, then the student will receive other instruction in a separate location at
the school while RI classes are taking place. Parents can change their preference for their child to participate in
RI or other instruction at any time by notifying the school in writing .

RI is only available to students from Year 1 in state primary, secondary and special schools. It is not offered to
Prep students.

RI is not a Queensland curriculum or syllabus. The Department has no involvement in the selection of content
for RI programs. However, as with any program or activity delivered in a school, principals have a duty of care
to take all reasonable steps to minimise the risk of foreseeable harm to the students at their school and are
responsible for ensuring that the content and activities do not contravene legislation or departmental policies.

Re

The Department's RI policy and supporting documents provide guidance for principals in the process of RI
delivery and considerations for faith groups regarding establishing and implementing an RI program in state
schools.

Within Queensland state schools, RI classes are juxtaposed with a multitude of cultural, religious and nonreligious viewpoints . Schools seek to respect the background and beliefs of their students and school
community and respond to the wishes of parents.

1.2 Data on RI in Queensland state schools
The Department does not currently collect data on the number of students participating in RI, the schools which
offer RI programs, the faith groups providing RI in schools, or the materials used by faith groups to deliver RI.

1
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While data on religion nominated on students' enrolment forms is captured by OneSchool, this is only a proxy
measure for participation in RI classes. This data is not considered an accurate indicator of the number of
students actually participating in RI because, for example, the RI program nominated by parents may not be
available at the school and parents can change their preference for their child to pariticpate in RI (or not) at any
time.
Noting the unreliability of the OneSchool data, the percentages of students who have a religion recorded in
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OneSchool at certain points in time over the past five years is identified below.
Table 1: Percentage of students with a religion recorded in OneSchool

Data CoHection Point in Time

% of all student enrolments with a religion recorded

Aug 2012

12.7%

Oct 2013
June 2014
July 2015
May 2016

20.0%

25.2%

29.8%

32.4%

The increase in the number of students with a religion recorded is primarily the result of the religion question on
the enrolment form becoming mandatory in 2014.

Anecdotal evidence suggests that regular weekly RI classes do not usually occur in secondary schools even
though the legislation allows for it.

1.3 Recent RI changes at Windsor State School

Re

On 3 June 2016, the Principal of Windsor State School wrote to parents of students at the school advising that
he was unable to permit continued use of the Connect program at the school and was obliged to suspend RI
lessons immediately.

The Principal explained that it had only recently come to his attention that none of the programs, such as

Connect, used by faith groups to deliver RI are approved or endorsed by the Department. In accordance with
the Department's RI policy, he had undertaken a review of the Connect materials and found that they
contravene the policy that prohibits proselytising. He explained that:

"Connect lessons go beyond imparting knowledge of Biblical references, and extend to soliciting
children to develop a personal faith in God and Jesus to become a Christian or 'Kingdom Kid '."
The Principal also wrote to the RI Coordinator at the School confirming a previous discussion about his decision
to suspend the program.

2
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In undated correspondence to the RI Coordinator, the Principal explained that he had reviewed the Connect
program which was being used at the school and found it to be in contravention of the Department's RI policy.
He considered that the Connect program appeared to be "based on the premise of trying to solicit them
[students] for a decision to become the kind of Christian prescribed in the materials". The Principal identified
more than 30 examples of what he considered proselytising in the Connect materials.
Many of the examples provided could not be located by reviewers in the current Connect materials. The
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publisher of the Connect materials has advised that these references were referring to outdated manuals .
Further, the Principal advised that he would review any alternative RI programs presented to him and resume RI
classes if he found the materials to be consistent with the Department's requirements.

This is the second time an RI program has been suspended at Windsor State School. It is understood that in
2014, under the leadership of the former principal, the Access Ministries

Central to the debate about the Connect materials is the definition of proselytising . The definition attached to the
Department's RI policy statement defines 'proselytising' as 'soliciting a student for a decision to change their
1

religious affiliation' .

There are disparate views on what may constitute proselytising in RI :

If a student's parent has nominated a particular religion program - published by an interdenominational
Christian organisation based in Victoria - was suspended following lobbying by parents.

1.4 Defining Proselytising

1. on their child's enrolment form (e.g. Christian), then the student is of that religion or affiliated with that
religion and , therefore, any RI provided in that religion cannot be viewed as proselytising .
2.

If a student's parent has nominated a particular religious denomination on their child's enrolment form (e.g.
Anglican), and the student participates in a cooperative arrangement (e.g . Anglican and Baptist), any
soliciting by an RI instructor for the student to change their denomination (e.g. from Anglican to Baptist)

3.

Re

would be viewed as proselytising.

While parents may nominate a religion for their child on the enrolment form , the child may not have
personally accepted that religion and, therefore, RI could be viewed as trying to solicit the child to follow a
particular relig ion.

A supporting document attached to the RI policy statement, 'Considerations for faith groups establishing and
implementing religious instruction' provides the only reference to proselytising in relation to cooperative
arrangements where two or more faith groups are working together, stating that a RI Coordinator must: 'Advise
religious instructors that they are not to proselytise in a cooperative arrangement.'

2

1

http ://education .qld .gov .au/schools/school-operations/ri-definitions. htm I

2

http ://education .qld .gov .au/schools/school-operations/ri-considerations-faith-grou ps .htm I
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At any time, parents may choose for their child to attend RI classes, including those delivered by a cooperative
arrangement.
What is not clear is whether proselytising is considered to occur when students who don't identify with a
Christian faith are being placed into Christian RI classes by their parents .
Although outside the scope of this review, it is noted that legal advice provided by faith groups has
indicated the view that there is no legislative basis for prohibition of proselytising in the EGPA or EGPR.
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The Department's Legal and Administrative Law Branch supports this view.

2.0 Review methodology

The review of the Connect materials focused on the 18 teacher's manuals and accompanying student
workbooks . The key aim of the review was to determine whether these materials are consistent with legislation
and departmental policies, procedures and frameworks (including but not limited to the RI policy, health and
wellbeing, inclusive education, and safe and supportive school communities); developmental appropriateness of
the materials for the relevant age groups; and any general concerns.
The Terms of Reference for the review are at Appendix 1, along with a description of the review team at
Appendix 2.

A moderation process was used to support consistency and mitigate any potential personal bias .

3.0 The Connect materials

Connect describes itself as a Christian Education curriculum . It is produced by Christian Education Publications

and Youthworks Media, which are linked to the Sydney Anglican Diocese.

Connect is intended to be a three-year program presented across three levels of schooling:

Infants for students aged 5 to 7 years (noting that RI is not offered to Prep students in Queensland state
schools)

Re

•

•

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years

•

Upper Primary for students aged 10 to 12 years.

Each year of the program is labelled with a series i.e. "A", "B" or "C" and proposed semester. Youthworks has
advised that about 90 per cent of instructors are teaching from the "C" series in 2016 and will teach from the "A"
series in 2017.
Updates are made in the year prior to the series being used in the majority of schools. Therefore, the "A" series
is currently being updated for use in 2017. Major updates (such as removal of the David and Goliath lesson
earlier in 2016) are posted on Connect's web portal and advice emailed to all known customers.

4
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RI instructors may or may not purchase new manuals from year-to-year. It is therefore possible that
some instructors are teaching from outdated materials. Youthworks has advised that when major
changes occur, such as in 2013, all instructors were required to purchase new teacher's manuals.
Further contextual information on the Connect materials is at Appendix 3.
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4.0 Findings
Following are the findings of the Review of the Connect program conducted in June 2016.

4.1 Christian historical beliefs, concepts and terms

Throughout Connect, the Bible is represented as a factual, historical document. An example of this is in Lower
Primary, C1, Teaching Techniques and Hints, p. 93: "Emphasise that these events are historical and true .. .".
The use of Christian historical beliefs, concepts and terms is unavoidable in a Christian RI class. However,
some of these Christian historical beliefs, concepts and terms may not be considered appropriate for discussion
with primary school students, even in the context of a Christian RI class or as a direct quotes from the Bible.
Each lesson within the Connect teacher's manuals provides background information under the heading "Bible
background" to help the instructor contextualise the lesson. There are some events, concepts and terms
discussed in this section, such as incest, rape, prostitution, murder, and animal and human sacrifice, wh ich are
not developmentally appropriate to be discussed with primary school students . For example, reference is made
to rape in Infants C1 , p. 70; to murder in Upper Primary A 1, p. 55; and to animal/human sacrifice in Lower
Pirmary C2, p. 64. However, this section is not for the purposes of discussion with students and is only for the
instructor's background. As such, it is not considered a contravention of departmental requirements.
In a very small number of instances, some of these terms are referred to in the speaking points for discussion
with the class or in materials for distribution to students . Events and concepts such as animal sacrifice and
'wasting money on women' (referring to prostitution) are not considered developmentally appropriate for the
target age group. Although these concepts are used in the materials as direct Bible quotes, their

Re

continued use in primary schools is not considered appropriate.
Examples include:
•

Upper Primary, C1, Lesson 4, p. 46 (Student Worksheet) includes a Bible quote on animal sacrifice:
"Finally, Saul commanded, 'Bring me some animals, so we can offer sacrifices to please the LORD and ask
for his help '. Saul killed one of the animals ... "

•

Upper Primary, A2, Student activity book, Lesson 7, p. 13 includes references to wasting money on women
(i.e. prostitution) in a Bible quote: "This other son of yours wasted your money on [women]'. While not
explicit in its description of the meaning, this reference is not considered appropriate for 10-12 year
old students.

5
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•

Upper Primary, 82, Student activity book, Lesson 19, p. 38 mentions "virgin" and "not sleeping together" in
a Bible reference about Mary and Joseph and the conception of Jesus.

Terms such as sin, punishment, death, and Jesus being nailed to the cross, which are found throughout
the Connect program are a reflection of the Bible's content and on which Christianity is based. While
some non-Christians may take offence to the use of these terms, it would be difficult to provide
Christian RI without reference to such terms and concepts.
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4.2 Proselytising

Only a small number of examples of proselytising were found in the Connect teacher's manuals considering the
volume of material provided . It is apparent that the publishers have made a concerted effort in recent versions
of the materials to remove perceptions of proselytising. For example, unlike previous versions, in the more
recently updated teacher's manual (Upper Primary, C1 ), the whole-class "Concluding prayer" is prefaced with
instructor's speaking points : This is how Christians talk to God. If you would like to pray with me please join me.
If you don 't then please lower your head so we don 't get distracted while praying this short prayer.

It is understood that all class prayers will be prefaced by this message in future .

Opportunities do exist to provide information or advice to students about attending church services or
youth groups, however, it is usually (but not always) clear that the information should only be provided
to 'interested students'. It is not specified how the instructor determines whether students are
interested or not.

Examples of proselytising identified in the manuals include:
•

Hand out the flyers for local church services if you have them (Upper Primary, C1 , Lesson 10, p. 100).

•

How about asking your parents if you could come along to kids club or kids church. (This would be

a good

time to hand out flyers.) (Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 17, p. 181 ).
•

Students are asked to write a newspaper article for inclusion in a newspaper to be distributed at the

Re

Christmas assembly. The newspaper could have details about the local church 's Christmas services at the
back (Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 18, p. 187).

Direct quotes from the Bible were not considered as proselytising on the basis that parents of children
attending these RI classes have indicated an affiliation with Christianity or a desire for their child to
learn about it.

6
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4.3 Evangelising
The Department defines evangelising as "preaching or advocating a cause or religion with the object of making
3

converts to Christianity" . While not explicitly prohibited by the EGPA or EGPR, nor referenced in the RI policy
statement, the Department would expect schools to take appropriate action if aware that evangelising is
occurring outside of an RI class given it could adversely affect the school's ability to provide a safe, supportive
and inclusive environment for students .

Although proselytising was not common throughout the manuals, evangelising was frequently
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identified in all teachers' manuals - both in terms of teachers' evangelising to students, and students
being encouraged to evangelise to others.

Examples of activities that may encourage students to evangelise:
•

Upper Primary, B2, Lesson 18, p. 190: Students could compose a poem, song, drama to communicate the

gospel to others.
•

Lower Primary, C2, Lesson 17, p. 153: Students could make beaded bracelets or necklaces and give them

to their friends as a way of sharing the good news about Jesus.

4.4 Consistency with legislation and departmental policies, procedures and
frameworks
4.4. 1 RI policy statement

The RI policy statement specifies the process for establishing an RI program in a state school, and the
implementation of the program by religious leaders . The Connect materials as such do not contravene the

RI policy given there are no requirements regarding the content of RI program materials.
The RI policy supporting document, Considerations for principals establishing and implementing religious
4

instruction, states that 'authorised programs of RI are reviewed to ensure they do not contravene legislation or
departmental procedures , and are made available to the school community on request.'

Re

Two lessons that stood out as being inconsistent with the RI policy in that they encourage advertising
of Anglican Church programs were:
•

Lower Primary B1 , Lesson 20, p. 190 which focuses on the "Mothers Union", a mission agency of the
Anglican Church of Australia .

3

Chaplaincy and student welfare services: Definitions http://education.qld .gov.au/schools/healthy/chaplaincystudent-welfare. htm I
4

A program of religious instruction approved by the faith group for delivery to students of that faith group in a single or
cooperative arrangement. The religious leader/s of the faith group authorises the program of instruction (s. 27 EGPR).

7
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•

Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 20, p. 174 which is entirely focused on the Anglican Year 13 Youth Works Gap
Year program (volunteer work overseas) and aims to advertise and recruit students for an overseas aid
program (even though they will not be eligible to sign up for several years).

Creation of artefacts
Some lessons propose making artefacts such as art works that could be used for classroom displays, or
greetings cards and messages to give to family and friends. To be consistent with the Department's RI policy,
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any displays would need to be removed from the classroom at the end of the RI lesson . The instructor and the
school should ensure that RI students do not give any materials used or created in RI lessons (including
greeting cards) to students who do not attend RI classes.
Examples include:
•

Infants A1, Lesson 3, p. 37 - creating a wall mural of God's creation .

•

Infants A1, Lesson 7, p. 69 -folding paper to make Arks.

•

Infants A 1, Lesson 10, p. 100 - making Easter greetings cards for family and friends.

4.4.2

Student Protection

Some of the advice and activities in the Connect teacher's manuals were identified as being
inconsistent with current student protection practices. Of particular note was an activity to share
secrets; mentions of 'special friends'; and a suggestion that teachers meet one-to-one with students
who are interested in finding out more about Christianity. It is noted that more recently published
manuals suggest that another adult should be present for any one-to-one discussions.
Examples include:
•

Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 2, p. 28 - "Just as Jesus used everyday events to disguise his secret, ask each
pair to discuss and then write a story to disguise their own secret." For a wide range of reasons, including
that students of all ages should see teachers and school staff as trusted adults and feel safe to share

Re

information, this content would not be supported . No activities/content should teach or encourage students
to keep secrets.
•

Lower Primary A2, Lesson 10, p. 92-3 - uses of the term 'special friends' . The use of the term 'special
friends' is not supported because of student protection considerations. Whilst the context in this instance is
understood ('Jesus was asking Matthew to be one of his special friends' and 'Jesus calls us to become one
of his special friends'), the term is closely associated with grooming behaviour and therefore this language
is deemed inappropriate.

•

Upper Primary, A2, p. 197 - 'Helpful teaching techniques' provides advice on 'Talking one-to-one with a
student', indicating that instructors should talk to students in full view of other students or teachers, even
though the conversation is private. Best practice would be for instructors to ensure that all discussions with

8
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students (including whole class, group or individual discussions) take place in full view of a school based
staff member and other students.

4.4.3

Student Health and Wellbeing, and Safe and
Supportive School Communities

There are a number of lessons, particularly in the Upper Primary materials, that have the potential to
negatively affect the social and emotional wellbeing of particular students who may have depressive
tendencies, be in a fragile state, or could blame themselves for things happening around them, for
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example family break up or death of a loved one. These lessons also have the potential to upset students, or
cause disturbances and bad dreams. These lessons talked about deserving punishment, the consequences of
your sin on others, and specific Bible events.
Examples include :
•

Upper Primary, 82 , Lesson 3, p. 35 - drinking tomato juice to represent blood .

•

Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 4, p. 53 - "The punishment for sin is death".

•

Upper Primary, Activity book, p. 29 (Student activity book) - indicates "If you live to satisfy your desires,
you will die".

•

Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 15, p. 161 - Teacher asks : "What is the end result for someone whose goal is
to please themselves?". Accept responses : They will die.

•

Lower Primary, 81 , Lesson 9, p. 94 - Class debate regarding whether it was right or wrong for the disciple
to cut off the servant's ear.

•

Lower Primary, C1 , Lesson 17, p. 146 - So these leaders met together to try and think of a plan to get rid
of Daniel. With a partner, spend one minute thinking of ways they might get rid of him.

•

Lower Primary, A 1, p. 86 - Sad day activity: asking students to write a letter to a friend , expressing their

•

Re

feelings and confusion about all they saw and heard when Jesus was arrested and killed .
Upper Primary C1 , Lesson 8, p. 72 (Domino effect lesson) - which tells students their sin will have
consequences for others around them. Examples are given of sinners and how this then led to babies
dying, unhappiness, and other events.

Potential health and safety concerns were also raised with a small number of lessons.
Examples include :
•

Lower Primary, A2, Lesson 6, p. 63 - baking a mystery Bible cake (that may affect students with food
allergies).

•

Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 13, p. 119 - adding bleach to a glass of coloured water.

9
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•

Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 8, p. 81 - using needles for craft.

•

Upper Primary, 82, p. 236 (and elsewhere)- handing out lollies and eating as much ice-cream as you can
in one minute .

The Help with classroom management section of some manuals (for example Upper Primary, 82, p. 236)
discusses punishment for misbehaviour and states, "Do not let the students' off after promising punishment". In
all circumstances, behaviour management is the responsibility of the school and classroom teacher and under
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no circumstances should a volunteer RI instructor 'punish' children . RI instructors should discuss any behaviour
concerns with the classroom teacher. A staff member from the school is to be present during all RI classes.

4.4.4

Inclusive Education

Each manual has the same layout with respect to certain information for instructors, for example The special
needs of indigenous students, Understanding the student: the learning theory undergirding Connect, and Help
with classroom management. Some of the language suggestions used in these sections, particularly in
the older publications, is not consistent with inclusive education practices.
Examples include:
•

Referring to students with specials needs in the Is your class different? teacher information (Upper Primary,
A2, p. 202 and other manuals) suggests that "Teachers should not jump to the false conclusion that these
students are unintelligent". This language is not appropriate nor consistent with departmental policies .

•

Similarly, the section on The special needs of indigenous students (also in Upper Primary, A2, p. 204 and
other manuals) suggests: "Aboriginal students are most teachable when sitting in small groups outside
under a tree ." Again, this language is inappropriate and not consistent with departmental policies, as is the
assumption that "(S)RE followed by a barbecue lunch on Friday, then an afternoon's sport would be the
most pleasurable experience Aboriginal Primary students could imagine".

Both of these examples are also included in what appears to be one of the later editions of the manuals - Upper
Primary, C1 , pp. 217 and 219. 5

Re

There is discussion in some lessons about punishment for sins and a potential implication that
disabilities are punishment for sin.
For example:
•

Lower Primary, C2, Lesson 6, p. 54 talks about" ...he had 38 years of not being able to walk, run , jump ...
invite the students to suggest other things the man would not be able to do".

5

When media coverage occurred regarding these examples from the Connect materials during the course of

the review, Youthworks contacted the Department acknowledging that the instructions/guidelines were 'dated
and clunky' and provided a revised document.

10
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•

Lower Primary, C2, Lesson 8, p. 74 says: "Some of the people from that village wondered why this man
was born blind . Was it a punishment from God because his parents or someone else had done something
wrong ."

4.4.5

Animal Ethics

Examples include:
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A couple of animal ethics considerations were identified, including the previously mentioned references
to sacrificing animals. The pedagogic value of these exercises is unclear.

•

Upper Primary 82, Lesson 17, p. 183 which suggests that the instructor "bring in a dead animal to dissect".

•

Lower Primary C2, Lesson 15, pp. 128 and 133 suggests the teacher bring in some "pretend sacrifices"
which are used for two activities during the lesson. However it is unclear what kind of 'pretend sacrifices'
will be used e.g. food or animals sacrifices.

4.5 Delivery cycle and version control

Connect is delivered as a three-year program. The A, Band C labelling of each manual indicates which year of

the program it belongs to. Youthworks has advised that, with a few exceptions, most instructors should be
working on the same stage of the program (A, B or C) in any given year. However, there is no certainty that the
majority of instructors are using the same cycle or the same version of the manuals.

Manuals are reviewed and updated every three years, although essential updates can occur at any time.
Youthworks has advised that, in 2016, most instructors would be delivering lessons from C manuals. As a
result, Youthworks is currently reviewing and updating the A manuals for use by most instructors in 2017.

Of note is that there is no clear labelling of the manuals to identify the relevant version. The copyright
date on the last page is the only information showing the version/date of publication, rather than an
obvious version number clearly identified on the cover of the manual. This means that there could be a

Re

large number of materials being used in schools which are significantly outdated and containing
inappropriate content.

4.6 Age appropriateness

Unless they have a teaching background, it is unlikely that RI instructors would have the expertise to
know what children of a particular age can and cannot do prior to undertaking an activity with students,
and would rely on the manuals to guide them.
There are some suggested activities, such as a crossword puzzle in the Infants A1 manual, which may be too
difficult for many of the younger students in the grouping. However, the teacher's manuals provide a level of
flexibility that instructors could work on these activities as a whole class or skip activities that seem too
complicated for the students.
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For some lessons, the teacher's manuals provide specific advice on elements that would be inappropriate for
the target age group and advise teachers to avoid these.
Examples include:
•

Infants A1, Lesson 7, p. 65 which suggests that instructors show students pictures from a children 's Bible
when discussing the story of Noah's ark. However, the teacher's manual specifically states that instructors

•
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should not show pictures of people perishing in the flood .
Infants A1, Lesson 9, p. 85 - In a lesson on the Easter story about Jesus dying on the cross, instructors
are warned that "some students may be upset by this story of the death of Jesus. Do not go into details of
Jesus' suffering with students of this age group".
•

Infants A1, Lesson 7, p. 67 - In a lesson on Noah's Ark, instructors are advised that: "If a student asks
about the fate of people who didn't go on board the ark, you may point out that the ark was for all of the
people who chose to follow God".

4. 7 Revising content

Under current legislation, there is no oversight or regulation of RI programs other than it must be
approved by the relevant faith group.

The publishers of Connect are continuing to review the materials to ensure they remain relevant. It seems that
substantial work has gone into removing the perception of proselytising from the publications (for example,
through the preface added to the whole class Concluding prayers which provide the option to participate).
Youthworks has advised the Department on several occasions in correspondence, and in the media, that the
publishers are willing to work with the Department to improve the Connect resources.

Given the Department has not reviewed any other RI materials, it is recognised that the publishers of Connect
could use a favourable outcome from this review to further promote its materials for RI classes across Australia

Re

and New Zealand .

While outside the scope of this review, it is recognised that RI materials (other than Connect) being used in
state schools across Queensland may not be consistent with departmental policies, procedures and
frameworks, may not be developmentally appropriate for the relevant age groups or could raise other general
concerns.

5.0 Conclusions
The review of the Connect materials did not find major inconsistencies with departmental legislation, policies,
procedures or frameworks . Many of the issues identified could be addressed through negotiation with the
publisher and information and advice for instructors about departmental requirements . The current requirement
for school staff to be present in RI classes will continue to provide a safeguard and should ensure that any
inconsistencies with departmental requirements are monitored.
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There are some concepts and lessons within Connect that deal with issues such as sin and punishment that
could potentially affect an at-risk student's wellbeing if not delivered in a sensitive way. However, concepts such
as sin, punishment, forgiveness, and "Jesus as a saviour" are at the core of Christianity and their removal from
Christian RI lessons would significantly impact on the instruction being provided . RI program developers, faith
groups and RI instructors need to remain sensitive and vigilant to the circumstances of students and the impact
specific discussions may have.
The issues raised through the Connect program review have highlighted a much broader issue around the
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appropriateness of legislated RI delivery in Queensland state schools and whether expectations regarding
issues such as proselytising and evangelising should be clarified .

6.0 Recommendations

6.1 Seek amendment of Connect materials

It is recommended that the Department request that the publishers revise the Connect materials as soon as
practicable to address the relevant findings of this review.

It would also be beneficial for the Connect manuals to advise instructors to become familiar with relevant state
Education Department policies and procedures (such as student protection, health and safety, student
wellbeing).

6.2 Audit the versions of materials being used in schools by instructors
It is recommended that an immediate audit of currency of the Connect materials being used in Queensland
state schools be undertaken to ensure that old manuals which include outdated and inappropriate content are
disposed of and are not used with students .

6.3 Amend the RI policy statement

It is recommended that enhancements be made to the RI policy statement to give principals more clarity
regarding their responsibility to review authorised programs of RI to help them satisfy duty of care and

Re

legislative obligations.

6.4 Communicate with Principals

Principals have been advised that, once finalised, the outcomes of the review will be communicated. It is
recommended that, through these communications, principals be reminded of the need for:
•

vigilance about appropriate permission being in place for students to attend RI classes

•

ensuing information about RI classes offered in the school is made available to parents and that parents
have access to more detailed information and lesson materials if requested

•

ensuring that the school staff member present during RI classes raise any concerns or issues with the
principal.
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6.5 Communicate with faith groups who use Connect
It is recommended that communication occurs with the Christian faith groups in Queensland that are known to
use Connect to advise of the outcome of the review and highlight issues raised, including:
•

ensuring RI instructors are using the most recent updated versions of the materials

•

avoiding specific concepts and terms (such as rape, incest, bigamy in the teacher's notes) and the need for
sensitivity when discussing particular concepts with students (such as animal sacrifice, physical

•
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punishment)
advising instructors to familiarise themselves with relevant departmental policies and procedures (such as
student protection, health and safety, student wellbeing)
•

avoiding advertising Year 13 or other Anglican programs

•

avoiding baking cakes or providing food such as lollies to avoid potential consequences with food allergies
and conflict with healthy eating concepts promoted in schools.

6.6 Improve data capture

It is recommended that, at a minimum, the number of students participating in RI or other instruction is captured
by the Department. Further investigation into the collection of data such as the faith groups providing RI in
schools and the programs they deliver should also be considered.

6. 7 Parliamentary Committee review

There are a number of strong and competing views regarding RI. It has become evident through the course of
the review that there is a need for a more forensic examination of the objectives, program materials,
implementation, and roles and responsibilities of principals and faith groups, within a twenty-first century state
schooling environment. It is recommended that a Parliamentary Committee Inquiry be established to ensure that
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all stakeholders have the opportunity to provide input into a thorough, independent and transparent review.
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APPENDIX 1

Review of Connect Religious Instruction Materials
Terms of Reference
Review of the Connect Religious Instruction Materials

Purpose

The purpose of the review of the Connect RI materials is to determine if they
are consistent with legislation and DET policy I procedures, including the
Religious Instruction policy statement.

Scope
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Title

In Scope

All Connect teacher's manuals:

Infants for students aged 5-7 years;

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years;

Upper Primary for students aged 10-12 years.

All Connect student workbooks:

Infants for students aged 5-7 years;

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years;

Upper Primary for students aged 10-12 years.

Out of Scope

Review of any other RI programs.
Review of the RI policy statement or legislation.

Timeframe

Dissatisfaction from stakeholders with polarised views regardless of the
outcome.
Mitigation: Ongoing communication with stakeholders.

Re

Risks

To Minister by 30 June 2016

Despite applying the utmost professionalism, reviewers will examine the
material through their value system.
Mitigation: Multiple reviewers and moderation of assessments.

Deliverables

Ministerial Report
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APPENDIX 2

Review Team
A team of reviewers was drawn from across the State Schools Division to review the Connect teacher's
manuals .
A mix of staff with substantial knowledge and experience in teaching, curriculum development, government
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policy and administration, and departmental policies and procedures including in the areas of RI, student
wellbeing , inclusive education, and safe and supportive school communities undertook the review with oversight
by an Executive Director.

The reviewers held qualifications in primary and secondary teaching, psychology, social sciences and
governance and public policy.

Each reviewer was allocated one or two teacher's manuals to consider.

The reviewers were briefed on their role to read the manuals and identify any inconsistencies with departmental
legislation, policies or procedures, with a focus on the RI policy. Reviewers were also asked to identify any
areas where the program was developmentally inappropriate for the target age group, and any issues that
caused concern .

Reviewers were aware of the challenges presented by the context of RI in state schools, the Connect materials
and the very diverse nature of thinking about the subject within the broader community. A process of
moderation was employed to support consistency and provide quality assurance across the assessments of the

Re

Connect materials made by individuals.
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APPENDIX 3
Overview of the Connect Materials Format
Connect is described as a Christian Education curriculum. It is produced by Christian Education Publications
and Youthworks, which are linked to the Sydney Anglican Diocese.
It is understood that Connect draws on the educational research of Howard Gardner from Harvard University. It
combines eight "kinds of intelligence" to reach different learning styles: word, music, maths and logic, body (e.g.
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movement), space and vision (e.g. creativity), self, interpersonal, and nature.

Connect is intended to be a three-year curriculum presented across three levels of schooling:
•

Infants for students aged 5-7 years (noting that RI is not offered to Prep students in Queensland State
schools)

•

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years

•

Upper Primary for students aged 10-12 years.

Each level comprises six teaching manuals of approximately 200 pages. Each teaching manual comprises 20
lessons of approximately 25-30 minutes duration.

The 'Welcome' section in each manual explains that the 'curriculum has as its foundation the belief that it is
important to allow the Bible's own theological framework to determine what is taught and how it is taught". The
Welcome also talks about linking "interested children" to church-run children's and youth activities so that they
can experience Christian community and learn more about the Christian faith.
For each of the 20 lessons in the teacher's manuals provide instructors with :
•
•

Lesson Aim - the focus concept to be taught in each lesson.

Lesson Outcomes -the knowledge, understanding, skills, values and attitudes that the lesson seeks to

•

Re

teach.

Memory Verse - a verse for students to recite and memorise. The same verse is usually used for three to
five lessons.

•

Bible background - notes to give more detailed information to help the instructor to understand the main
elements of the lesson, their place in the Bible and their historical background .

•

A list of things they will need - such as pens, paper, music, visual aids, CD player, blue-tack, activity
books, etc.

•

Other resources - this usually refers to music or an audio-visual that is not part of the Connect program
and needs to be separately purchased.
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•

Before you start - instructions on how to prepare for the lesson e.g. "If you intend to use an interactive
whiteboard, review the PowerPoint slides for the lesson on the CD-ROM that comes with the manual", or
"Photocopy enough Visual aids on p. 19 of the Judges 1 worksheet for each student".

•

A 'teacher's' prayer - a short prayer in which the instructor may ask for God's guidance in delivering the
lesson.
A 'Way In' - such as an icebreaking activity, song or asking some simple questions.

•

Bible Focus - speaking points that the instructor may use in the lesson, questions to ask the class and
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•

examples of responses students may provide to questions. Some lessons include a role play activity or
particular Bible verses to read .
•

Connections - speaking points for the instructor to use to link the lesson to the students own lives.

•

Concluding prayer - a short prayer for the class to say together e.g. "Dear God, thank you that you are a
faithful God. Thank you that despite Israel's disobedience you still raised up judges to save them. We pray
that we may not be like the Israelites. Please help us to obey you and follow you. In Jesus' name we pray.
Amen" (Lesson 1, Upper Primary C1 ). Earlier editions of the manuals (which may still be in use) indicate
the whole class should participate. Recently published manuals give students an option to not participate.

•

Taking it further - additional ideas for longer lessons including songs, movement, Bible exploration, etc.

•

'Teacher' reflections - prompting questions about how the lesson went and how to change it next time.

•

For the next lesson - a guide to preparation for the next lesson in the book.

•

Support materials - activity sheets that can be photocopied, teaching props etc.

Two disks are provided with each teacher's manual: one contains music and drama, and the other provides
PowerPoints and PDFs to support each lesson.

In addition, student workbooks are available to support each manual. The student workbooks generally have

Re

one page for each lesson and include activities such as colouring-in, Bible verses with letters missing for the
students to complete, crosswords etc. The back pages of the student workbooks include prayers (such as the
Lord's Prayer) and words to songs provided on the teacher's disk.

As of 1 October 2015, each teacher's manual costs $31.95, each student workbook costs $2.99 (parents are
often invoiced for the cost of the workbook) and each visual aid pack costs $31.95. There are also a range of
other material available for purchase from Christian Education Publications, including a 'preschool curriculum'
designed for children aged 3-5, a 'Kindy' teacher's manual designed for the first year of school and a teacher's
manual titled Big Questions for students in year 6 to explore issues such as 'What's gone wrong with the
world?', 'Does God really care about me?', 'What's the purpose of my life?' and 'How will I make choices about
my future?'
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Executive Summary
In June 2016, the Minister for Education announced a review of the Connect materials used by various Christian
faith groups for the delivery of Religious Instruction (RI) in some Queensland state schools. This move was
precipitated by a number of reported concerns in the media and the suspension of the program at a Brisbane
state school.
RI is a program of instruction approved and provided by a religious denomination or society in state schools
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according to the Education (General Provisions) Act 2006 and Education (General Provisions) Regulation 2006.
Connect is intended for delivery as a three-year program presented across three phases of schooling:
•

Infants for students aged 5 to 7 years

•

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years

•

Upper Primary for students aged 10 to 12 years.

The review focused on the consistency of the materials with legislation and departmental policies, procedures
and frameworks; the developmental appropriateness of the materials for the relevant age groups; and other
general concerns raised in complaints.

In summary, the review has found that the vast majority of Connect materials do not contravene the Department
of Education and Training's legislation, policies, procedures or frameworks.

There are, however, a number of issues that need to be addressed including references and/or activities related
to animal sacrifice, prostitution and murder, as well as a number of lessons and activities which have the
potential to cause psychological harm and affect students' health and wellbeing.

There are also some concerning examples of advice and activities that do not align with student protection
practices and could unintentionally support grooming behaviour. Further, some language within the manuals
related to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students and students with disabilities is inconsistent with
inclusive education practices.

A further concern is that RI instructors may be using older, outdated editions of the materials that should not be

Re

used with students.

It is recommended that communications are entered into as soon as practicable with the publisher to address
these issues. Through correspondence to date, the publisher has expressed a willingness to work with the
Department to address any concerns raised and to amend the materials.
While outside the scope of this review, there is a broader consideration of whether the legislation governing RI
in state schools meets contemporary parent and community expectations. Additionally, there is no legislated
prohibition on proselytising or evangelising. Proselytising is defined within the RI policy, however, it is only
referenced within the supporting document in relation to cooperative arrangements .
While the Connect materials are, in the main, in alignment with legislation and departmental policies,
procedures and frameworks, amendments to some sections of the materials are required and further
exploration of the legislative remit in relation to RI is recommended.
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1.0 Background
1 .1 Provision of RI in Queensland state schools
RI has been available in Queensland state schools for over 100 years following the outcome of a referendum
conducted in April 1910.
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RI is a program of instruction approved and provided by a religious denomination or society in state schools
according to the Education (General Provisions) Act 2006 (EGPA) and Education (General Provisions)
Regulation 2006 (EGPR).

Section 76 of the EGPA states that schools must allow provision of RI for a period of up to one hour per week if
approached by a faith group seeking to provide RI when students of that faith group attend the school.
Participation in RI is not compulsory. Students are allocated to RI classes (or other instruction) based on the
faith group nominated by their parents on their enrolment form or if their parents have provided other written
permission for their child to attend RI classes.

If a parent has indicated on the enrolment form 'no religion' or 'no religion nominated' or a response that is not
represented in the school's RI program , then the student will receive other instruction in a separate location at
the school while RI classes are taking place. Parents can change their preference for their child to participate in
RI or other instruction at any time by notifying the school in writing.

RI is only available to students from Year 1 in state primary, secondary and special schools. It is not offered to
Prep students .

RI is not a Queensland curriculum or syllabus. The Department has no involvement in the selection of content
for RI programs. However, as with any program or activity delivered in a school, principals have a duty of care
to take all reasonable steps to minimise the risk of foreseeable harm to the students at their school and are
responsible for ensuring that the content and activities do not contravene legislation or departmental policies.
The Department's RI policy and supporting documents provide guidance for principals in the process of RI
schools.

Re

delivery and considerations for faith groups regarding establishing and implementing an RI program in state

Within Queensland state schools , RI classes are juxtaposed with a multitude of cultural, religious and nonreligious viewpoints. Schools seek to respect the background and beliefs of their students and school
community and respond to the wishes of parents .

1.2 Data on RI in Queensland state schools
The Department does not currently collect data on the number of students participating in RI , the schools which
offer RI programs, the faith groups providing RI in schools, or the materials used by faith groups to deliver RI.

1
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While data on religion nominated on students' enrolment forms is captured by OneSchool, this is only a proxy
measure for participation in RI classes. This data is not considered an accurate indicator of the number of
students actually participating in RI because, for example, the RI program nominated by parents may not be
available at the school and parents can change their preference for their child to pariticpate in RI (or not) at any
time.
Noting the unreliability of the OneSchool data, the percentages of students who have a religion recorded in
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OneSchool at certain points in time over the past five years is identified below.
Table 1: Percentage of students with a religion recorded in OneSchool

Data Collection Point in Time

% of all student enrolments with a religion recorded

l

Aug 2012

Oct 2013
June 2014
July 2015
May 2016

12.7%

20.0%
25.2%

29.8%

32.4%

The increase in the number of students with a religion recorded is primarily the result of the religion question on
the enrolment form becoming mandatory in 2014.

Anecdotal evidence suggests that regular weekly RI classes do not usually occur in secondary schools even
though the legislation allows for it.

1 .3 Recent RI changes at Windsor State School

Re

On 3 June 2016, the Principal of Windsor State School wrote to parents of students at the school advising that
he was unable to permit continued use of the Connect program at the school and was obliged to suspend RI
lessons immediately.

The Principal explained that it had only recently come to his attention that none of the programs, such as

Connect, used by faith groups to deliver RI are approved or endorsed by the Department. In accordance with
the Department's RI policy, he had undertaken a review of the Connect materials and found that they
contravene the policy that prohibits proselytising. He explained that:

"Connect lessons go beyond imparting knowledge of Biblical references, and extend to soliciting
children to develop a personal faith in God and Jesus to become a Christian or 'Kingdom Kid'."
The Principal also wrote to the RI Coordinator at the School confirming a previous discussion about his decision
to suspend the program .
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In undated correspondence to the RI Coordinator, the Principal explained that he had reviewed the Connect
program which was being used at the school and found it to be in contravention of the Department's RI policy.
He considered that the Connect program appeared to be "based on the premise of trying to solicit them
[students] for a decision to become the kind of Christian prescribed in the materials". The Principal identified
more than 30 examples of what he considered proselytising in the Connect materials.
Many of the examples provided could not be located by reviewers in the current Connect materials. The
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publisher of the Connect materials has advised that these references were referring to outdated manuals.
Further, the Principal advised that he would review any alternative RI programs presented to him and resume RI
classes if he found the materials to be consistent with the Department's requirements .

This is the second time an RI program has been suspended at Windsor State School. It is understood that in
2014, under the leadership of the former principal, the Access Ministries

Central to the debate about the Connect materials is the definition of proselytising. The definition attached to the
Department's RI policy statement defines 'proselytising' as 'soliciting a student for a decision to change the ir
religious affiliation' .1

There are disparate views on what may constitute proselytising in RI :

If a student's parent has nominated a particular religion program - publ ished by an interdenominational
Christian organisation based in Victoria - was suspended following lobbying by parents .

1.4 Defining Proselytising
1.

on their child's enrolment form (e.g. Christian), then the student is of that religion or affiliated with that
religion and, therefore, any RI provided in that religion cannot be viewed as proselytising.

2. If a student's parent has nominated a particular religious denomination on their child's enrolment form (e.g.
Anglican}, and the student participates in a cooperative arrangement (e.g. Anglican and Baptist), any
soliciting by an RI instructor for the student to change their denom ination (e.g. from Anglican to Baptist)

3.

Re

would be viewed as proselytising .

While parents may nominate a religion for their child on the enrolment form, the child may not have
personally accepted that religion and, therefore, RI could be viewed as trying to solicit the child to follow a
particular rel igion .

A supporting document attached to the RI policy statement, 'Considerations for faith groups establishing and
implementing religious instruction' provides the only reference to proselytising in relation to cooperative
arrangements where two or more faith groups are working together, stating that a RI Coordinator must: 'Advise
religious instructors that they are not to proselytise in a cooperative arrangement.'

2

1

http:/led ucation .qld .gov .au/schools/school-operations/ri-definitions .htm I

2

http:/led ucation .qld .gov .au/schools/school-operations/ri-con siderations-faith-grou ps .htm I
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At any time, parents may choose for their child to attend RI classes, including those delivered by a cooperative
arrangement.
What is not clear is whether proselytising is considered to occur when students who don't identify with a
Christian faith are being placed into Christian RI classes by their parents.
Although outside the scope of this review, it is noted that legal advice provided by faith groups has
indicated the view that there is no legislative basis for prohibition of proselytising in the EGPA or EGPR.
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The Department's Legal and Administrative Law Branch supports this view.

2.0 Review methodology

The review of the Connect materials focused on the 18 teacher's manuals and accompanying student
workbooks. The key aim of the review was to determine whether these materials are consistent with legislation
and departmental policies, procedures and frameworks (including but not limited to the RI policy, health and
wellbeing, inclusive education, and safe and supportive school communities); developmental appropriateness of
the materials for the relevant age groups; and any general concerns.

The Terms of Reference for the review are at Appendix 1, along with a description of the review team at
Appendix 2.

A moderation process was used to support consistency and mitigate any potential personal bias .

3.0 The Connect materials

Connect describes itself as a Christian Education curriculum. It is produced by Christian Education Publications
and Youthworks Media, which are linked to the Sydney Anglican Diocese.

Connect is intended to be a three-year program presented across three levels of schooling :

Infants for students aged 5 to 7 years (noting that RI is not offered to Prep students in Queensland state
schools)

Re

•

•

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years

•

Upper Primary for students aged 10 to 12 years.

Each year of the program is labelled with a series i.e. "A", "B" or "C" and proposed semester. Youthworks has
advised that about 90 per cent of instructors are teaching from the "C" series in 2016 and will teach from the "A"
series in 2017.
Updates are made in the year prior to the series being used in the majority of schools . Therefore, the "A" series
is currently being updated for use in 2017. Major updates (such as removal of the David and Goliath lesson
earlier in 2016) are posted on Connect's web portal and advice emailed to all known customers.
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RI instructors may or may not purchase new manuals from year-to-year. It is therefore possible that
some instructors are teaching from outdated materials. Youthworks has advised that when major
changes occur, such as in 2013, all instructors were required to purchase new teacher's manuals.
Further contextual information on the Connect materials is at Appendix 3.
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4.0 Findings
Following are the findings of the Review of the Connect program conducted in June 2016.

4.1 Christian historical beliefs, concepts and terms

Throughout Connect, the Bible is represented as a factual, historical document. An example of this is in Lower
Primary, C1, Teaching Techniques and Hints, p. 93: "Emphasise that these events are historical and true ... ".
The use of Christian historical beliefs, concepts and terms is unavoidable in a Christian RI class. However,
some of these Christian historical beliefs, concepts and terms may not be considered appropriate for discussion
with primary school students, even in the context of a Christian RI class or as a direct quotes from the Bible .
Each lesson within the Connect teacher's manuals provides background information under the heading "Bible
background" to help the instructor contextualise the lesson. There are some events, concepts and terms
discussed in this section, such as incest, rape, prostitution, murder, and animal and human sacrifice, which are
not developmentally appropriate to be discussed with primary school students. For example, reference is made
to rape in Infants C1, p. 70; to murder in Upper Primary A 1, p. 55; and to animal/human sacrifice in Lower
Pirmary C2, p. 64. However, this section is not for the purposes of discussion with students and is only for the
instructor's background. As such, it is not considered a contravention of departmental requirements .
In a very small number of instances, some of these terms are referred to in the speaking points for discussion
with the class or in materials for distribution to students . Events and concepts such as animal sacrifice and
'wasting money on women' (referring to prostitution) are not considered developmentally appropriate for the
target age group. Although these concepts are used in the materials as direct Bible quotes, their

Re

continued use in primary schools is not considered appropriate.
Examples include:

Upper Primary, C1, Lesson 4, p. 46 (Student Worksheet) includes a Bible quote on animal sacrifice:
"Finally, Saul commanded, 'Bring me some animals, so we can offer sacrifices to please the LORD and ask
for his help'. Saul killed one of the animals ... "
Upper Primary, A2, Student activity book, Lesson 7, p. 13 includes references to wasting money on women
(i.e. prostitution) in a Bible quote: "This other son of yours wasted your money on [women]' . While not
explicit in its description of the meaning, this reference is not considered appropriate for 10-12 year
old students.
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Upper Primary, 82, Student activity book, Lesson 19, p. 38 mentions "virgin" and "not sleeping together" in
a Bible reference about Mary and Joseph and the conception of Jesus.

Terms such as sin, punishment, death, and Jesus being nailed to the cross, which are found throughout
the Connect program are a reflection of the Bible's content and on which Christianity is based. While
some non-Christians may take offence to the use of these terms, it would be difficult to provide

4.2 Proselytising
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Christian RI without reference to such terms and concepts.

Only a small number of examples of proselytising were found in the Connect teacher's manuals considering the
volume of material provided . It is apparent that the publishers have made a concerted effort in recent versions
of the materials to remove perceptions of proselytising. For example, unlike previous versions, in the more
recently updated teacher's manual (Upper Primary, C1 ), the whole-class "Concluding prayer" is prefaced with
instructor's speaking points: This is how Christians talk to God. If you would like to pray with me please join me.
If you don't then please lower your head so we don't get distracted while praying this short prayer.

It is understood that all class prayers will be prefaced by this message in future.

Opportunities do exist to provide information or advice to students about attending church services or
youth groups, however, it is usually (but not always) clear that the information should only be provided
to 'interested students'. It is not specified how the instructor determines whether students are
interested or not.

Examples of proselytising identified in the manuals include:

Hand out the flyers for local church services if you have them (Upper Primary, C1 , Lesson 10, p. 100).
How about asking your parents if you could come along to kids club or kids church. (This would be

a good

time to hand out flyers.) (Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 17, p. 181 ).
Students are asked to write

a newspaper article for inclusion in a newspaper to be distributed at the

Re

Christmas assembly. The newspaper could have details about the local church 's Christmas services at the
back (Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 18, p. 187).

Direct quotes from the Bible were not considered as proselytising on the basis that parents of children
attending these RI classes have indicated an affiliation with Christianity or a desire for their child to
learn about it.
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4.3 Evangelising
The Department defines evangelising as "preaching or advocating a cause or religion with the object of making
converts to Christianity"

3

.

While not explicitly prohibited by the EGPA or EGPR, nor referenced in the RI policy

statement, the Department would expect schools to take appropriate action if aware that evangelising is
occurring outside of an RI class given it could adversely affect the school's ability to provide a safe, supportive
and inclusive environment for students.

Although proselytising was not common throughout the manuals, evangelising was frequently
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identified in all teachers' manuals - both in terms of teachers' evangelising to students, and students
being encouraged to evangelise to others.

Examples of activities that may encourage students to evangelise:

Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 18, p. 190: Students could compose a poem, song, drama to communicate the

gospel to others.

Lower Primary, C2, Lesson 17, p. 153: Students could make beaded bracelets or necklaces and give them

to their friends as a way of sharing the good news about Jesus.

4.4 Consistency with legislation and departmental policies, procedures and
frameworks
4.4. 1 RI policy statement

The RI policy statement specifies the process for establishing an RI program in a state school, and the
implementation of the program by religious leaders. The Connect materials as such do not contravene the

RI policy given there are no requirements regarding the content of RI program materials.
The RI policy supporting document, Considerations for principals establishing and implementing religious
4

instruction, states that 'authorised programs of RI are reviewed to ensure they do not contravene legislation or
departmental procedures, and are made available to the school community on request.'

Re

Two lessons that stood out as being inconsistent with the RI policy in that they encourage advertising
of Anglican Church programs were:

Lower Primary 81, Lesson 20, p. 190 which focuses on the "Mothers Union", a mission agency of the
Anglican Church of Australia.

3

Chaplaincy and student welfare services: Definitions http://education.qld.gov.au/schools/healthy/chaplaincystudent-welfare. htm I

4

A program of religious instruction approved by the faith group for delivery to students of that faith group in a single or
cooperative arrangement. The religious leader/s of the faith group authorises the program of instruction (s. 27 EGPR).
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Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 20, p. 174 which is entirely focused on the Anglican Year 13 Youth Works Gap
Year program (volunteer work overseas) and aims to advertise and recruit students for an overseas aid
program (even though they will not be eligible to sign up for several years).

Creation of artefacts
Some lessons propose making artefacts such as art works that could be used for classroom displays, or
greetings cards and messages to give to family and friends. To be consistent with the Department's RI policy,
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any displays would need to be removed from the classroom at the end of the RI lesson. The instructor and the
school should ensure that RI students do not give any materials used or created in RI lessons (including
greeting cards) to students who do not attend RI classes.
Examples include:

Infants A1, Lesson 3, p. 37 - creating a wall mural of God's creation .
Infants A1, Lesson 7, p. 69 -folding paper to make Arks.

Infants A 1, Lesson 10, p. 100 - making Easter greetings cards for family and friends.

4.4.2

Student Protection

Some of the advice and activities in the Connect teacher's manuals were identified as being
inconsistent with current student protection practices. Of particular note was an activity to share
secrets; mentions of 'special friends'; and a suggestion that teachers meet one-to-one with students
who are interested in finding out more about Christianity. It is noted that more recently published
manuals suggest that another adult should be present for any one-to-one discussions.
Examples include:

Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 2, p. 28 - "Just as Jesus used everyday events to disguise his secret, ask each
pair to discuss and then write a story to disguise their own secret." For a wide range of reasons, including
that students of all ages should see teachers and school staff as trusted adults and feel safe to share

Re

information, this content would not be supported . No activities/content should teach or encourage students
to keep secrets.

Lower Primary A2, Lesson 10, p. 92-3 - uses of the term 'special friends'. The use of the term 'special
friends' is not supported because of student protection considerations. Whilst the context in this instance is
understood ('Jesus was asking Matthew to be one of his special friends' and 'Jesus calls us to become one
of his special friends'), the term is closely associated with grooming behaviour and therefore this language
is deemed inappropriate.
Upper Primary, A2, p. 197 - 'Helpful teaching techniques' provides advice on 'Talking one-to-one with a
student', ind icating that instructors should talk to students in full view of other students or teachers, even
though the conversation is private. Best practice would be for instructors to ensure that all discussions with
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students (including whole class, group or individual discussions) take place in full view of a school based
staff member and other students.

4.4.3

Student Health and Wellbeing, and Safe and
Supportive School Communities

There are a number of lessons, particularly in the Upper Primary materials, that have the potential to
negatively affect the social and emotional wellbeing of particular students who may have depressive
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tendencies, be in a fragile state, or could blame themselves for things happening around them, for
example family break up or death of a loved one. These lessons also have the potential to upset students, or
cause disturbances and bad dreams. These lessons talked about deserving punishment, the consequences of
your sin on others, and specific Bible events.
Example include:

Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 3, p. 35 - drinking tomato juice to represent blood.
Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 4, p. 53 - "The punishment for sin is death".

Upper Primary, Activity book, p. 29 (Student activity book) - indicates "If you live to satisfy your desires,
you will die".

Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 15, p. 161 - Teacher asks: "What is the end result for someone whose goal is
to please themselves?". Accept responses: They will die.

Lower Primary, 81 , Lesson 9, p. 94 - Class debate regard ing whether it was right or wrong for the disciple
to cut off the servant's ear.

Lower Primary, C1 , Lesson 17, p. 146 - So these leaders met together to try and think of a plan to get rid
of Daniel. With a partner, spend one minute thinking of ways they might get rid of him.

Lower Primary, A1 , p. 86 - Sad day activity: asking students to write a letter to a friend, expressing their

Re

feelings and confusion about all they saw and heard when Jesus was arrested and killed.
Upper Primary C1, Lesson 8, p. 72 (Domino effect lesson) - which tells students their sin will have
consequences for others around them. Examples are given of sinners and how this then led to babies
dying, unhappiness, and other events.

Potential health and safety concerns were also raised with a small number of lessons.
Examples include:
Lower Primary, A2, Lesson 6, p. 63 - baking a mystery Bible cake (that may affect students with food
allergies).
Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 13, p. 119 - adding bleach to a glass of coloured water.
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Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 8, p. 81 - using needles for craft.
Upper Primary, B2, p. 236 (and elsewhere) - handing out lollies and eating as much ice-cream as you can
in one minute.
The Help with classroom management section of some manuals (for example Upper Primary, B2, p. 236)
discusses punishment for misbehaviour and states, "Do not let the students' off after promising punishment". In
all circumstances, behaviour management is the responsibility of the school and classroom teacher and under
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no circumstances should a volunteer RI instructor 'punish' children. RI instructors should discuss any behaviour
concerns with the classroom teacher. A staff member from the school is to be present during all RI classes.

4.4.4

Inclusive Education

Each manual has the same layout with respect to certain information for instructors, for example The special
needs of indigenous students, Understanding the student: the learning theory undergirding Connect, and Help
with classroom management. Some of the language suggestions used in these sections, particularly in
the older publications, is not consistent with inclusive education practices.
Examples include:

Referring to students with specials needs in the Is your class different? teacher information (Upper Primary,
A2, p. 202 and other manuals) suggests that "Teachers should not jump to the false conclusion that these
students are unintelligent". This language is not appropriate nor consistent with departmental policies.
Similarly, the section on The special needs of indigenous students (also in Upper Primary, A2, p. 204 and
other manuals) suggests : "Aboriginal students are most teachable when sitting in small groups outside
under a tree ." Again, this language is inappropriate and not consistent with departmental policies, as is the
assumption that "(S)RE followed by a barbecue lunch on Friday, then an afternoon's sport would be the
most pleasurable experience Aboriginal Primary students could imagine".

Both of these examples are also included in what appears to be one of the later editions of the manuals - Upper
Primary, C1, pp. 217 and 219.

5

Re

There is discussion in some lessons about punishment for sins and a potential implication that
disabilities are punishment for sin.
For example:

Lower Primary, C2, Lesson 6, p. 54 talks about" ...he had 38 years of not being able to walk, run, jump .. .
invite the students to suggest other things the man would not be able to do".

5

When media coverage occurred regarding these examples from the Connect materials during the course of

the review, Youthworks contacted the Department acknowledging that the instructions/guidelines were 'dated
and clunky' and provided a revised document.
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Lower Primary, C2, Lesson 8, p. 74 says: "Some of the people from that village wondered why this man
was born blind. Was it a punishment from God because his parents or someone else had done something
wrong."

4.4.5

Animal Ethics

A couple of animal ethics considerations were identified, including the previously mentioned references

Examples include:
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to sacrificing animals. The pedagogic value of these exercises is unclear.

Upper Primary 82, Lesson 17, p. 183 which suggests that the instructor "bring in a dead animal to dissect".
Lower Primary C2, Lesson 15, pp. 128 and 133 which suggests the teacher bring in some "pretend
sacrifices" which are used two activities during the lesson . However it is unclear what kind of 'pretend
sacrifices' will be used e.g . food or animals sacrifices.

4.5 Delivery cycle and version control

Connect is delivered as a three-year program . The A, Band C labelling of each manual indicates which year of
the program it belongs to. Youthworks has advised that, with a few exceptions, most instructors should be
working on the same stage of the program (A, B or C) in any given year. However, there is no certainty that the
majority of instructors are using the same cycle nor the same version of the manuals.

Manuals are reviewed and updated every three years, although essential updates can occur at any time.
Youthworks has advised that, in 2016, most instructors would be delivering lessons from C manuals . As a
result, Youthworks is currently reviewing and updating the A manuals for use by most instructors in 2017.

Of note is that there is no clear labelling of the manuals to identify the relevant version. The copyright
date on the last page is the only information showing the version/date of publication, rather than an
obvious version number clearly identified on the cover of the manual. This means that there could be a
large number of materials being used in schools which are significantly outdated and containing

Re

inappropriate content.

4.6 Age appropriateness

Unless they have a teaching background, it is unlikely that RI instructors would have the expertise to
know what children of a particular age can and cannot do prior to undertaking the activity with students,
and would rely on the manuals to guide them.
There are some suggested activities, such as a crossword puzzle in the Infants A1 manual , which may be too
difficult for many of the younger students in the grouping . However, the teacher's manuals provide a level of
flexibility that instructors could work on these activities as a whole class or skip activities that seem too
complicated for the students.
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For some lessons, the teacher's manuals provide specific advice on elements that would be inappropriate for
the target age group and advise teachers to avoid these.
Examples include:
Infants A1 , Lesson 7, p. 65 which suggests that instructors show students pictures from a children's Bible
when discussing the story of Noah's ark. However, the teacher's manual specifically states that instructors
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should not show pictures of people perishing in the flood .
Infants A1 , Lesson 9, p. 85 - In a lesson on the Easter story about Jesus dying on the cross, instructors
are warned that "some students may be upset by this story of the death of Jesus. Do not go into details of
Jesus' suffering with students of this age group".

Infants A1, Lesson 7, p. 67 - In a lesson on Noah's Ark, instructors are advised that: "If a student asks
about the fate of people who didn't go on board the ark, you may point out that the ark was for all of the
people who chose to follow God".

4. 7 Revising content

Under current legislation, there is no oversight or regulation of RI programs other than it must be
approved by the relevant faith group.

The publishers of Connect are continuing to review the materials to ensure they remain relevant. It seems that
substantial work has gone into removing the perception of proselytising from the publications (for example,
through the preface added to the whole class Concluding prayers which provide the option to participate).
Youthworks has advised the Department on several occasions in correspondence, and in the media, that the
publishers are willing to work with the Department to improve the Connect resources .

Given the Department has not reviewed any other RI materials, it is recognised that the publishers of Connect
could use a favourable outcome from this review to further promote its materials for RI classes across

Re

Australian and New Zealand .

While outside the scope of this review, it is recognised that RI materials (other than Connect) being used in
state schools across Queensland may not be consistent with departmental policies, procedures and
frameworks, may not be developmentally appropriateness for the relevant age groups or could raise other
general concerns.

5.0 Conclusions
The review of the Connect materials did not find major inconsistencies with departmental legislation, policies,
procedures or frameworks . Many of the issues identified could be addressed through negotiation with the
publisher and information and advice for instructors about departmental requirements. The current requirement
for school staff to be present in RI classes will continue to provide a safeguard and should ensure that any
inconsistencies with departmental requirements are monitored.
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There are some concepts and lessons within Connect that deal with issues such as sin and punishment that
could potentially affect an at-risk student's wellbeing if not delivered in a sensitive way. However, concepts such
as sin, punishment, forgiveness , and "Jesus as a saviour" are at the core of Christianity and their removal from
Christian RI lessons would significantly impact on the instruction being provided . RI program developers, faith
groups and RI instructors need to remain sensitive and vigilant to the circumstances of students and the impact
specific discussions may have .
The issues raised through the Connect program review have highlighted a much broader issue around the
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appropriateness of legislated RI delivery in Queensland state schools and whether expectations regarding
issues such as proselytising and evangelising should be clarified.

6.0 Recommendations

6.1 Seek amendment of Connect materials

It is recommended that the Department request that the publishers revise the Connect materials as soon as
practicable to address the relevant findings of this review.

It would also be beneficial for the Connect manuals to advise instructors to become familiar with relevant state
Education Department policies and procedures (such as student protection , health and safety, student
wellbeing).

6.2 Audit the versions of materials being used in schools by instructors
It is recommended that an immediate audit of currency of the Connect materials being used in Queensland
state schools be undertaken to ensure that old manuals which include outdated and inappropriate content are
disposed of and are not used with students .

6.3 Amend the RI policy statement

It is recommended that enhancements be made to the RI policy statement to give principals more clarity
regarding their responsibility to review authorised programs of RI to help them satisfy duty of care and

Re

legislative obligations.

6.4 Communicate with Principals

Principals have been advised that, once finalised, the outcomes of the review will be communicated . It is
recommended that, through these communications, principals be reminded of the need for:
vigilance about appropriate permission being in place for students to attend RI classes
ensuing information about RI classes offered in the school is made available to parents and that parents
have access to more detailed information and lesson materials if requested
ensuring that the school staff member present during RI classes raise any concerns or issues with the
principal.
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6.5 Communicate with faith groups who use Connect
It is recommended that communication occurs with the Christian faith groups in Queensland that are known to
use Connect to advise of the outcome of the review and highlight issues raised, including:
ensuring RI instructors are using the most recent updated versions of the materials
avoiding specific concepts and terms (such as rape, incest, bigamy in the teacher's notes) and the need for
sensitivity when discussing particular concepts with students (such as animal sacrifice, physical
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punishment)
advising instructors to familiarise themselves with relevant departmental policies and procedures (such as
student protection, health and safety, student wellbeing)

avoiding advertising Year 13 or other Anglican programs

avoiding baking cakes or providing food such as lollies to avoid potential consequences with food allergies
and conflict with healthy eating concepts promoted in schools.

6.6 Improve data capture

It is recommended that, at a minimum, the number of student participating in RI or other instruction is captured
by the Department. Further investigation into the collection of data such as the faith groups providing RI in
schools and the programs they deliver should also be considered.

6. 7 Parliamentary Committee review

There are a number of strong and competing views regarding RI. It has become evident through the course of
the review that there is the need for a more forensic examination of the objectives, program materials,
implementation, and roles and responsibilities of principals and faith groups, within a twenty-first century state
schooling environment. It is recommended that a Parliamentary Committee Inquiry be established to ensure that

Re

all stakeholders have the opportunity to provide input into a thorough, independent and transparent review.
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APPENDIX 1

Review of Connect Religious Instruction Materials
Terms of Reference
Review of the Connect Religious Instruction Materials

Purpose

The purpose of the review of the Connect RI materials is to determine if they
are consistent with legislation and DET policy I procedures, including the
Religious Instruction policy statement.

Scope
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Title

In Scope

All Connect teacher's manuals:
Infants for students aged 5-7 years;
Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years;
Upper Primary for students aged 10-12 years.

All Connect student workbooks:
Infants for students aged 5-7 years;
Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years;
Upper Primary for students aged 10-12 years.
Out of Scope

Review of any other RI programs.
Review of the RI policy statement or legislation.

Timeframe

Dissatisfaction from stakeholders with polarised views regardless of the
outcome.
Mitigation: Ongoing communication with stakeholders.

Re

Risks

To Minister by 30 June 2016

Despite applying the utmost professionalism , reviewers will examine the
material through their value system.
Mitigation: Multiple reviewers and moderation of assessments.

Deliverables

Ministerial Report
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APPENDIX 2

Review Team
A team of reviewers was drawn from across the State Schools Division to review the Connect teacher's
manuals.
A mix of staff with substantial knowledge and experience in teaching, curriculum development, government
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policy and administration, and departmental policies and procedures including in the areas of RI, student
wellbeing, inclusive education, and safe and supportive school communities undertook the review with oversight
by an Executive Director.

The reviewers held qualifications in primary and secondary teaching, psychology, social sciences and
governance and publ ic policy.

Each reviewer was allocated one or two teacher's manuals to consider.

The reviewers were briefed on their role to read the manuals and identify any inconsistencies with departmental
legislation, policies or procedures, with a focus on the RI policy. Reviewers were also asked to identify any
areas where the program was developmentally inappropriate for the target age group, and any issues that
caused concern.

Reviewers were aware of the challenges presented by the context of RI in state schools, the Connect materials
and the very diverse nature of thinking about the subject within the broader community. A process of
moderation was employed to support consistency and provide quality assurance across the assessments of the

Re

Connect materials made by individuals .
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APPENDIX3
Overview of the Connect Materials Format
Connect is described as a Christian Education curriculum . It is produced by Christian Education Publications
and Youthworks, which are linked to the Sydney Anglican Diocese.
It is understood that Connect draws on the educational research of Howard Gardner from Harvard University. It
combines eight "kinds of intelligence" to reach different learning styles: word , music, maths and logic, body (e.g.
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movement), space and vision (e.g. creativity), self, interpersonal, and nature.

Connect is intended to be a three-year curriculum presented across three levels of schooling:
•

Infants for students aged 5-7 years (noting that RI is not offered to Prep students in Queensland State
schools)

•

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years

•

Upper Primary for students aged 10-12 years.

Each level comprises six teaching manuals of approximately 200 pages. Each teaching manual comprises 20
lessons of approximately 25-30 minutes duration.

The 'Welcome' section in each manual explains that the 'curriculum has as its foundation the belief that it is
important to allow the Bible's own theological framework to determine what is taught and how it is taught". The
Welcome also talks about linking "interested children" to church-run children's and youth activities so that they
can experience Christian community and learn more about the Christian faith .
For each of the 20 lessons in the teacher's manuals provide instructors with:
•

Lesson Aim - the focus concept to be taught in each lesson .

•

Lesson Outcomes -the knowledge, understanding, skills, values and attitudes that the lesson seeks to

•

Re

teach .

Memory Verse - a verse for students to recite and memorise. The same verse is usually used for three to
five lessons.

•

Bible background - notes to give more detailed information to help the instructor to understand the main
elements of the lesson, their place in the Bible and their historical background .

•

A list of things they will need - such as pens, paper, music, visual aids, CD player, blue-tack, activity
books, etc.

•

Other resources - this usually refers to music or an audio-visual that is not part of the Connect program
and needs to be separately purchased.
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•

Before you start - instructions on how to prepare for the lesson e.g. "If you intend to use an interactive
whiteboard, review the PowerPoint slides for the lesson on the CD-ROM that comes with the manual", or
"Photocopy enough Visual aids on p. 19 of the Judges 1 worksheet for each student".

•

A 'teacher's' prayer - a short prayer in which the instructor may ask for God's guidance in delivering the
lesson.

•

A 'Way In' - such as an icebreaking activity, song or asking some simple questions.
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•

Bible Focus - speaking points that the instructor may use in the lesson, questions to ask the class and
examples of responses students may provide to questions. Some lessons include a role play activity or
particular Bible verses to read.

•
•

Connections - speaking points for the instructor to use to link the lesson to the students own lives.
Concluding prayer - a short prayer for the class to say together e.g . "Dear God, thank you that you are a
faithful God . Thank you that despite Israel's disobedience you still raised up judges to save them. We pray
that we may not be like the Israelites. Please help us to obey you and follow you. In Jesus' name we pray.
Amen" (Lesson 1, Upper Primary C1 ). Earlier editions of the manuals (which may still be in use) indicate
the whole class should participate. Recently published manuals give students an option to not participate.

•

Taking it further - additional ideas for longer lessons including songs, movement, Bible exploration, etc.

•

'Teacher' reflections - prompting questions about how the lesson went and how to change it next time.

•

For the next lesson - a guide to preparation for the next lesson in the book.

•

Support materials - activity sheets that can be photocopied, teaching props etc.

Two disks are provided with each teacher's manual : one contains music and drama, and the other provides
PowerPoints and PDFs to support each lesson.

In addition, student workbooks are available to support each manual. The student workbooks generally have

Re

one page for each lesson and include activities such as colouring-in, Bible verses with letters missing for the
students to complete, crosswords etc. The back pages of the student workbooks include prayers (such as the
Lord's Prayer) and words to songs provided on the teacher's disk.

As of 1 October 2015, each teacher's manual costs $31.95, each student workbook costs $2.99 (parents are
often invoiced for the cost of the workbook) and each visual aid pack costs $31.95. There are also a range of
other material available for purchase from Christian Education Publications, including a 'preschool curriculum'
designed for children aged 3-5, a 'Kindy' teacher's manual designed for the first year of school and a teacher's
manual titled Big Questions for students in year 6 to explore issues such as 'What's gone wrong with the
world?', 'Does God really care about me?', 'What's the purpose of my life?' and 'How will I make choices about
my future?'

18
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Executive Summary
In June 2016, the Minister for Education announced a review of the Connect materials used by various Christian
faith groups for the delivery of Religious Instruction (RI) in some Queensland state schools. This move was
precipitated by a number of reported concerns in the media and the suspension of the program at a Brisbane
state school .
RI is a program of instruction approved and provided by a religious denomination or society in state schools
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according to the Education (General Provisions) Act 2006 and Education (General Provisions) Regulation 2006.
Connect is intended for delivery as a three-year program presented across three phases of schooling:
•

Infants for students aged 5 to 7 years

•

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years

•

Upper Primary for students aged 10 to 12 years .

The review focused on the consistency of the materials with legislation and departmental policies, procedures
and frameworks; the developmental appropriateness of the materials for the relevant age groups; and other
general concerns raised in complaints.

In summary, the review has found that the vast majority of Connect materials do not contravene the Department
of Education and Training's legislation, policies, procedures or frameworks .

There are, however, a number of issues that need to be addressed including references and/or activities related
to animal sacrifice, prostitution and murder, as well as a number of lessons and activities which have the
potential to cause psychological harm and affect students' health and wellbeing .

There are also some concerning examples of advice and activities that do not align with student protection
practices and could unintentionally support grooming behaviour. Further, some language within the manuals
related to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students and students with disabilities is inconsistent with
inclusive education practices.

A further concern is that RI instructors may be using older, outdated editions of the materials that should not be

Re

used with students.

It is recommended that communications are entered into as soon as practicable with the publisher to address
these issues. Through correspondence to date, the publisher has expressed a willingness to work with the
Department to address any concerns raised and to amend the materials .
While outside the scope of this review, there is a broader consideration of whether the legislation governing RI
in state schools meets contemporary parent and community expectations. Additionally, there is no legislated
prohibition on proselytising or evangelising . Proselytising is defined within the RI policy, however, it is only
referenced within the supporting document in relation to cooperative arrangements.
While the Connect materials are, in the main, in alignment with legislation and departmental policies,
procedures and frameworks , amendments to some sections of the materials are required and further
exploration of the legislative remit in relation to RI is recommended .
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1.0 Background
1 .1 Provision of RI in Queensland state schools
RI has been available in Queensland state schools for over 100 years following the outcome of a referendum
conducted in April 1910.
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RI is a program of instruction approved and provided by a religious denomination or society in state schools
according to the Education (General Provisions) Act 2006 (EGPA) and Education (General Provisions)
Regulation 2006 (EGPR).

Section 76 of the EGPA states that schools must allow provision of RI for a period of up to one hour per week if
approached by a faith group seeking to provide RI when students of that faith group attend the school.
Participation in RI is not compulsory. Students are allocated to RI classes (or other instruction) based on the
faith group nominated by their parents on their enrolment form or if their parents have provided other written
permission for their child to attend RI classes.

If a parent has indicated on the enrolment form 'no religion' or 'no religion nominated' or a response that is not
represented in the school's RI program, then the student will receive other instruction in a separate location at
the school while RI classes are taking place. Parents can change their preference for their child to participate in
RI or other instruction at any time by notifying the school in writing.

RI is only available to students from Year 1 in state primary, secondary and special schools. It is not offered to
Prep students.

RI is not a Queensland curriculum or syllabus . The Department has no involvement in the selection of content
for RI programs. However, as with any program or activity delivered in a school, principals have a duty of care
to take all reasonable steps to minimise the risk of foreseeable harm to the students at their school and are
responsible for ensuring that the content and activities do not contravene legislation or departmental policies .

Re

The Department's RI policy and supporting documents provide guidance for principals in the process of RI
delivery and considerations for faith groups regarding establishing and implementing an RI program in state
schools.

Within Queensland state schools, RI classes are juxtaposed with a multitude of cultural, religious and nonreligious viewpoints. Schools seek to respect the background and beliefs of their students and school
community and respond to the wishes of parents.

1 .2 Data on RI in Queensland state schools
The Department does not currently collect data on the number of students participating in RI, the schools which
offer RI programs, the faith groups providing RI in schools, or the materials used by faith groups to deliver RI.

1
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While data on religion nominated on students' enrolment forms is captured by OneSchool, this is only a proxy
measure for participation in RI classes. This data is not considered an accurate indicator of the number of
students actually participating in RI because, for example, the RI program nominated by parents may not be
available at the school and parents can change their preference for their child to pariticpate in RI (or not) at any
time.
Noting the unreliability of the OneSchool data, the percentages of students who have a religion recorded in
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OneSchool at certain points in time over the past five years is identified below.
Table 1: Percentage of students with a religion recorded in OneSchool

Data Collection Point in Time

% of all student enrolments with a religion recorded

Aug 2012

12.7%

Oct 2013
June 2014
July 2015
May 2016

20.0%

25.2%

29.8%

32.4%

The increase in the number of students with a religion recorded is primarily the result of the religion question on
the enrolment form becoming mandatory in 2014.

Anecdotal evidence suggests that regular weekly RI classes do not usually occur in secondary schools even
though the legislation allows for it.

1.3 Recent RI changes at Windsor State School

Re

On 3 June 2016, the Principal of Windsor State School wrote to parents of students at the school advising that
he was unable to permit continued use of the Connect program at the school and was obliged to suspend RI
lessons immediately.

The Principal explained that it had only recently come to his attention that none of the programs, such as

Connect, used by faith groups to deliver RI are approved or endorsed by the Department. In accordance with
the Department's RI policy, he had undertaken a review of the Connect materials and found that they
contravene the policy that prohibits proselytising. He explained that:

"Connect lessons go beyond imparting knowledge of Biblical references, and extend to soliciting
children to develop a personal faith in God and Jesus to become a Christian or 'Kingdom Kid'."
The Principal also wrote to the RI Coordinator at the School confirming a previous discussion about his decision
to suspend the program.

2
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In undated correspondence to the RI Coordinator, the Principal explained that he had reviewed the Connect
program which was being used at the school and found it to be in contravention of the Department's RI policy.
He considered that the Connect program appeared to be "based on the premise of trying to solicit them
[students] for a decision to become the kind of Christian prescribed in the materials". The Principal identified
more than 30 examples of what he considered proselytising in the Connect materials .
Many of the examples provided could not be located by reviewers in the current Connect materials. The
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publisher of the Connect materials has advised that these references were referring to outdated manuals.
Further, the Principal advised that he would review any alternative RI programs presented to him and resume RI
classes if he found the materials to be consistent with the Department's requirements .

This is the second time an RI program has been suspended at Windsor State School. It is understood that in
2014, under the leadership of the former principal, the Access Ministries

Central to the debate about the Connect materials is the definition of proselytising . The definition attached to the
Department's RI pol icy statement defines 'proselytising' as 'soliciting a student for a decision to change their
1

religious affiliation' .

There are disparate views on what may constitute proselytising in RI :

If a student's parent has nominated a particular rel igion program - published by an interdenominational
Christian organisation based in Victoria - was suspended following lobbying by parents .

1.4 Defining Proselytising

1. on their child's enrolment form (e.g. Christian), then the student is of that religion or affiliated with that
religion and , therefore, any RI provided in that religion cannot be viewed as proselytising.
2.

If a student's parent has nominated a particular religious denomination on their child 's enrolment form (e.g.
Anglican), and the student participates in a cooperative arrangement (e.g. Anglican and Baptist), any
soliciting by an RI instructor for the student to change their denomination (e.g. from Anglican to Baptist)

3.

Re

wou ld be viewed as proselytising.

While parents may nominate a religion for their child on the enrolment form , the child may not have
personally accepted that rel igion and, therefore, RI could be viewed as trying to solicit the child to follow a
particular religion.

A supporting document attached to the RI policy statement, 'Considerations for faith groups establishing and
implementing religious instruction' provides the only reference to proselytising in relation to cooperative
arrangements where two or more fa ith groups are working together, stating that a RI Coordinator must: 'Advise
religious instructors that they are not to proselytise in a cooperative arrangement.'

2

1

http:/!education. qld .gov .au/schools/school-operations/ri-defi nitions.htm I

2

http:!led ucation .qld.gov .au/schools/school-operations/ri-considerations-faith-grou ps .htm I

3
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At any time, parents may choose for their child to attend RI classes, including those delivered by a cooperative
arrangement.
What is not clear is whether proselytising is considered to occur when students who don't identify with a
Christian faith are being placed into Christian RI classes by their parents.
Although outside the scope of this review, it is noted that legal advice provided by faith groups has
indicated the view that there is no legislative basis for prohibition of proselytising in the EGPA or EGPR.
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The Department's Legal and Administrative Law Branch supports this view.

2.0 Review methodology

The review of the Connect materials focused on the 18 teacher's manuals and accompanying student
workbooks. The key aim of the review was to determine whether these materials are consistent with legislation
and departmental policies, procedures and frameworks (including but not limited to the RI policy, health and
wellbeing, inclusive education, and safe and supportive school communities); developmental appropriateness of
the materials for the relevant age groups; and any general concerns.

The Terms of Reference for the review are at Appendix 1, along with a description of the review team at
Appendix 2.

A moderation process was used to support consistency and mitigate any potential personal bias.

3.0 The Connect materials

Connect describes itself as a Christian Education curriculum . It is produced by Christian Education Publications
and Youthworks Media, which are linked to the Sydney Anglican Diocese.

Connect is intended to be a three-year program presented across three levels of schooling :

Infants for students aged 5 to 7 years (noting that RI is not offered to Prep students in Queensland state
schools)

Re

•

•

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years

•

Upper Primary for students aged 10 to 12 years .

Each year of the program is labelled with a series i.e. "A", "B" or "C" and proposed semester. Youthworks has
advised that about 90 per cent of instructors are teaching from the "C" series in 2016 and will teach from the "A"
series in 2017.
Updates are made in the year prior to the series being used in the majority of schools . Therefore, the "A" series
is currently being updated for use in 2017. Major updates (such as removal of the David and Goliath lesson
earlier in 2016) are posted on Connect's web portal and advice emailed to all known customers.

4
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RI instructors may or may not purchase new manuals from year-to-year. It is therefore possible that
some instructors are teaching from outdated materials. Youthworks has advised that when major
changes occur, such as in 2013, all instructors were required to purchase new teacher's manuals.
Further contextual information on the Connect materials is at Appendix 3.
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4.0 Findings
Following are the findings of the Review of the Connect program conducted in June 2016 .

4.1 Christian historical beliefs, concepts and terms

Throughout Connect, the Bible is represented as a factual , historical document. An example of this is in Lower
Primary, C1 , Teaching Techniques and Hints, p. 93: "Emphasise that these events are historical and true ...".
The use of Christian historical beliefs, concepts and terms is unavoidable in a Christian RI class. However,
some of these Christian historical beliefs, concepts and terms may not be considered appropriate for discussion
with primary school students, even in the context of a Christian RI class or as a direct quotes from the Bible.
Each lesson within the Connect teacher's manuals provides background information under the heading "Bible
background" to help the instructor contextualise the lesson . There are some events, concepts and terms
discussed in this section , such as incest, rape, prostitution, murder, and animal and human sacrifice, which are
not developmentally appropriate to be discussed with primary school students. For example, reference is made
to rape in Infants C1 , p. 70; to murder in Upper Primary A 1, p. 55; and to animal/human sacrifice in Lower
Pirmary C2, p. 64. However, this section is not for the purposes of discussion with students and is only for the
instructor's background . As such, it is not considered a contravention of departmental requirements.
In a very small number of instances, some of these terms are referred to in the speaking points for discussion
with the class or in materials for distribution to students. Events and concepts such as animal sacrifice and
'wasting money on women' (referring to prostitution) are not considered developmentally appropriate for the
target age group. Although these concepts are used in the materials as direct Bible quotes, their

Re

continued use in primary schools is not considered appropriate.
Examples include:

Upper Primary, C1, Lesson 4, p. 46 (Student Worksheet) includes a Bible quote on animal sacrifice:
"Finally, Saul commanded, 'Bring me some animals, so we can offer sacrifices to please the LORD and ask
for his help'. Saul killed one of the animals ... "
Upper Primary, A2, Student activity book, Lesson 7, p. 13 includes references to wasting money on women
(i.e. prostitution) in a Bible quote: "This other son of yours wasted your money on [women/' . While not
explicit in its description of the meaning, this reference is not considered appropriate for 10-12 year
old students.

5
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Upper Primary, 82, Student activity book, Lesson 19, p. 38 mentions "virgin" and "not sleeping together" in
a Bible reference about Mary and Joseph and the conception of Jesus.

Terms such as sin, punishment, death, and Jesus being nailed to the cross, which are found throughout
the Connect program are a reflection of the Bible's content and on which Christianity is based. While
some non-Christians may take offence to the use of these terms, it would be difficult to provide

4.2 Proselytising
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Christian RI without reference to such terms and concepts.

Only a small number of examples of proselytising were found in the Connect teacher's manuals considering the
volume of material provided . It is apparent that the publishers have made a concerted effort in recent versions
of the materials to remove perceptions of proselytising. For example, unlike previous versions, in the more
recently updated teacher's manual (Upper Primary, C1 ), the whole-class "Concluding prayer" is prefaced with
instructor's speaking points: This is how Christians talk to God. If you would like to pray with me please join me.
If you don't then please lower your head so we don't get distracted while praying this short prayer.

It is understood that all class prayers will be prefaced by this message in future.

Opportunities do exist to provide information or advice to students about attending church services or
youth groups, however, it is usually (but not always) clear that the information should only be provided
to 'interested students'. It is not specified how the instructor determines whether students are
interested or not.

Examples of proselytising identified in the manuals include :

Hand out the flyers for local church services if you have them (Upper Primary, C1 , Lesson 10, p. 100).
How about asking your parents if you could come along to kids club or kids church. (This would be

a good

time to hand out flyers.) (Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 17, p. 181 ).
Students are asked to write

a newspaper article for inclusion in a newspaper to be distributed at the

Re

Christmas assembly. The newspaper could have details about the local church's Christmas services at the
back (Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 18, p. 187).

Direct quotes from the Bible were not considered as proselytising on the basis that parents of children
attending these RI classes have indicated an affiliation with Christianity or a desire for their child to
learn about it.

6
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4.3 Evangelising
The Department defines evangelising as "preaching or advocating a cause or religion with the object of making
converts to Christianity" 3 . While not explicitly prohibited by the EGPA or EGPR, nor referenced in the RI policy
statement, the Department would expect schools to take appropriate action if aware that evangelising is
occurring outside of an RI class given it could adversely affect the school's ability to provide a safe, supportive
and inclusive environment for students.

Although proselytising was not common throughout the manuals, evangelising was frequently
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identified in all teach.ers' manuals - both in terms of teachers' evangelising to students, and students
being encouraged to evangelise to others.

Examples of activities that may encourage students to evangelise:

Upper Primary, 82 , Lesson 18, p. 190: Students could compose a poem, song, drama to communicate the

gospel to others.

Lower Primary, C2, Lesson 17, p. 153: Students could make beaded bracelets or necklaces and give them

to their friends as a way of sharing the good news about Jesus.

4.4 Consistency with legislation and departmental policies, procedures and
frameworks
4.4. 1 RI policy statement

The RI policy statement specifies the process for establishing an RI program in a state school, and the
implementation of the program by religious leaders. The Connect materials as such do not contravene the

RI policy given there are no requirements regarding the content of RI program materials.
The RI policy supporting document, Considerations for principals establishing and implementing religious

instruction, states that 'authorised programs 4 of RI are reviewed to ensure they do not contravene legislation or
departmental procedures, and are made available to the school community on request. '

Re

Two lessons that stood out as being inconsistent with the RI policy in that they encourage advertising
of Anglican Church programs were:

Lower Primary 81, Lesson 20, p. 190 which focuses on the "Mothers Union", a mission agency of the
Anglican Church of Australia.

3

Chaplaincy and student welfare services: Definitions http://education.qld.qov.au/schools/healthy/chaplaincystudent-welfare. htm I

4

A program of religious instruction approved by the faith group for delivery to students of that faith group in a single or
cooperative arrangement. The religious leader/s of the faith group authorises the program of instruction (s. 27 EGPR).
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Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 20, p. 174 which is entirely focused on the Anglican Year 13 Youth Works Gap
Year program (volunteer work overseas) and aims to advertise and recruit students for an overseas aid
program (even though they will not be eligible to sign up for several years).

Creation of artefacts
Some lessons propose making artefacts such as art works that could be used for classroom displays, or
greetings cards and messages to give to family and friends. To be consistent with the Department's RI policy,
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any displays would need to be removed from the classroom at the end of the RI lesson. The instructor and the
school should ensure that RI students do not give any materials used or created in RI lessons (including
greeting cards) to students who do not attend RI classes.
Examples include:

Infants A1, Lesson 3, p. 37 - creating a wall mural of God's creation.
Infants A 1, Lesson 7, p. 69 - folding paper to make Arks.

Infants A 1, Lesson 10, p. 100 - making Easter greetings cards for family and friends .

4.4.2

Student Protection

Some of the advice and activities in the Connect teacher's manuals were identified as being
inconsistent with current student protection practices. Of particular note was an activity to share
secrets; mentions of 'special friends'; and a suggestion that teachers meet one-to-one with students
who are interested in finding out more about Christianity. It is noted that more recently published
manuals suggest that another adult should be present for any one-to-one discussions.
Examples include:

Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 2, p. 28 - "Just as Jesus used everyday events to disguise his secret, ask each
pair to discuss and then write a story to disguise their own secret." For a wide range of reasons, including
that students of all ages should see teachers and school staff as trusted adults and feel safe to share

Re

information, this content would not be supported. No activities/content should teach or encourage students
to keep secrets .

Lower Primary A2, Lesson 10, p. 92-3 - uses of the term 'special friends' . The use of the term 'special
friends' is not supported because of student protection considerations. Whilst the context in this instance is
understood ('Jesus was asking Matthew to be one of his special friends' and 'Jesus calls us to become one
of his special friends'), the term is closely associated with grooming behaviour and therefore this language
is deemed inappropriate.
Upper Primary, A2, p. 197 - 'Helpful teaching techniques' provides advice on 'Talking one-to-one with a
student', indicating that instructors should talk to students in full view of other students or teachers, even
though the conversation is private . Best practice would be for instructors to ensure that all discussions with
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students (including whole class, group or individual discussions) take place in full view of a school based
staff member and other students.

4.4.3

Student Health and Wellbeing, and Safe and
Supportive School Communities

There are a number of lessons, particularly in the Upper Primary materials, that have the potential to
negatively affect the social and emotional wellbeing of particular students who may have depressive
tendencies, be in a fragile state, or could blame themselves for things happening around them, for
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example family break up or death of a loved one. These lessons also have the potential to upset students, or
cause disturbances and bad dreams. These lessons talked about deserving punishment, the consequences of
your sin on others, and specific Bible events.
Example include:

Upper Primary, 82 , Lesson 3, p. 35 - drinking tomato juice to represent blood.
Upper Primary, 82 , Lesson 4, p. 53 - "The punishment for sin is death".

Upper Primary, Activity book, p. 29 (Student activity book) - indicates "If you live to satisfy your desires ,
you will die".

Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 15, p. 161 - Teacher asks: "What is the end result for someone whose goal is
to please themselves?". Accept responses : They will die.

Lower Primary, 81 , Lesson 9, p. 94 - Class debate regarding whether it was right or wrong for the disciple
to cut off the servant's ear.

Lower Primary, C1 , Lesson 17, p. 146 - So these leaders met together to try and think of a plan to get rid
of Daniel. With a partner, spend one minute thinking of ways they might get rid of him.

Lower Primary, A1 , p. 86 - Sad day activity: asking students to write a letter to a friend , expressing thei r

Re

feelings and confusion about all they saw and heard when Jesus was arrested and killed.
Upper Primary C1 . Lesson 8, p. 72 (Domino effect lesson)- which tells students their sin will have
consequences for others around them. Examples are given of sinners and how this then led to babies
dying, unhappiness, and other events.

Potential health and safety concerns were also raised with a small number of lessons.
Examples include :
Lower Primary, A2 , Lesson 6, p. 63 - baking a mystery Bible cake (that may affect students with food
allergies).
Upper Primary, A2 , Lesson 13, p. 119 - adding bleach to a glass of coloured water.
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Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 8, p. 81 - using needles for craft.
Upper Primary, 82, p. 236 (and elsewhere) - handing out lollies and eating as much ice-cream as you can
in one minute.
The Help with classroom management section of some manuals (for example Upper Primary, 82, p. 236)
discusses punishment for misbehaviour and states, "Do not let the students' off after promising punishment". In
all circumstances, behaviour management is the responsibility of the school and classroom teacher and under
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no circumstances should a volunteer RI instructor 'punish' children. RI instructors should discuss any behaviour
concerns with the classroom teacher. A staff member from the school is to be present during all RI classes.

4.4.4

Inclusive Education

Each manual has the same layout with respect to certain information for instructors, for example The special
needs of indigenous students, Understanding the student: the learning theory undergirding Connect, and Help
with classroom management. Some of the language suggestions used in these sections, particularly in
the older publications, is not consistent with inclusive education practices.
Examples include:

Referring to students with specials needs in the Is your class different? teacher information (Upper Primary,
A2, p. 202 and other manuals) suggests that "Teachers should not jump to the false conclusion that these
students are unintelligent". This language is not appropriate nor consistent with departmental policies.
Similarly, the section on The special needs of indigenous students (also in Upper Primary, A2, p. 204 and
other manuals) suggests: "Aboriginal students are most teachable when sitting in small groups outside
under a tree ." Again, this language is inappropriate and not consistent with departmental policies, as is the
assumption that "(S)RE followed by a barbecue lunch on Friday, then an afternoon's sport would be the
most pleasurable experience Aboriginal Primary students could imagine".

Both of these examples are also included in what appears to be one of the later editions of the manuals - Upper
5

Primary, C1 , pp. 217 and 219.

Re

There is discussion in some lessons about punishment for sins and a potential implication that
disabilities are punishment for sin.
For example:

Lower Primary, C2, Lesson 6, p. 54 talks about " ...he had 38 years of not being able to walk, run, jump ...
invited the students to suggest other things the man would not be able to do".

5

When media coverage occurred regarding these examples from the Connect materials during the course of

the review, Youthworks contacted the Department acknowledging that the instructions/guidelines were 'dated
and clunky' and provided a revised document.
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Lower Primary, C2, Lesson 8, p. 74 says: "Some of the people from that village wondered why this man
was born blind . Was it a punishment from God because his parents or someone else had done something
wrong ."

4.4.5

Animal Ethics

A couple of animal ethics considerations were identified, including the previously mentioned references

Examples include:
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to sacrificing animals. The pedagogic value of these exercises is unclear.

Upper Primary 82, Lesson 17, p. 183 which suggests that the instructor "bring in a dead animal to dissect".
Lower Primary C2, Lesson 15, pp. 128 and 133 which suggests the teacher bring in some "pretend
sacrifices" which are used two activities during the lesson . However it is unclear what kind of 'pretend
sacrifices' will be used e.g. food or animals sacrifices .

4.5 Delivery cycle and version control

Connect is delivered as a three-year program . The A, Band C labelling of each manual indicates which year of
the program it belongs to. Youthworks has advised that, with a few exceptions, most instructors should be
working on the same stage of the program (A, B or C) in any given year. However, there is no certainty that the
majority of instructors are using the same cycle nor the same version of the manuals .

Manuals are reviewed and updated every three years, although essential updates can occur at any time.
Youthworks has advised that, in 2016, most instructors would be delivering lessons from C manuals. As a
result, Youthworks is currently reviewing and updating the A manuals for use by most instructors in 2017.

Of note is that there is no clear labelling of the manuals to identify the relevant version. The copyright
date on the last page is the only information showing the version/date of publication, rather than an
obvious version number clearly identified on the cover of the manual. This means that there could be a
large number of materials being used in schools which are significantly outdated and containing

Re

inappropriate content.

4.6 Age appropriateness

Unless they have a teaching background, it is unlikely that RI instructors would have the expertise to
know what children of a particular age can and cannot do prior to undertaking the activity with students,
and would rely on the manuals to guide them.
There are some suggested activities, such as a crossword puzzle in the Infants A1 manual, which may be too
difficult for many of the younger students in the grouping . However, the teacher's manuals provide a level of
flexibility that instructors could work on these activities as a whole class or skip activities that seem too
complicated for the students .

11
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For some lessons, the teacher's manuals provide specific advice on elements that would be inappropriate for
the target age group and advise teachers to avoid these.
Examples include:
Infants A 1, Lesson 7, p. 65 which suggests that instructors show students pictures from a children's Bible
when discussing the story of Noah's ark. However, the teacher's manual specifically states that instructors
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should not show pictures of people perishing in the flood.
Infants A1, Lesson 9, p. 85 - In a lesson on the Easter story about Jesus dying on the cross, instructors
are warned that "some students may be upset by this story of the death of Jesus. Do not go into details of
Jesus' suffering with students of this age group".

Infants A1, Lesson 7, p. 67 - In a lesson on Noah's Ark, instructors are advised that: "If a student asks
about the fate of people who didn't go on board the ark, you may point out that the ark was for all of the
people who chose to follow God".

4. 7 Revising content

Under current legislation, there is no oversight or regulation of RI programs other than it must be
approved by the relevant faith group.

The publishers of Connect are continuing to review the materials to ensure they remain relevant. It seems that
substantial work has gone into removing the perception of proselytising from the publications (for example,
through the preface added to the whole class Concluding prayers which provide the option to participate).
Youthworks has advised the Department on several occasions in correspondence, and in the media, that the
publishers are willing to work with the Department to improve the Connect resources .

Given the Department has not reviewed any other RI materials, it is recognised that the publishers of Connect
could use a favourable outcome from this review to further promote its materials for RI classes across
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Australian and New Zealand.

While outside the scope of this review, it is recognised that RI materials (other than Connect) being used in
state schools across Queensland may not be consistent with departmental policies, procedures and
frameworks, may not be developmentally appropriateness for the relevant age groups or could raise other
general concerns.

5.0 Conclusions
The review of the Connect materials did not find major inconsistencies with departmental legislation, policies,
procedures or frameworks . Many of the issues identified could be addressed through negotiation with the
publisher and information and advice for instructors about departmental requirements. The current requirement
for school staff to be present in RI classes will continue to provide a safeguard and should ensure that any
inconsistencies with departmental requirements are monitored.
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There are some concepts and lessons within Connect that deal with issues such as sin and punishment that
could potentially affect an at-risk student's wellbeing if not delivered in a sensitive way. However, concepts such
as sin, punishment, forgiveness, and "Jesus as a saviour" are at the core of Christianity and their removal from
Christian RI lessons would significantly impact on the instruction being provided. RI program developers, faith
groups and RI instructors need to remain sensitive and vigilant to the circumstances of students and the impact
specific discussions may have .
The issues raised through the Connect program review have highlighted a much broader issue around the
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appropriateness of legislated RI delivery in Queensland state schools and whether expectations regarding
issues such as proselytising and evangelising should be clarified.

6.0 Recommendations

6.1 Seek amendment of Connect materials

It is recommended that the Department request that the publishers revise the Connect materials as soon as
practicable to address the relevant findings of this review.

It would also be beneficial for the Connect manuals to advise instructors to become familiar with relevant state
Education Department policies and procedures (such as student protection, health and safety, student
wellbeing).

6.2 Audit the versions of materials being used in schools by instructors
It is recommended that an immediate audit of currency of the Connect materials being used in Queensland
state schools be undertaken to ensure that old manuals which include outdated and inappropriate content are
disposed of and are not used with students.

6.3 Amend the RI policy statement

It is recommended that enhancements be made to the RI policy statement to give principals more clarity
regarding their responsibility to review authorised programs of RI to help them satisfy duty of care and

Re

legislative obligations.

6.4 Communicate with Principals

Principals have been advised that, once finalised, the outcomes of the review will be communicated. It is
recommended that, through these communications, principals be reminded of the need for:
vigilance about appropriate permission being in place for students to attend RI classes
ensuing information about RI classes offered in the school is made available to parents and that parents
have access to more detailed information and lesson materials if requested
ensuring that the school staff member present during RI classes raise any concerns or issues with the
principal.
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6.5 Communicate with faith groups who use Connect
It is recommended that communication occurs with the Christian faith groups in Queensland that are known to
use Connect to advise of the outcome of the review and highlight issues raised, including:
ensuring RI instructors are using the most recent updated versions of the materials
avoiding specific concepts and terms (such as rape, incest, bigamy in the teacher's notes) and the need for
sensitivity when discussing particular concepts with students (such as animal sacrifice, physical
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punishment)
advising instructors to familiarise themselves with relevant departmental policies and procedures (such as
student protection, health and safety, student wellbeing)

avoiding advertising Year 13 or other Anglican programs

avoiding baking cakes or providing food such as lollies to avoid potential consequences with food allergies
and conflict with healthy eating concepts promoted in schools.

6.6 Improve data capture

It is recommended that, at a minimum, the number of student participating in RI or other instruction is captured
by the Department. Further investigation into the collection of data such as the faith groups providing RI in
schools and the programs they deliver should also be considered.

6. 7 Parliamentary Committee review

There are a number of strong and competing views regarding RI. It has become evident through the course of
the review that there is the need for a more forensic examination of the objectives, program materials,
implementation, and roles and responsibilities of principals and faith groups, within a twenty-first century state
schooling environment. It is recommended that a Parliamentary Committee Inquiry be established to ensure that
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all stakeholders have the opportunity to provide input into a thorough, independent and transparent review.
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APPENDIX 1

Review of Connect Religious Instruction Materials
Terms of Reference
Review of the Connect Religious Instruction Materials

Purpose

The purpose of the review of the Connect RI materials is to determine if they
are consistent with legislation and DET policy I procedures, including the
Religious Instruction policy statement.

Scope
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Title

In Scope

All Connect teacher's manuals:

Infants for students aged 5-7 years;

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years;

Upper Primary for students aged 10-12 years.

All Connect student workbooks:

Infants for students aged 5-7 years;

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years;

Upper Primary for students aged 10-12 years .

Out of Scope

Review of any other RI programs.
Review of the RI policy statement or legislation.

Timeframe

Dissatisfaction from stakeholders with polarised views regardless of the
outcome.
Mitigation: Ongoing communication with stakeholders.

Re

Risks

To Minister by 30 June 2016

Despite applying the utmost professionalism, reviewers will examine the
material through their value system.
Mitigation: Multiple reviewers and moderation of assessments.

Deliverables

Ministerial Report
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APPENDIX2
Review Team
A team of reviewers was drawn from across the State Schools Division to review the Connect teacher's
manuals.
A mix of staff with substantial knowledge and experience in teaching, curriculum development, government
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policy and administration, and departmental policies and procedures including in the areas of RI, student
wellbeing, inclusive education, and safe and supportive school communities undertook the review with oversight
by an Executive Director.

The reviewers held qualifications in primary and secondary teaching, psychology, social sciences and
governance and public policy.

Each reviewer was allocated one or two teacher's manuals to consider.

The reviewers were briefed on their role to read the manuals and identify any inconsistencies with departmental
legislation, policies or procedures, with a focus on the RI policy. Reviewers were also asked to identify any
areas where the program was developmentally inappropriate for the target age group, and any issues that
caused concern.

Reviewers were aware of the challenges presented by the context of RI in state schools, the Connect materials
and the very diverse nature of thinking about the subject within the broader community. A process of
moderation was employed to support consistency and provide quality assurance across the assessments of the

Re

Connect materials made by individuals.
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APPENDIX 3

Overview of the Connect Materials Format
Connect is described as a Christian Education curriculum . It is produced by Christian Education Publications
and Youthworks, which are linked to the Sydney Anglican Diocese.
It is understood that Connect draws on the educational research of Howard Gardner from Harvard University. It
combines eight "kinds of intelligence" to reach different learning styles: word, music, maths and logic, body (e.g.
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movement), space and vision (e.g . creativity), self, interpersonal, and nature.

Connect is intended to be a three-year curriculum presented across three levels of schooling:
•

Infants for students aged 5-7 years (noting that RI is not offered to Prep students in Queensland State
schools)

•

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years

•

Upper Primary for students aged 10-12 years .

Each level comprises six teaching manuals of approximately 200 pages. Each teaching manual comprises 20
lessons of approximately 25-30 minutes duration.

The 'Welcome' section in each manual explains that the 'curriculum has as its foundation the belief that it is
important to allow the Bible's own theological framework to determine what is taught and how it is taught". The
Welcome also talks about linking "interested children" to church-run children's and youth activities so that they
can experience Christian community and learn more about the Christian faith.
For each of the 20 lessons in the teacher's manuals provide instructors with:
•

Lesson Aim - the focus concept to be taught in each lesson.

•

Lesson Outcomes -the knowledge, understanding, skills, values and attitudes that the lesson seeks to

•

Re

teach .

Memory Verse - a verse for students to recite and memorise. The same verse is usually used for three to
five lessons.

•

Bible background - notes to give more detailed information to help the instructor to understand the main
elements of the lesson, their place in the Bible and their historical background .

•

A list of things they will need - such as pens , paper, music, visual aids, CD player, blue-tack, activity
books, etc.

•

Other resources - this usually refers to music or an audio-visual that is not part of the Connect program
and needs to be separately purchased .
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•

Before you start - instructions on how to prepare for the lesson e.g. "If you intend to use an interactive
whiteboard, review the PowerPoint slides for the lesson on the CD-ROM that comes with the manual", or
"Photocopy enough Visual aids on p. 19 of the Judges 1 worksheet for each student".

•

A 'teacher's' prayer - a short prayer in which the instructor may ask for God's guidance in delivering the
lesson.
A 'Way In' - such as an icebreaking activity, song or asking some simple questions.

•

Bible Focus - speaking points that the instructor may use in the lesson, questions to ask the class and
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•

examples of responses students may provide to questions. Some lessons include a role play activity or
particular Bible verses to read.
•
•

Connections - speaking points for the instructor to use to link the lesson to the students own lives.
Concluding prayer - a short prayer for the class to say together e.g. "Dear God, thank you that you are a
faithful God. Thank you that despite Israel's disobedience you still raised up judges to save them. We pray
that we may not be like the Israelites. Please help us to obey you and follow you. In Jesus' name we pray.
Amen" {Lesson 1, Upper Primary C1 ). Earlier editions of the manuals (which may still be in use) indicate
the whole class should participate. Recently published manuals give students an option to not participate .

•

Taking it further - additional ideas for longer lessons including songs, movement, Bible exploration, etc.

•

'Teacher' reflections - prompting questions about how the lesson went and how to change it next time.

•

For the next lesson - a guide to preparation for the next lesson in the book.

•

Support materials - activity sheets that can be photocopied, teaching props etc.

Two disks are provided with each teacher's manual: one contains music and drama, and the other provides
PowerPoints and PDFs to support each lesson.

In addition, student workbooks are available to support each manual. The student workbooks generally have

Re

one page for each lesson and include activities such as colouring-in, Bible verses with letters missing for the
students to complete, crosswords etc. The back pages of the student workbooks include prayers (such as the
Lord's Prayer) and words to songs provided on the teacher's disk.

As of 1 October 2015, each teacher's manual costs $31.95, each student workbook costs $2.99 (parents are
often invoiced for the cost of the workbook) and each visual aid pack costs $31.95. There are also a range of
other material available for purchase from Christian Education Publications, including a 'preschool curriculum'
designed for children aged 3-5, a 'Kindy' teacher's manual designed for the first year of school and a teacher's
manual titled Big Questions for students in year 6 to explore issues such as 'What's gone wrong with the
world?', 'Does God really care about me?', 'What's the purpose of my life?' and 'How will I make choices about
my future?'
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Executive Summary
In June 2016, the Minister for Education announced a review of the Connect materials used by various Christian
faith groups for the delivery of Religious Instruction (RI) in some Queensland state schools. This move was
precipitated by a number of reported concerns in the media and the suspension of the program at a Brisbane
state school.
RI is a program of instruction approved and provided by a religious denomination or society in state schools
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according to the Education (General Provisions) Act 2006 and Education (General Provisions) Regulation 2006.
Connect is intended for delivery as a three-year program presented across three phases of schooling:
•

Infants for students aged 5 to 7 years

•

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years

•

Upper Primary for students aged 10 to 12 years .

The review focused on the consistency of the materials with legislation and departmental policies, procedures
and frameworks; the developmental appropriateness of the materials for the relevant age groups; and other
general concerns raised in complaints.

In summary, the review has found that the vast majority of Connect materials do not contravene the Department
of Education and Training's legislation, policies, procedures or frameworks.

There are, however, a number of issues that need to be addressed including references and/or activities related
to animal sacrifice, prostitution and murder, as well as a number of lessons and activities which have the
potential to cause psychological harm and affect students' health and wellbeing.

There are also some concerning examples of advice and activities that do not align with student protection
practices and could unintentionally support grooming behaviour. Further, some language within the manuals
related to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students and students with disabilities is inconsistent with
inclusive education practices.

A further concern is that RI instructors may be using older, outdated editions of the materials that should not be

Re

used with students .

It is recommended that communications are entered into as soon as practicable with the publisher to address
these issues . Through correspondence to date, the publisher has expressed a willingness to work with the
Department to address any concerns raised and to amend the materials.
While outside the scope of this review, there is a broader consideration of whether the legislation governing RI
in state schools meets contemporary parent and community expectations. Additionally, there is no legislated
prohibition on proselytising or evangelising. Proselytising is defined within the RI policy, however, it is only
referenced within the supporting document in relation to cooperative arrangements.
While the Connect materials are, in the main, in alignment with legislation and departmental policies,
procedures and frameworks, amendments to some sections of the materials are required and further
exploration of the legislative remit in relation to RI is recommended.
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1.0 Background
1 .1 Provision of RI in Queensland state schools
RI has been available in Queensland state schools for over 100 years following the outcome of a referendum
conducted in April 1910.
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RI is a program of instruction approved and provided by a religious denomination or society in state schools
according to the Education (General Provisions) Act 2006 (EGPA) and Education (General Provisions)
Regulation 2006 (EGPR).

Section 76 of the EGPA states that schools must allow provision of RI for a period of up to one hour per week if
approached by a faith group seeking to provide RI when students of that faith group attend the school.
Participation in RI is not compulsory. Students are allocated to RI classes (or other instruction) based on the
faith group nominated by their parents on their enrolment form or if their parents have provided other written
permission for their child to attend RI classes.

If a parent has indicated on the enrolment form 'no religion' or 'no religion nominated' or a response that is not
represented in the school's RI program, then the student will receive other instruction in a separate location at
the school while RI classes are taking place. Parents can change their preference for their child to participate in
RI or other instruction at any time by notifying the school in writing.

RI is only available to students from Year 1 in state primary, secondary and special schools. It is not offered to
Prep students.

RI is not a Queensland curriculum or syllabus. The Department has no involvement in the selection of content
for RI programs. However, as with any program or activity delivered in a school, principals have a duty of care
to take all reasonable steps to minimise the risk of foreseeable harm to the students at their school and are
responsible for ensuring that the content and activities do not contravene legislation or departmental policies .
The Department's RI policy and supporting documents provide guidance for principals in the process of RI
schools.
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delivery and considerations for faith groups regarding establishing and implementing an RI program in state

Within Queensland state schools, RI classes are juxtaposed with a multitude of cultural , religious and nonreligious viewpoints . Schools seek to respect the background and beliefs of their students and school
community and respond to the wishes of parents .

1.2 Data on RI in Queensland state schools
The Department does not currently collect data on the number of students participating in RI , the schools which
offer RI programs, the faith groups providing RI in schools, or the materials used by faith groups to deliver RI.

1
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While data on religion nominated on students' enrolment forms is captured by OneSchool, this is only a proxy
measure for participation in RI classes. This data is not considered an accurate indicator of the number of
students actually participating in RI because, for example, the RI program nominated by parents may not be
available at the school and parents can change their preference for their child to pariticpate in RI (or not) at any
time.
Noting the unreliability of the OneSchool data, the percentages of students who have a religion recorded in
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OneSchool at certain points in time over the past five years is identified below.
Table 1: Percentage of students with a religion recorded in OneSchool

Data Collection Point in Time

% of all student enrolments with a religion recorded

=

Aug 2012

Oct 2013
June 2014
July 2015
May 2016

12.7%

20.0%

25.2%

29.8%

32.4%

The increase in the number of students with a religion recorded is primarily the result of the religion question on
the enrolment form becoming mandatory in 2014.

Anecdotal evidence suggests that regular weekly RI classes do not usually occur in secondary schools even
though the legislation allows for it.

1.3 Recent RI changes at Windsor State School

Re

On 3 June 2016, the Principal of Windsor State School wrote to parents of students at the school advising that
he was unable to permit continued use of the Connect program at the school and was obliged to suspend RI
lessons immediately.

The Principal explained that it had only recently come to his attention that none of the programs, such as

Connect, used by faith groups to deliver RI are approved or endorsed by the Department. In accordance with
the Department's RI policy, he had undertaken a review of the Connect materials and found that they
contravene the policy that prohibits proselytising. He explained that:

"Connect lessons go beyond imparting knowledge of Biblical references, and extend to soliciting
children to develop a personal faith in God and Jesus to become a Christian or 'Kingdom Kid'."
The Principal also wrote to the RI Coordinator at the School confirming a previous discussion about his decision
to suspend the program.
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In undated correspondence to the RI Coordinator, the Principal explained that he had reviewed the Connect
program which was being used at the school and found it to be in contravention of the Department's RI policy.
He considered that the Connect program appeared to be "based on the premise of trying to solicit them
[students] for a decision to become the kind of Christian prescribed in the materials". The Principal identified
more than 30 examples of what he considered proselytising in the Connect materials.
Many of the examples provided could not be located by reviewers in the current Connect materials. The
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publ isher of the Connect materials has advised that these references were referring to outdated manuals.
Further, the Principal advised that he would review any alternative RI programs presented to him and resume RI
classes if he found the materials to be consistent with the Department's requirements.

This is the second time an RI program has been suspended at W indsor State School. It is understood that in
2014, under the leadership of the former principal , the Access Ministries

Central to the debate about the Connect materials is the definition of proselytising. The definition attached to the
Department's RI policy statement defines 'proselytising' as 'soliciting a student for a decision to change their
1

religious affiliation' .

There are disparate views on what may constitute proselytising in RI :

If a student's parent has nominated a particular religion program - published by an interdenominational
Christian organisation based in Victoria - was suspended following lobbying by parents.

1.4 Defining Proselytising

1. on their ch ild's enrolment form (e.g. Christian), then the student is of that religion or affiliated with that
religion and, therefore, any RI provided in that religion cannot be viewed as proselytising.
2.

If a student's parent has nominated a particular religious denomination on their child 's enrolment form (e.g.
Anglican), and the student participates in a cooperative arrangement (e.g . Anglican and Baptist), any
soliciting by an RI instructor for the student to change their denomination (e.g. from Anglican to Baptist)

3.

Re

would be viewed as proselytising .

While parents may nominate a religion for their child on the enrolment form, the child may not have
personally accepted that religion and , therefore, RI could be viewed as trying to solicit the child to follow a
particular religion .

A supporting document attached to the RI policy statement, 'Considerations for faith groups establishing and
implementing religious instruction' provides the only reference to proselytising in relation to cooperative
arrangements where two or more faith groups are working together, stating that a RI Coordinator must: 'Advise
religious instructors that they are not to proselytise in a cooperative arrangement.' 2

1

http:/!education. qld .gov .au/schools/school-operations/ri-definitions. htm I

2

http ://education.qId .gov .au/schools/school-operations/ri-considerations-faith-grou ps .htm I
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At any time, parents may choose for their child to attend RI classes, including those delivered by a cooperative
arrangement.
What is not clear is whether proselytising is considered to occur when students who don't identify with a
Christian faith are being placed into Christian RI classes by their parents.
Although outside the scope of this review, it is noted that legal advice provided by faith groups has
indicated the view that there is no legislative basis for prohibition of proselytising in the EGPA or EGPR.
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The Department's Legal and Administrative Law Branch supports this view.

2.0 Review methodology

The review of the Connect materials focused on the 18 teacher's manuals and accompanying student
workbooks. The key aim of the review was to determine whether these materials are consistent with legislation
and departmental policies, procedures and frameworks (including but not limited to the RI policy, health and
wellbeing, inclusive education, and safe and supportive school communities); developmental appropriateness of
the materials for the relevant age groups; and any general concerns .

The Terms of Reference for the review are at Appendix 1, along with a description of the review team at
Appendix 2.

A moderation process was used to support consistency and mitigate any potential personal bias.

3.0 The Connect materials

Connect describes itself as a Christian Education curriculum. It is produced by Christian Education Publications
and Youthworks Media, which are linked to the Sydney Anglican Diocese.

Connect is intended to be a three-year program presented across three levels of schooling :

Infants for students aged 5 to 7 years (noting that RI is not offered to Prep students in Queensland state
schools)

Re

•

•

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years

•

Upper Primary for students aged 1O to 12 years.

Each year of the program is labelled with a series i.e. "A", "B" or "C" and proposed semester. Youthworks has
advised that about 90 per cent of instructors are teaching from the "C" series in 2016 and will teach from the "A"
series in 2017.
Updates are made in the year prior to the series being used in the majority of schools. Therefore, the "A" series
is currently being updated for use in 2017. Major updates (such as removal of the David and Goliath lesson
earlier in 2016) are posted on Connect's web portal and advice emailed to all known customers.
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RI instructors may or may not purchase new manuals from year-to-year. It is therefore possible that
some instructors are teaching from outdated materials. Youthworks has advised that when major
changes occur, such as in 2013, all instructors were required to purchase new teacher's manuals.
Further contextual information on the Connect materials is at Appendix 3.
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4.0 Findings
Following are the findings of the Review of the Connect program conducted in June 2016.

4.1 Christian historical beliefs, concepts and terms

Throughout Connect, the Bible is represented as a factual, historical document. An example of this is in Lower
Primary, C1, Teaching Techniques and Hints, p. 93: "Emphasise that these events are historical and true ... ".
The use of Christian historical beliefs, concepts and terms is unavoidable in a Christian RI class. However,
some of these Christian historical beliefs, concepts and terms may not be considered appropriate for discussion
with primary school students, even in the context of a Christian RI class or as a direct quotes from the Bible.
Each lesson within the Connect teacher's manuals provides background information under the heading "Bible
background" to help the instructor contextualise the lesson. There are some events, concepts and terms
discussed in this section, such as incest, rape, prostitution, murder, and animal and human sacrifice, which are
not developmentally appropriate to be discussed with primary school students. For example, reference is made
to rape in Infants C1 , p. 70; to murder in Upper Primary A 1, p. 55; and to animal/human sacrifice in Lower
Pirmary C2, p. 64. However, this section is not for the purposes of discussion with students and is only for the
instructor's background . As such, it is not considered a contravention of departmental requirements .
In a very small number of instances, some of these terms are referred to in the speaking points for discussion
with the class or in materials for distribution to students . Events and concepts such as animal sacrifice and
'wasting money on women' (referring to prostitution) are not considered developmentally appropriate for the
target age group. Although these concepts are used in the materials as direct Bible quotes, their

Re

continued use in primary schools is not considered appropriate.
Examples include:

Upper Primary, C1, Lesson 4, p. 46 (Student Worksheet) includes a Bible quote on animal sacrifice:
"Finally, Saul commanded, 'Bring me some animals, so we can offer sacrifices to please the LORD and ask
for his help'. Saul killed one of the animals ... "
Upper Primary, A2, Student activity book, Lesson 7, p. 13 includes references to wasting money on women
(i.e. prostitution) in a Bible quote: "This other son of yours wasted your money on [women]' . While not
explicit in its description of the meaning, this reference is not considered appropriate for 10-12 year
old students.
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Upper Primary, B2 , Student activity book, Lesson 19, p. 38 mentions "virgin" and "not sleeping together" in
a Bible reference about Mary and Joseph and the conception of Jesus.

Terms such as sin, punishment, death, and Jesus being nailed to the cross, which are found throughout
the Connect program are a reflection of the Bible's content and on which Christianity is based. While
some non-Christians may take offence to the use of these terms, it would be difficult to provide
Christian RI without reference to such terms and concepts.
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4.2 Proselytising

Only a small number of examples of proselytising were found in the Connect teacher's manuals considering the
volume of material provided . It is apparent that the publishers have made a concerted effort in recent versions
of the materials to remove perceptions of proselytising . For example, unlike previous versions, in the more
recently updated teacher's manual (Upper Primary, C1 ), the whole-class "Concluding prayer" is prefaced with
instructor's speaking points: This is how Christians talk to God. If you would like to pray with me please join me.
If you don 't then please lower your head so we don 't get distracted while praying this short prayer.

It is understood that all class prayers will be prefaced by this message in future.

Opportunities do exist to provide information or advice to students about attending church services or
youth groups, however, it is usually (but not always) clear that the information should only be provided
to 'interested students'. It is not specified how the instructor determines whether students are
interested or not.

Examples of proselytising identified in the manuals include:

Hand out the flyers for local church services if you have them (Upper Primary, C1 , Lesson 10, p. 100).
How about asking your parents if you could come along to kids club or kids church. (This would be

a good

time to hand out flyers.) (Upper Primary, B2, Lesson 17, p. 181 ).
Students are asked to write

a newspaper article for inclusion in a newspaper to be distributed at the

Re

Christmas assembly. The newspaper could have details about the local church 's Christmas services at the
back (Upper Primary, B2, Lesson 18, p. 187).

Direct quotes from the Bible were not considered as proselytising on the basis that parents of children
attending these RI classes have indicated an affiliation with Christianity or a desire for their child to
learn about it.
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4.3 Evangelising
The Department defines evangelising as "preaching or advocating a cause or religion with the object of making
3
converts to Christianity" . While not explicitly prohibited by the EGPA or EGPR, nor referenced in the RI policy

statement, the Department would expect schools to take appropriate action if aware that evangelising is
occurring outside of an RI class given it could adversely affect the school's ability to provide a safe, supportive
and inclusive environment for students.

Although proselytising was not common throughout the manuals, evangelising was frequently
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identified in all teachers' manuals - both in terms of teachers' evangelising to students, and students
being encouraged to evangelise to others.

Examples of activities that may encourage students to evangelise:

Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 18, p. 190: Students could compose a poem, song, drama to communicate the

gospel to others.

Lower Primary, C2, Lesson 17, p. 153: Students could make beaded bracelets or necklaces and give them

to their friends as a way of sharing the good news about Jesus.

4.4 Consistency with legislation and departmental policies, procedures and
frameworks
4.4. 1 RI policy statement

The RI policy statement specifies the process for establishing an RI program in a state school, and the
implementation of the program by religious leaders. The Connect materials as such do not contravene the

RI policy given there are no requirements regarding the content of RI program materials.
The RI policy supporting document, Considerations for principals establishing and implementing religious
4

instruction, states that 'authorised programs of RI are reviewed to ensure they do not contravene legislation or
departmental procedures, and are made available to the school community on request. '

Re

Two lessons that stood out as being inconsistent with the RI policy in that they encourage advertising
of Anglican Church programs were:

Lower Primary 81 , Lesson 20, p. 190 which focuses on the "Mothers Union", a mission agency of the
Anglican Church of Australia.

3

Chaplaincy and student welfare services: Definitions http://education.qld .gov.au/schools/healthy/chaplaincvstudent-welfare. htm I
4

A program of religious instruction approved by the faith group for delivery to students of that faith group in a single or
cooperative arrangement. The religious leader/s of the faith group authorises the program of instruction (s. 27 EGPR).
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Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 20, p. 174 which is entirely focused on the Anglican Year 13 Youth Works Gap
Year program (volunteer work overseas) and aims to advertise and recruit students for an overseas aid
program (even though they will not be eligible to sign up for several years).

Creation of artefacts
Some lessons propose making artefacts such as art works that could be used for classroom displays, or
greetings cards and messages to give to family and friends . To be consistent with the Department's RI policy,
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any displays would need to be removed from the classroom at the end of the RI lesson. The instructor and the
school should ensure that RI students do not give any materials used or created in RI lessons (including
greeting cards) to students who do not attend RI classes.
Examples include:

Infants A1, Lesson 3, p. 37 - creating a wall mural of God's creation.
Infants A 1, Lesson 7, p. 69 - folding paper to make Arks .

Infants A1, Lesson 10, p. 100 - making Easter greetings cards for family and friends.

4.4.2

Student Protection

Some of the advice and activities in the Connect teacher's manuals were identified as being
inconsistent with current student protection practices. Of particular note was an activity to share
secrets; mentions of 'special friends'; and a suggestion that teachers meet one-to-one with students
who are interested in finding out more about Christianity. It is noted that more recently published
manuals suggest that another adult should be present for any one-to-one discussions.
Examples include:

Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 2, p. 28 - "Just as Jesus used everyday events to disguise his secret, ask each
pair to discuss and then write a story to disguise their own secret." For a wide range of reasons , including
that students of all ages should see teachers and school staff as trusted adults and feel safe to share

Re

information, this content would not be supported . No activities/content should teach or encourage students
to keep secrets .

Lower Primary A2, Lesson 10, p. 92-3 - uses of the term 'special friends' . The use of the term 'special
friends' is not supported because of student protection considerations . Whilst the context in this instance is
understood ('Jesus was asking Matthew to be one of his special friends' and 'Jesus calls us to become one
of his special friends'), the term is closely associated with grooming behaviour and therefore this language
is deemed inappropriate.
Upper Primary, A2, p. 197 - 'Helpful teaching techniques' provides advice on 'Talking one-to-one with a
student', indicating that instructors should talk to students in full view of other students or teachers, even
though the conversation is private. Best practice would be for instructors to ensure that all discussions with
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students (including whole class, group or individual discussions) take place in full view of a school based
staff member and other students.

4.4.3

Student Health and Wellbeing, and Safe and
Supportive School Communities

There are a number of lessons, particularly in the Upper Primary materials, that have the potential to
negatively affect the social and emotional wellbeing of particular students who may have depressive
tendencies, be in a fragile state, or could blame themselves for things happening around them, for
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example family break up or death of a loved one. These lessons also have the potential to upset students, or
cause disturbances and bad dreams. These lessons talked about deserving punishment, the consequences of
your sin on others, and specific Bible events.
Example include:

Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 3, p. 35 - drinking tomato juice to represent blood .
Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 4, p. 53 - "The punishment for sin is death".

Upper Primary, Activity book, p. 29 (Student activity book) - indicates "If you live to satisfy your desires,
you will die".

Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 15, p. 161 - Teacher asks: "What is the end result for someone whose goal is
to please themselves?". Accept responses: They will die.

Lower Primary, 81, Lesson 9, p. 94 - Class debate regarding whether it was right or wrong for the disciple
to cut off the servant's ear.

Lower Primary, C1, Lesson 17, p. 146 - So these leaders met together to try and think of a plan to get rid
of Daniel. With a partner, spend one minute thinking of ways they might get rid of him.

Lower Primary, A1, p. 86 - Sad day activity: asking students to write a letter to a friend, expressing their

Re

feelings and confusion about all they saw and heard when Jesus was arrested and killed .
Upper Primary C1, Lesson 8, p. 72 (Domino effect lesson) - which tells students their sin will have
consequences for others around them. Examples are given of sinners and how this then led to babies
dying, unhappiness, and other events.

Potential health and safety concerns were also raised with a small number of lessons.
Examples include:
Lower Primary, A2, Lesson 6, p. 63 - baking a mystery Bible cake (that may affect students with food
allergies).
Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 13, p. 119 - adding bleach to a glass of coloured water.
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Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 8, p. 81 - using needles for craft.
Upper Primary, 82, p. 236 (and elsewhere) - handing out lollies and eating as much ice-cream as you can
in one minute.
The Help with classroom management section of some manuals (for example Upper Primary, 82, p. 236)
discusses punishment for misbehaviour and states, "Do not let the students' off after promising punishment". In
all circumstances, behaviour management is the responsibility of the school and classroom teacher and under
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no circumstances should a volunteer RI instructor 'punish' children. RI instructors should discuss any behaviour
concerns with the classroom teacher. A staff member from the school is to be present during all RI classes .

4.4.4

Inclusive Education

Each manual has the same layout with respect to certain information for instructors, for example The special
needs of indigenous students, Understanding the student: the learning theory undergirding Connect, and Help
with classroom management. Some of the language suggestions used in these sections, particularly in
the older publications, is not consistent with inclusive education practices.
Examples include:

Referring to students with specials needs in the Is your class different? teacher information (Upper Primary,
A2, p. 202 and other manuals) suggests that "Teachers should not jump to the false conclusion that these
students are unintelligent". This language is not appropriate nor consistent with departmental policies .
Similarly, the section on "The special needs of indigenous students" (also in Upper Primary, A2, p. 204 and
other manuals) suggests: "Aboriginal students are most teachable when sitting in small groups outside
under a tree ." Again, this language is inappropriate and not consistent with departmental policies, as is the
assumption that "(S)RE followed by a barbecue lunch on Friday, then an afternoon's sport would be the
most pleasurable experience Aboriginal Primary students could imagine".

Both of these examples are also included in what appears to be one of the later editions of the manuals - Upper
5

Primary, C1, pp. 217 and 219.

Re

There is discussion in some lessons about punishment for sins and a potential implication that
disabilities are punishment for sin.
For example:

Lower Primary, C2, Lesson 6, p. 54 talks about " ...he had 38 years of not being able to walk, run, jump ...
invited the students to suggest other things the man would not be able to do".

5

When media coverage occurred regarding these examples from the Connect materials during the course of

the review, Youthworks contacted the Department acknowledging that the instructions/guidelines were 'dated
and clunky' and provided a revised document.
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Lower Primary, C2, Lesson 8, p. 74 says: "Some of the people from that village wondered why this man
was born blind . Was it a punishment from God because his parents or someone else had done something
wrong."

4.4.5

Animal Ethics

A couple of animal ethics considerations were identified, including the previously mentioned references

Examples include:
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to sacrificing animals. The pedagogic value of these exercises is unclear.

Upper Primary 82, Lesson 17, p. 183 which suggests that the instructor "bring in a dead animal to dissect".
Lower Primary C2, Lesson 15, pp. 128 and 133 which suggests the teacher bring in some "pretend
sacrifices" which are used two activities during the lesson. However it is unclear what kind of 'pretend
sacrifices' will be used e.g. food or animals sacrifices .

4.5 Delivery cycle and version control

Connect is delivered as a three-year program . The A, Band C labelling of each manual indicates which year of

the program it belongs to. Youthworks has advised that, with a few exceptions, most instructors should be
working on the same stage of the program (A, B or C) in any given year. However, there is no certainty that the
majority of instructors are using the same cycle nor the same version of the manuals .

Manuals are reviewed and updated every three years, although essential updates can occur at any time.
Youthworks has advised that, in 2016, most instructors would be delivering lessons from C manuals. As a
result, Youthworks is currently reviewing and updating the A manuals for use by most instructors in 2017.

Of note is that there is no clear labelling of the manuals to identify the relevant version. The copyright
date on the last page is the only information showing the version/date of publication, rather than an
obvious version number clearly identified on the cover of the manual. This means that there could be a
large number of materials being used in schools which are significantly outdated and containing

Re

inappropriate content.

4.6 Age appropriateness

Unless they have a teaching background, it is unlikely that RI instructors would have the expertise to
know what children of a particular age can and cannot do prior to undertaking the activity with students,
and would rely on the manuals to guide them.
There are some suggested activities, such as a crossword puzzle in the Infants A1 manual, which may be too
difficult for many of the younger students in the grouping . However, the teacher's manuals provide a level of
flexibility that instructors could work on these activities as a whole class or skip activities that seem too
complicated for the students .
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For some lessons, the teacher's manuals provide specific advice on elements that would be inappropriate for
the target age group and advise teachers to avoid these.
Examples include:
Infants A1 , Lesson 7, p. 65 which suggests that instructors show students pictures from a children 's Bible
when discussing the story of Noah's ark. However, the teacher's manual specifically states that instructors
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should not show pictures of people perishing in the flood.
Infants A 1, Lesson 9, p. 85 - In a lesson on the Easter story about Jesus dying on the cross, instructors
are warned that "some students may be upset by this story of the death of Jesus. Do not go into details of
Jesus' suffering with students of this age group".

Infants A1, Lesson 7, p. 67 - In a lesson on Noah's Ark, instructors are advised that: "If a student asks
about the fate of people who didn't go on board the ark, you may point out that the ark was for all of the
people who chose to follow God" .

4. 7 Revising content

Under current legislation, there is no oversight or regulation of RI programs other than it must be
approved by the relevant faith group.

The publishers of Connect are continuing to review the materials to ensure they remain relevant. It seems that
substantial work has gone into removing the perception of proselytising from the publications (for example,
through the preface added to the whole class Concluding prayers which provide the option to participate).
Youthworks has advised the Department on several occasions in correspondence, and in the media, that the
publishers are willing to work with the Department to improve the Connect resources .

Given the Department has not reviewed any other RI materials, it is recognised that the publishers of Connect
could use a favourable outcome from this review to further promote its materials for RI classes across

Re

Australian and New Zealand.

While outside the scope of this review, it is recognised that RI materials (other than Connect) being used in
state schools across Queensland may not be consistent with departmental policies, procedures and
frameworks, may not be developmentally appropriateness for the relevant age groups or could raise other
general concerns.

5.0 Conclusions
The review of the Connect materials did not find major inconsistencies with departmental legislation, policies,
procedures or frameworks. Many of the issues identified could be addressed through negotiation with the
publisher and information and advice for instructors about departmental requirements . The current requirement
for school staff to be present in RI classes will continue to provide a safeguard and should ensure that any
inconsistencies with departmental requirements are monitored.
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There are some concepts and lessons within Connect that deal with issues such as sin and punishment that
could potentially affect an at-risk student's wellbeing if not delivered in a sensitive way. However, concepts such
as sin, punishment, forgiveness, and "Jesus as a saviour" are at the core of Christianity and their removal from
Christian RI lessons would significantly impact on the instruction being provided. RI program developers, faith
groups and RI instructors need to remain sensitive and vigilant to the circumstances of students and the impact
specific discussions may have.
The issues raised through the Connect program review have highlighted a much broader issue around the
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appropriateness of legislated RI delivery in Queensland state schools and whether expectations regarding
issues such as proselytising and evangelising should be clarified.

6.0 Recommendations

6.1 Seek amendment of Connect materials

It is recommended that the Department request that the publishers revise the Connect materials as soon as
practicable to address the relevant findings of this review.

It would also be beneficial for the Connect manuals to advise instructors to become familiar with relevant state
Education Department policies and procedures (such as student protection, health and safety, student
wellbeing).

6.2 Audit the versions of materials being used in schools by instructors
It is recommended that an immediate audit of currency of the Connect materials being used in Queensland
state schools be undertaken to ensure that old manuals which include outdated and inappropriate content are
disposed of and are not used with students.

6.3 Amend the RI policy statement

It is recommended that enhancements be made to the RI policy statement to give principals more clarity
regarding their responsibility to review authorised programs of RI to help them satisfy duty of care and

Re

legislative obligations.

6.4 Communicate with Principals

Principals have been advised that, once finalised, the outcomes of the review will be communicated. It is
recommended that, through these communications, principals be reminded of the need for:
vigilance about appropriate permission being in place for students to attend RI classes
ensuing information about RI classes offered in the school is made available to parents and that parents
have access to more detailed information and lesson materials if requested
ensuring that the school staff member present during RI classes raise any concerns or issues with the
principal.
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6.5 Communicate with faith groups who use Connect
It is recommended that communication occurs with the Christian faith groups in Queensland that are known to
use Connect to advise of the outcome of the review and highlight issues raised, including :
ensuring RI instructors are using the most recent updated versions of the materials
avoiding specific concepts and terms (such as rape, incest, bigamy in the teacher's notes) and the need for
sensitivity when discussing particular concepts with students (such as animal sacrifice, physical
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punishment)
advising instructors to familiarise themselves with relevant departmental policies and procedures (such as
student protection, health and safety, student wellbeing)

avoiding advertising Year 13 or other Anglican programs

avoiding baking cakes or providing food such as lollies to avoid potential consequences with food allergies
and conflict with healthy eating concepts promoted in schools.

6.6 Improve data capture

It is recommended that, at a minimum, the number of student participating in RI or other instruction is captured
by the Department. Further investigation into the collection of data such as the faith groups providing RI in
schools and the programs they deliver should also be considered .

6. 7 Parliamentary Committee review

There are a number of strong and competing views regarding RI. It has become evident through the course of
the review that there is the need for a more forensic examination of the objectives, program materials,
implementation, and roles and responsibilities of principals and faith groups, within a twenty-first century state
schooling environment. It is recommended that a Parliamentary Committee Inquiry be established to ensure that

Re

all stakeholders have the opportunity to provide input into a thorough, independent and transparent review.
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APPENDIX 1

Review of Connect Religious Instruction Materials
Terms of Reference
Review of the Connect Religious Instruction Materials

Purpose

The purpose of the review of the Connect RI materials is to determine if they
are consistent with legislation and DET policy I procedures, including the
Religious Instruction policy statement.

Scope
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Title

In Scope

All Connect teacher's manuals:

Infants for students aged 5-7 years;

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years;

Upper Primary for students aged 10-12 years.

All Connect student workbooks:
Infants for students aged 5-7 years;

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years;

Upper Primary for students aged 10-12 years.

Out of Scope

Review of any other RI programs.
Review of the RI policy statement or legislation.

Timeframe

Dissatisfaction from stakeholders with polarised views regardless of the
outcome.
Mitigation: Ongoing communication with stakeholders.

Re

Risks

To Minister by 30 June 2016

Despite applying the utmost professionalism, reviewers will examine the
material through their value system.
Mitigation: Multiple reviewers and moderation of assessments.

Deliverables

Ministerial Report
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APPENDIX2
Review Team
A team of reviewers was drawn from across the State Schools Division to review the Connect teacher's
manuals.
A mix of staff with substantial knowledge and experience in teaching, curriculum development, government
policy and administration, and departmental policies and procedures including in the areas of RI, student
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wellbeing, inclusive education, and safe and supportive school communities undertook the review with oversight
by an Executive Director.

The reviewers held qualifications in primary and secondary teaching, psychology, social sciences and
governance and public policy.

Each reviewer was allocated one or two teacher's manuals to consider.

The reviewers were briefed on their role to read the manuals and identify any inconsistencies with departmental
legislation, policies or procedures, with a focus on the RI policy. Reviewers were also asked to identify any
areas where the program was developmentally inappropriate for the target age group, and any issues that
caused concern .

Reviewers were aware of the challenges presented by the context of RI in state schools, the Connect materials
and the very diverse nature of thinking about the subject within the broader community. A process of
moderation was employed to support consistency and provide quality assurance across the assessments of the
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Connect materials made by individuals.
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APPENDIX 3

Overview of the Connect Materials Format
Connect is described as a Christian Education curriculum. It is produced by Christian Education Publications
and Youthworks, which are linked to the Sydney Anglican Diocese.
It is understood that Connect draws on the educational research of Howard Gardner from Harvard University. It
combines eight "kinds of intelligence" to reach different learning styles: word, music, maths and logic, body (e.g.
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movement), space and vision (e.g. creativity}, self, interpersonal, and nature.

Connect is intended to be a three-year curriculum presented across three levels of schooling:
•

Infants for students aged 5-7 years (noting that RI is not offered to Prep students in Queensland State
schools)

•

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years

•

Upper Primary for students aged 10-12 years.

Each level comprises six teaching manuals of approximately 200 pages . Each teaching manual comprises 20
lessons of approximately 25-30 minutes duration.

The 'Welcome' section in each manual explains that the 'curriculum has as its foundation the belief that it is
important to allow the Bible's own theological framework to determine what is taught and how it is taught". The
Welcome also talks about linking "interested children" to church-run children's and youth activities so that they
can experience Christian community and learn more about the Christian faith.
For each of the 20 lessons in the teacher's manuals provide instructors with:
•
•

Lesson Aim - the focus concept to be taught in each lesson .

Lesson Outcomes -the knowledge, understanding, skills, values and attitudes that the lesson seeks to

•

Re

teach .

Memory Verse - a verse for students to recite and memorise. The same verse is usually used for three to
five lessons.

•

Bible background - notes to give more detailed information to help the instructor to understand the main
elements of the lesson, their place in the Bible and their historical background .

•

A list of things they will need - such as pens, paper, music, visual aids, CD player, blue-tack, activity
books, etc.

•

Other resources - this usually refers to music or an audio-visual that is not part of the Connect program
and needs to be separately purchased.
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•

Before you start - instructions on how to prepare for the lesson e.g. "If you intend to use an interactive
whiteboard, review the PowerPoint slides for the lesson on the CD-ROM that comes with the manual", or
"Photocopy enough Visual aids on p. 19 of the Judges 1 worksheet for each student" .

•

A 'teacher's' prayer - a short prayer in which the instructor may ask for God's guidance in delivering the
lesson.
A 'Way In' - such as an icebreaking activity, song or asking some simple questions.

•

Bible Focus - speaking points that the instructor may use in the lesson, questions to ask the class and
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•

examples of responses students may provide to questions. Some lessons include a role play activity or
particular Bible verses to read .
•

Connections - speaking points for the instructor to use to link the lesson to the students own lives.

•

Concluding prayer - a short prayer for the class to say together e.g. "Dear God, thank you that you are a
faithful God. Thank you that despite Israel's disobedience you still raised up judges to save them. We pray
that we may not be like the Israelites. Please help us to obey you and follow you. In Jesus' name we pray.
Amen" (Lesson 1, Upper Primary C1 ). Earlier editions of the manuals (which may still be in use) indicate
the whole class should participate. Recently published manuals give students an option to not participate.

•

Taking it further - additional ideas for longer lessons including songs, movement, Bible exploration, etc.

•

'Teacher' reflections - prompting questions about how the lesson went and how to change it next time.

•

For the next lesson - a guide to preparation for the next lesson in the book.

•

Support materials - activity sheets that can be photocopied, teaching props etc.

Two disks are provided with each teacher's manual: one contains music and drama, and the other provides
PowerPoints and PDFs to support each lesson.

In addition, student workbooks are available to support each manual. The student workbooks generally have

Re

one page for each lesson and include activities such as colouring-in, Bible verses with letters missing for the
students to complete, crosswords etc. The back pages of the student workbooks include prayers (such as the
Lord's Prayer) and words to songs provided on the teacher's disk.

As of 1 October 2015, each teacher's manual costs $31.95, each student workbook costs $2.99 (parents are
often invoiced for the cost of the workbook) and each visual aid pack costs $31.95. There are also a range of
other material available for purchase from Christian Education Publications, including a 'preschool curriculum'
designed for children aged 3-5, a 'Kindy' teacher's manual designed for the first year of school and a teacher's
manual titled Big Questions for students in year 6 to explore issues such as 'What's gone wrong with the
world?', 'Does God really care about me?', 'What's the purpose of my life?' and 'How will I make choices about
my future?'
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Executive Summary
In June 2016, the Minister for Education announced a review of the Connect materials used by various Christian
faith groups for the delivery of Religious Instruction {RI) in some Queensland state schools. This move was
precipitated by a number of reported concerns in the media and the suspension of the program at a Brisbane
state school.
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RI is a program of instruction approved and provided by a religious denomination or society in state schools
according to the Education (General Provisions) Act 2006 and Education (General Provisions) Regulation 2006.
Connect is intended for delivery as a three-year program presented across three phases of schooling:
•

Infants for students aged 5 to 7 years

•

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years

•

Upper Primary for students aged 10 to 12 years.

The review focused on the consistency of the materials with legislation and departmental policies, procedures
and frameworks; the developmental appropriateness of the materials for the relevant age groups; and other
general concerns raised in complaints.

In summary, the review has found that the vast majority of Connect materials do not contravene the Department
of Education and Training's legislation, policies, procedures or frameworks.

There are, however, a number of issues that need to be addressed including references and/or activities related
to animal sacrifice, prostitution and murder, as well as a number of lessons and activities which have the
potential to cause psychological harm and affect students' health and wellbeing.

There are also some concerning examples of advice and activities that do not align with student protection
practices and could unintentionally support grooming behaviour. Further, some language within the manuals
related to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students and students with disabilities is inconsistent with
inclusive education practices.

A further concern is that RI instructors may be using older, outdated editions of the materials that should not be

Re

used with students.

It is recommended that communications are entered into as soon as practicable with the publisher to address
these issues. Through correspondence to date, the publisher has expressed a willingness to work with the
Department to address any concerns raised and to amend the materials.
While outside the scope of this review, there is a broader consideration of whether the legislation governing RI
in state schools meets contemporary parent and community expectations. Additionally, there is no legislated
prohibition on proselytising or evangelising. Proselytising is defined within the RI policy, however, it is only
referenced within the supporting document in relation to cooperative arrangements.
While the Connect materials are, in the main, in alignment with legislation and departmental policies,
procedures and frameworks, amendments to some sections of the materials are required and further
exploration of the legislative remit in relation to RI is recommended .
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1.0 Background
1.1 Provision of RI in Queensland state schools
RI has been available in Queensland state schools for over 100 years following the outcome of a referendum
conducted in April 1910.
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RI is a program of instruction approved and provided by a religious denomination or society in state schools
according to the Education (General Provisions) Act 2006 (EGPA) and Education (General Provisions)
Regulation 2006 (EGPR).

Section 76 of the EGPA states that schools must allow provision of RI for a period of up to one hour per week if
approached by a faith group seeking to provide RI when students of that faith group attend the school.
Participation in RI is not compulsory. Students are allocated to RI classes (or other instruction) based on the
faith group nominated by their parents on their enrolment form or if their parents have provided other written
permission for their child to attend RI classes.

If a parent has indicated on the enrolment form 'no religion' or 'no religion nominated' or a response that is not
represented in the school's RI program, then the student will receive other instruction in a separate location at
the school while RI classes are taking place. Parents can change their preference for their child to participate in
RI or other instruction at any time by notifying the school in writing.

RI is only available to students from Year 1 in state primary, secondary and special schools. It is not offered to
Prep students.

RI is not a Queensland curriculum or syllabus. The Department has no involvement in the selection of content
for RI programs. However, as with any program or activity delivered in a school, principals have a duty of care
to take all reasonable steps to minimise the risk of foreseeable harm to the students at their school and are
responsible for ensuring that the content and activities do not contravene legislation or departmental policies.

Re

The Department's RI policy and supporting documents provide guidance for principals in the process of RI
delivery and considerations for faith groups regarding establishing and implementing an RI program in state
schools.

Within Queensland state schools, RI classes are juxtaposed with a multitude of cultural, religious and nonreligious viewpoints. Schools seek to respect the background and beliefs of their students and school
community and respond to the wishes of parents.

1.2 Data on RI in Queensland state schools
The Department does not currently collect data on the number of students participating in RI, the schools which
offer RI programs, the faith groups providing RI in schools, or the materials used by faith groups to deliver RI.
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While data on religion nominated on students' enrolment forms is captured by OneSchool, this is only a proxy
measure for participation in RI classes. This data is not considered an accurate indicator of the number of
students actually participating in RI because, for example, the RI program nominated by parents may not be
available at the school and parents can change their preference for their child to pariticpate in RI (or not) at any
time.
Noting the unreliability of the OneSchool data, the percentages of students who have a religion recorded in
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OneSchool at certain points in time over the past five years is identified below.
Table 1: Percentage of students with a religion recorded in OneSchool

Data Collection Point in Time

% of all student enrolments with a religion recorded

Aug 2012

12.7%

Oct 2013
June 2014
July 2015
May 2016

20.0%

25.2%

29.8%

32.4%

The increase in the number of students with a religion recorded is primarily the result of the religion question on
the enrolment form becoming mandatory in 2014.

Anecdotal evidence suggests that regular weekly RI classes do not usually occur in secondary schools even
though the legislation allows for it.

1 .3 Recent RI changes at Windsor State School

Re

On 3 June 2016, the Principal of Windsor State School wrote to parents of students at the school advising that
he was unable to permit continued use of the Connect program at the school and was obliged to suspend RI
lessons immediately.

The Principal explained that it had only recently come to his attention that none of the programs, such as

Connect, used by faith groups to deliver RI are approved or endorsed by the Department. In accordance with
the Department's RI policy, he had undertaken a review of the Connect materials and found that they
contravene the policy that prohibits proselytising. He explained that:

"Connect lessons go beyond imparting knowledge of Biblical references, and extend to soliciting
children to develop a personal faith in God and Jesus to become a Christian or 'Kingdom Kid '."
The Principal also wrote to the RI Coordinator at the School confirming a previous discussion about his decision
to suspend the program .
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In undated correspondence to the RI Coordinator, the Principal explained that he had reviewed the Connect
program which was being used at the school and found it to be in contravention of the Department's RI policy.
He considered that the Connect program appeared to be "based on the premise of trying to solicit them
[students] for a decision to become the kind of Christian prescribed in the materials". The Principal identified
more than 30 examples of what he considered proselytising in the Connect materials .
Many of the examples provided could not be located by reviewers in the current Connect materials . The
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publisher of the Connect materials has advised that these references were referring to outdated manuals.
Further, the Principal advised that he would review any alternative RI programs presented to him and resume RI
classes if he found the materials to be consistent with the Department's requirements.

This is the second time an RI program has been suspended at Windsor State School. It is understood that in
2014, under the leadership of the former principal, the Access Ministries

Central to the debate about the Connect materials is the definition of proselytising. The definition attached to the
Department's RI policy statement defines 'proselytising' as 'soliciting a student for a decision to change their
1

religious affiliation' .

There are disparate views on what may constitute proselytising in RI :

If a student's parent has nominated a particular religion program - published by an interdenom inational
Christian organisation based in Victoria - was suspended following lobbying by parents .

1.4 Defining Proselytising
1.

on their child's enrolment form (e.g. Christian), then the student is of that religion or affiliated with that
religion and, therefore, any RI provided in that religion cannot be viewed as proselytising.

2. If a student's parent has nominated a particular religious denomination on their child's enrolment form (e.g.
Anglican), and the student participates in a cooperative arrangement (e.g. Angl ican and Baptist), any
soliciting by an RI instructor for the student to change their denomination (e.g. from Anglican to Baptist)

Re

would be viewed as proselytising.

3. While parents may nominate a religion for their child on the enrolment form, the child may not have
personally accepted that religion and , therefore, RI could be viewed as trying to solicit the child to follow a
particular religion .

A supporting document attached to the RI policy statement, 'Considerations for faith groups establishing and
implementing rel igious instruction' provides the only reference to proselytising in relation to cooperative
arrangements where two or more faith groups are working together, stating that a RI Coordinator must: 'Advise
religious instructors that they are not to proselytise in a cooperative arrangement.'

2

1

http://education.qld .gov.au/schools/school-operations/ri-definitions.html

2

http:!/education .qld .gov .au/schools/school-operations/ri-considerations-faith-grou ps. htm I
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At any time, parents may choose for their child to attend RI classes, including those delivered by a cooperative
arrangement.
What is not clear is whether proselytising is considered to occur when students who don't identify with a
Christian faith are being placed into Christian RI classes by their parents.
Although outside the scope of this review, it is noted that legal advice provided by faith groups has
indicated the view that there is no legislative basis for prohibition of proselytising in the EGPA or EGPR.
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The Department's Legal and Administrative Law Branch supports this view.

2.0 Review methodology

The review of the Connect materials focused on the 18 teacher's manuals and accompanying student
workbooks. The key aim of the review was to determine whether these materials are consistent with legislation
and departmental policies, procedures and frameworks (including but not limited to the RI policy, health and
wellbeing, inclusive education, and safe and supportive school communities); developmental appropriateness of
the materials for the relevant age groups; and any general concerns.

The Terms of Reference for the review are at Appendix 1, along with a description of the review team at
Appendix 2.

A moderation process was used to support consistency and mitigate any potential personal bias.

3.0 The Connect materials

Connect describes itself as a Christian Education curriculum . It is produced by Christian Education Publications
and Youthworks Media, which are linked to the Sydney Anglican Diocese.

Connect is intended to be a three-year program presented across three levels of schooling:

Infants for students aged 5 to 7 years (noting that RI is not offered to Prep students in Queensland state
schools)

Re

•

•

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years

•

Upper Primary for students aged 10 to 12 years.

Each year of the program is labelled with a series i.e. "A", "B" or "C" and proposed semester. Youthworks has
advised that about 90 per cent of instructors are teaching from the "C" series in 2016 and will teach from the "A"
series in 2017.
Updates are made in the year prior to the series being used in the majority of schools. Therefore, the "A" series
is currently being updated for use in 2017. Major updates (such as removal of the David and Goliath lesson
earlier in 2016) are posted on Connect's web portal and advice emailed to all known customers.
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RI instructors may or may not purchase new manuals from year-to-year. It is therefore possible that
some instructors are teaching from outdated materials. Youthworks has advised that when major
changes occur, such as in 2013, all instructors were required to purchase new teacher's manuals.
Further contextual information on the Connect materials is at Appendix 3.
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4.0 Findings
Following are the findings of the Review of the Connect program conducted in June 2016.

4.1 Christian historical beliefs, concepts and terms

Throughout Connect, the Bible is represented as a factual, historical document. An example of this is in Lower
Primary, C1, Teaching Techniques and Hints, p. 93: "Emphasise that these events are historical and true .. .".
The use of Christian historical beliefs, concepts and terms is unavoidable in a Christian RI class . However,
some of these Christian historical beliefs, concepts and terms may not be considered appropriate for discussion
with primary school students, even in the context of a Christian RI class or as a direct quotes from the Bible.
Each lesson within the Connect teacher's manuals provides background information under the heading "Bible
background" to help the instructor contextualise the lesson. There are some events, concepts and terms
discussed in this section, such as incest, rape, prostitution, murder, and animal and human sacrifice, which are
not developmentally appropriate to be discussed with primary school students. For example, reference is made
to rape in Infants C1, p. 70; to murder in Upper Primary A 1, p. 55; and to animal/human sacrifice in Lower
Pirmary C2, p. 64 . However, this section is not for the purposes of discussion with students and is only for the
instructor's background. As such, it is not considered a contravention of departmental requirements.
In a very small number of instances, some of these terms are referred to in the speaking points for discussion
with the class or in materials for distribution to students . Events and concepts such as animal sacrifice and
'wasting money on women' (referring to prostitution) are not considered developmentally appropriate for the
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target age group. Although these concepts are used in the materials as direct Bible quotes, their
continued use in primary schools is not considered appropriate.
Examples include:

Upper Primary, C1, Lesson 4, p. 46 (Student Worksheet) includes a Bible quote on animal sacrifice:
"Finally, Saul commanded, 'Bring me some animals, so we can offer sacrifices to please the LORD and ask
for his help'. Saul killed one of the animals ... "

Upper Primary, A2, Student activity book, Lesson 7, p. 13 includes references to wasting money on women
(i.e. prostitution) in a Bible quote: "This other son of yours wasted your money on [women/'. While not
explicit in its description of the meaning, this reference is not considered appropriate for 10-12 year
old students.
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Upper Primary, 82, Student activity book, Lesson 19, p. 38 mentions "virgin" and "not sleeping together" in
a Bible reference about Mary and Joseph and the conception of Jesus.

Terms such as sin, punishment, death, and Jesus being nailed to the cross, which are found throughout
the Connect program are a reflection of the Bible's content and on which Christianity is based. While
some non-Christians may take offence to the use of these terms, it would be difficult to provide

4.2 Proselytising
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Christian RI without reference to such terms and concepts.

Only a small number of examples of proselytising were found in the Connect teacher's manuals considering the
volume of material provided. It is apparent that the publishers have made a concerted effort in recent versions
of the materials to remove perceptions of proselytising. For example, unlike previous versions, in the more
recently updated teacher's manual (Upper Primary, C1 ), the whole-class "Concluding prayer" is prefaced with
instructor's speaking points: This is how Christians talk to God. If you would like to pray with me please join me.
If you don't then please lower your head so we don't get distracted while praying this short prayer.
It is understood that all class prayers will be prefaced by this message in future .

Opportunities do exist to provide information or advice to students about attending church services or
youth groups, however, it is usually (but not always) clear that the information should only be provided
to 'interested students'. It is not specified how the instructor determines whether students are
interested or not.

Examples of proselytising identified in the manuals include:

Hand out the flyers for local church services if you have them (Upper Primary, C1, Lesson 10, p. 100).
How about asking your parents if you could come along to kids club or kids church. (This would be a good
time to hand out flyers.) (Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 17, p. 181 ).

Students are asked to write a newspaper article for inclusion in a newspaper to be distributed at the
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Christmas assembly. The newspaper could have details about the local church's Christmas services at the
back (Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 18, p. 187).

Direct quotes from the Bible were not considered as proselytising on the basis that parents of children
attending these RI classes have indicated an affiliation with Christianity or a desire for their child to
learn about it.
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4.3 Evangelising
The Department defines evangelising as "preaching or advocating a cause or religion with the object of making
converts to Christianity" 3 . While not explicitly prohibited by the EGPA or EGPR, nor referenced in the RI policy
statement, the Department would expect schools to take appropriate action if aware that evangelising is
occurring outside of an RI class given it could adversely affect the school's ability to provide a safe, supportive
and inclusive environment for students.
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Although proselytising was not common throughout the manuals, evangelising was frequently
identified in all teachers' manuals - both in terms of teachers' evangelising to students, and students
being encouraged to evangelise to others.

Examples of activities that may encourage students to evangelise:

Upper Primary, B2, Lesson 18, p. 190: Students could compose a poem, song, drama to communicate the

gospel to others.

Lower Primary, C2, Lesson 17, p. 153: Students could make beaded bracelets or necklaces and give them

to their friends as a way of sharing the good news about Jesus.

4.4 Consistency with legislation and departmental policies, procedures and
frameworks
4.4. 1 RI policy statement

The RI policy statement specifies the process for establishing an RI program in a state school, and the
implementation of the program by religious leaders. The Connect materials as such do not contravene the

RI policy given there are no requirements regarding the content of RI program materials.
The RI policy supporting document, Considerations for principals establishing and implementing religious
4

instruction, states that 'authorised programs of RI are reviewed to ensure they do not contravene legislation or
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departmental procedures, and are made available to the school community on request.'

Two lessons that stood out as being inconsistent with the RI policy in that they encourage advertising
of Anglican Church programs were:

Lower Primary 81, Lesson 20, p. 190 which focuses on the "Mothers Union", a mission agency of the
Anglican Church of Australia.

3

Chaplaincy and student welfare services: Definitions http://education.gld.gov.au/schools/healthy/chaplaincystudent-welfare. htm I
4

A program of religious instruction approved by the faith group for delivery to students of that faith group in a single or
cooperative arrangement. The religious leader/s of the faith group authorises the program of instruction (s. 27 EGPR).
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Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 20, p. 174 which is entirely focused on the Anglican Year 13 Youth Works Gap
Year program (volunteer work overseas) and aims to advertise and recruit students for an overseas aid
program (even though they will not be eligible to sign up for several years).

Creation of artefacts
Some lessons propose making artefacts such as art works that could be used for classroom displays, or
greetings cards and messages to give to family and friends. To be consistent with the Department's RI policy,
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any displays would need to be removed from the classroom at the end of the RI lesson. The instructor and the
school should ensure that RI students do not give any materials used or created in RI lessons (including
greeting cards) to students who do not attend RI classes.
Examples include:

Infants A 1, Lesson 3, p. 37 - creating a wall mural of God's creation.
Infants A1, Lesson 7, p. 69 -folding paper to make Arks .

Infants A 1, Lesson 10, p. 100 - making Easter greetings cards for family and friends .

4.4.2

Student Protection

Some of the advice and activities in the Connect teacher's manuals were identified as being
inconsistent with current student protection practices. Of particular note was an activity to share
secrets; mentions of 'special friends'; and a suggestion that teachers meet one-to-one with students
who are interested in finding out more about Christianity. It is noted that more recently published
manuals suggest that another adult should be present for any one-to-one discussions.
Examples include:

Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 2, p. 28 - "Just as Jesus used everyday events to disguise his secret, ask each
pair to discuss and then write a story to disguise their own secret." For a wide range of reasons, including

Re

that students of all ages should see teachers and school staff as trusted adults and feel safe to share
information, this content would not be supported. No activities/content should teach or encourage students
to keep secrets.

Lower Primary A2, Lesson 10, p. 92-3 - uses of the term 'special friends'. The use of the term 'special
friends' is not supported because of student protection considerations. Whilst the context in this instance is
understood ('Jesus was asking Matthew to be one of his special friends' and 'Jesus calls us to become one
of his special friends'), the term is closely associated with grooming behaviour and therefore this language
is deemed inappropriate.
Upper Primary, A2, p. 197 - 'Helpful teaching techniques' provides advice on 'Talking one-to-one with a
student', indicating that instructors should talk to students in full view of other students or teachers, even
though the conversation is private. Best practice would be for instructors to ensure that all discussions with
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students (including whole class, group or individual discussions) take place in full view of a school based
staff member and other students.

4.4.3

Student Health and Wellbeing, and Safe and
Supportive School Communities

There are a number of lessons, particularly in the Upper Primary materials, that have the potential to
negatively affect the social and emotional wellbeing of particular students who may have depressive
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tendencies, be in a fragile state, or could blame themselves for things happening around them, for
example family break up or death of a loved one. These lessons also have the potential to upset students, or
cause disturbances and bad dreams. These lessons talked about deserving punishment, the consequences of
your sin on others, and specific Bible events.
Example include:

Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 3, p. 35 - drinking tomato juice to represent blood.
Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 4, p. 53 - "The punishment for sin is death".

Upper Primary, Activity book, p. 29 (Student activity book) - indicates "If you live to satisfy your desires,
you will die".

Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 15, p. 161 - Teacher asks: "What is the end result for someone whose goal is
to please themselves?". Accept responses: They will die.

Lower Primary, B1, Lesson 9, p. 94 - Class debate regarding whether it was right or wrong for the disciple
to cut off the servant's ear.

Lower Primary, C1, Lesson 17, p. 146 - So these leaders met together to try and think of a plan to get rid
of Daniel. With a partner, spend one minute thinking of ways they might get rid of him.

Lower Primary, A 1, p. 86 - Sad day activity: asking students to write a letter to a friend, expressing their

Re

feelings and confusion about all they saw and heard when Jesus was arrested and killed.
Upper Primary C1, Lesson 8, p. 72 (Domino effect lesson) - which tells students their sin will have
consequences for others around them. Examples are given of sinners and how this then led to babies
dying, unhappiness, and other events.
Potential health and safety concerns were also raised with a small number of lessons.
Examples include:
Lower Primary, A2, Lesson 6, p. 63 - baking a mystery Bible cake (that may affect students with food
allergies).
Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 13, p. 119 - adding bleach to a glass of coloured water.
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Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 8, p. 81 - using needles for craft.
Upper Primary, 82, p. 236 (and elsewhere) - handing out lollies and eating as much ice-cream as you can
in one minute.
The Help with classroom management section of some manuals (for example Upper Primary, 82, p. 236)
discusses punishment for misbehaviour and states, "Do not let the students' off after promising punishment". In
all circumstances, behaviour management is the responsibility of the school and classroom teacher and under
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no circumstances should a volunteer RI instructor 'punish' children. RI instructors should discuss any behaviour
concerns with the classroom teacher. A staff member from the school is to be present during all RI classes.

4.4.4

Inclusive Education

Each manual has the same layout with respect to certain information for instructors, for example The special
needs of indigenous students, Understanding the student: the learning theory undergirding Connect, and Help
with classroom management. Some of the language suggestions used in these sections, particularly in

the older publications, is not consistent with inclusive education practices.
Examples include:

Referring to students with specials needs in the Is your class different? teacher information (Upper Primary,
A2, p. 202 and other manuals) suggests that "Teachers should not jump to the false conclusion that these
students are unintelligent". This language is not appropriate nor consistent with departmental policies.
Similarly, the section on "The special needs of indigenous students" (also in Upper Primary, A2, p. 204 and
other manuals) suggests: "Aboriginal students are most teachable when sitting in small groups outside
under a tree." Again, this language is inappropriate and not consistent with departmental policies, as is the
assumption that "(S)RE followed by a barbecue lunch on Friday, then an afternoon's sport would be the
most pleasurable experience Aboriginal Primary students could imagine".

Both of these examples are also included in what appears to be one of the later editions of the manuals - Upper
5
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Primary, C1, pp. 217 and 219.

There is discussion in some lessons about punishment for sins and a potential implication that
disabilities are punishment for sin.
For example:

Lower Primary, C2, Lesson 6, p. 54 talks about " ... he had 38 years of not being able to walk, run, jump ...
invited the students to suggest other things the man would not be able to do".

5

When media coverage occurred regarding these examples from the Connect materials during the course of

the review, Youthworks contacted the Department acknowledging that the instructions/guidelines were 'dated
and clunky' and provided a revised document.
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Lower Primary, C2, Lesson 8, p. 74 says: "Some of the people from that village wondered why this man
was born blind . Was it a punishment from God because his parents or someone else had done something
wrong ."

4.4.5

Animal Ethics

A couple of animal ethics considerations were identified, including the previously mentioned references

Examples include:
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to sacrificing animals. The pedagogic value of these exercises is unclear.

Upper Primary 82, Lesson 17, p. 183 which suggests that the instructor "bring in a dead animal to dissect".
Lower Primary C2, Lesson 15, pp. 128 and 133 which suggests the teacher bring in some "pretend
sacrifices" which are used two activities during the lesson. However it is unclear what kind of 'pretend
sacrifices' will be used e.g. food or animals sacrifices.

4.5 Delivery cycle and version control

Connect is delivered as a three-year program . The A, Band C labelling of each manual indicates which year of
the program it belongs to. Youthworks has advised that, with a few exceptions, most instructors should be
working on the same stage of the program (A, B or C} in any given year. However, there is no certainty that the
majority of instructors are using the same cycle nor the same version of the manuals .

Manuals are reviewed and updated every three years, although essential updates can occur at any time.
Youthworks has advised that, in 2016, most instructors would be delivering lessons from C manuals. As a
result, Youthworks is currently reviewing and updating the A manuals for use by most instructors in 2017.

Of note is that there is no clear labelling of the manuals to identify the relevant version. The copyright
date on the last page is the only information showing the version/date of publication, rather than an
obvious version number clearly identified on the cover of the manual. This means that there could be a
large number of materials being used in schools which are significantly outdated and containing
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inappropriate content.

4.6 Age appropriateness

Unless they have a teaching background, it is unlikely that RI instructors would have the expertise to
know what children of a particular age can and cannot do prior to undertaking the activity with students,
and would rely on the manuals to guide them.
There are some suggested activities, such as a crossword puzzle in the Infants A1 manual , which may be too
difficult for many of the younger students in the grouping . However, the teacher's manuals provide a level of
flexibility that instructors could work on these activities as a whole class or skip activities that seem too
complicated for the students .
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For some lessons, the teacher's manuals provide specific advice on elements that would be inappropriate for
the target age group and advise teachers to avoid these.
Examples include:
Infants A1, Lesson 7, p. 65 which suggests that instructors show students pictures from a children's Bible
when discussing the story of Noah's ark. However, the teacher's manual specifically states that instructors
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should not show pictures of people perishing in the flood.
Infants A1, Lesson 9, p. 85 - In a lesson on the Easter story about Jesus dying on the cross, instructors
are warned that "some students may be upset by this story of the death of Jesus. Do not go into details of
Jesus' suffering with students of this age group".

Infants A 1, Lesson 7, p. 67 - In a lesson on Noah's Ark, instructors are advised that: "If a student asks
about the fate of people who didn't go on board the ark, you may point out that the ark was for all of the
people who chose to follow God".

4. 7 Revising content

Under current legislation, there is no oversight or regulation of RI programs other than it must be
approved by the relevant faith group.

The publishers of Connect are continuing to review the materials to ensure they remain relevant. It seems that
substantial work has gone into removing the perception of proselytising from the publications (for example,
through the preface added to the whole class Concluding prayers which provide the option to participate).
Youthworks has advised the Department on several occasions in correspondence, and in the media, that the
publishers are willing to work with the Department to improve the Connect resources.

Given the Department has not reviewed any other RI materials, it is recognised that the publishers of Connect
could use a favourable outcome from this review to further promote its materials for RI classes across
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Australian and New Zealand.

While outside the scope of this review, it is recognised that RI materials (other than Connect) being used in
state schools across Queensland may not be consistent with departmental policies, procedures and
frameworks, may not be developmentally appropriateness for the relevant age groups or could raise other
general concerns.

5.0 Conclusions
The review of the Connect materials did not find major inconsistencies with departmental legislation, policies,
procedures or frameworks. Many of the issues identified could be addressed through negotiation with the
publisher and information and advice for instructors about departmental requirements. The current requirement
for school staff to be present in RI classes will continue to provide a safeguard and should ensure that any
inconsistencies with departmental requirements are monitored.
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There are some concepts and lessons within Connect that deal with issues such as sin and punishment that
could potentially affect an at-risk student's wellbeing if not delivered in a sensitive way. However, concepts such
as sin, punishment, forgiveness , and "Jesus as a saviour" are at the core of Christianity and their removal from
Christian RI lessons would significantly impact on the instruction being provided. RI program developers, faith
groups and RI instructors need to remain sensitive and vigilant to the circumstances of students and the impact
specific discussions may have .
The issues raised through the Connect program review have highlighted a much broader issue around the
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appropriateness of legislated RI delivery in Queensland state schools and whether expectations regarding
issues such as proselytising and evangelising should be clarified.

6.0 Recommendations

6.1 Seek amendment of Connect materials

It is recommended that the Department request that the publishers revise the Connect materials as soon as
practicable to address the relevant findings of this review.

It would also be beneficial for the Connect manuals to advise instructors to become familiar with relevant state
Education Department policies and procedures (such as student protection, health and safety, student
wellbeing).

6.2 Audit the versions of materials being used in schools by instructors
It is recommended that an immediate audit of currency of the Connect materials being used in Queensland
state schools be undertaken to ensure that old manuals which include outdated and inappropriate content are
disposed of and are not used with students.

6.3 Amend the RI policy statement

It is recommended that enhancements be made to the RI policy statement to give principals more clarity

Re

regarding their responsibility to review authorised programs of RI to help them satisfy duty of care and
legislative obligations.

6.4 Communicate with Principals

Principals have been advised that, once finalised , the outcomes of the review will be communicated . It is
recommended that, through these communications, principals be reminded of the need for:
vigilance about appropriate permission being in place for students to attend RI classes
ensuing information about RI classes offered in the school is made available to parents and that parents
have access to more detailed information and lesson materials if requested
ensuring that the school staff member present during RI classes raise any concerns or issues with the
principal.
CABINET IN CONFIDENCE - NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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6.5 Communicate with faith groups who use Connect
It is recommended that communication occurs with the Christian faith groups in Queensland that are known to
use Connect to advise of the outcome of the review and highlight issues raised, including:
ensuring RI instructors are using the most recent updated versions of the materials
avoiding specific concepts and terms (such as rape, incest, bigamy in the teacher's notes) and the need for

punishment)
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sensitivity when discussing particular concepts with students (such as animal sacrifice, physical

advising instructors to familiarise themselves with relevant departmental policies and procedures (such as
student protection, health and safety, student wellbeing)

avoiding advertising Year 13 or other Anglican programs

avoiding baking cakes or providing food such as lollies to avoid potential consequences with food allergies
and conflict with healthy eating concepts promoted in schools.

6.6 Improve data capture

It is recommended that, at a minimum , the number of student participating in RI or other instruction is captured
by the Department. Further investigation into the collection of data such as the faith groups providing RI in
schools and the programs they deliver should also be considered.

6. 7 Parliamentary Committee review

There are a number of strong and competing views regarding RI. It has become evident through the course of
the review that there is the need for a more forensic examination of the objectives, program materials,
implementation, and roles and responsibilities of principals and faith groups, within a twenty-first century state
schooling environment. It is recommended that a Parliamentary Committee Inquiry be established to ensure that
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all stakeholders have the opportunity to provide input into a thorough, independent and transparent review.
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APPENDIX 1

Title

Review of the Connect Religious Instruction Materials

Purpose
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Review of Connect Religious Instruction Materials
Terms of Reference

Scope

The purpose of the review of the Connect RI materials is to determine if they
are consistent with legislation and DET policy I procedures, including the
Religious Instruction policy statement.
In Scope

All Connect teacher's manuals:
Infants for students aged 5-7 years;
Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years;

Upper Primary for students aged 10-12 years.

All Connect student workbooks:
Infants for students aged 5-7 years;
Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years;
Upper Primary for students aged 10-12 years.
Out of Scope

Review of any other RI programs.
Review of the RI policy statement or legislation.

Timeframe

Dissatisfaction from stakeholders with polarised views regardless of the
outcome.
Mitigation: Ongoing communication with stakeholders.

Re

Risks

To Minister by 30 June 2016

Despite applying the utmost professionalism, reviewers will examine the
material through their value system.
Mitigation: Multiple reviewers and moderation of assessments.

Deliverables

Ministerial Report
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APPENDIX2
Review Team
A team of reviewers was drawn from across the State Schools Division to review the Connect teacher's
manuals.
A mix of staff with substantial knowledge and experience in teaching, curriculum development, government
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policy and administration, and departmental policies and procedures including in the areas of RI, student
wellbeing, inclusive education, and safe and supportive school communities undertook the review with oversight
by an Executive Director.

The reviewers held qualifications in primary and secondary teaching, psychology, social sciences and
governance and public policy.

Each reviewer was allocated one or two teacher's manuals to consider.

The reviewers were briefed on their role to read the manuals and identify any inconsistencies with departmental
legislation, policies or procedures, with a focus on the RI policy. Reviewers were also asked to identify any
areas where the program was developmentally inappropriate for the target age group, and any issues that
caused concern.

Reviewers were aware of the challenges presented by the context of RI in state schools, the Connect materials
and the very diverse nature of thinking about the subject within the broader community. A process of
moderation was employed to support consistency and provide quality assurance across the assessments of the

Re

Connect materials made by individuals.
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APPENDIX3
Overview of the Connect Materials Format
Connect is described as a Christian Education curriculum . It is produced by Christian Education Publications
and Youthworks, which are linked to the Sydney Anglican Diocese.
It is understood that Connect draws on the educational research of Howard Gardner from Harvard University. It
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combines eight "kinds of intelligence" to reach different learning styles: word, music, maths and logic, body (e.g.
movement), space and vision (e.g . creativity), self, interpersonal, and nature.

Connect is intended to be a three-year curriculum presented across three levels of schooling:
•

Infants for students aged 5-7 years (noting that RI is not offered to Prep students in Queensland State
schools)

•

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years

•

Upper Primary for students aged 10-12 years.

Each level comprises six teaching manuals of approximately 200 pages. Each teaching manual comprises 20
lessons of approximately 25-30 minutes duration.

The 'Welcome' section in each manual explains that the 'curriculum has as its foundation the belief that it is
important to allow the Bible's own theological framework to determine what is taught and how it is taught". The
Welcome also talks about linking "interested children" to church-run children's and youth activities so that they
can experience Christian community and learn more about the Christian faith.
For each of the 20 lessons in the teacher's manuals provide instructors with:
Lesson Aim - the focus concept to be taught in each lesson .

•

Lesson Outcomes -the knowledge, understanding, skills, values and attitudes that the lesson seeks to
teach .

•

Re

•

Memory Verse - a verse for students to recite and memorise. The same verse is usually used for three to
five lessons.

•

Bible background - notes to give more detailed information to help the instructor to understand the main
elements of the lesson, their place in the Bible and their historical background.

•

A list of things they will need - such as pens, paper, music, visual aids, CD player, blue-tack, activity
books, etc.

•

Other resources - this usually refers to music or an audio-visual that is not part of the Connect program
and needs to be separately purchased.
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•

Before you start - instructions on how to prepare for the lesson e.g. "If you intend to use an interactive
whiteboard, review the PowerPoint slides for the lesson on the CD-ROM that comes with the manual", or
"Photocopy enough Visual aids on p. 19 of the Judges 1 worksheet for each student".

•

A 'teacher's' prayer - a short prayer in which the instructor may ask for God's guidance in delivering the
lesson.
A 'Way In' - such as an icebreaking activity, song or asking some simple questions.

•

Bible Focus - speaking points that the instructor may use in the lesson , questions to ask the class and
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•

examples of responses students may provide to questions. Some lessons include a role play activity or
particular Bible verses to read.
•

Connections - speaking points for the instructor to use to link the lesson to the students own lives.

•

Concluding prayer - a short prayer for the class to say together e.g. "Dear God, thank you that you are a
faithful God. Thank you that despite Israel's disobedience you still raised up judges to save them . We pray
that we may not be like the Israelites. Please help us to obey you and follow you . In Jesus' name we pray.
Amen" (Lesson 1, Upper Primary C1 ). Earlier editions of the manuals (which may still be in use) indicate
the whole class should participate. Recently published manuals give students an option to not participate.

•

Taking it further- additional ideas for longer lessons including songs, movement, Bible exploration, etc.

•

'Teacher' reflections - prompting questions about how the lesson went and how to change it next time.

•

For the next lesson - a guide to preparation for the next lesson in the book.

•

Support materials - activity sheets that can be photocopied, teaching props etc.

Two disks are provided with each teacher's manual : one contains music and drama, and the other provides
PowerPoints and PDFs to support each lesson.

Re

In addition , student workbooks are available to support each manual. The student workbooks generally have
one page for each lesson and include activities such as colouring-in, Bible verses with letters missing for the
students to complete, crosswords etc. The back pages of the student workbooks include prayers (such as the
Lord's Prayer) and words to songs provided on the teacher's disk.

As of 1 October 2015, each teacher's manual costs $31.95, each student workbook costs $2.99 (parents are
often invoiced for the cost of the workbook) and each visual aid pack costs $31 .95. There are also a range of
other material available for purchase from Christian Education Publications, including a 'preschool curriculum '
designed for children aged 3-5, a 'Kindy' teacher's manual designed for the first year of school and a teacher's
manual titled Big Questions for students in year 6 to explore issues such as 'What's gone wrong with the
world?', 'Does God really care about me?', 'What's the purpose of my life?' and 'How will I make choices about
my future?'
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Executive Summary
In June 2016, the Minister for Education announced a review of the Connect materials used by various Christian
faith groups for the delivery of Religious Instruction (RI) in some Queensland state schools. This move was
precipitated by a number of reported concerns in the media and the suspension of the program at a Brisbane
state school.
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RI is a program of instruction approved and provided by a religious denomination or society in state schools
according to the Education (General Provisions) Act 2006 and Education (General Provisions) Regulation 2006.
Connect is intended for delivery as a three-year program presented across three phases of schooling:
•

Infants for students aged 5 to 7 years

•

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years

•

Upper Primary for students aged 10 to 12 years.

The review focused on the consistency of the materials with legislation and departmental policies, procedures
and frameworks; the developmental appropriateness of the materials for the relevant age groups; and other
general concerns raised in complaints.

In summary, the review has found that the vast majority of Connect materials do not contravene the Department
of Education and Training's legislation, policies, procedures or frameworks .

There are, however, a number of issues that need to be addressed including references and/or activities related
to animal sacrifice, prostitution and murder, as well as a number of lessons and activities which have the
potential to cause psychological harm and affect students' health and wellbeing .

There are also some concerning examples of advice and activities that do not align with student protection
practices and could unintentionally support grooming behaviour. Further, some language within the manuals
related to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students and students with disabilities is inconsistent with
inclusive education practices.

A further concern is that RI instructors may be using older, outdated editions of the materials that should not be

Re

used with students.

It is recommended that communications are entered into as soon as practicable with the publisher to address
these issues . Through correspondence to date, the publisher has expressed a willingness to work with the
Department to address any concerns raised and to amend the materials .
While outside the scope of this review, there is a broader consideration of whether the legislation governing RI
in state schools meets contemporary parent and community expectations. Additionally, there is no legislated
prohibition on proselytising or evangelising . Proselytising is defined within the RI policy, however, it is only
referenced within the supporting document in relation to cooperative arrangements.
While the Connect materials are, in the main, in alignment with legislation and departmental policies,
procedures and frameworks , amendments to some sections of the materials are required and further
exploration of the legislative remit in relation to RI is recommended.
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1.0 Background
1.1 Provision of RI in Queensland state schools
RI has been available in Queensland state schools for over 100 years following the outcome of a referendum
conducted in April 1910.
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RI is a program of instruction approved and provided by a religious denomination or society in state schools
according to the Education (General Provisions) Act 2006 (EGPA) and Education (General Provisions)
Regulation 2006 (EGPR).

Section 76 of the EGPA states that schools must allow provision of RI for a period of up to one hour per week if
approached by a faith group seeking to provide RI when students of that faith group attend the school.
Participation in RI is not compulsory. Students are allocated to RI classes (or other instruction) based on the
faith group nominated by their parents on their enrolment form or if their parents have provided other written
permission for their child to attend RI classes.

If a parent has indicated on the enrolment form 'no religion' or 'no religion nominated' or a response that is not
represented in the school's RI program, then the student will receive other instruction in a separate location at
the school while RI classes are taking place. Parents can change their preference for their child to participate in
RI or other instruction at any time by notifying the school in writing.

RI is only available to students from Year 1 in state primary, secondary and special schools. It is not offered to
Prep students.

RI is not a Queensland curriculum or syllabus. The Department has no involvement in the selection of content
for RI programs. However, as with any program or activity delivered in a school, principals have a duty of care
to take all reasonable steps to minimise the risk of foreseeable harm to the students at their school and are
responsible for ensuring that the content and activities do not contravene legislation or departmental policies.
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The Department's RI policy and supporting documents provide guidance for principals in the process of RI
delivery and considerations for faith groups regarding establishing and implementing an RI program in state
schools .

Within Queensland state schools, RI classes are juxtaposed with a multitude of cultural, religious and nonreligious viewpoints. Schools seek to respect the background and beliefs of their students and school
community and respond to the wishes of parents.

1.2 Data on RI in Queensland state schools
The Department does not currently collect data on the number of students participating in RI, the schools which
offer RI programs, the faith groups providing RI in schools, or the materials used by faith groups to deliver RI.

1
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While data on religion nominated on students' enrolment forms is captured by OneSchool, this is only a proxy
measure for participation in RI classes . This data is not considered an accurate indicator of the number of
students actually participating in RI because, for example, the RI program nominated by parents may not be
available at the school and parents can change their preference for their child to pariticpate in RI (or not) at any
time.
Noting the unreliability of the OneSchool data, the percentages of students who have a religion recorded in
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OneSchool at certain points in time over the past five years is identified below.
Table 1: Percentage of students with a religion recorded in OneSchool

Data Collection Point in Time

% of all student enrolments with a religion recorded

Aug 2012

12.7%

Oct 2013
June 2014
July 2015
May 2016

20.0%

25.2%

29.8%

32.4%

The increase in the number of students with a religion recorded is primarily the result of the religion question on
the enrolment form becoming mandatory in 2014.

Anecdotal evidence suggests that regular weekly RI classes do not usually occur in secondary schools even
though the legislation allows for it.

1.3 Recent RI changes at Windsor State School

Re

On 3 June 2016, the Principal of Windsor State School wrote to parents of students at the school advising that
he was unable to permit continued use of the Connect program at the school and was obliged to suspend RI
lessons immediately.

The Principal explained that it had only recently come to his attention that none of the programs, such as

Connect, used by faith groups to deliver RI are approved or endorsed by the Department. In accordance with
the Department's RI policy, he had undertaken a review of the Connect materials and found that they
contravene the policy that prohibits proselytising. He explained that:

"Connect lessons go beyond imparting knowledge of Biblical references, and extend to soliciting
children to develop a personal faith in God and Jesus to become a Christian or 'Kingdom Kid'."
The Principal also wrote to the RI Coordinator at the School confirming a previous discussion about his decision
to suspend the program .
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In undated correspondence to the RI Coordinator, the Principal explained that he had reviewed the Connect
program which was being used at the school and found it to be in contravention of the Department's RI policy.
He considered that the Connect program appeared to be "based on the premise of trying to solicit them
[students] for a decision to become the kind of Christian prescribed in the materials". The Principal identified
more than 30 examples of what he considered proselytising in the Connect materials .
Many of the examples provided could not be located by reviewers in the current Connect materials. The
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publisher of the Connect materials has advised that these references were referring to outdated manuals.
Further, the Principal advised that he would review any alternative RI programs presented to him and resume RI
classes if he found the materials to be consistent with the Department's requirements .

This is the second time an RI program has been suspended at Windsor State School. It is understood that in
2014, under the leadership of the former principal, the Access Ministries

Central to the debate about the Connect materials is the definition of proselytising. The definition attached to the
Department's RI policy statement defines 'proselytising' as 'soliciting a student for a decision to change their
1

religious affiliation' .

There are disparate views on what may constitute proselytising in RI :

If a student's parent has nominated a particular rel igion program - published by an interdenominational
Christian organisation based in Victoria - was suspended following lobbying by parents .

1.4 Defining Proselytising

1. on their child's enrolment form (e.g. Christian), then the student is of that religion or affiliated with that
religion and, therefore, any RI provided in that religion cannot be viewed as proselytising.
2.

If a student's parent has nominated a particular religious denomination on their child 's enrolment form (e.g.
Anglican), and the student participates in a cooperative arrangement (e.g. Anglican and Baptist), any
soliciting by an RI instructor for the student to change their denomination (e.g. from Anglican to Baptist)

Re

would be viewed as proselytising.

3. While parents may nominate a religion for their child on the enrolment form , the child may not have
personally accepted that religion and, therefore, RI could be viewed as trying to solicit the child to follow a
particular religion.

A supporting document attached to the RI policy statement, 'Considerations for faith groups establishing and
implementing religious instruction' provides the only reference to proselytising in relation to cooperative
arrangements where two or more faith groups are working together, stating that a RI Coord inator must: 'Advise
religious instructors that they are not to proselytise in a cooperative arrangement.' 2

1

http://education.qld .gov.au/schools/school-operations/ri-definitions.html

2

http://education .qld.gov.au/schools/school-operations/ri-considerations-faith-groups .html
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At any time, parents may choose for their child to attend RI classes, including those delivered by a cooperative
arrangement.
What is not clear is whether proselytising is considered to occur when students who don't identify with a
Christian faith are being placed into Christian RI classes by their parents.

Although outside the scope of this review, it is noted that legal advice provided by faith groups has
indicated the view that there is no legislative basis for prohibition of proselytising in the EGPA or EGPR.
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The Department's Legal and Administrative Law Branch supports this view.

2.0 Review methodology

The review of the Connect materials focused on the 18 teacher's manuals and accompanying student
workbooks. The key aim of the review was to determine whether these materials are consistent with legislation
and departmental policies, procedures and frameworks (including but not limited to the RI policy, health and
wellbeing, inclusive education, and safe and supportive school communities); developmental appropriateness of
the materials for the relevant age groups; and any general concerns.

The Terms of Reference for the review are at Appendix 1, along with a description of the review team at

Appendix 2.

A moderation process was used to support consistency and mitigate any potential personal bias.

3.0 The Connect materials

Connect describes itself as a Christian Education curriculum. It is produced by Christian Education Publications
and Youthworks Media, which are linked to the Sydney Anglican Diocese.

•

Re

Connect is intended to be a three-year program presented across three levels of schooling:

Infants for students aged 5 to 7 years (noting that RI is not offered to Prep students in Queensland state
schools)

•

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years

•

Upper Primary for students aged 10 to 12 years.

Each year of the program is labelled with a series i.e. "A", "B" or "C" and proposed semester. Youthworks has
advised that about 90 per cent of instructors are teaching from the "C" series in 2016 and will teach from the "A"
series in 2017.
Updates are made in the year prior to the series being used in the majority of schools. Therefore, the "A" series
is currently being updated for use in 2017. Major updates (such as removal of the David and Goliath lesson
earlier in 2016) are posted on Connect's web portal and advice emailed to all known customers.
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RI instructors may or may not purchase new manuals from year-to-year. It is therefore possible that
some instructors are teaching from outdated materials. Youthworks has advised that when major
changes occur, such as in 2013, all instructors were required to purchase new teacher's manuals.
Further contextual information on the Connect materials is at Appendix 3.
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4.0 Findings
Following are the findings of the Review of the Connect program conducted in June 2016.

4.1 Christian historical beliefs, concepts and terms

Throughout Connect, the Bible is represented as a factual, historical document. An example of this is in Lower
Primary, C1, Teaching Techniques and Hints, p. 93: "Emphasise that these events are historical and true .. .".
The use of Christian historical beliefs, concepts and terms is unavoidable in a Christian RI class. However,
some of these Christian historical beliefs, concepts and terms may not be considered appropriate for discussion
with primary school students, even in the context of a Christian RI class or as a direct quotes from the Bible.
Each lesson within the Connect teacher's manuals provides background information under the heading "Bible
background" to help the instructor contextualise the lesson. There are some events, concepts and terms
discussed in this section, such as incest, rape, prostitution, murder, and animal and human sacrifice, which are
not developmentally appropriate to be discussed with primary school students. For example, reference is made
to rape in Infants C1, p. 70; to murder in Upper Primary A1, p. 55; and to animal/human sacrifice in Lower
Pirmary C2, p. 64. However, this section is not for the purposes of discussion with students and is only for the
instructor's background. As such, it is not considered a contravention of departmental requirements.
In a very small number of instances, some of these terms are referred to in the speaking points for discussion
with the class or in materials for distribution to students. Events and concepts such as animal sacrifice and
'wasting money on women' (referring to prostitution) are not considered developmentally appropriate for the
target age group. Although these concepts are used in the materials as direct Bible quotes, their

Re

continued use in primary schools is not considered appropriate.
Examples include:

Upper Primary, C1, Lesson 4, p. 46 (Student Worksheet) includes a Bible quote on animal sacrifice:
"Finally, Saul commanded, 'Bring me some animals, so we can offer sacrifices to please the LORD and ask
for his help'. Saul killed one of the animals ... "
Upper Primary, A2, Student activity book, Lesson 7, p. 13 includes references to wasting money on women
(i.e. prostitution) in a Bible quote: "This other son of yours wasted your money on [womenf'. While not
explicit in its description of the meaning, this reference is not considered appropriate for 10-12 year
old students.
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Upper Primary, 82, Student activity book, Lesson 19, p. 38 mentions "virgin" and "not sleeping together" in
a Bible reference about Mary and Joseph and the conception of Jesus.

Terms such as sin, punishment, death, and Jesus being nailed to the cross, which are found throughout
the Connect program are a reflection of the Bible's content and on which Christianity is based. While
some non-Christians may take offence to the use of these terms, it would be difficult to provide

4.2 Proselytising
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Christian RI without reference to such terms and concepts.

Only a small number of examples of proselytising were found in the Connect teacher's manuals considering the
volume of material provided. It is apparent that the publishers have made a concerted effort in recent versions
of the materials to remove perceptions of proselytising. For example, unlike previous versions, in the more
recently updated teacher's manual (Upper Primary, C1 ), the whole-class "Concluding prayer" is prefaced with
instructor's speaking points: This is how Christians talk to God. If you would like to pray with me please join me.
If you don't then please lower your head so we don't get distracted while praying this short prayer.

It is understood that all class prayers will be prefaced by this message in future .

Opportunities do exist to provide information or advice to students about attending church services or
youth groups, however, it is usually (but not always) clear that the information should only be provided
to 'interested students'. It is not specified how the instructor determines whether students are
interested or not.

Examples of proselytising identified in the manuals include:

Hand out the flyers for local church services if you have them (Upper Primary, C1, Lesson 10, p. 100).
How about asking your parents if you could come along to kids club or kids church. (This would be

a good

time to hand out flyers.) (Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 17, p. 181 ).
Students are asked to write

a newspaper article for inclusion in a newspaper to be distributed at the

Re

Christmas assembly. The newspaper could have details about the local church's Christmas services at the
back (Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 18, p. 187).

Direct quotes from the Bible were not considered as proselytising on the basis that parents of children
attending these RI classes have indicated an affiliation with Christianity or a desire for their child to
learn about it.
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4.3 Evangelising
The Department defines evangelising as "preaching or advocating a cause or religion with the object of making
converts to Christianity" 3 . While not explicitly prohibited by the EGPA or EGPR, nor referenced in the RI policy
statement, the Department would expect schools to take appropriate action if aware that evangelising is
occurring outside of an RI class given it could adversely affect the school's ability to provide a safe, supportive
and inclusive environment for students.
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Although proselytising was not common throughout the manuals, evangelising was frequently
identified in all teachers' manuals - both in terms of teachers' evangelising to students, and students
being encouraged to evangelise to others.

Examples of activities that may encourage students to evangelise:

Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 18, p. 190: Students could compose a poem, song, drama to communicate the

gospel to others.

Lower Primary, C2, Lesson 17, p. 153: Students could make beaded bracelets or necklaces and give them

to their friends as a way of sharing the good news about Jesus.

4.4 Consistency with legislation and departmental policies, procedures and
frameworks
4.4. 1 RI policy statement

The RI policy statement specifies the process for establishing an RI program in a state school, and the
implementation of the program by religious leaders. The Connect materials as such do not contravene the

RI policy given there are no requirements regarding the content of RI program materials.
The RI policy supporting document, Considerations for principals establishing and implementing religious
4

instruction, states that 'authorised programs of RI are reviewed to ensure they do not contravene legislation or

Re

departmental procedures, and are made available to the school community on request.'

Two lessons that stood out as being inconsistent with the RI policy in that they encourage advertising
of Anglican Church programs were:

Lower Primary 81, Lesson 20, p. 190 which focuses on the "Mothers Union", a mission agency of the
Anglican Church of Australia.

3

Chaplaincy and student welfare services: Definitions http://education.qld.gov.au/schools/healthy/chaplaincystudent-welfare. htm I
4

A program of religious instruction approved by the faith group for delivery to students of that faith group in a single or
cooperative arrangement. The religious leader/s of the faith group authorises the program of instruction (s. 27 EGPR).
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Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 20, p. 174 which is entirely focused on the Anglican Year 13 Youth Works Gap
Year program (volunteer work overseas) and aims to advertise and recruit students for an overseas aid
program (even though they will not be eligible to sign up for several years).

Creation of artefacts
Some lessons propose making artefacts such as art works that could be used for classroom displays, or
greetings cards and messages to give to family and friends. To be consistent with the Department's RI policy,
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any displays would need to be removed from the classroom at the end of the RI lesson . The instructor and the
school should ensure that RI students do not give any materials used or created in RI lessons (including
greeting cards) to students who do not attend RI classes .
Examples include :

Infants A 1, Lesson 3, p. 37 - creating a wall mural of God's creation.
Infants A1, Lesson 7, p. 69 -folding paper to make Arks.

Infants A 1, Lesson 10, p. 100 - making Easter greetings cards for family and friends .

4.4.2

Student Protection

Some of the advice and activities in the Connect teacher's manuals were identified as being
inconsistent with current student protection practices. Of particular note was an activity to share
secrets; mentions of 'special friends'; and a suggestion that teachers meet one-to-one with students
who are interested in finding out more about Christianity. It is noted that more recently published
manuals suggest that another adult should be present for any one-to-one discussions.
Examples include:

Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 2, p. 28 - "Just as Jesus used everyday events to disguise his secret, ask each
pair to discuss and then write a story to disguise their own secret." For a wide range of reasons, including

Re

that students of all ages should see teachers and school staff as trusted adults and feel safe to share
information, this content would not be supported. No activities/content should teach or encourage students
to keep secrets.

Lower Primary A2, Lesson 10, p. 92-3 - uses of the term 'special friends'. The use of the term 'special
friends' is not supported because of student protection considerations . Whilst the context in this instance is
understood ('Jesus was asking Matthew to be one of his special friends' and 'Jesus calls us to become one
of his special friends'), the term is closely associated with grooming behaviour and therefore this language
is deemed inappropriate.
Upper Primary, A2, p. 197 - 'Helpful teaching techniques' provides advice on 'Talking one-to-one with a
student' , indicating that instructors should talk to students in full view of other students or teachers, even
though the conversation is private. Best practice would be for instructors to ensure that all discussions with
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students (including whole class, group or individual discussions) take place in full view of a school based
staff member and other students.

4.4.3

Student Health and Wellbeing, and Safe and
Supportive School Communities

There are a number of lessons, particularly in the Upper Primary materials, that have the potential to
negatively affect the social and emotional wellbeing of particular students who may have depressive
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tendencies, be in a fragile state, or could blame themselves for things happening around them, for
example family break up or death of a loved one. These lessons also have the potential to upset students, or
cause disturbances and bad dreams. These lessons talked about deserving punishment, the consequences of
your sin on others, and specific Bible events.
Example include:

Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 3, p. 35 - drinking tomato juice to represent blood.
Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 4, p. 53 - "The punishment for sin is death".

Upper Primary, Activity book, p. 29 (Student activity book) - indicates "If you live to satisfy your desires,
you will die".

Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 15, p. 161 - Teacher asks: "What is the end result for someone whose goal is
to please themselves?". Accept responses: They will die.

Lower Primary, 81, Lesson 9, p. 94 - Class debate regarding whether it was right or wrong for the disciple
to cut off the servant's ear.

Lower Primary, C1, Lesson 17, p. 146 - So these leaders met together to try and think of a plan to get rid
of Daniel. With a partner, spend one minute thinking of ways they might get rid of him.

Lower Primary, A1, p. 86 - Sad day activity: asking students to write a letter to a friend, expressing their

Re

feelings and confusion about all they saw and heard when Jesus was arrested and killed .
Upper Primary C1, Lesson 8, p. 72 (Domino effect lesson)- which tells students their sin will have
consequences for others around them. Examples are given of sinners and how this then led to babies
dying, unhappiness, and other events.

Potential health and safety concerns were also raised with a small number of lessons.
Examples include:
Lower Primary, A2, Lesson 6, p. 63 - baking a mystery Bible cake (that may affect students with food
allergies).
Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 13, p. 119 - adding bleach to a glass of coloured water.
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Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 8, p. 81 - using needles for craft.
Upper Primary, 82, p. 236 (and elsewhere)- handing out lollies and eating as much ice-cream as you can
in one minute.
The Help with classroom management section of some manuals (for example Upper Primary, 82, p. 236)
discusses punishment for misbehaviour and states, "Do not let the students' off after promising punishment". In
all circumstances, behaviour management is the responsibility of the school and classroom teacher and under
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no circumstances should a volunteer RI instructor 'punish' children. RI instructors should discuss any behaviour
concerns with the classroom teacher. A staff member from the school is to be present during all RI classes.

4.4.4

Inclusive Education

Each manual has the same layout with respect to certain information for instructors, for example The special

needs of indigenous students, Understanding the student: the learning theory undergirding Connect, and Help
with classroom management. Some of the language suggestions used in these sections, particularly in
the older publications, is not consistent with inclusive education practices.
Examples include:

Referring to students with specials needs in the "Is your class different?" teacher information (Upper
Primary, A2, p. 202 and other manuals) suggests that "Teachers should not jump to the false conclusion
that these students are unintelligent". This language is not appropriate nor consistent with departmental
policies.

Similarly, the section on "The special needs of indigenous students" (also in Upper Primary, A2, p. 204 and
other manuals) suggests: "Aboriginal students are most teachable when sitting in small groups outside
under a tree." Again, this language is inappropriate and not consistent with departmental policies, as is the
assumption that "(S)RE followed by a barbecue lunch on Friday, then an afternoon's sport would be the
most pleasurable experience Aboriginal Primary students could imagine".

Both of these examples are also included in what appears to be one of the later editions of the manuals - Upper

Re

Primary, C1, pp. 217 and 219. 5

There is discussion in some lessons about punishment for sins and a potential implication that
disabilities are punishment for sin.
For example:
Lower Primary, C2, Lesson 6, p. 54 talks about " ... he had 38 years of not being able to walk, run, jump .. .
invited the students to suggest other things the man would not be able to do".

5

When media coverage occurred regarding these examples from the Connect materials during the course of

the review, Youthworks contacted the Department acknowledging that the instructions/guidelines were 'dated
and clunky' and provided a revised document.
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Lower Primary, C2, Lesson 8, p. 74 says: "Some of the people from that village wondered why this man
was born blind. Was it a punishment from God because his parents or someone else had done something
wrong."

4.4.5

Animal Ethics

A couple of animal ethics considerations were identified, including the previously mentioned references

Examples include:
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to sacrificing animals. The pedagogic value of these exercises is unclear.

Upper Primary 82, Lesson 17, p. 183 which suggests that the instructor "bring in a dead animal to dissect".
Lower Primary C2, Lesson 15, pp. 128 and 133 which suggests the teacher bring in some "pretend
sacrifices" which are used two activities during the lesson. However it is unclear what kind of 'pretend
sacrifices' will be used e.g. food or animals sacrifices.

4.5 Delivery cycle and version control

Connect is delivered as a three-year program. The A, Band C labelling of each manual indicates which year of
the program it belongs to. Youthworks has advised that, with a few exceptions, most instructors should be
working on the same stage of the program (A, B or C) in any given year. However, there is no certainty that the
majority of instructors are using the same cycle nor the same version of the manuals .

Manuals are reviewed and updated every three years, although essential updates can occur at any time.
Youthworks has advised that, in 2016, most instructors would be delivering lessons from C manuals. As a
result, Youthworks is currently reviewing and updating the A manuals for use by most instructors in 2017.

Of note is that there is no clear labelling of the manuals to identify the relevant version. The copyright
date on the last page is the only information showing the version/date of publication, rather than an
obvious version number clearly identified on the cover of the manual. This means that there could be a
large number of materials being used in schools which are significantly outdated and containing

Re

inappropriate content.

4.6 Age appropriateness

Unless they have a teaching background, it is unlikely that RI instructors would have the expertise to
know what children of a particular age can and cannot do prior to undertaking the activity with students,
and would rely on the manuals to guide them.
There are some suggested activities, such as a crossword puzzle in the Infants A1 manual , which may be too
difficult for many of the younger students in the grouping. However, the teacher's manuals provide a level of
flexibility that instructors could work on these activities as a whole class or skip activities that seem too
complicated for the students.
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For some lessons, the teacher's manuals provide specific advice on elements that would be inappropriate for
the target age group and advise teachers to avoid these.
Examples include:
Infants A1, Lesson 7, p. 65 which suggests that instructors show students pictures from a children's Bible
when discussing the story of Noah's ark. However, the teacher's manual specifically states that instructors
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should not show pictures of people perishing in the flood .
Infants A1, Lesson 9, p. 85 - In a lesson on the Easter story about Jesus dying on the cross, instructors
are warned that "some students may be upset by this story of the death of Jesus. Do not go into details of
Jesus' suffering with students of this age group".

Infants A1, Lesson 7, p. 67 - In a lesson on Noah's Ark, instructors are advised that: "If a student asks
about the fate of people who didn't go on board the ark, you may point out that the ark was for all of the
people who chose to follow God".

4. 7 Revising content

Under current legislation, there is no oversight or regulation of RI programs other than it must be
approved by the relevant faith group.

The publishers of Connect are continuing to review the materials to ensure they remain relevant. It seems that
substantial work has gone into removing the perception of proselytising from the publications (for example,
through the preface added to the whole class Concluding prayers which provide the option to participate).
Youthworks has advised the Department on several occasions in correspondence, and in the media, that the
publishers are willing to work with the Department to improve the Connect resources.

Given the Department has not reviewed any other RI materials, it is recognised that the publishers of Connect
could use a favourable outcome from this review to further promote its materials for RI classes across

Re

Australian and New Zealand.

While outside the scope of this review, it is recognised that RI materials (other than Connect) being used in
state schools across Queensland may not be consistent with departmental policies, procedures and
frameworks, may not be developmentally appropriateness for the relevant age groups or could raise other
general concerns.

5.0 Conclusions
The review of the Connect materials did not find major inconsistencies with departmental legislation, policies,
procedures or frameworks . Many of the issues identified could be addressed through negotiation with the
publisher and information and advice for instructors about departmental requirements. The current requirement
for school staff to be present in RI classes will continue to provide a safeguard and should ensure that any
inconsistencies with departmental requirements are monitored .
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There are some concepts and lessons within Connect that deal with issues such as sin and punishment that
could potentially affect an at-risk student's wellbeing if not delivered in a sensitive way. However, concepts such
as sin , punishment, forgiveness , and "Jesus as a saviour" are at the core of Christianity and their removal from
Christian RI lessons would significantly impact on the instruction being provided. RI program developers, faith
groups and RI instructors need to remain sensitive and vigilant to the circumstances of students and the impact
specific discussions may have.
The issues raised through the Connect program review have highlighted a much broader issue around the
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appropriateness of legislated RI delivery in Queensland state schools and whether expectations regarding
issues such as proselytising and evangelising should be clarified.

6.0 Recommendations

6.1 Seek amendment of Connect materials

It is recommended that the Department request that the publishers revise the Connect materials as soon as
practicable to address the relevant findings of this review.

It would also be beneficial for the Connect manuals to advise instructors to become familiar with relevant state
Education Department policies and procedures (such as student protection, health and safety, student
wellbeing).

6.2 Audit the versions of materials being used in schools by instructors
It is recommended that an immediate audit of currency of the Connect materials being used in Queensland
state schools be undertaken to ensure that old manuals which include outdated and inappropriate content are
disposed of and are not used with students.

6.3 Amend the RI policy statement

It is recommended that enhancements be made to the RI policy statement to give principals more clarity

Re

regarding their responsibility to review authorised programs of RI to help them satisfy duty of care and
legislative obligations.

6.4 Communicate with Principals

Principals have been advised that, once finalised , the outcomes of the review will be communicated . It is
recommended that, through these communications, principals be reminded of the need for:
vigilance about appropriate permission being in place for students to attend RI classes
ensuing information about RI classes offered in the school is made available to parents and that parents
have access to more detailed information and lesson materials if requested
ensuring that the school staff member present during RI classes raise any concerns or issues with the
principal.
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6.5 Communicate with faith groups who use Connect
It is recommended that communication occurs with the Christian faith groups in Queensland that are known to
use Connect to advise of the outcome of the review and highlight issues raised, including:
ensuring RI instructors are using the most recent updated versions of the materials
avoiding specific concepts and terms (such as rape, incest, bigamy in the teacher's notes) and the need for

punishment)
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sensitivity when discussing particular concepts with students (such as animal sacrifice, physical

advising instructors to familiarise themselves with relevant departmental policies and procedures (such as
student protection, health and safety, student wellbeing)

avoiding advertising Year 13 or other Anglican programs

avoiding baking cakes or providing food such as lollies to avoid potential consequences with food allergies
and conflict with healthy eating concepts promoted in schools.

6.6 Improve data capture

It is recommended that, at a minimum, the number of student participating in RI or other instruction is captured
by the Department. Further investigation into the collection of data such as the faith groups providing RI in
schools and the programs they deliver should also be considered.

6. 7 Parliamentary Committee review

There are a number of strong and competing views regarding RI. It has become evident through the course of
the review that there is the need for a more forensic examination of the objectives, program materials,
implementation, and roles and responsibilities of principals and faith groups, within a twenty-first century state
schooling environment. It is recommended that a Parliamentary Committee Inquiry be established to ensure that

Re

all stakeholders have the opportunity to provide input into a thorough, independent and transparent review.
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APPENDIX 1

Review of Connect Religious Instruction Materials
Terms of Reference

Purpose

Scope

Review of the Connect Religious Instruction Materials
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Title

The purpose of the review of the Connect RI materials is to determine if they
are consistent with legislation and DET policy I procedures, including the
Religious Instruction policy statement.
In Scope

All Connect teacher's manuals:

Infants for students aged 5-7 years;
Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years;

Upper Primary for students aged 10-12 years.

All Connect student workbooks:
Infants for students aged 5-7 years;

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years;
Upper Primary for students aged 10-12 years.

Out of Scope

Review of any other RI programs.
Review of the RI policy statement or legislation.

Timeframe

Dissatisfaction from stakeholders with polarised views regardless of the
outcome.
Mitigation: Ongoing communication with stakeholders.

Re

Risks

To Minister by 30 June 2016

Despite applying the utmost professionalism, reviewers will examine the
material through their value system.
Mitigation: Multiple reviewers and moderation of assessments.

Deliverables

Ministerial Report

15
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APPENDIX2
Review Team
A team of reviewers was drawn from across the State Schools Division to review the Connect teacher's
manuals.
A mix of staff with substantial knowledge and experience in teaching, curriculum development, government
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policy and administration, and departmental policies and procedures including in the areas of RI, student
wellbeing, inclusive education, and safe and supportive school communities undertook the review with oversight
by an Executive Director.

The reviewers held qualifications in primary and secondary teaching, psychology, social sciences and
governance and public policy.

Each reviewer was allocated one or two teacher's manuals to consider.

The reviewers were briefed on their role to read the manuals and identify any inconsistencies with departmental
legislation, policies or procedures, with a focus on the RI policy. Reviewers were also asked to identify any
areas where the program was developmentally inappropriate for the target age group, and any issues that
caused concern.

Reviewers were aware of the challenges presented by the context of RI in state schools, the Connect materials
and the very diverse nature of thinking about the subject within the broader community. A process of
moderation was employed to support consistency and provide quality assurance across the assessments of the

Re

Connect materials made by individuals.
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APPENDIX 3

Overview of the Connect Materials Format
Connect is described as a Christian Education curriculum. It is produced by Christian Education Publications
and Youthworks, which are linked to the Sydney Anglican Diocese.
It is understood that Connect draws on the educational research of Howard Gardner from Harvard University. It
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combines eight "kinds of intelligence" to reach different learning styles: word, music, maths and logic, body (e.g.
movement), space and vision (e.g. creativity), self, interpersonal, and nature.

Connect is intended to be a three-year curriculum presented across three levels of schooling:
•

Infants for students aged 5-7 years (noting that RI is not offered to Prep students in Queensland State
schools)

•

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years

•

Upper Primary for students aged 10-12 years.

Each level comprises six teaching manuals of approximately 200 pages . Each teaching manual comprises 20
lessons of approximately 25-30 minutes duration.

The 'Welcome' section in each manual explains that the 'curriculum has as its foundation the belief that it is
important to allow the Bible's own theological framework to determine what is taught and how it is taught". The
Welcome also talks about linking "interested children" to church-run children's and youth activities so that they
can experience Christian community and learn more about the Christian faith.
For each of the 20 lessons in the teacher's manuals provide instructors with:
Lesson Aim - the focus concept to be taught in each lesson .

•

Lesson Outcomes -the knowledge, understanding, skills, values and attitudes that the lesson seeks to
teach.

•

Re

•

Memory Verse - a verse for students to recite and memorise. The same verse is usually used for three to
five lessons.

•

Bible background - notes to give more detailed information to help the instructor to understand the main
elements of the lesson , their place in the Bible and their historical background .

•

A list of things they will need - such as pens, paper, music, visual aids, CD player, blue-tack, activity
books, etc.

•

Other resources - this usually refers to music or an audio-visual that is not part of the Connect program
and needs to be separately purchased.

17
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•

Before you start - instructions on how to prepare for the lesson e.g. "If you intend to use an interactive
whiteboard, review the PowerPoint slides for the lesson on the CD-ROM that comes with the manual", or
"Photocopy enough Visual aids on p. 19 of the Judges 1 worksheet for each student".

•

A 'teacher's' prayer - a short prayer in which the instructor may ask for God's guidance in delivering the
lesson.
A 'Way In' - such as an icebreaking activity, song or asking some simple questions.

•

Bible Focus - speaking points that the instructor may use in the lesson, questions to ask the class and
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•

examples of responses students may provide to questions. Some lessons include a role play activity or
particular Bible verses to read .
•

Connections - speaking points for the instructor to use to link the lesson to the students own lives .

•

Concluding prayer - a short prayer for the class to say together e.g. "Dear God , thank you that you are a
faithful God . Thank you that despite Israel's disobedience you still raised up judges to save them . We pray
that we may not be like the Israelites. Please help us to obey you and follow you . In Jesus' name we pray.
Amen" (Lesson 1, Upper Primary C1 ). Earlier editions of the manuals (which may still be in use) indicate
the whole class should participate. Recently published manuals give students an option to not participate.

•

Taking it further - additional ideas for longer lessons including songs, movement, Bible exploration , etc.

•

'Teacher' reflections - prompting questions about how the lesson went and how to change it next time.

•

For the next lesson - a guide to preparation for the next lesson in the book.

•

Support materials - activity sheets that can be photocopied, teaching props etc.

Two disks are provided with each teacher's manual : one contains music and drama, and the other provides
PowerPoints and PDFs to support each lesson.

Re

In addition , student workbooks are available to support each manual. The student workbooks generally have
one page for each lesson and include activities such as colouring-in, Bible verses with letters missing for the
students to complete, crosswords etc. The back pages of the student workbooks include prayers (such as the
Lord's Prayer) and words to songs provided on the teacher's disk.

As of 1 October 2015, each teacher's manual costs $31 .95, each student workbook costs $2.99 (parents are
often invoiced for the cost of the workbook) and each visual aid pack costs $31.95. There are also a range of
other material available for purchase from Christian Education Publications, including a 'preschool curriculum '
designed for children aged 3-5, a 'Kindy' teacher's manual designed for the first year of school and a teacher's
manual titled Big Questions for students in year 6 to explore issues such as 'What's gone wrong with the
world?', 'Does God really care about me?', 'What's the purpose of my life?' and 'How will I make choices about
my future?'

18
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Executive Summary
In June 2016, the Minister for Education announced a review of the Connect materials used by various Christian
faith groups for the delivery of Religious Instruction (RI) in some Queensland state schools. This move was
precipitated by a number of reported concerns in the media and the suspension of the program at a Brisbane
state school.
RI is a program of instruction approved and provided by a religious denomination or society in state schools
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according to the Education (General Provisions) Act 2006 and Education (General Provisions) Regulation 2006.
Connect is intended for delivery as a three-year program presented across three phases of schooling:
•

Infants for students aged 5 to 7 years

•

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years

•

Upper Primary for students aged 10 to 12 years.

The review focused on the consistency of the materials with legislation and departmental policies, procedures
and frameworks; the developmental appropriateness of the materials for the relevant age groups; and other
general concerns raised in complaints.

In summary, the review has found that the vast majority of Connect materials do not contravene the Department
of Education and Training's legislation, policies, procedures or frameworks.

There are, however, a number of issues that need to be addressed including references and/or activities related
to animal sacrifice, prostitution and murder, as well as a number of lessons and activities which have the
potential to cause psychological harm and affect students' health and wellbeing.

There are also some concerning examples of advice and activities that do not align with student protection
practices and could unintentionally support grooming behaviour. Further, some language within the manuals
related to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students and students with disabilities is inconsistent with
inclusive education practices.

A further concern is that RI instructors may be using older, outdated editions of the materials that should not be

Re

used with students.

It is recommended that communications are entered into as soon as practicable with the publisher to address
these issues. Through correspondence to date, the publisher has expressed a willingness to work with the
Department to address any concerns raised and to amend the materials.
While outside the scope of this review, there is a broader consideration of whether the legislation governing RI
in state schools meets contemporary parent and community expectations. Additionally, there is no legislated
prohibition on proselytising or evangelising. Proselytising is defined within the RI policy, however, it is only
referenced within the supporting document in relation to cooperative arrangements .
While the Connect materials are, in the main, in alignment with legislation and departmental policies,
procedures and frameworks, amendments to some sections of the materials are required and further
exploration of the legislative remit in relation to RI is recommended.
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1.0 Background
1 .1 Provision of RI in Queensland state schools
RI has been available in Queensland state schools for over 100 years following the outcome of a referendum
conducted in April 1910.
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RI is a program of instruction approved and provided by a religious denomination or society in state schools
according to the Education (General Provisions) Act 2006 (EGPA) and Education (General Provisions)
Regulation 2006 (EGPR).

Section 76 of the EGPA states that schools must allow provision of RI for a period of up to one hour per week if
approached by a faith group seeking to provide RI when students of that faith group attend the school.
Participation in RI is not compulsory. Students are allocated to RI classes (or other instruction) based on the
faith group nominated by their parents on their enrolment form or if their parents have provided other written
permission for their child to attend RI classes .

If a parent has indicated on the enrolment form 'no religion' or 'no religion nominated' or a response that is not
represented in the school's RI program , then the student will receive other instruction in a separate location at
the school while RI classes are taking place. Parents can change their preference for their child to participate in
RI or other instruction at any time by notifying the school in writing.

RI is only available to students from Year 1 in state primary, secondary and special schools. It is not offered to
Prep students.

RI is not a Queensland curriculum or syllabus. The Department has no involvement in the selection of content
for RI programs . However, as with any program or activity delivered in a school, principals have a duty of care
to take all reasonable steps to minimise the risk of foreseeable harm to the students at their school and are
responsible for ensuring that the content and activities do not contravene legislation or departmental policies .

Re

The Department's RI policy and supporting documents provide guidance for principals in the process of RI
delivery and considerations for faith groups regarding establishing and implementing an RI program in state
schools .

Within Queensland state schools, RI classes are juxtaposed with a multitude of cultural, religious and nonreligious viewpoints. Schools seek to respect the background and beliefs of their students and school
community and respond to the wishes of parents.

1.2 Data on RI in Queensland state schools
The Department does not currently collect data on the number of students participating in RI, the schools which
offer RI programs, the faith groups providing RI in schools, or the materials used by faith groups to deliver RI.

1
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While data on religion nominated on students' enrolment forms is captured by OneSchool, this is only a proxy
measure for participation in RI classes. This data is not considered an accurate indicator of the number of
students actually participating in RI because, for example, the RI program nominated by parents may not be
available at the school and parents can change their preference for their child to pariticpate in RI (or not) at any
time.
Noting the unreliability of the OneSchool data, the percentages of students who have a religion recorded in
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OneSchool at certain points in time over the past five years is identified below.
Table 1: Percentage of students with a religion recorded in OneSchool

Data Collection Point in Time

% of all student enrolments with a religion recorded

Aug 2012

12.7%

"
h

Oct 2013
June 2014
July 2015
May 2016

20.0%

25.2%

29.8%

32.4%

The increase in the number of students with a religion recorded is primarily the result of the religion question on
the enrolment form becoming mandatory in 2014.

Anecdotal evidence suggests that regular weekly RI classes do not usually occur in secondary schools even
though the legislation allows for it.

1.3 Recent RI changes at Windsor State School

Re

On 3 June 2016, the Principal of Windsor State School wrote to parents of students at the school advising that
he was unable to perm it continued use of the Connect program at the school and was obliged to suspend RI
lessons immediately.

The Principal explained that it had only recently come to his attention that none of the programs, such as

Connect, used by faith groups to deliver RI are approved or endorsed by the Department. In accordance with
the Department's RI policy, he had undertaken a review of the Connect materials and found that they
contravene the policy that prohibits proselytising. He explained that:

"Connect lessons go beyond imparting knowledge of Biblical references, and extend to soliciting
children to develop a personal faith in God and Jesus to become a Christian or 'Kingdom Kid'."
The Principal also wrote to the RI Coordinator at the School confirming a previous discussion about his decision
to suspend the program.

2
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In undated correspondence to the RI Coordinator, the Principal explained that he had reviewed the Connect
program which was being used at the school and found it to be in contravention of the Department's RI policy.
He considered that the Connect program appeared to be "based on the premise of trying to solicit them
[students] for a decision to become the kind of Christian prescribed in the materials". The Principal identified
more than 30 examples of what he considered proselytising in the Connect materials.
Many of the examples provided could not be located by reviewers in the current Connect materials. The
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publisher of the Connect materials has advised that these references were referring to outdated manuals.
Further, the Principal advised that he would review any alternative RI programs presented to him and resume RI
classes if he found the materials to be consistent with the Department's requirements.

This is the second time an RI program has been suspended at Windsor State School. It is understood that in
2014, under the leadership of the former principal, the Access Ministries

Central to the debate about the Connect materials is the definition of proselytising . The definition attached to the
Department's RI policy statement defines 'proselytising' as 'soliciting a student for a decision to change their
religious affiliation'.

1

There are disparate views on what may constitute proselytising in RI :

If a student's parent has nominated a particular religion program - published by an interdenominational
Christian organisation based in Victoria - was suspended following lobbying by parents.

1.4 Defining Proselytising
1.

on their child's enrolment form (e.g. Christian), then the student is of that religion or affiliated with that
religion and, therefore, any RI provided in that religion cannot be viewed as proselytising.

2.

If a student's parent has nominated a particular religious denomination on their child's enrolment form (e.g.
Anglican), and the student participates in a cooperative arrangement (e.g. Anglican and Baptist), any
soliciting by an RI instructor for the student to change their denomination (e.g. from Anglican to Baptist)

3.

Re

would be viewed as proselytising.

While parents may nominate a religion for their child on the enrolment form, the child may not have
personally accepted that religion and, therefore, RI could be viewed as trying to solicit the child to follow a
particular religion .

A supporting document attached to the RI policy statement, 'Considerations for faith groups establishing and
implementing religious instruction' provides the only reference to proselytising in relation to cooperative
arrangements where two or more faith groups are working together, stating that a RI Coordinator must: 'Advise
religious instructors that they are not to proselytise in a cooperative arrangement.'

2

1

http://education.qld .gov.au/schools/school-operations/ri-definitions.html

2

http://education.qld .gov.au/schools/school-operations/ri-considerations-faith-groups.htm l
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At any time, parents may choose for their child to attend RI classes, including those delivered by a cooperative
arrangement.
What is not clear is whether proselytising is considered to occur when students who don't identify with a
Christian faith are being placed into Christian RI classes by their parents.
Although outside the scope of this review, it is noted that legal advice provided by faith groups has
indicated the view that there is no legislative basis for prohibition of proselytising in the EGPA or EGPR.
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The Department's Legal and Administrative Law Branch supports this view.

2.0 Review methodology

The review of the Connect materials focused on the 18 teacher's manuals and accompanying student
workbooks. The key aim of the review was to determine whether these materials are consistent with legislation
and departmental policies, procedures and frameworks (including but not limited to the RI policy, health and
wellbeing, inclusive education, and safe and supportive school communities); developmental appropriateness of
the materials for the relevant age groups; and any general concerns.

The Terms of Reference for the review are at Appendix 1, along with a description of the review team at
Appendix 2.

A moderation process was used to support consistency and mitigate any potential personal bias.

3.0 The Connect materials

Connect describes itself as a Christian Education curriculum. It is produced by Christian Education Publications
and Youthworks Media, which are linked to the Sydney Anglican Diocese.

Connect is intended to be a three-year program presented across three levels of schooling:

Infants for students aged 5 to 7 years (noting that RI is not offered to Prep students in Queensland state
schools)

Re

•

•

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years

•

Upper Primary for students aged 10 to 12 years.

Each year of the program is labelled with a series i.e. "A", "B" or "C" and proposed semester. Youthworks has
advised that about 90 per cent of instructors are teaching from the "C" series in 2016 and will teach from the "A"
series in 2017.
Updates are made in the year prior to the series being used in the majority of schools. Therefore, the "A" series
is currently being updated for use in 2017. Major updates (such as removal of the David and Goliath lesson
earlier in 2016) are posted on Connect's web portal and advice emailed to all known customers.

4
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RI instructors may or may not purchase new manuals from year-to-year. It is therefore possible that
some instructors are teaching from outdated materials. Youthworks has advised that when major
changes occur, such as in 2013, all instructors were required to purchase new teacher's manuals.
Further contextual information on the Connect materials is at Appendix 3.
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4.0 Findings
Following are the findings of the Review of the Connect program conducted in June 2016.

4.1 Christian historical beliefs, concepts and terms

Throughout Connect, the Bible is represented as a factual, historical document. An example of this is in Lower
Primary, C1, Teaching Techniques and Hints, p. 93: "Emphasise that these events are historical and true ... ".
The use of Christian historical beliefs, concepts and terms is unavoidable in a Christian RI class. However,
some of these Christian historical beliefs, concepts and terms may not be considered appropriate for discussion
with primary school students, even in the context of a Christian RI class or as a direct quotes from the Bible.
Each lesson within the Connect teacher's manuals provides background information under the heading "Bible
background" to help the instructor contextualise the lesson. There are some events, concepts and terms
discussed in this section, such as incest, rape, prostitution, murder, and animal and human sacrifice, which are
not developmentally appropriate to be discussed with primary school students. For example, reference is made
to rape in Infants C1, p. 70; to murder in Upper Primary A1, p. 55; and to animal/human sacrifice in Lower
Pirmary C2, p. 64. However, this section is not for the purposes of discussion with students and is only for the
instructor's background . As such, it is not considered a contravention of departmental requirements.
In a very small number of instances, some of these terms are referred to in the speaking points for discussion
with the class or in materials for distribution to students. Events and concepts such as animal sacrifice and
'wasting money on women' (referring to prostitution) are not considered developmentally appropriate for the
target age group. Although these concepts are used in the materials as direct Bible quotes, their

Re

continued use in primary schools is not considered appropriate.
Examples include:

Upper Primary, C1, Lesson 4, p. 46 (Student Worksheet) includes a Bible quote on animal sacrifice:
"Finally, Saul commanded, 'Bring me some animals, so we can offer sacrifices to please the LORD and ask
for his help'. Saul killed one of the animals ... "

Upper Primary, A2, Student activity book, Lesson 7, p. 13 includes references to wasting money on women
(i.e. prostitution) in a Bible quote: "This other son of yours wasted your money on [women]'. While not
explicit in its description of the meaning, this reference is not considered appropriate for 10-12 year
old students.

5
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Upper Primary, 82, Student activity book, Lesson 19, p. 38 mentions "virgin" and "not sleeping together" in
a Bible reference about Mary and Joseph and the conception of Jesus.

Terms such as sin, punishment, death, and Jesus being nailed to the cross, which are found throughout
the Connect program are a reflection of the Bible's content and on which Christianity is based. While
some non-Christians may take offence to the use of these terms, it would be difficult to provide

4.2 Proselytising
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Christian RI without reference to such terms and concepts.

Only a small number of examples of proselytising were found in the Connect teacher's manuals considering the
volume of material provided. It is apparent that the publishers have made a concerted effort in recent versions
of the materials to remove perceptions of proselytising. For example, unlike previous versions, in the more
recently updated teacher's manual (Upper Primary, C1 ), the whole-class "Concluding prayer" is prefaced with
instructor's speaking points: This is how Christians talk to God. If you would like to pray with me please join me.
If you don't then please lower your head so we don't get distracted while praying this short prayer.

It is understood that all class prayers will be prefaced by this message in future.

Opportunities do exist to provide information or advice to students about attending church services or
youth groups, however, it is usually (but not always) clear that the information should only be provided
to 'interested students'. It is not specified how the instructor determines whether students are
interested or not.

Examples of proselytising identified in the manuals include:

Hand out the flyers for local church services if you have them (Upper Primary, C1, Lesson 10, p. 100).
How about asking your parents if you could come along to kids club or kids church. (This would be a good
time to hand out flyers.) (Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 17, p. 181 ).
Students are asked to write

a newspaper article for inclusion in a newspaper to be distributed at the

Re

Christmas assembly. The newspaper could have details about the local church's Christmas services at the
back (Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 18, p. 187).

Direct quotes from the Bible were not considered as proselytising on the basis that parents of children
attending these RI classes have indicated an affiliation with Christianity or a desire for their child to
learn about it.
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4.3 Evangelising
The Department defines evangelising as "preaching or advocating a cause or religion with the object of making
3

converts to Christianity" . While not explicitly prohibited by the EGPA or EGPR, nor referenced in the RI policy
statement, the Department would expect schools to take appropriate action if aware that evangelising is
occurring outside of an RI class given it could adversely affect the school's ability to provide a safe, supportive
and inclusive environment for students.
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Although proselytising was not common throughout the manuals, evangelising was frequently
identified in all teachers' manuals - both in terms of teachers' evangelising to students, and students
being encouraged to evangelise to others.

Examples of activities that may encourage students to evangelise:

Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 18, p. 190: Students could compose a poem, song, drama to communicate the

gospel to others.

Lower Primary, C2, Lesson 17, p. 153: Students could make beaded bracelets or necklaces and give them

to their friends as a way of sharing the good news about Jesus.

4.4 Consistency with legislation and departmental policies, procedures and
frameworks
4.4. 1 RI policy statement

The RI policy statement specifies the process for establishing an RI program in a state school, and the
implementation of the program by religious leaders. The Connect materials as such do not contravene the

RI policy given there are no requirements regarding the content of RI program materials.
The RI policy supporting document, Considerations for principals establishing and implementing religious
4

instruction, states that 'authorised programs of RI are reviewed to ensure they do not contravene legislation or

Re

departmental procedures, and are made available to the school community on request.'

Two lessons that stood out as being inconsistent with the RI policy in that they encourage advertising
of Anglican Church programs were:

Lower Primary 81, Lesson 20, p. 190 which focuses on the "Mothers Union", a mission agency of the
Anglican Church of Australia.

3

Chaplaincy and student welfare services: Definitions http://education.qld.qov.au/schools/healthy/chaplaincystudent-welfare. htm I
4

A program of religious instruction approved by the faith group for delivery to students of that faith group in a single or
cooperative arrangement. The religious leader/s of the faith group authorises the program of instruction (s. 27 EGPR).
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Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 20, p. 174 which is entirely focused on the Anglican Year 13 Youth Works Gap
Year program (volunteer work overseas) and aims to advertise and recruit students for an overseas aid
program (even though they will not be eligible to sign up for several years).

Creation of artefacts
Some lessons propose making artefacts such as art works that could be used for classroom displays, or
greetings cards and messages to give to family and friends. To be consistent with the Department's RI policy,
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any displays would need to be removed from the classroom at the end of the RI lesson. The instructor and the
school should ensure that RI students do not give any materials used or created in RI lessons (including
greeting cards) to students who do not attend RI classes.
Examples include:

Infants A 1, Lesson 3, p. 37 - creating a wall mural of God's creation.
Infants A1, Lesson 7, p. 69 -folding paper to make Arks.

Infants A1, Lesson 10, p. 100 - making Easter greetings cards for family and friends.

4.4.2

Student Protection

Some of the advice and activities in the Connect teacher's manuals were identified as being
inconsistent with current student protection practices. Of particular note was an activity to share
secrets; mentions of 'special friends'; and a suggestion that teachers meet one-to-one with students
who are interested in finding out more about Christianity. It is noted that more recently published
manuals suggest that another adult should be present for any one-to-one discussions.
Examples include:

Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 2, p. 28 - "Just as Jesus used everyday events to disguise his secret, ask each
pair to discuss and then write a story to disguise their own secret." For a wide range of reasons, including

Re

that students of all ages should see teachers and school staff as trusted adults and feel safe to share
information, this content would not be supported. No activities/content should teach or encourage students
to keep secrets.

Lower Primary A2, Lesson 10, p. 92-3 - uses of the term 'special friends'. The use of the term 'special
friends' is not supported because of student protection considerations. Whilst the context in this instance is
understood ('Jesus was asking Matthew to be one of his special friends' and 'Jesus calls us to become one
of his special friends'), the term is closely associated with grooming behaviour and therefore this language
is deemed inappropriate.
Upper Primary, A2, p. 197 - 'Helpful teaching techniques' provides advice on 'Talking one-to-one with a
student', indicating that instructors should talk to students in full view of other students or teachers, even
though the conversation is private. Best practice would be for instructors to ensure that all discussions with

8
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students (including whole class, group or individual discussions) take place in full view of a school based
staff member and other students .

4.4.3

Student Health and Wellbeing, and Safe and
Supportive School Communities

There are a number of lessons, particularly in the Upper Primary materials, that have the potential to
negatively affect the social and emotional wellbeing of particular students who may have depressive
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tendencies, be in a fragile state, or could blame themselves for things happening around them, for
example family break up or death of a loved one. These lessons also have the potential to upset students, or
cause disturbances and bad dreams. These lessons talked about deserving punishment, the consequences of
your sin on others, and specific Bible events.
Example include:

Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 3, p. 35 - drinking tomato juice to represent blood .
Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 4, p. 53 - "The pun ishment for sin is death".

Upper Primary, Activity book, p. 29 (Student activity book) - indicates "If you live to satisfy your desires ,
you will die".

Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 15, p. 161 - Teacher asks: "What is the end result for someone whose goal is
to please themselves?". Accept responses: They will die.
Lower Primary, 81 , Lesson 9, p. 94 - Class debate regarding whether it was right or wrong for the disciple
to cut off the servant's ear.

Lower Primary, C1 , Lesson 17, p. 146 - So these leaders met together to try and think of a plan to get rid
of Daniel. With a partner, spend one minute thinking of ways they might get rid of him.

Lower Primary, A1 , p. 86 - Sad day activity: asking students to write a letter to a friend , expressing their
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feelings and confusion about all they saw and heard when Jesus was arrested and killed .
Upper Primary C1 , Lesson 8, p. 72 (Domino effect lesson) - which tells students their sin will have
consequences for others around them . Examples are given of sinners and how this then led to babies
dying, unhappiness, and other events.

Potential health and safety concerns were also raised with a small number of lessons.
Examples include:
Lower Primary, A2, Lesson 6, p. 63 - baking a mystery Bible cake (that may affect students with food
allergies).
Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 13, p. 119 - adding bleach to a glass of coloured water.
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Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 8, p. 81 - using needles for craft.
Upper Primary, 82, p. 236 (and elsewhere) - handing out lollies and eating as much ice-cream as you can
in one minute.
The Help with classroom management section of some manuals (for example Upper Primary, 82, p. 236)
discusses punishment for misbehaviour and states, "Do not let the students' off after promising punishment". In
all circumstances, behaviour management is the responsibility of the school and classroom teacher and under
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no circumstances should a volunteer RI instructor 'punish' children. RI instructors should discuss any behaviour
concerns with the classroom teacher. A staff member from the school is to be present during all RI classes.

4.4.4

Inclusive Education

Each manual has the same layout with respect to certain information for instructors, for example The special
needs of indigenous students, Understanding the student: the learning theory undergirding Connect, and Help
with classroom management. Some of the language suggestions used in these sections, particularly in
the older publications, is not consistent with inclusive education practices.
Examples include:

Referring to students with specials needs in the "Is your class different?" teacher information (Upper
Primary, A2, p. 202 and other manuals) suggests that "Teachers should not jump to the false conclusion
that these students are unintelligent". This language is not appropriate nor consistent with departmental
policies.

Similarly, the section on "The special needs of indigenous students" (also in Upper Primary, A2, p. 204 and
other manuals) suggests: "Aboriginal students are most teachable when sitting in small groups outside
under a tree." Again, this language is inappropriate and not consistent with departmental policies, as is the
assumption that "(S)RE followed by a barbecue lunch on Friday, then an afternoon's sport would be the
most pleasurable experience Aboriginal Primary students could imagine".

Both of these examples are also included in what appears to be one of the later editions of the manuals - Upper
5
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Primary, C1, pp. 217 and 219.

There is discussion in some lessons about punishment for sins and a potential implication that
disabilities are punishment for sin.
For example:
Lower Primary, C2, Lesson 6, p. 54 talks about " ... he had 38 years of not being able to walk, run, jump ...
invited the students to suggest other things the man would not be able to do".

5

When media coverage occurred regarding these examples from the Connect materials during the course of

the review, Youthworks contacted the Department acknowledging that the instructions/guidelines were 'dated
and clunky' and provided a revised document.
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Lower Primary, C2, Lesson 8, p. 74 says : "Some of the people from that village wondered why this man
was born blind. Was it a punishment from God because his parents or someone else had done something
wrong."

4.4.5

Animal Ethics

A couple of animal ethics considerations were identified, including the previously mentioned references

Examples include:
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to sacrificing animals. The pedagogic value of these exercises is unclear.

Upper Primary 82, Lesson 17, p. 183 which suggests that the instructor "bring in a dead animal to dissect".
Lower Primary C2, Lesson 15, pp. 128 and 133 which suggests the teacher bring in some "pretend
sacrifices" which are used two activities during the lesson. However it is unclear what kind of 'pretend
sacrifices' will be used e.g. food or animals sacrifices .

4.5 Delivery cycle and version control

Connect is delivered as a three-year program. The A, Band C labelling of each manual indicates which year of

the program it belongs to. Youthworks has advised that, with a few exceptions, most instructors should be
working on the same stage of the program (A, B or C) in any given year. However, there is no certainty that the
majority of instructors are using the same cycle nor the same version of the manuals.

Manuals are reviewed and updated every three years, although essential updates can occur at any time.
Youthworks has advised that, in 2016, most instructors would be delivering lessons from C manuals. As a
result, Youthworks is currently reviewing and updating the A manuals for use by most instructors in 2017.

Of note is that there is no clear labelling of the manuals to identify the relevant version. The copyright
date on the last page is the only information showing the version/date of publication, rather than an
obvious version number clearly identified on the cover of the manual. This means that there could be a
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large number of materials being used in schools which are significantly outdated and containing
inappropriate content.

4.6 Age appropriateness

Unless they have a teaching background, it is unlikely that RI instructors would have the expertise to
know what children of a particular age can and cannot do prior to undertaking the activity with students,
and would rely on the manuals to guide them.
There are some suggested activities, such as a crossword puzzle in the Infants A1 manual, which may be too
difficult for many of the younger students in the grouping. However, the teacher's manuals provide a level of
flexibility that instructors could work on these activities as a whole class or skip activities that seem too
complicated for the students .

11
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For some lessons, the teacher's manuals provide specific advice on elements that would be inappropriate for
the target age group and advise teachers to avoid these.
Examples include:
Infants A1, Lesson 7, p. 65 which suggests that instructors show students pictures from a children's Bible
when discussing the story of Noah's ark. However, the teacher's manual specifically states that instructors
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should not show pictures of people perishing in the flood.
Infants A1, Lesson 9, p. 85 - In a lesson on the Easter story about Jesus dying on the cross, instructors
are warned that "some students may be upset by this story of the death of Jesus. Do not go into details of
Jesus' suffering with students of this age group".

Infants A1, Lesson 7, p. 67 - In a lesson on Noah's Ark, instructors are advised that: "If a student asks
about the fate of people who didn't go on board the ark, you may point out that the ark was for all of the
people who chose to follow God".

4.7 Revising content

Under current legislation, there is no oversight or regulation of RI programs other than it must be
approved by the relevant faith group.

The publishers of Connect are continuing to review the materials to ensure they remain relevant. It seems that
substantial work has gone into removing the perception of proselytising from the publications (for example,
through the preface added to the whole class Concluding prayers which provide the option to participate).
Youthworks has advised the Department on several occasions in correspondence, and in the media, that the
publishers are willing to work with the Department to improve the Connect resources.

Given the Department has not reviewed any other RI materials, it is recognised that the publishers of Connect
could use a favourable outcome from this review to further promote its materials for RI classes across
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Australian and New Zealand.

While outside the scope of this review, it is recognised that RI materials (other than Connect) being used in
state schools across Queensland may not be consistent with departmental policies, procedures and
frameworks, may not be developmentally appropriateness for the relevant age groups or could raise other
general concerns.

5.0 Conclusions
The review of the Connect materials did not find major inconsistencies with departmental legislation, policies,
procedures or frameworks. Many of the issues identified could be addressed through negotiation with the
publisher and information and advice for instructors about departmental requirements. The current requirement
for school staff to be present in RI classes will continue to provide a safeguard and should ensure that any
inconsistencies with departmental requirements are monitored.
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There are some concepts and lessons within Connect that deal with issues such as sin and punishment that
could potentially affect an at-risk student's wellbeing if not delivered in a sensitive way. However, concepts such
as sin, punishment, forgiveness, and "Jesus as a saviour" are at the core of Christianity and their removal from
Christian RI lessons would significantly impact on the instruction being provided. RI program developers, faith
groups and RI instructors need to remain sensitive and vigilant to the circumstances of students and the impact
specific discussions may have.
The issues raised through the Connect program review have highlighted a much broader issue around the
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appropriateness of legislated RI delivery in Queensland state schools and whether expectations regarding
issues such as proselytising and evangelising should be clarified.

6.0 Recommendations

6.1 Seek amendment of Connect materials

It is recommended that the Department request that the publishers revise the Connect materials as soon as
practicable to address the relevant findings of this review.

It would also be beneficial for the Connect manuals to advise instructors to become familiar with relevant state
Education Department policies and procedures (such as student protection, health and safety, student
wellbeing).

6.2 Audit the versions of materials being used in schools by instructors
It is recommended that an immediate audit of currency of the Connect materials being used in Queensland
state schools be undertaken to ensure that old manuals which include outdated and inappropriate content are
disposed of and are not used with students.

6.3 Amend the RI policy statement

It is recommended that enhancements be made to the RI policy statement to give principals more clarity

Re

regarding their responsibility to review authorised programs of RI to help them satisfy duty of care and
legislative obligations.

6.4 Communicate with Principals

Principals have been advised that, once finalised, the outcomes of the review will be communicated. It is
recommended that, through these communications, principals be reminded of the need for:
vigilance about appropriate permission being in place for students to attend RI classes
ensuing information about RI classes offered in the school is made available to parents and that parents
have access to more detailed information and lesson materials if requested
ensuring that the school staff member present during RI classes raise any concerns or issues with the
principal.
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6.5 Communicate with faith groups who use Connect
It is recommended that communication occurs with the Christian faith groups in Queensland that are known to
use Connect to advise of the outcome of the review and highlight issues raised, including:
ensuring RI instructors are using the most recent updated versions of the materials
avoiding specific concepts and terms (such as rape, incest, bigamy in the teacher's notes) and the need for

punishment)
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sensitivity when discussing particular concepts with students (such as animal sacrifice, physical

advising instructors to familiarise themselves with relevant departmental policies and procedures (such as
student protection, health and safety, student wellbeing)

avoiding advertising Year 13 or other Anglican programs

avoiding baking cakes or providing food such as lollies to avoid potential consequences with food allergies
and conflict with healthy eating concepts promoted in schools.

6.6 Improve data capture

It is recommended that, at a minimum, the number of student participating in RI or other instruction is captured
by the Department. Further investigation into the collection of data such as the faith groups providing RI in
schools and the programs they deliver should also be considered.

6. 7 Parliamentary Committee review

There are a number of strong and competing views regarding RI. It has become evident through the course of
the review that there is the need for a more forensic examination of the objectives, program materials,
implementation, and roles and responsibilities of principals and faith groups, within a twenty-first century state
schooling environment. It is recommended that a Parliamentary Committee Inquiry be established to ensure that
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all stakeholders have the opportunity to provide input into a thorough, independent and transparent review.
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APPENDIX 1

Review of Connect Religious Instruction Materials
Terms of Reference

Purpose

Scope

Review of the Connect Religious Instruction Materials
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Title

The purpose of the review of the Connect RI materials is to determine if they
are consistent with legislation and DET policy I procedures, including the
Religious Instruction policy statement.

In Scope

All Connect teacher's manuals:

Infants for students aged 5-7 years;

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years;

Upper Primary for students aged 10-12 years.

All Connect student workbooks:

Infants for students aged 5-7 years;

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years;

Upper Primary for students aged 10-12 years.

Out of Scope

Review of any other RI programs.
Review of the RI policy statement or legislation.

Timeframe

Dissatisfaction from stakeholders with polarised views regardless of the
outcome.
Mitigation: Ongoing communication with stakeholders.

Re

Risks

To Minister by 30 June 2016

Despite applying the utmost professionalism, reviewers will examine the
material through their value system.
Mitigation: Multiple reviewers and moderation of assessments.

Deliverables

Ministerial Report
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APPENDIX2
Review Team
A team of reviewers was drawn from across the State Schools Division to review the Connect teacher's
manuals .
A mix of staff with substantial knowledge and experience in teaching, curriculum development, government
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policy and administration, and departmental policies and procedures including in the areas of RI, student
wellbeing, inclusive education, and safe and supportive school communities undertook the review with oversight
by an Executive Director.

The reviewers held qualifications in primary and secondary teaching, psychology, social sciences and
governance and public policy.

Each reviewer was allocated one or two teacher's manuals to consider.

The reviewers were briefed on their role to read the manuals and identify any inconsistencies with departmental
legislation, policies or procedures, with a focus on the RI policy. Reviewers were also asked to identify any
areas where the program was developmentally inappropriate for the target age group, and any issues that
caused concern .

Reviewers were aware of the challenges presented by the context of RI in state schools, the Connect materials
and the very diverse nature of thinking about the subject within the broader community. A process of
moderation was employed to support consistency and provide quality assurance across the assessments of the

Re

Connect materials made by individuals .
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APPENDIX3
Overview of the Connect Materials Format
Connect is described as a Christian Education curriculum. It is produced by Christian Education Publications
and Youthworks, which are linked to the Sydney Anglican Diocese.
It is understood that Connect draws on the educational research of Howard Gardner from Harvard University. It
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combines eight "kinds of intelligence" to reach different learning styles: word, music, maths and logic, body (e.g.
movement), space and vision (e.g. creativity), self, interpersonal, and nature.

Connect is intended to be a three-year curriculum presented across three levels of schooling:
•

Infants for students aged 5-7 years (noting that RI is not offered to Prep students in Queensland State
schools)

•

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years

•

Upper Primary for students aged 10-12 years.

Each level comprises six teaching manuals of approximately 200 pages. Each teaching manual comprises 20
lessons of approximately 25-30 minutes duration.

The 'Welcome' section in each manual explains that the 'curriculum has as its foundation the belief that it is
important to allow the Bible's own theological framework to determine what is taught and how it is taught". The
Welcome also talks about linking "interested children" to church-run children's and youth activities so that they
can experience Christian community and learn more about the Christian faith .
For each of the 20 lessons in the teacher's manuals provide instructors with :
Lesson Aim - the focus concept to be taught in each lesson.

•

Lesson Outcomes -the knowledge, understanding, skills, values and attitudes that the lesson seeks to
teach.

•

Re

•

Memory Verse - a verse for students to recite and memorise. The same verse is usually used for three to
five lessons.

•

Bible background - notes to give more detailed information to help the instructor to understand the main
elements of the lesson, their place in the Bible and their historical background.

•

A list of things they will need - such as pens, paper, music, visual aids, CD player, blue-tack, activity
books, etc.

•

Other resources - this usually refers to music or an audio-visual that is not part of the Connect program
and needs to be separately purchased .
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•

Before you start - instructions on how to prepare for the lesson e.g. "If you intend to use an interactive
whiteboard, review the PowerPoint slides for the lesson on the CD-ROM that comes with the manual", or
"Photocopy enough Visual aids on p. 19 of the Judges 1 worksheet for each student".

•

A 'teacher's' prayer - a short prayer in which the instructor may ask for God's guidance in delivering the
lesson.
A 'Way In' - such as an icebreaking activity, song or asking some simple questions.

•

Bible Focus - speaking points that the instructor may use in the lesson, questions to ask the class and
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•

examples of responses students may provide to questions. Some lessons include a role play activity or
particular Bible verses to read.
•

Connections - speaking points for the instructor to use to link the lesson to the students own lives.

•

Concluding prayer - a short prayer for the class to say together e.g. "Dear God, thank you that you are a
faithful God. Thank you that despite Israel's disobedience you still raised up judges to save them. We pray
that we may not be like the Israelites. Please help us to obey you and follow you. In Jesus' name we pray.
Amen" (Lesson 1, Upper Primary C1 ). Earlier editions of the manuals (which may still be in use) indicate
the whole class should participate. Recently published manuals give students an option to not participate.

•

Taking it further- additional ideas for longer lessons including songs, movement, Bible exploration, etc.

•

'Teacher' reflections - prompting questions about how the lesson went and how to change it next time.

•

For the next lesson - a guide to preparation for the next lesson in the book.

•

Support materials - activity sheets that can be photocopied, teaching props etc.

Two disks are provided with each teacher's manual: one contains music and drama, and the other provides
PowerPoints and PDFs to support each lesson.

Re

In addition, student workbooks are available to support each manual. The student workbooks generally have
one page for each lesson and include activities such as colouring-in, Bible verses with letters missing for the
students to complete, crosswords etc. The back pages of the student workbooks include prayers (such as the
Lord's Prayer) and words to songs provided on the teacher's disk.

As of 1 October 2015, each teacher's manual costs $31.95, each student workbook costs $2.99 (parents are
often invoiced for the cost of the workbook) and each visual aid pack costs $31 .95. There are also a range of
other material available for purchase from Christian Education Publications, including a 'preschool curriculum'
designed for children aged 3-5, a 'Kindy' teacher's manual designed for the first year of school and a teacher's
manual titled Big Questions for students in year 6 to explore issues such as 'What's gone wrong with the
world?', 'Does God really care about me?', 'What's the purpose of my life?' and 'How will I make choices about
my future?'

CABINET IN CONFIDENCE - NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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Executive Summary
In June 2016, the Minister for Education announced a review of the Connect materials used by various Christian
faith groups for the delivery of Religious Instruction (RI) in some Queensland state schools . This move was
precipitated by a number of reported concerns in the media and the suspension of the program at a Brisbane
state school.
RI is a program of instruction approved and provided by a religious denomination or society in state schools
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according to the Education (General Provisions) Act 2006 and Education (General Provisions) Regulation 2006.
Connect is intended for delivery as a three-year program presented across three phases of schooling:
•

Infants for students aged 5 to 7 years

•

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years

•

Upper Primary for students aged 10 to 12 years.

The review focused on the consistency of the materials with legislation and departmental policies, procedures
and frameworks; the developmental appropriateness of the materials for the relevant age groups; and other
general concerns raised in complaints.

In summary, the review has found that the vast majority of Connect materials do not contravene the Department
of Education and Training's legislation, policies, procedures or frameworks.

There are, however, a number of issues that need to be addressed including references and/or activities related
to animal sacrifice, prostitution and murder, as well as a number of lessons and activities which have the
potential to cause psychological harm and affect students' health and wellbeing.

There are also some concerning examples of advice and activities that do not align with student protection
practices and could unintentionally support grooming behaviour. Further, some language within the manuals
related to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students and students with disabilities is inconsistent with
inclusive education practices.

A further concern is that RI instructors may be using older, outdated editions of the materials that should not be
used with students .

It is recommended that communications are entered into as soon as practicable with the publisher to address
these issues. Through correspondence to date, the publisher has expressed a willingness to work with the
Department to address any concerns raised and to amend the materials.

While outside the scope of this review, there is a broader consideration of whether the legislation governing RI
in state schools meets contemporary parent and community expectations. Additionally, there is no legislated
prohibition on proselytising or evangelising. Proselytising is defined within the RI policy, however, it is only
referenced within the supporting document in relation to cooperative arrangements.
While the Connect materials are, in the main, in alignment with legislation and departmental policies,
procedures and frameworks, amendments to some sections of the materials are required and further
exploration of the legislative remit in relation to RI is recommended.
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1.0 Background
1.1 Provision of RI in Queensland state schools
RI has been available in Queensland state schools for over 100 years following the outcome of a referendum
conducted in April 1910.
RI is a program of instruction approved and provided by a religious denomination or society in state schools
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according to the Education (General Provisions) Act 2006 (EGPA) and Education (General Provisions)
Regulation 2006 (EGPR).

Section 76 of the EGPA states that schools must allow provision of RI for a period of up to one hour per week if
approached by a faith group seeking to provide RI when students of that faith group attend the school.
Participation in RI is not compulsory. Students are allocated to RI classes (or other instruction) based on the
faith group nominated by their parents on their enrolment form or if their parents have provided other written
permission for their child to attend RI classes.

If a parent has indicated on the enrolment form 'no religion' or 'no religion nominated' or a response that is not
represented in the school's RI program, then the student will receive other instruction in a separate location at
the school while RI classes are taking place. Parents can change their preference for their child to participate in
RI or other instruction at any time by notifying the school in writing.

RI is only available to students from Year 1 in state primary, secondary and special schools. It is not offered to
Prep students .

RI is not a Queensland curriculum or syllabus . The Department has no involvement in the selection of content
for RI programs. However, as with any program or activity delivered in a school, principals have a duty of care
to take all reasonable steps to minimise the risk of foreseeable harm to the students at their school and are
responsible for ensuring that the content and activities do not contravene legislation or departmental policies.
The Department's RI policy and supporting documents provide guidance for principals in the process of RI
schools.

Re

delivery and considerations for faith groups regarding establishing and implementing an RI program in state

Within Queensland state schools, RI classes are juxtaposed with a multitude of cultural , religious and nonreligious viewpoints. Schools seek to respect the background and beliefs of their students and school
community and respond to the wishes of parents.

1 .2 Data on RI in Queensland state schools
The Department does not currently collect data on the number of students participating in RI, the schools which
offer RI programs, the faith groups providing RI in schools, or the materials used by faith groups to deliver RI.
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While data on religion nominated on students' enrolment forms is captured by OneSchool, this is only a proxy
measure for participation in RI classes. This data is not considered an accurate indicator of the number of
students actually participating in RI because, for example, the RI program nominated by parents may not be
available at the school and parents can change their preference for their child to pariticpate in RI (or not) at any
time.
Noting the unreliability of the OneSchool data, the percentages of students who have a religion recorded in
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OneSchool at certain points in time over the past five years is identified below.
Table 1: Percentage of students with a religion recorded in OneSchool

Data Collection Point in Time

% of all student enrolments with a religion recorded

Aug 2012

12.7%

Oct 2013
June 2014
July 2015
May 2016

20.0%

25.2%

29.8%

32.4%

The increase in the number of students with a religion recorded is primarily the result of the religion question on
the enrolment form becoming mandatory in 2014.

Anecdotal evidence suggests that regular weekly RI classes do not usually occur in secondary schools even
though the legislation allows for it.

1.3 Recent RI changes at Windsor State School

Re

On 3 June 2016, the Principal of Windsor State School wrote to parents of students at the school advising that
he was unable to permit continued use of the Connect program at the school and was obliged to suspend RI
lessons immediately.

The Principal explained that it had only recently come to his attention that none of the programs, such as

Connect, used by faith groups to deliver RI are approved or endorsed by the Department. In accordance with
the Department's RI policy, he had undertaken a review of the Connect materials and found that they
contravene the policy that prohibits proselytising. He explained that:

"Connect lessons go beyond imparting knowledge of Biblical references, and extend to soliciting
children to develop a personal faith in God and Jesus to become a Christian or 'Kingdom Kid'."
The Principal also wrote to the RI Coordinator at the School confirming a previous discussion about his decision
to suspend the program.
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In undated correspondence to the RI Coordinator, the Principal explained that he had reviewed the Connect
program which was being used at the school and found it to be in contravention of the Department's RI policy.
He considered that the Connect program appeared to be "based on the prem ise of trying to solicit them
[students] for a decision to become the kind of Christian prescribed in the materials". The Principal identified
more than 30 examples of what he considered proselytising in the Connect materials.
Many of the examples provided could not be located by reviewers in the current Connect materials. The
publisher of the Connect materials has advised that these references were referring to outdated manuals.
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Further, the Principal advised that he would review any alternative RI programs presented to him and resume RI
classes if he found the materials to be consistent with the Department's requirements.

This is the second time an RI program has been suspended at W indsor State School. It is understood that in
2014, under the leadership of the former principal , the Access Ministries

Central to the debate about the Connect materials is the definition of proselytising. The definition attached to the
Department's RI policy statement defines 'proselytising' as 'soliciting a student for a decision to change their
1

religious affiliation' .

There are disparate views on what may constitute proselytising in RI :

If a student's parent has nominated a particular religion program - published by an interdenominational
Christian organisation based in Victoria - was suspended following lobbying by parents.

1.4 Defining Proselytising
1.

on their child's enrolment form (e.g. Christian}, then the student is of that religion or affiliated with that
religion and, therefore, any RI provided in that religion cannot be viewed as proselytising .

2.

If a student's parent has nominated a particular religious denomination on their child's enrolment form (e.g.
Anglican), and the student participates in a cooperative arrangement (e.g. Anglican and Baptist), any
soliciting by an RI instructor for the student to change their denomination (e.g. from Anglican to Baptist)
would be viewed as proselytising.

3.

While parents may nominate a religion for their child on the enrolment form , the child may not have
personally accepted that religion and , therefore, RI could be viewed as trying to solicit the child to follow a
particular religion .

A supporting document attached to the RI policy statement, 'Considerations for faith groups establishing and
implementing religious instruction' provides the only reference to proselytising in relation to cooperative
arrangements where two or more faith groups are working together, stating that a RI Coordinator must: 'Advise
religious instructors that they are not to proselytise in a cooperative arrangement.' 2

1

http://education.qld .gov.au/schools/school-operations/ri-definitions.html

2

http ://education .qId .gov .au/schools/school-operations/ri-considerations-faith-grou ps .htm I
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At any time, parents may choose for their child to attend RI classes, including those delivered by a cooperative
arrangement.
What is not clear is whether proselytising is considered to occur when students who don't identify with a
Christian faith are being placed into Christian RI classes by their parents.
Although outside the scope of this review, it is noted that legal advice provided by faith groups has
indicated the view that there is no legislative basis for prohibition of proselytising in the EGPA or EGPR.
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The Department's Legal and Administrative Law Branch supports this view.

2.0 Review methodology

The review of the Connect materials focused on the 18 teacher's manuals and accompanying student
workbooks. The key aim of the review was to determine whether these materials are consistent with legislation
and departmental policies, procedures and frameworks (including but not limited to the RI policy, health and
wellbeing , inclusive education , and safe and supportive school communities); developmental appropriateness of
the materials for the relevant age groups; and any general concerns.

The Terms of Reference for the review are at Appendix 1, along with a description of the review team at
Appendix 2.

A moderation process was used to support consistency and mitigate any potential personal bias.

3.0 The Connect materials

Connect describes itself as a Christian Education curriculum . It is produced by Christian Education Publications
and Youthworks Media, which are linked to the Sydney Anglican Diocese.

Connect is intended to be a three-year program presented across three levels of schooling :

Infants for students aged 5 to 7 years (noting that RI is not offered to Prep students in Queensland state
schools)

Re

•

•

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years

•

Upper Primary for students aged 10 to 12 years .

Each year of the program is labelled with a series i.e. "A", "B" or "C" and proposed semester. Youthworks has
advised that about 90 per cent of instructors are teaching from the "C" series in 2016 and will teach from the "A"
series in 2017.
Updates are made in the year prior to the series being used in the majority of schools. Therefore, the "A" series
is currently being updated for use in 2017 . Major updates (such as removal of the David and Goliath lesson
earlier in 2016) are posted on Connect's web portal and advice emailed to all known customers.
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RI instructors may or may not purchase new manuals from year-to-year. It is therefore possible that
some instructors are teaching from outdated materials. Youthworks has advised that when major
changes occur, such as in 2013, all instructors were required to purchase new teacher's manuals.
Further contextual information on the Connect materials is at Appendix 3.

4.0 Findings
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Following are the findings of the Review of the Connect program conducted in June 2016.

4.1 Christian historical beliefs, concepts and terms

Throughout Connect, the Bible is represented as a factual , historical document. An example of this is in Lower
Primary, C1, Teaching Techniques and Hints, p. 93: "Emphasise that these events are historical and true ...".
The use of Christian historical beliefs, concepts and terms is unavoidable in a Christian RI class . However,
some of these Christian historical beliefs, concepts and terms may not be considered appropriate for discussion
with primary school students, even in the context of a Christian RI class or as a direct quotes from the Bible.
Each lesson within the Connect teacher's manuals provides background information under the heading "Bible
background" to help the instructor contextualise the lesson . There are some events, concepts and terms
discussed in this section, such as incest, rape, prostitution, murder, and animal and human sacrifice, which are
not developmentally appropriate to be discussed with primary school students. For example, reference is made
to rape in Infants C1 , p. 70; to murder in Upper Primary A 1, p. 55; and to animal/human sacrified in Lower
Pirmary C2, p. 64. However, this section is not for the purposes of discussion with students and is only for the
instructor's background. As such, it is not considered a contravention of departmental requirements.
In a very small number of instances, some of these terms are referred to in the speaking points for discussion
with the class or in materials for distribution to students. Events and concepts such as animal sacrifice and
'wasting money on women' (referring to prostitution) are not considered developmentally appropriate for the
target age group. Although these concepts are used in the materials as direct Bible quotes, their

Re

continued use in primary schools is not considered appropriate.
Examples include:

Upper Primary, C1, Lesson 4, p. 46 (Student Worksheet) includes a Bible quote on animal sacrifice:
"Finally, Saul commanded, 'Bring me some animals, so we can offer sacrifices to please the LORD and ask
for his help'. Saul killed one of the animals ... "
Upper Primary, A2, Student activity book, Lesson 7, p. 13 includes references to wasting money on women
(i.e . prostitution) in a Bible quote: "This other son of yours wasted your money on [women]'. While not
explicit in its description of the meaning, this reference is not considered appropriate for 10-12 year
old students.
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Upper Primary, B2, Student activity book, Lesson 19, p. 38 mentions "virgin" and "not sleeping together" in
a Bible reference about Mary and Joseph and the conception of Jesus.

Terms such as sin, punishment, death, and Jesus being nailed to the cross, which are found throughout
the Connect program are a reflection of the Bible's content and on which Christianity is based. While
some non-Christians may take offence to the use of these terms, it would be difficult to provide

4.2 Proselytising
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Christian RI without reference to such terms and concepts.

Only a small number of examples of proselytising were found in the Connect teacher's manuals considering the
volume of material provided . It is apparent that the publishers have made a concerted effort in recent versions
of the materials to remove perceptions of proselytising. For example, unlike previous versions, in the more
recently updated teacher's manual (Upper Primary, C1 ), the whole-class "Concluding prayer" is prefaced with
instructor's speaking points : This is how Christians talk to God. If you would like to pray with me please join me.
If you don't then please lower your head so we don 't get distracted while praying this short prayer.

It is understood that all class prayers will be prefaced by this message in future .

Opportunities do exist to provide information or advice to students about attending church services or
youth groups, however, it is usually (but not always) clear that the information should only be provided
to 'interested students'. It is not specified how the instructor determines whether students are
interested or not.

Examples of proselytising identified in the manuals include:

Hand out the flyers for local church services if you have them (Upper Primary, C1 , Lesson 10, p. 100).
How about asking your parents if you could come along to kids club or kids church. (This would be

a good

time to hand out flyers.) (Upper Primary, B2, Lesson 17, p. 181 ).
Students are asked to write

a newspaper article for inclusion in a newspaper to be distributed at the

Re

Christmas assembly. The newspaper could have details about the local church 's Christmas services at the
back (Upper Primary, B2 , Lesson 18, p. 187).

Direct quotes from the Bible were not considered as proselytising on the basis that parents of children
attending these RI classes have indicated an affiliation with Christianity or a desire for their child to
learn about it.
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4.3 Evangelising
The Department defines evangelising as "preaching or advocating a cause or religion with the object of making
3

converts to Christianity" . While not explicitly prohibited by the EGPA or EGPR, nor referenced in the RI policy
statement, the Department would expect schools to take appropriate action if aware that evangelising is
occurring outside of an RI class given it could adversely affect the school 's ability to provide a safe, supportive
and inclusive environment for students .

Although proselytising was not common throughout the manuals, evangelising was frequently
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identified in all teachers' manuals - both in terms of teachers' evangelising to students, and students
being encouraged to evangelise to others.

Examples of activities that may encourage students to evangelise:

Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 18, p. 190: Students could compose a poem, song, drama to communicate the

gospel to others.

Lower Primary, C2, Lesson 17, p. 153: Students could make beaded bracelets or necklaces and give them

to their friends as a way of sharing the good news about Jesus.

4.4 Consistency with legislation and departmental policies, procedures and
frameworks
4.4. 1 RI policy statement

The RI policy statement specifies the process for establishing an RI program in a state school , and the
implementation of the program by religious leaders. The Connect materials as such do not contravene the

RI policy given there are no requirements regarding the content of RI program materials.
The RI policy supporting document, Considerations for principals establishing and implementing religious
4

instruction, states that 'authorised programs of RI are reviewed to ensure they do not contravene legislation or
departmental procedures, and are made available to the school commun ity on request. '

Re

Two lessons that stood out as being inconsistent with the RI policy in that they encourage advertising
of Anglican Church programs were:

Lower Primary 81 , Lesson 20, p. 190 which focuses on the "Mothers Union", a mission agency of the
Anglican Church of Australia.

3

Chaplaincy and student welfare services: Definitions http://education .qld.gov.au/schools/healthy/chaplaincystudent-welfare. htm I
4

A program of religious instruction approved by the faith group for delivery to students of that faith group in a single or
cooperative arrangement. The religious leader/s of the faith group authorises the program of instruction (s. 27 EGPR).
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Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 20 , p. 174 which is entirely focused on the Anglican Year 13 Youth Works Gap
Year program (volunteer work overseas) and aims to advertise and recruit students for an overseas aid
program (even though they will not be eligible to sign up for several years).

Creation of artefacts
Some lessons propose making artefacts such as art works that could be used for classroom displays, or
greetings cards and messages to give to family and friends. To be consistent with the Department's RI policy,
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any displays would need to be removed from the classroom at the end of the RI lesson . The instructor and the
school should ensure that RI students do not give any materials used or created in RI lessons (including
greeting cards) to students who do not attend RI classes .
Examples include:

Infants A1 , Lesson 3, p. 37 - creating a wall mural of God's creation.
Infants A 1, Lesson 7, p. 69 - folding paper to make Arks.

Infants A 1, Lesson 10, p. 100 - making Easter greetings cards for family and friends .

4.4.2

Student Protection

Some of the advice and activities in the Connect teacher's manuals were identified as being
inconsistent with current student protection practices. Of particular note was an activity to share
secrets; mentions of 'special friends'; and a suggestion that teachers meet one-to-one with students
who are interested in finding out more about Christianity. It is noted that more recently published
manuals suggest that another adult should be present for any one-to-one discussions.
Examples include:

Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 2, p. 28 - "Just as Jesus used everyday events to disguise his secret, ask each
pair to discuss and then write a story to disguise their own secret." For a wide range of reasons, including
that students of all ages should see teachers and school staff as trusted adults and feel safe to share

Re

information, this content would not be supported. No activities/content should teach or encourage students
to keep secrets.

Lower Primary A2, Lesson 10, p. 92-3 - uses of the term 'special friends'. The use of the term 'special
friends' is not supported because of student protection considerations . Whilst the context in this instance is
understood ('Jesus was asking Matthew to be one of his special friends' and 'Jesus calls us to become one
of his special friends '), the term is closely associated with grooming behaviour and therefore this language
is deemed inappropriate.
Upper Primary, A2 , p. 197 - 'Helpful teaching techniques' provides advice on 'Talking one-to-one with a
student', indicating that instructors should talk to students in full view of other students or teachers, even
though the conversation is private. Best practice would be for instructors to ensure that all discussions with
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students (including whole class, group or individual discussions) take place in full view of a school based
staff member and other students.

4.4.3

Student Health and Wellbeing, and Safe and
Supportive School Communities

There are a number of lessons, particularly in the Upper Primary materials, that have the potential to
negatively affect the social and emotional wellbeing of particular students who may have depressive
tendencies, be in a fragile state, or could blame themselves for things happening around them, for
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example family break up or death of a loved one. These lessons also have the potential to upset students, or
cause disturbances and bad dreams. These lessons talked about deserving punishment, the consequences of
your sin on others, and specific Bible events.
Example include:

Upper Primary, B2, Lesson 3, p. 35 - drinking tomato juice to represent blood.
Upper Primary, B2, Lesson 4, p. 53 - "The punishment for sin is death".

Upper Primary, Activity book, p. 29 (Student activity book) - indicates "If you live to satisfy your desires,
you will die".

Upper Primary, B2, Lesson 15, p. 161 - Teacher asks: "What is the end result for someone whose goal is
to please themselves?" . Accept responses: They will die.

Lower Primary, B1, Lesson 9, p. 94 - Class debate regarding whether it was right or wrong for the disciple
to cut off the servant's ear.

Lower Primary, C1, Lesson 17, p. 146 - So these leaders met together to try and think of a plan to get rid
of Daniel. With a partner, spend one minute thinking of ways they might get rid of him.

Lower Primary, A 1, p. 86 - Sad day activity: asking students to write a letter to a friend, expressing their

Re

feelings and confusion about all they saw and heard when Jesus was arrested and killed .
Upper Primary C1, Lesson 8, p. 72 (Domino effect lesson) - which tells students their sin will have
consequences for others around them. Examples are given of sinners and how this then led to babies
dying, unhappiness, and other events.

Potential health and safety concerns were also raised with a small number of lessons.
Examples include:
Lower Primary, A2, Lesson 6, p. 63 - baking a mystery Bible cake (that may affect students with food
allergies).
Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 13, p. 119 - adding bleach to a glass of coloured water.
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Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 8, p. 81 - using needles for craft.
Upper Primary, 82, p. 236 (and elsewhere) - handing out lollies and eating as much ice-cream as you can
in one minute.
The Help with classroom management section of some manuals (for example Upper Primary, 82, p. 236)
discusses punishment for misbehaviour and states, "Do not let the students' off after promising punishment". In
all circumstances, behaviour management is the responsibility of the school and classroom teacher and under
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no circumstances should a volunteer RI instructor 'punish' children. RI instructors should discuss any behaviour
concerns with the classroom teacher. A staff member from the school is to be present during all RI classes.

4.4.4

Inclusive Education

Each manual has the same layout with respect to certain information for instructors, for example The special
needs of indigenous students, Understanding the student: the learning theory undergirding Connect, and Help
with classroom management. Some of the language suggestions used in these sections, particularly in
the older publications, is not consistent with inclusive education practices.
Examples include:

Referring to students with specials needs in the "Is your class different?" teacher information (Upper
Primary, A2, p. 202 and other manuals) suggests that "Teachers should not jump to the false conclusion
that these students are unintelligent". This language is not appropriate nor consistent with departmental
policies.

Similarly, the section on "The special needs of indigenous students" (also in Upper Primary, A2, p. 204 and
other manuals) suggests: "Aboriginal students are most teachable when sitting in small groups outside
under a tree." Again, this language is inappropriate and not consistent with departmental policies, as is the
assumption that "(S)RE followed by a barbecue lunch on Friday, then an afternoon's sport would be the
most pleasurable experience Aboriginal Primary students could imagine".

Both of these examples are also included in what appears to be one of the later editions of the manuals - Upper
5

Re

Primary, C1, pp. 217 and 219.

There is discussion in some lessons about punishment for sins and a potential implication that
disabilities are punishment for sin.
For example:
Lower Primary, C2, Lesson 6, p. 54 talks about " ... he had 38 years of not being able to walk, run, jump ...
invited the students to suggest other things the man would not be able to do".

5

When media coverage occurred regarding these examples from the Connect materials during the course of

the review, Youthworks contacted the Department acknowledging that the instructions/guidelines were 'dated
and clunky' and provided a revised document.
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Lower Primary, C2, Lesson 8, p. 74 says : "Some of the people from that village wondered why this man
was born blind . Was it a punishment from God because his parents or someone else had done something
wrong."

4.4.5

Animal Ethics

A couple of animal ethics considerations were identified, including the previously mentioned references

Examples include:
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to sacrificing animals. The pedagogic value of these exercises is unclear.

Upper Primary 82, Lesson 17, p. 183 which suggests that the instructor "bring in a dead animal to dissect".
Lower Primary C2, Lesson 15, pp. 128 and 133 which suggests the teacher bring in some "pretend
sacrifices" which are used two activities during the lesson. However it is unclear what kind of 'pretend
sacrifices' will be used e.g. food or animals sacrifices.

4.5 Delivery cycle and version control

Connect is delivered as a three-year program . The A, Band C labelling of each manual indicates which year of
the program it belongs to. Youthworks has advised that, with a few exceptions, most instructors should be
working on the same stage of the program (A, B or C) in any given year. However, there is no certainty that the
majority of instructors are using the same cycle nor the same version of the manuals.

Manuals are reviewed and updated every three years, although essential updates can occur at any time.
Youthworks has advised that, in 2016, most instructors would be delivering lessons from C manuals . As a
result, Youthworks is currently reviewing and updating the A manuals for use by most instructors in 2017 .

Of note is that there is no clear labelling of the manuals to identify the relevant version. The copyright
date on the last page is the only information showing the version/date of publication, rather than an
obvious version number clearly identified on the cover of the manual. This means that there could be a
large number of materials being used in schools which are significantly outdated and containing

Re

inappropriate content.

4.6 Age appropriateness

Unless they have a teaching background, it is unlikely that RI instructors would have the expertise to
know what children of a particular age can and cannot do prior to undertaking the activity with students,
and would rely on the manuals to guide them.
There are some suggested activities, such as a crossword puzzle in the Infants A1 manual , which may be too
difficult for many of the younger students in the grouping. However, the teacher's manuals provide a level of
flexibility that instructors could work on these activities as a whole class or skip activities that seem too
complicated for the students.
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For some lessons, the teacher's manuals provide specific advice on elements that wou ld be inappropriate for
the target age group and advise teachers to avoid these.
Examples include:
Infants A1, Lesson 7, p. 65 which suggests that instructors show students pictures from a children 's Bible
when discussing the story of Noah's ark. However, the teacher's manual specifically states that instructors
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should not show pictures of people perishing in the flood.
Infants A1, Lesson 9, p. 85 - In a lesson on the Easter story about Jesus dying on the cross, instructors
are warned that "some students may be upset by this story of the death of Jesus. Do not go into details of
Jesus' suffering with students of this age group".

Infants A1 , Lesson 7, p. 67 - In a lesson on Noah's Ark, instructors are advised that: "If a student asks
about the fate of people who didn't go on board the ark, you may point out that the ark was for all of the
people who chose to follow God".

4.7 Revising content

Under current legislation, there is no oversight or regulation of RI programs other than it must be
approved by the relevant faith group.

The publishers of Connect are continuing to review the materials to ensure they remain relevant. It seems that
substantial work has gone into removing the perception of proselytising from the publications (for example,
through the preface added to the whole class Concluding prayers which provide the option to participate).
Youthworks has advised the Department on several occasions in correspondence, and in the media, that the
publishers are will ing to work with the Department to improve the Connect resources .

Given the Department has not reviewed any other RI materials, it is recognised that the publishers of Connect
could use a favourable outcome from this review to further promote its materials for RI classes across

Re

Austral ian and New Zealand.

While outside the scope of this review, it is recognised that RI materials (other than Connect) being used in
state schools across Queensland may not be consistent with departmental policies, procedures and
frameworks, may not be developmentally appropriateness for the relevant age groups or could raise other
general concerns.

5.0 Conclusions
The review of the Connect materials did not find major inconsistencies with departmental legislation, policies,
procedures or frameworks . Many of the issues identified could be addressed through negotiation with the
publisher and information and advice for instructors about departmental requirements. The current requirement
for school staff to be present in RI classes will continue to provide a safeguard and should ensure that any
inconsistencies with departmental requirements are monitored .
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There are some concepts and lessons within Connect that deal with issues such as sin and punishment that
could potentially affect an at-risk student's wellbeing if not delivered in a sensitive way. However, concepts such
as sin, punishment, forgiveness, and "Jesus as a saviour" are at the core of Christianity and their removal from
Christian RI lessons would significantly impact on the instruction being provided . RI program developers, faith
groups and RI instructors need to remain sensitive and vigilant to the circumstances of students and the impact
specific discussions may have.
The issues raised through the Connect program review have highlighted a much broader issue around the
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appropriateness of legislated RI delivery in Queensland state schools and whether expectations regarding
issues such as proselytising and evangelising should be clarified .

6.0 Recommendations

6.1 Seek amendment of Connect materials

It is recommended that the Department request that the publishers revise the Connect materials as soon as
practicable to address the relevant findings of th is review.

It would also be beneficial for the Connect manuals to advise instructors to become familiar with relevant state
Education Department policies and procedures (such as student protection, health and safety, student
wellbeing).

6.2 Audit the versions of materials being used in schools by instructors
It is recommended that an immediate audit of currency of the Connect materials being used in Queensland
state schools be undertaken to ensure that old manuals which include outdated and inappropriate content are
disposed of and are not used with students.

6.3 Amend the RI policy statement

It is recommended that enhancements be made to the RI policy statement to give principals more clarity
regarding their responsibility to review authorised programs of RI to help them satisfy duty of care and

Re

legislative obligations.

6.4 Communicate with Principals

Principals have been advised that, once finalised, the outcomes of the review will be communicated. It is
recommended that, through these communications, principals be reminded of the need for:
vigilance about appropriate permission being in place for students to attend RI classes
ensuing information about RI classes offered in the school is made available to parents and that parents
have access to more detailed information and lesson materials if requested
ensuring that the school staff member present during RI classes raise any concerns or issues with the
principal.
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6.5 Communicate with faith groups who use Connect
It is recommended that communication occurs with the Christian faith groups in Queensland that are known to
use Connect to advise of the outcome of the review and highlight issues raised, including:
ensuring RI instructors are using the most recent updated versions of the materials
avoiding specific concepts and terms (such as rape, incest, bigamy in the teacher's notes) and the need for
sensitivity when discussing particular concepts with students (such as animal sacrifice, physical
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punishment)
advising instructors to familiarise themselves with relevant departmental policies and procedures (such as
student protection, health and safety, student wellbeing)

avoiding advertising Year 13 or other Anglican programs

avoiding baking cakes or providing food such as lollies to avoid potential consequences with food allergies
and conflict with healthy eating concepts promoted in schools.

6.6 Improve data capture

It is recommended that, at a minimum, the number of student participating in RI or other instruction is captured
by the Department. Further investigation into the collection of data such as the faith groups providing RI in
schools and the programs they deliver should also be considered.

6. 7 Parliamentary Committee review

There are a number of strong and competing views regarding RI. It has become evident through the course of
the review that there is the need for a more forensic examination of the objectives, program materials,
implementation, and roles and responsibilities of principals and faith groups, within a twenty-first century state
schooling environment. It is recommended that a Parliamentary Committee Inquiry be established to ensure that
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all stakeholders have the opportunity to provide input into a thorough , independent and transparent review.
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APPENDIX 1

Review of Connect Religious Instruction Materials
Terms of Reference
Review of the Connect Religious Instruction Materials

Purpose

The purpose of the review of the Connect RI materials is to determine if they
are consistent with legislation and DET policy I procedures, including the
Religious Instruction policy statement.

Scope
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Title

In Scope

All Connect teacher's manuals:

Infants for students aged 5-7 years;

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years;

Upper Primary for students aged 10-12 years.

All Connect student workbooks:

Infants for students aged 5-7 years;

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years;

Upper Primary for students aged 10-12 years.

Out of Scope

Review of any other RI programs.
Review of the RI policy statement or legislation.

Timeframe

Dissatisfaction from stakeholders with polarised views regardless of the
outcome.
Mitigation: Ongoing communication with stakeholders.

Re

Risks

To Minister by 30 June 2016

Despite applying the utmost professionalism, reviewers will examine the
material through their value system.
Mitigation: Multiple reviewers and moderation of assessments.

Deliverables

Ministerial Report
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APPENDIX2
Review Team
A team of reviewers was drawn from across the State Schools Division to review the Connect teacher's
manuals.
A mix of staff with substantial knowledge and experience in teaching, curriculum development, government
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policy and administration, and departmental policies and procedures including in the areas of RI, student
wellbeing, inclusive education, and safe and supportive school communities undertook the review with oversight
by an Executive Director.

The reviewers held qualifications in primary and secondary teaching, psychology, social sciences and
governance and public policy.

Each reviewer was allocated one or two teacher's manuals to consider.

The reviewers were briefed on their role to read the manuals and identify any inconsistencies with departmental
legislation, policies or procedures, with a focus on the RI policy. Reviewers were also asked to identify any
areas where the program was developmentally inappropriate for the target age group, and any issues that
caused concern .

Reviewers were aware of the challenges presented by the context of RI in state schools, the Connect materials
and the very diverse nature of thinking about the subject within the broader community. A process of
moderation was employed to support consistency and provide quality assurance across the assessments of the

Re

Connect materials made by individuals.
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APPENDIX3
Overview of the Connect Materials Format
Connect is described as a Christian Education curriculum. It is produced by Christian Education Publications
and Youthworks, which are linked to the Sydney Anglican Diocese .
It is understood that Connect draws on the educational research of Howard Gardner from Harvard University. It
combines eight "kinds of intelligence" to reach different learning styles: word, music, maths and logic, body (e.g.
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movement), space and vision (e.g. creativity), self, interpersonal, and nature.

Connect is intended to be a three-year curriculum presented across three levels of schooling:
•

Infants for students aged 5-7 years (noting that RI is not offered to Prep students in Queensland State
schools)

•

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years

•

Upper Primary for students aged 10-12 years.

Each level comprises six teaching manuals of approximately 200 pages. Each teaching manual comprises 20
lessons of approximately 25-30 minutes duration.

The 'Welcome' section in each manual explains that the 'curriculum has as its foundation the belief that it is
important to allow the Bible's own theological framework to determine what is taught and how it is taught". The
Welcome also talks about linking "interested children" to church-run children's and youth activities so that they
can experience Christian community and learn more about the Christian faith.
For each of the 20 lessons in the teacher's manuals provide instructors with:
Lesson Aim - the focus concept to be taught in each lesson.

•

Lesson Outcomes -the knowledge, understanding, skills, values and attitudes that the lesson seeks to
teach.

•

Re

•

Memory Verse - a verse for students to recite and memorise. The same verse is usually used for three to
five lessons.

•

Bible background - notes to give more detailed information to help the instructor to understand the main
elements of the lesson, their place in the Bible and their historical background .

•

A list of things they will need - such as pens, paper, music, visual aids, CD player, blue-tack, activity
books, etc.

•

Other resources - this usually refers to music or an audio-visual that is not part of the Connect program
and needs to be separately purchased .
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•

Before you start - instructions on how to prepare for the lesson e.g. "If you intend to use an interactive
whiteboard, review the PowerPoint slides for the lesson on the CD-ROM that comes with the manual", or
"Photocopy enough Visual aids on p. 19 of the Judges 1 worksheet for each student".

•

A 'teacher's' prayer - a short prayer in which the instructor may ask for God's guidance in delivering the
lesson.

•

A 'Way In' - such as an icebreaking activity, song or asking some simple questions.
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•

Bible Focus - speaking points that the instructor may use in the lesson, questions to ask the class and
examples of responses students may provide to questions. Some lessons include a role play activity or
particular Bible verses to read.

•
•

Connections - speaking points for the instructor to use to link the lesson to the students own lives.
Concluding prayer - a short prayer for the class to say together e.g. "Dear God, thank you that you are a
faithful God. Thank you that despite Israel's disobedience you still raised up judges to save them. We pray
that we may not be like the Israelites. Please help us to obey you and follow you. In Jesus' name we pray.
Amen" (Lesson 1, Upper Primary C1 ). Earlier editions of the manuals (which may still be in use) indicate
the whole class should participate. Recently published manuals give students an option to not participate.

•

Taking it further- additional ideas for longer lessons including songs, movement, Bible exploration, etc.

•

'Teacher' reflections - prompting questions about how the lesson went and how to change it next time.

•

For the next lesson - a guide to preparation for the next lesson in the book.

•

Support materials - activity sheets that can be photocopied, teaching props etc.

Two disks are provided with each teacher's manual: one contains music and drama, and the other provides
PowerPoints and PDFs to support each lesson.

In addition, student workbooks are available to support each manual. The student workbooks generally have

Re

one page for each lesson and include activities such as colouring-in, Bible verses with letters missing for the
students to complete, crosswords etc. The back pages of the student workbooks include prayers (such as the
Lord's Prayer) and words to songs provided on the teacher's disk.

As of 1 October 2015, each teacher's manual costs $31 .95, each student workbook costs $2.99 (parents are
often invoiced for the cost of the workbook) and each visual aid pack costs $31.95. There are also a range of
other material available for purchase from Christian Education Publications, including a 'preschool curriculum'
designed for children aged 3-5, a 'Kindy' teacher's manual designed for the first year of school and a teacher's
manual titled Big Questions for students in year 6 to explore issues such as 'What's gone wrong with the
world?', 'Does God really care about me?', 'What's the purpose of my life?' and 'How will I make choices about
my future?'
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Executive Summary
In June 2016, the Minister for Education announced a review of the Connect materials used by various Christian
faith groups for the delivery of Religious Instruction (RI) in some Queensland state schools . This move was
precipitated by a number of reported concerns in the media and the suspension of the program at a Brisbane
state school.
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RI is a program of instruction approved and provided by a religious denomination or society in state schools
according to the Education (General Provisions) Act 2006 and Education (General Provisions) Regulation 2006.
Connect is intended for delivery as a three-year program presented across three phases of schooling:
•

Infants for students aged 5 to 7 years

•

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years

•

Upper Primary for students aged 10 to 12 years.

The review focused on the consistency of the materials with legislation and departmental policies, procedures
and frameworks; the developmental appropriateness of the materials for the relevant age groups; and other
general concerns raised in complaints.

In summary, the review has found that the vast majority of Connect materials do not contravene the Department
of Education and Training's legislation, policies , procedures or frameworks .

There are, however, a number of issues that need to be addressed including references and/or activities related
to animal sacrifice, prostitution and murder, as well as a number of lessons and activities which have the
potential to cause psychological harm and affect students' health and wellbeing .

There are also some concerning examples of advice and activities that do not align with student protection
practices and could unintentionally support grooming behaviour. Further, some language within the manuals
related to Indigenous and Torres Strait Islander students and students with disability that is inconsistent with

Re

inclusive education practices.

A further concern is that RI instructors may be using older, outdated editions of the materials that should not be
used with students .

It is recommended that communications are entered into as soon as practicable with the publisher to address
these issues . Through correspondence to date, the publisher has expressed a willingness to work with the
Department to address any concerns raised and to amend the materials .
While outside the scope of this review, there is a broader consideration of whether the legislation governing RI
in state schools meets contemporary parent and community expectations that a principal has the authority and the responsibility - to oversee and quality assure programs delivered within their school.
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Additionally, there is no legislated prohibition on proselytising or evangelising . Proselytising is defined within the
RI policy, however, it is only referenced within the supporting document in relation to cooperative arrangements
where two or more faith groups are working together. Otherwise, the legislation, RI policy and supporting
documents are currently silent regarding proselytising or evangelising.
While the Connect materials are, in the main, in alignment with legislation and departmental policies,
procedures and frameworks , amendments to some sections of the materials are required and further
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exploration of the legislative remit in relation to RI is recommended.
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1.0 Background
1.1 Provision of RI in Queensland state schools
RI has been available in Queensland state schools for over 100 years following the outcome of a referendum
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conducted in April 1910.
RI is a program of instruction approved and provided by a religious denomination or society in state schools
according to the Education (General Provisions) Act 2006 (EGPA) and Education (General Provisions)
Regulation 2006 (EGPR).

Section 76 of the EGPA states that schools must allow provision of RI for a period of up to one hour per week if
approached by a faith group seeking to provide RI when students of that faith group attend the school.
Participation in RI is not compulsory. Students are allocated to RI classes (or other instruction) based on the
faith group nominated by their parents on their enrolment form or if their parents have provided other written
permission for their child to attend RI classes.

If a parent has indicated on the enrolment form 'no religion' or 'no religion nominated' or a response that is not
represented in the school's RI program, then the student will receive other instruction in a separate location at
the school while RI classes are taking place. Parents can change their preference for their child to participate in
RI or other instruction at any time by notifying the school in writing.

RI is only available to students from Year 1 in state primary, secondary and special schools. It is not offered to
Prep students.

RI is not a Queensland curriculum or syllabus. The Department has no involvement in the selection of content
for RI programs. However, as with any program or activity delivered in a school, principals have a duty of care
to take all reasonable steps to minimise the risk of foreseeable harm to the students at their school and are
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responsible for ensuring that the content and activities do not contravene legislation or departmental policies.
The Department's RI policy and supporting documents provide guidance for principals in the process of RI
delivery and considerations for faith groups regarding establishing and implementing an RI program in state
schools.

Within Queensland state schools, RI classes are juxtaposed with a multitude of cultural, religious and nonreligious viewpoints. Schools seek to respect the background and beliefs of their students and school
community and respond to the wishes of parents.

1.2 Data on RI in Queensland state schools
The Department does not currently collect data on the number of students participating in RI, the schools which
offer RI programs, the faith groups providing RI in schools, or the materials used by faith groups to deliver RI.
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While data on religion nominated on students' enrolment forms is captured by OneSchool, this is only a proxy
measure for participation in RI classes . This data is not considered an accurate indicator of the number of
students actually participating in RI because, for example, the RI program nominated by parents may not be
available at the school and parents can change their preference for their child to pariticpate in RI (or not) at any
time .
Noting the unreliability of the OneSchool data, the percentages of students who have a religion recorded in
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OneSchool at certain points in time over the past five years is identified below.
Table 1: Percentage of students with a religion recorded in OneSchool

Data Collection Point in Time

% of all student enrolments with a religion recorded

Aug 2012

12.7%

Oct 2013

20.0%

June 2014

25.2%

July 2015

29.8%

May 2016

32 .4%

The increase in the number of students with a religion recorded is primarily the result of the religion question on
the enrolment form becoming mandatory in 2014 .

Anecdotal evidence suggests that regular weekly RI classes do not usually occur in secondary schools even
though the legislation allows for it.

1 .3 Recent RI changes at Windsor State School

On 3 June 2016, the Principal of Windsor State School wrote to parents of students at the school advising that
he was unable to permit continued use of the Connect program at the school and was obliged to suspend RI
lessons immediately.

The Principal explained that it had only recently come to his attention that none of the programs, such as
Connect, used by faith groups to deliver RI are approved or endorsed by the Department. In accordance with
the Department's RI policy, he had undertaken a review of the Connect materials and found that they
contravene the policy that prohibits proselytising. He explained that:

"Connect lessons go beyond imparting knowledge of Biblical references, and extend to soliciting
children to develop a personal faith in God and Jesus to become a Christian or 'Kingdom Kid '."
The Principal also wrote to the RI Coordinator at the School confirming a previous discussion about his decision
to suspend the program .
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In undated correspondence to the RI Coordinator, the Principal explained that he had reviewed the Connect
program which was being used at the school and found it to be in contravention of the Department's RI policy.
He considered that the Connect program appeared to be "based on the premise of trying to solicit them
[students] for a decision to become the kind of Christian prescribed in the materials". The Principal identified
more than 30 examples of what he considered proselytising in the Connect materials .
Many of the examples provided could not be located by reviewers in the current Connect materials. The
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publisher of the Connect materials has advised that these references were referring to outdated manuals.
Further, the Principal advised that he would review any alternative RI programs presented to him and resume RI
classes if he found the materials to be consistent with the Department's requirements .

This is the second time an RI program has been suspended at Windsor State School. It is understood that in
2014, under the leadership of the former principal , the Access Ministries program - published by an

interdenominational Christian organisation based in Victoria - was suspended following lobbying by parents.

1.4 Defining Proselytising

Central to the debate about the Connect materials is the definition of proselytising. The definition attached to the
Department's RI policy statement defines 'proselytising' as 'soliciting a student for a decision to change their
1

religious affiliation' .

There are disparate views on what may constitute proselytising in RI:
1.

If a student's parent has nominated a particular religion on their child's enrolment form (e.g. Christian), then
the student is of that relig1on or affiliated with that religion and, therefore, any RI provided in that religion
cannot be viewed as proselytising.

2.

If a student's parent has nominated a particular religious denomination on their child 's enrolment form (e.g.
Anglican), and the student participates in a cooperative arrangement (e.g. Anglican and Baptist), any
soliciting by an RI instructor for the student to change their denomination (e.g. from Anglican to Baptist)

3.

Re

would be viewed as proselytising .

While parents may nominate a religion for their child on the enrolment form, the child may not have
personally accepted that rel igion and , therefore, RI could be viewed as trying to solicit the child to follow a
particular religion .

A supporting document attached to the RI policy statement, 'Considerations for faith groups establishing and
implementing religious instruction' provides the only reference to proselytising in relation to cooperative
arrangements where two or more faith groups are working together, stating that a RI Coordinator must: 'Advise
religious instructors that they are not to proselytise in a cooperative arrangement.'

2

1

http:/led ucation .qld .gov .au/schools/school-operations/ri-definitions. htm I

2

http:/led ucation .qld .gov .au/schools/school-operations/ri-considerations-faith-grou ps .htm I
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At any time, parents may choose for their child to attend RI classes, including those delivered by a cooperative
arrangement.
What is not clear is whether proselytising is considered to occur when students who don't identify with a
Christian faith are being placed into Christian RI classes by their parents.
Although outside the scope of this review, it is noted that legal advice provided by faith groups has
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indicated the view that there is no legislative basis for prohibition of proselytising in the EGPA or EGPR.
The Department's Legal and Administrative Law Branch supports this view.

2.0 Review methodology

The review of the Connect materials focused on the 18 teacher's manuals and accompanying student
workbooks . The key aim of the review was to determine whether these materials are consistent with legislation
and departmental policies, procedures and frameworks (including but not limited to the RI policy, health and
wellbeing, inclusive education, and safe and supportive school communities); developmental appropriateness of
the materials for the relevant age groups; and any general concerns.

The Terms of Reference for the review are at Appendix 1, along with a description of the review team at
Appendix 2.

A moderation process was used to support consistency and mitigate any potential personal bias.

3.0 The Connect materials

Connect describes itself as a Christian Education curriculum. It is produced by Christian Education Publications
and Youthworks Media, which are linked to the Sydney Anglican Diocese.

•

Re

Connect is intended to be a three-year program presented across three levels of schooling:

Infants for students aged 5 to 7 years (noting that RI is not offered to Prep students in Queensland state
schools)

•

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years

•

Upper Primary for students aged 10 to 12 years .

Each year of the program is labelled with a series i.e. "A", "B" or "C" and proposed semester. Youthworks has
advised that about 90 per cent of instructors are teaching from the "C" series in 2016 and will teach from the "A"
series in 2017.
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Updates are made in the year prior to the series being used in the majority of schools. Therefore, the "A" series
is currently being updated for use in 2017. Major updates (such as removal of the David and Goliath lesson
earlier in 2016) are posted on Connect's web portal and advice emailed to all known customers .
RI instructors may or may not purchase new manuals from year-to-year. It is therefore possible that
some instructors are teaching from outdated materials. Youthworks has advised that when major
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changes occur, such as in 2013, all instructors were required to purchase new teacher's manuals.
Further contextual information on the Connect materials is at Appendix 3.

4.0 Findings

Following are the findings of the Review of the Connect program conducted in June 2016.

4.1 Christian historical beliefs, concepts and terms

Throughout Connect, the Bible is represented as a factual , historical document. An example of this is in Lower
Primary, C1 , Teaching Techniques and Hints, p. 93: "Emphasise that these events are historical and true .. .".
The use of Christian historical beliefs , concepts and terms is unavoidable in a Christian RI class. However,
some of these Christian historical beliefs, concepts and terms may not be considered appropriate for discussion
with primary school students, even in the context of a Christian RI class or as a direct quotes from the Bible.
Each lesson within the Connect teacher's manuals provides background information under the heading "Bible
background" to help the instructor contextualise the lesson . There are some events, concepts and terms
discussed in this section , such as incest, rape, prostitution , murder, and animal and human sacrifice, which are
not developmentally appropriate to be discussed with primary school students. For example, reference is made
to rape in Infants C1 , p. 70; to murder in Upper Primary A1 , p. 55; and to animal/human sacrified in Lower
Pirmary C2, p. 64. However, this section is not for the purposes of discussion with students and is only for the
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instructor's background . As such , it is not considered a contravention of departmental requirements .
In a very small number of instances, some of these terms are referred to in the speaking points for discussion
with the class or in materials for distribution to students . Events and concepts such as animal sacrifice and
'wasting money on women' (referring to prostitution) are not considered developmentally appropriate for the
target age group. Although these concepts are used in the materials as direct Bible quotes, their
continued use in primary schools is not considered appropriate.
Examples include:
Upper Primary, C1 , Lesson 4, p. 46 (Student Worksheet) includes a Bible quote on animal sacrifice:
"Finally, Saul commanded, 'Bring me some animals, so we can offer sacrifices to please the LORD and ask
for his help '. Saul killed one of the animals .. . "
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Upper Primary, A2, Student activity book, Lesson 7, p. 13 includes references to wasting money on women
(i.e. prostitution) in a Bible quote: "This other son of yours wasted your money on [women]'. While not

explicit in its description of the meaning, this reference is not considered appropriate for 10-12 year
old students.
Upper Primary, B2, Student activity book, Lesson 19, p. 38 mentions "virgin" and "not sleeping together" in
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a Bible reference about Mary and Joseph and the conception of Jesus.

Terms such as sin, punishment, death, and Jesus being nailed to the cross, which are found throughout
the Connect program are a reflection of the Bible's content and on which Christianity is based. While
some non-Christians may take offence to the use of these terms, it would be difficult to provide
Christian RI without reference to such terms and concepts.

4.2 Proselytising

Only a small number of examples of proselytising were found in the Connect teacher's manuals considering the
volume of material provided . It is apparent that the publishers have made a concerted effort in recent versions
of the materials to remove perceptions of proselytising. For example, unlike previous versions, in the more
recently updated teacher's manual (Upper Primary, C1 ), the whole-class "Concluding prayer" is prefaced with
instructor's speaking points : This is how Christians talk to God. If you would like to pray with me please join me.
If you don 't then please lower your head so we don 't get distracted while praying this short prayer.

It is understood that all class prayers will be prefaced by this message in future .

Opportunities do exist to provide information or advice to students about attending church services or
youth groups, however, it is usually (but not always) clear that the information should only be provided
to 'interested students'. It is not specified how the instructor determines whether students are
interested or not.

Examples of proselytising identified in the manuals include:

Re

Hand out the flyers for local church services if you have them (Upper Primary, C1 , Lesson 10, p. 100).
How about asking your parents if you could come along to kids club or kids church. (This would be a good
time to hand out flyers.) (Upper Primary, B2, Lesson 17, p. 181 ).

Students are asked to write a newspaper article for inclusion in a newspaper to be distributed at the
Christmas assembly. The newspaper could have details about the local church 's Christmas services at the
back (Upper Primary, B2, Lesson 18, p. 187).

Direct quotes from the Bible were not considered as proselytising on the basis that parents of children
attending these RI classes have indicated an affiliation with Christianity or a desire for their child to
learn about it.
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4.3 Evangelising
The Department defines evangelising as "preaching or advocating a cause or religion with the object of making
converts to Christianity"

3

.

While not explicitly prohibited by the EGPA or EGPR, nor referenced in the RI policy

statement, the Department would expect schools to take appropriate action if aware that evangelising is
occurring outside of an RI class given it could adversely affect the school's ability to provide a safe, supportive
and inclusive environment for students.
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Although proselytising was not common throughout the manuals, evangelising was frequently
identified in all teachers' manuals - both in terms of teachers' evangelising to students, and students
being encouraged to evangelise to others.

Examples of activities that may encourage students to evangelise:

Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 18, p. 190: Students could compose a poem, song, drama to communicate the

gospel to others.

Lower Primary, C2, Lesson 17, p. 153: Students could make beaded bracelets or necklaces and give them

to their friends as a way of sharing the good news about Jesus.

4.4 Consistency with legislation and departmental policies, procedures and
frameworks
4.4. 1 RI policy statement

The RI policy statement specifies the process for establishing an RI program in a state school, and the
implementation of the program by religious leaders. The Connect materials as such do not contravene the

RI policy given there are no requirements regarding the content of RI program materials.
The RI policy supporting document, Considerations for principals establishing and implementing religious
4

instruction, states that 'authorised programs of RI are reviewed to ensure they do not contravene legislation or

Re

departmental procedures, and are made available to the school community on request. '

Two lessons that stood out as being inconsistent with the RI policy in that they encourage advertising
of Anglican Church programs were:

Lower Primary 81 , Lesson 20, p. 190 which focuses on the "Mothers Union", a mission agency of the
Anglican Church of Australia.

3

Chaplaincy and student welfare services: Definitions http://education.qld.gov.au/schools/healthy/chaplaincystudent-welfare. htm I

4

A program of religious instruction approved by the faith group for delivery to students of that faith group in a single or
cooperative arrangement. The religious leader/s of the faith group authorises the program of instruction (s. 27 EGPR).
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Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 20, p. 174 which is entirely focused on the Anglican Year 13 Youth Works Gap
Year program (volunteer work overseas) and aims to advertise and recruit students for an overseas aid
program (even though they will not be eligible to sign up for several years).

Creation of artefacts
Some lessons propose making artefacts such as art works that could be used for classroom displays, or
greetings cards and messages to give to family and friends. To be consistent with the Department's RI policy,
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any displays would need to be removed from the classroom at the end of the RI lesson . The instructor and the
school should ensure that RI students do not give any materials used or created in RI lessons (including
greeting cards) to students who do not attend RI classes .
Examples include:

Infants A1 , Lesson 3, p. 37 - creating a wall mural of God's creation .
Infants A 1, Lesson 7, p. 69 - folding paper to make Arks .

Infants A 1, Lesson 10, p. 100 - making Easter greetings cards for family and friends .

4.4.2

Student Protection

Some of the advice and activities in the Connect teacher's manuals were identified as being
inconsistent with current student protection practices. Of particular note was an activity to share
secrets; mentions of 'special friends'; and a suggestion that teachers meet one-to-one with students
who are interested in finding out more about Christianity. It is noted that more recently published
manuals suggest that another adult should be present for any one-to-one discussions.
Examples include:

Upper Primary, A2 , Lesson 2, p. 28 - "Just as Jesus used everyday events to disguise his secret, ask each
pair to discuss and then write a story to disguise their own secret." For a wide range of reasons , including

Re

that students of all ages should see teachers and school staff as trusted adults and feel safe to share
information, this content would not be supported . No activities/content should teach or encourage students
to keep secrets.

Lower Primary A2, Lesson 10, p. 92-3 - uses of the term 'special friends'. The use of the term 'special
friends' is not supported because of student protection considerations . Whilst the context in th is instance is
understood ('Jesus was asking Matthew to be one of his special friends' and 'Jesus calls us to become one
of his special friends'), the term is closely associated with grooming behaviour and therefore this language
is deemed inappropriate .
Upper Primary, A2, p. 197 - 'Helpful teaching techniques' provides advice on 'Talking one-to-one with a
student', indicating that instructors should talk to students in full view of other students or teachers, even
though the conversation is private. Best practice would be for instructors to ensure that all discussions with
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students (including whole class, group or individual discussions) take place in full view of a school based
staff member and other students .

4.4.3

Student Health and Wellbeing, and Safe and
Supportive School Communities

There are a number of lessons, particularly in the Upper Primary materials, that have the potential to
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negatively affect the social and emotional wellbeing of particular students who may have depressive
tendencies, be in a fragile state, or could blame themselves for things happening around them, for
example family break up or death of a loved one. These lessons also have the potential to upset students, or
cause disturbances and bad dreams. These lessons talked about deserving punishment, the consequences of
your sin on others, and specific Bible events.
Example include:

Upper Primary, 82 , Lesson 3, p. 35 - drinking tomato juice to represent blood.
Upper Primary, 82 , Lesson 4, p. 53 - "The punishment for sin is death".

Upper Primary, Activity book, p. 29 (Student activity book) - indicates "If you live to satisfy your desires,
you will die".

Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 15, p. 161 - Teacher asks: "What is the end result for someone whose goal is
to please themselves?". Accept responses: They will die.

Lower Primary, 81, Lesson 9, p. 94 - Class debate regarding whether it was right or wrong for the disciple
to cut off the servant's ear.

Lower Primary, C1, Lesson 17, p. 146 - So these leaders met together to try and think of a plan to get rid
of Daniel. With a partner, spend one minute thinking of ways they might get rid of him.

Lower Primary, A1, p. 86 - Sad day activity: asking students to write a letter to a friend, expressing their

Re

feelings and confusion about all they saw and heard when Jesus was arrested and killed .
Upper Primary C1 , Lesson 8, p. 72 (Domino effect lesson) - which tells students their sin will have
consequences for others around them . Examples are given of sinners and how this then led to babies
dying, unhappiness, and other events.

Potential health and safety concerns were also raised with a small number of lessons.
Examples include:
Lower Primary, A2, Lesson 6, p. 63 - baking a mystery Bible cake (that may affect students with food
allergies).
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Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 13, p. 119 - adding bleach to a glass of coloured water.
Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 8, p. 81 - using needles for craft.
Upper Primary, 82 , p. 236 (and elsewhere) - handing out lollies and eating as much ice-cream as you can
in one minute.
The Help with classroom management section of some manuals (for example Upper Primary, 82, p. 236)
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discusses punishment for misbehaviour and states, "Do not let the students' off after promising punishment". In
all circumstances, behaviour management is the responsibility of the school and classroom teacher and under
no circumstances should a volunteer RI instructor 'punish' children. RI instructors should discuss any behaviour
concerns with the classroom teacher. A staff member from the school is to be present during all RI classes.

4.4.4

Inclusive Education

Each manual has the same layout with respect to certain information for instructors, for example The special
needs of indigenous students, Understanding the student: the learning theory undergirding Connect, and Help
with classroom management. Some of the language suggestions used in these sections, particularly in
the older publications, is not consistent with inclusive education practices.
Examples include:

Referring to students with specials needs in the "Is your class different?" teacher information (Upper
Primary, A2, p. 202 and other manuals) suggests that "Teachers should not jump to the false conclusion
that these students are unintelligent". This language is not appropriate nor consistent with departmental
policies .

Similarly, the section on "The special needs of indigenous students" (also in Upper Primary, A2, p. 204 and
other manuals) suggests : "Aboriginal students are most teachable when sitting in small groups outside
under a tree." Again, this language is inappropriate and not consistent with departmental policies, as is the
assumption that "(S)RE followed by a barbecue lunch on Friday, then an afternoon's sport would be the

Re

most pleasurable experience Aboriginal Primary students could imagine".

Both of these examples are also included in what appears to be one of the later editions of the manuals - Upper
Primary, C1 , pp. 217 and 219.5

There is discussion in some lessons about punishment for sins and a potential implication that
disabilities are punishment for sin.

5

When media coverage occurred regarding these examples from the Connect materials during the course of

the review, Youthworks contacted the Department acknowledging that the instructions/guidelines were 'dated
and clunky' and provided a revised document.
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For example:
Lower Primary, C2, Lesson 6, p. 54 talks about" .. .he had 38 years of not being able to walk, run, jump ...
invited the students to suggest other things the man would not be able to do".
Lower Primary, C2, Lesson 8, p. 74 says : "Some of the people from that village wondered why this man
was born blind. Was it a punishment from God because his parents or someone else had done something

4.4.5
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wrong."

Animal Ethics

A couple of animal ethics considerations were identified, including the previously mentioned references
to sacrificing animals. The pedagogic value of these exercises is unclear.
Examples include:

Upper Primary 82, Lesson 17, p. 183 which suggests that the instructor "bring in a dead animal to dissect".
Lower Primary C2, Lesson 15, pp. 128 and 133 which suggests the teacher bring in some "pretend
sacrifices" which are used two activities during the lesson. However it is unclear what kind of 'pretend
sacrifices' will be used e.g. food or animals sacrifices .

4.5 Delivery cycle and version control

Connect is delivered as a three-year program. The A, Band C labelling of each manual indicates which year of
the program it belongs to. Youthworks has advised that, with a few exceptions, most instructors should be
working on the same stage of the program (A, B or C) in any given year. However, there is no certainty that the
majority of instructors are using the same cycle nor the same version of the manuals.

Manuals are reviewed and updated every three years, although essential updates can occur at any time.
Youthworks has advised that, in 2016, most instructors would be delivering lessons from C manuals. As a

Re

result, Youthworks is currently reviewing and updating the A manuals for use by most instructors in 2017.

Of note is that there is no clear labelling of the manuals to identify the relevant version. The copyright
date on the last page is the only information showing the version/date of publication, rather than an
obvious version number clearly identified on the cover of the manual. This means that there could be a
large number of materials being used in schools which are significantly outdated and containing
inappropriate content.

4.6 Age appropriateness
Unless they have a teaching background, it is unlikely that RI instructors would have the expertise to
know what children of a particular age can and cannot do prior to undertaking the activity with students,
and would rely on the manuals to guide them.
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There are some suggested activities, such as a crossword puzzle in the Infants A 1 manual, which may be too
difficult for many of the younger students in the grouping. However, the teacher's manuals provide a level of
flexibility that instructors could work on these activities as a whole class or skip activities that seem too
complicated for the students.
For some lessons, the teacher's manuals provide specific advice on elements that would be inappropriate for

Examples include:
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the target age group and advise teachers to avoid these.

Infants A1, Lesson 7, p. 65 which suggests that instructors show students pictures from a children's Bible
when discussing the story of Noah's ark. However, the teacher's manual specifically states that instructors
should not show pictures of people perishing in the flood.

Infants A 1, Lesson 9, p. 85 - In a lesson on the Easter story about Jesus dying on the cross, instructors
are warned that "some students may be upset by this story of the death of Jesus. Do not go into details of
Jesus' suffering with students of this age group".

Infants A1, Lesson 7, p. 67 - In a lesson on Noah's Ark, instructors are advised that: "If a student asks
about the fate of people who didn't go on board the ark, you may point out that the ark was for all of the
people who chose to follow God".

4.7 Revising content

Under current legislation, there is no oversight or regulation of RI programs other than it must be
approved by the relevant faith group.

The publishers of Connect are continuing to review the materials to ensure they remain relevant. It seems that
substantial work has gone into removing the perception of proselytising from the publications (for example,
through the preface added to the whole class Concluding prayers which provide the option to participate).
Youthworks has advised the Department on several occasions in correspondence, and in the media, that the

Re

publishers are willing to work with the Department to improve the Connect resources.

Given the Department has not reviewed any other RI materials, it is recognised that the publishers of Connect
could use a favourable outcome from this review to further promote its materials for RI classes across
Australian and New Zealand .

While outside the scope of this review, it is recognised that RI materials (other than Connect) being used in
state schools across Queensland may not be consistent with departmental policies, procedures and
frameworks , may not be developmentally appropriateness for the relevant age groups or could raise other
general concerns.
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5. Conclusions
The review of the Connect materials did not find major inconsistencies with departmental legislation, policies,
procedures or frameworks. Many of the issues identified could be addressed through negotiation with the
publisher and information and advice for instructors about departmental requirements. The current requirement
for school staff to be present in RI classes will continue to provide a safeguard and should ensure that any
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inconsistencies with departmental requirements are monitored .
There are some concepts and lessons within Connect that deal with issues such as sin and punishment that
could potentially affect an at-risk student's wellbeing if not delivered in a sensitive way. However, concepts such
as sin, punishment, forgiveness, and "Jesus as a saviour" are at the core of Christianity and their removal from
Christian RI lessons would significantly impact on the instruction being provided . RI program developers, faith
groups and RI instructors need to remain sensitive and vigilant to the circumstances of students and the impact
specific discussions may have.

The issues raised through the Connect program review have highlighted a much broader issue around the
appropriateness of legislated RI delivery in Queensland state schools and whether expectations regarding
issues such as proselytising and evangelising should be clarified.

6. Recommendations

6.1 Seek amendment of Connect materials

It is recommended that the Department request that the publishers revise the Connect materials as soon as
practicable to address the relevant findings of this review.

It would also be beneficial for the Connect manuals to advise instructors to become familiar with relevant state
Education Department policies and procedures (such as student protection, health and safety, student
wellbeing).

Re

6.2 Audit the versions of materials being used in schools by instructors
It is recommended that an immediate audit of currency of the Connect materials being used in Queensland
state schools be undertaken to ensure that old manuals which include outdated and inappropriate content are
disposed of and are not used with students.

6.3 Amend the RI policy statement
It is recommended that enhancements be made to the RI policy statement to give principals more clarity
regarding their responsibility to review authorised programs of RI to help them satisfy duty of care and
legislative obligations.
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6.4 Communicate with Principals
Principals have been advised that, once finalised, the outcomes of the review will be communicated.
It is recommended that, through these communications, principals be reminded of the need for:
vigilance about appropriate permission being in place for students to attend RI classes
ensuing information about RI classes offered in the school is made available to parents and that parents
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have access to more detailed information and lesson materials if requested

ensuring that the school staff member present during RI classes raise any concerns or issues with the
principal.

6.5 Communicate with faith groups who use Connect

It is recommended that communication occurs with the Christian faith groups in Queensland that are known to
use Connect to advise of the outcome of the review and highlight issues raised, including:
ensuring RI instructors are using the most recent updated versions of the materials

avoiding specific concepts and terms (such as rape, incest, bigamy in the teacher's notes) and the need for
sensitivity when discussing particular concepts with students (such as animal sacrifice, physical
punishment)

advising instructors to familiarise themselves with relevant departmental policies and procedures (such as
student protection, health and safety, student wellbeing)

avoiding advertising Year 13 or other Anglican programs

avoiding baking cakes or providing food such as lollies to avoid potential consequences with food allergies
and conflict with healthy eating concepts promoted in schools.

Re

6.6 Improve data capture

It is recommended that, at a minimum, the number of student participating in RI or other instruction is captured
by the Department. Further investigation into the collection of data such as the faith groups providing RI in
schools and the programs they deliver should also be considered .

6. 7 Parliamentary Committee review
There are a number of strong and competing views regarding RI. It has become evident through the course of
the review that there is the need for a more forensic examination of the objectives, program materials,
implementation, and roles and responsibilities of principals and faith groups, within a twenty-first century state
schooling environment. It is recommended that a Parliamentary Committee Inquiry be established to ensure that
all stakeholders have the opportunity to provide input into a thorough, independent and transparent review.
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APPENDIX 1

Review of Connect Religious Instruction Materials
Terms of Reference

Purpose

Scope

Review of the Connect Religious Instruction Materials
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Title

The purpose of the review of the Connect RI materials is to determine if they
are consistent with legislation and DET policy I procedures, including the
Religious Instruction policy statement.
In Scope

All Connect teacher's manuals:

Infants for students aged 5-7 years;

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years;

Upper Primary for students aged 10-12 years.

All Connect student workbooks:

Infants for students aged 5-7 years;

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years;

Upper Primary for students aged 10-12 years.

Out of Scope

Review of any other RI programs.
Review of the RI policy statement or legislation.

Timeframe

Dissatisfaction from stakeholders with polarised views regardless of the
outcome.
Mitigation: Ongoing communication with stakeholders.

Re

Risks

To Minister by 30 June 2016

Despite applying the utmost professionalism, reviewers will examine the
material through their value system.
Mitigation: Multiple reviewers and moderation of assessments.

Deliverables

Ministerial Report
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APPENDIX2
Review Team
A team of reviewers was drawn from across the State Schools Division to review the Connect teacher's
manuals .
A mix of staff with substantial knowledge and experience in teaching, curriculum development, government
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policy and administration, and departmental policies and procedures including in the areas of RI , student
wellbeing, inclusive education , and safe and supportive school communities undertook the review with oversight
by an Executive Director.

The reviewers held qualifications in primary and secondary teaching, psychology, social sciences and
governance and public policy.

Each reviewer was allocated one or two teacher's manuals to consider.

The reviewers were briefed on their role to read the manuals and identify any inconsistencies with departmental
legislation, policies or procedures, with a focus on the RI policy. Reviewers were also asked to identify any
areas where the program was developmentally inappropriate for the target age group, and any issues that
caused concern.

Reviewers were aware of the challenges presented by the context of RI in state schools, the Connect materials
and the very diverse nature of thinking about the subject within the broader community. A process of
moderation was employed to support consistency and provide quality assurance across the assessments of the

Re

Connect materials made by individuals.
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APPENDIX3
Overview of the Connect Materials Format
Connect is described as a Christian Education curriculum. It is produced by Christian Education Publications
and Youthworks, which are linked to the Sydney Anglican Diocese.
It is understood that Connect draws on the educational research of Howard Gardner from Harvard University. It
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combines eight "kinds of intelligence" to reach different learning styles: word, music, maths and logic, body (e .g.
movement), space and vision (e.g. creativity), self, interpersonal, and nature.

Connect is intended to be a three-year curriculum presented across three levels of schooling:
•

Infants for students aged 5-7 years (noting that RI is not offered to Prep students in Queensland State
schools)

•

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years

•

Upper Primary for students aged 10-12 years .

Each level comprises six teaching manuals of approximately 200 pages. Each teaching manual comprises 20
lessons of approximately 25-30 minutes duration.

The 'Welcome' section in each manual explains that the 'curriculum has as its foundation the belief that it is
important to allow the Bible's own theological framework to determine what is taught and how it is taught". The
Welcome also talks about linking "interested children" to church-run children's and youth activities so that they
can experience Christian community and learn more about the Christian faith.
For each of the 20 lessons in the teacher's manuals provide instructors with :
Lesson Aim - the focus concept to be taught in each lesson.

•

Lesson Outcomes -the knowledge, understanding, skills, values and attitudes that the lesson seeks to
teach.

•

Re

•

Memory Verse - a verse for students to recite and memorise. The same verse is usually used for three to
five lessons.

•

Bible background - notes to give more detailed information to help the instructor to understand the main
elements of the lesson, their place in the Bible and their historical background.

•

A list of things they will need - such as pens, paper, music, visual aids, CD player, blue-tack, activity
books, etc.

•

Other resources - this usually refers to music or an audio-visual that is not part of the Connect program
and needs to be separately purchased .
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•

Before you start - instructions on how to prepare for the lesson e.g. "If you intend to use an interactive
whiteboard, review the PowerPoint slides for the lesson on the CD-ROM that comes with the manual", or
"Photocopy enough Visual aids on p. 19 of the Judges 1 worksheet for each student".

•

A 'teacher's' prayer - a short prayer in wh ich the instructor may ask for God's guidance in delivering the
lesson.

•

A 'Way In' - such as an icebreaking activity, song or asking some simple questions.
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•

Bible Focus - speaking points that the instructor may use in the lesson, questions to ask the class and
examples of responses students may provide to questions. Some lessons include a role play activity or
particular Bible verses to read .

•

Connections - speaking points for the instructor to use to link the lesson to the students own lives .

•

Concluding prayer - a short prayer for the class to say together e.g. "Dear God , thank you that you are a
faithful God. Thank you that despite Israel 's disobedience you still raised up judges to save them . We pray
that we may not be like the Israelites. Please help us to obey you and follow you. In Jesus' name we pray.
Amen" (Lesson 1, Upper Primary C1 ). Earlier editions of the manuals (wh ich may still be in use) indicate
the whole class should participate. Recently published manuals give students an option to not participate.

•

Taking it further - additional ideas for longer lessons including songs, movement, Bible exploration, etc.

•

'Teacher' reflections - prompting questions about how the lesson went and how to change it next time.

•

For the next lesson - a guide to preparation for the next lesson in the book.

•

Support materials - activity sheets that can be photocopied, teaching props etc.

Two disks are provided with each teacher's manual : one contains music and drama, and the other provides
PowerPoints and PDFs to support each lesson.

Re

In addition, student workbooks are available to support each manual. The student workbooks generally have
one page for each lesson and include activities such as colouring-in, Bible verses with letters missing for the
students to complete, crosswords etc. The back pages of the student workbooks include prayers (such as the
Lord's Prayer) and words to songs provided on the teacher's disk.

As of 1 October 2015, each teacher's manual costs $31 .95, each student workbook costs $2 .99 (parents are
often invoiced for the cost of the workbook) and each visual aid pack costs $31 .95. There are also a range of
other material available for purchase from Christian Education Publications, including a 'preschool curriculum '
designed for children aged 3-5, a 'Kindy' teacher's manual designed for the first year of school and a teacher's
manual titled Big Questions for students in year 6 to explore issues such as 'What's gone wrong with the
world?', 'Does God really care about me?', 'What's the purpose of my life?' and 'How will I make choices about
my future?'
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Executive Summary
In June 2016, the Minister for Education announced a review of the Connect materials used by various Christian
faith groups for the delivery of Religious Instruction (RI) in some Queensland state schools . This move was
precipitated by a number of reported concerns in the media and the suspension of the program at a Brisbane
state school.
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RI is a program of instruction approved and provided by a religious denomination or society in state schools
according to the Education (General Provisions) Act 2006 and Education (General Provisions) Regulation 2006.
Connect is intended for delivery as a three-year program presented across three phases of schooling:
•

Infants for students aged 5 to 7 years

•

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years

•

Upper Primary for students aged 10 to 12 years.

The review focused on the consistency of the materials with legislation and departmental policies, procedures
and frameworks; the developmental appropriateness of the materials for the relevant age groups; and other
general concerns raised in complaints.

In summary, the review has found that the vast majority of C nnect materials do not contravene the Department
of Education and Training's legislation, policies, procedures r frameworks.
There are, however, a number of issues that need to be addr:ess
to animal sacrifice, prostitution and murder, as

including references anator activities related

ell as a number of les ~ ns and activities which have the

potential to cause psychological harm and affect students' health and wellbeing.

There are also some concerning exa pies of advice and activities that do not align with student protection
practices and could unintentional! support grooming behaviour. urther, some anguage within the manuals
related to Indigenous and Torres Strai Islander students and stu ents with disability that is inconsistent with

Re

inclusive education practices.

A further concern is that RI instructors may be using older, outdated editions of the materials that should not be
used with students.

It is recommended that communications are entered into as soon as practicable with the publisher to address
these issues. Through correspondence to date, the publisher has expressed a willingness to work with the
Department to address any concerns raised and to amend the materials.
While outside the scope of this review, there is a broader consideration of whether the legislation governing RI
in state schools meets contemporary parent and community expectations that a principal has the authorityand the responsibility - to oversee and quality assure programs delivered within their school.
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Additionally, there is no legislated prohibition on proselytising or evangelising. Proselytising is defined within the
RI policy, however, it is only referenced within the supporting document in relation to cooperative arrangements
where two or more faith groups are working together. Otherwise, the legislation, RI policy and supporting
documents are currently silent regarding proselytising or evangelising.
While the Connect materials are, in the main, in alignment with legislation and departmental policies,
procedures and frameworks, amendments to some sections of the materials are required and further
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exploration of the legislative remit in relation to RI is recommended.
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1.0 Background
1.1 Provision of RI in Queensland state schools
RI has been available in Queensland state schools for over 100 years following the outcome of a referendum
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conducted in April 1910.
RI is a program of instruction approved and provided by a religious denomination or society in state schools
according to the Education (General Provisions) Act 2006 (EGPA) and Education (General Provisions)

Regulation 2006 (EGPR).

Section 76 of the EGPA states that schools must allow provision of RI for a period of up to one hour per week if
approached by a faith group seeking to provide RI when students of that faith group attend the school.
Participation in RI is not compulsory. Students are allocated to RI classes (or other instruction) based on the
faith group nominated by their parents on their enrolment form or if their parents have provided other written
permission for their child to attend RI classes.

If a parent has indicated on the enrolment form 'no religion ' or 'no reli ion nominated' or a response that is not
represented in the school's RI program, then the student will receive other instruction in a separate location at
the school while RI classes are taking place. Parents can ehan e their preference for their child to participate in
RI or other instruction at any time by notifying the schoo1 in

riting.

RI is only available to students from Year 1 in state primary, secondary and Sl)ecial s hools . It is not offered to
Prep students.

RI is not a Queensland curriculum or syllabus. The Depar:tment has no involvement in the selection of content
for RI programs. However, as with any . rogram or activity delivered in a school, principals have a duty of care
to take all reasonable steps to mini 1se the risk of foreseeabl harm to the stuoents at their school and are

Re

responsible for ensuring that the co tent and activities do not contravene legislation or departmental policies.
The Department's RI policy and supportin documents provide guidance for principals in the process of RI
delivery and considerations for faith groups regarding establishing and implementing an RI program in state
schools.

Within Queensland state schools, RI classes are juxtaposed with a multitude of cultural, religious and nonreligious viewpoints. Schools seek to respect the back!;Jround and beliefs of their students and school
community and respond to the wishes of parents .

1.2 Data on RI in Queensland state schools
The Department does not currently collect data on the number of students participating in RI , the schools which
offer RI programs, the faith groups providing RI in schools, or the materials used by faith groups to deliver RI.
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While data on religion nominated on students' enrolment forms is captured by OneSchool, this is only a proxy
measure for participation in RI classes. This data is not considered an accurate indicator of the number of
students actually participating in RI because, for example, the RI program nominated by parents may not be
available at the school and parents can change their preference for their child to pariticpate in RI (or not) at any
time .
Noting the unreliability of the OneSchool data, the percentages of students who have a religion recorded in
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OneSchool at certain points in time over the past five years is identified below.
Table 1: Percentage of students with a religion recorded in OneSchool

Data Collection Point in Time

% of all student enrolments with a religion recorded

Aug 2012

12.7%

Oct 2013

20.0%

June 2014

25.2%

July 2015

29.8%

May 2016

/

\.

-

; 3£ 4%
...

."
\

E

..
The increase in the number of students with a religion recorded 1s primarll~ the result of-tne religion question on

the enrolment form becoming mandatory in 2014.

Anecdotal evidence suggests that regular weekly RI classes do not usually occur in secondary schools even
though the legislation allows for it.

1.3 Recent RI changes a Windsor State School

On 3 June 2016, the Principal of Windsor State School wrote to parents of students at the school advising that
he was unable to permit continued use of the Connect program at the school and was obliged to suspend RI
lessons immediately.

The Principal explained that it had only recently come to tns attention that none of the programs, such as
Connect, used by faith groups to deliver RI are approved or endorsed by the Department. In accordance with
the Department's RI policy, he had undertaken a review of the Connect materials and found that they
contravene the policy that prohibits proselytising . He explained that:

"Connect lessons go beyond imparting knowledge of Biblical references, and extend to soliciting
children to develop a personal faith in God and Jesus to become a Christian or 'Kingdom Kid '."
The Principal also wrote to the RI Coordinator at the School confirming a previous discussion about his decision
to suspend the program .
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In undated correspondence to the RI Coordinator, the Principal explained that he had reviewed the Connect
program which was being used at the school and found it to be in contravention of the Department's RI policy.
He considered that the Connect program appeared to be "based on the premise of trying to solicit them
[students] for a decision to become the kind of Christian prescribed in the materials". The Principal identified
more than 30 examples of what he considered proselytising in the Connect materials.
Many of the examples provided could not be located by reviewers in the current Connect materials . The
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publisher of the Connect materials has advised that these references were referring to outdated manuals .
Further, the Principal advised that he would review any alternative RI programs presented to him and resume RI
classes if he found the materials to be consistent with the Department's requirements.

This is the second time an RI program has been suspended at Windsor State School. It is understood that in
2014, under the leadership of the former principal, the Access Ministries program - published by an
interdenominational Christian organisation based in Victoria - was suspended following lobbying by parents.

1.4 Defining Proselytising

Central to the debate about the Connect materials is the definition of proselytising. The definition attached to the
Department's RI policy statement defines 'proselytising' as 'soliciting
relig ious affiliation' .1

There are disparate views on what may constitute proselytising in RI:
1.

If a student's parent has nominated a particular religion on their child's enrolment fo m (e.g. Christian), then
the student is of that religion or affiliated with that religion and, there ore, any RI providea in that religion
cannot be viewed as proselytising.

2.

If a student's parent has nominate ,-a particular religious denomination or:i their child's enrolment form (e.g.
Anglican), and the student partieipates in a cooperative arrangement (e.g. Anglican and Baptist), any

3.

Re

soliciting by an RI instructor fo the student to change their denomination e.g. from Anglican to Baptist)

While parents may nominate a religion for their child on the enrolment form, the child may not have
personally accepted that religion and, therefore, RI could be viewed as trying to solicit the child to follow a
particular religion.

A supporting document attached to the RI policy statement, 'Considerations for faith groups establishing and
implementing religious instruction' provides the only reference to proselytising in relation to cooperative
arrangements where two or more faith groups are working together, stating that a RI Coordinator must: 'Advise
religious instructors that they are not to proselytise in a cooperative arrangement.' 2

1

http://ed ucation. gld .gov .au/schools/school-operations/ri-definitions. htm I

2

http:/led ucation. qld .gov .au/schools/school-operations/ri-considerations-faith-grou ps .htm I
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At any time, parents may choose for their child to attend RI classes, including those delivered by a cooperative
arrangement.
What is not clear is whether proselytising is considered to occur when students who don't identify with a
Christian faith are being placed into Christian RI classes by their parents.
Although outside the scope of this review, it is noted that legal advice provided by faith groups has
indicated the view that there is no legislative basis for prohibition of proselytising in the EGPA or EGPR.
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The Department's Legal and Administrative Law Branch supports this view.

2.0 Review methodology

The review of the Connect materials focused on the 18 teacher's manuals and accompanying student
workbooks. The key aim of the review was to determine whether these materials are consistent with legislation
and departmental policies, procedures and frameworks (including but not limited to the RI policy, health and
wellbeing, inclusive education, and safe and supportive school communities); developmental appropriateness of
the materials for the relevant age groups; and any general concerns.

The Terms of Reference for the review are at Appendix 1, along with a description of the review team at
Appendix 2.

A moderation process was used to support consistency an

3.0 The Connect materials

by Christian Education Publications

Connect describes itself as a Christian Ed .cation--curricul

and Youthworks Media, which are linke to the Sydney Anglican Diocese.

•

Re

Connect is intended to be a three-year program presented across three levels of schooling :

Infants for students aged 5 to 7 years ( oting that RI is not o ered to Prep students in Queensland state
schools)

•

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years

•

Upper Primary for students aged 10 to 12 years.

Each year of the program is labelled with a series i.e. "A", "B" or "C" and proposed semester. Youthworks has
advised that about 90 per cent of instructors are teaching from the "C" series in 2016 and will teach from the "A"
series in 2017.
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Updates are made in the year prior to the series being used in the majority of schools. Therefore, the "A" series
is currently being updated for use in 2017. Major updates (such as removal of the David and Goliath lesson
earlier in 2016) are posted on Connect's web portal and advice emailed to all known customers.
RI instructors may or may not purchase new manuals from year-to-year. It is therefore possible that
some instructors are teaching from outdated materials. Youthworks has advised that when major
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changes occur, such as in 2013, all instructors were required to purchase new teacher's manuals.
Further contextual information on the Connect materials is at Appendix 3.

4.0 Findings

Following are the findings of the Review of the Connect program conducted in June 2016.

4.1 Christian historical beliefs, concepts and terms

Throughout Connect, the Bible is represented as a factual, historical document. An example of this is in Lower
Primary, C1, Teaching Techniques and Hints, p. 93: "Emphasise that these events are historical and true ... ".
The use of Christian historical beliefs, concepts and terms is unavoidable ·i:i a Christian RI class. However,
some of these Christian historical beliefs, concepts and term~y not be c~ sidered appropriate for discussion
with primary school students, even in the context of a Ghris ·an RI class or as a direct quotes from the Bible.
Each lesson within the Connect teacher's manuals provides backgroucid information UR er the heading "Bible
background" to help the instructor contextualise the lesson. There re some events, concept~ nd terms
discussed in this section, such as incest, rape, prostitution, murder, an,(', animal and human,sacrifice, which are
not developmentally appropriate to be discussed with primary school students. For example, reference is made
to rape in Infants C1, p. 70; to murder i

pper Primary A1, p 55; and to ani al/human sacrified in Lower

Pirmary C2, p. 64. However, this section is not for the purpose of discussion

~ students and is only for the

Re

instructor's background . As such, if'is not considered a contravention of depar!m'ental requirements.
In a very small number of instances, so~

of these terms are referred to in the speaking points for discussion

with the class or in materials for distribution t students. Events and concepts such as animal sacrifice and
'wasting money on women' (referring to prostitufion) are not considered developmentally appropriate for the
target age group. Although these concepts are u ed rn th materials as direct Bible quotes, their
continued use in primary schools is not considere~ppropriate.
Examples include:
Upper Primary, C1, Lesson 4, p. 46 (Student Worksheet) includes a Bible quote on animal sacrifice:
"Finally, Saul commanded, 'Bring me some animals, so we can offer sacrifices to please the LORD and ask
for his help'. Saul killed one of the animals ... "
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Upper Primary, A2, Student activity book, Lesson 7, p. 13 includes references to wasting money on women
(i.e. prostitution) in a Bible quote: "This other son of yours wasted your money on [women]'. While not
explicit in its description of the meaning, this reference is not considered appropriate for 10-12 year
old students.
Upper Primary, 82, Student activity book, Lesson 19, p. 38 mentions "virgin" and "not sleeping together" in
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a Bible reference about Mary and Joseph and the conception of Jesus.
Terms such as sin, punishment, death, and Jesus being nailed to the cross, which are found throughout
the Connect program are a reflection of the Bible's content and on which Christianity is based. While
some non-Christians may take offence to the use of these terms, it would be difficult to provide
Christian RI without reference to such terms and concepts.

4.2 Proselytising

Only a small number of examples of proselytising were found in the Connect teacher's manuals considering the
volume of material provided. It is apparent that the publishers have made a concerted effort in recent versions
of the materials to remove perceptions of proselytising. For example, unlike previous versions, in the more
recently updated teacher's manual (Upper Primary, C1 ), the whole-class "Concluding prayer" is prefaced with
instructor's speaking points: This is how Christians talk to God. If au.would like to pray with me please join me.
If you don't then please lower your head so we don 't get disl{.8cted whil~

aying this short prayer.

It is understood that all class prayers will be prefaced by thi message in fuJ e.

Opportunities do exist to provide information or advice to students about attenclrn church services or
youth groups, however, it is usually (but not always) clear tha th,,.nformation should nly be provided
to 'interested students'. It is not specifie~how,,t e instructor determines whether students are
interested or not.

Re

Examples of proselytising identmed i

How about asking your parents if you could come along to k"ds club or kids church. (This would be a good
time to hand out flyers.) (Upper Primacy, B , Lesson V, p. 81 ).

Students are asked to write a newspaper article for i clusion in a newspaper to be distributed at the
Christmas assembly. The newspaper could have etails about the local church's Christmas services at the
back (Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 18, p. 187).

Direct quotes from the Bible were not considered as proselytising on the basis that parents of children
attending these RI classes have indicated an affiliation with Christianity or a desire for their child to
learn about it.
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4.3 Evangelising
The Department defines evangelising as "preaching or advocating a cause or religion with the object of making
3

converts to Christianity" . While not explicitly prohibited by the EGPA or EGPR, nor referenced in the RI policy
statement, the Department would expect schools to take appropriate action if aware that evangelising is
occurring outside of an RI class given it could adversely affect the school's ability to provide a safe, supportive
and inclusive environment for students.
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Although proselytising was not common throughout the manuals, evangelising was frequently
identified in all teachers' manuals - both in terms of teachers' evangelising to students, and students
being encouraged to evangelise to others.

Examples of activities that may encourage students to evangelise:

Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 18, p. 190: Students could compose a poem, song, drama to communicate the
gospel to others.

Lower Primary, C2, Lesson 17, p. 153: Students could make beaded bracelets or necklaces and give them
to their friends as a way of sharing the good news about Jesus.

4.4 Consistency with legislation and departmental policies, procedures and
frameworks
4.4. 1 RI policy statement

The RI policy statement specifies the process for establishin9 an

implementation of the program by religious l~ader~. The Connect ma erials as such do n

contravene the

RI policy given there are no requirements regarding,the content of RL,,program materials.
The RI policy supporting document, Considerations for principals establishing and implementing religious
4

instruction, states that 'authorised (rograms of RI are reviewed to ensure they'cfo not contravene legislation or

Re

departmental procedures, and are ,;ade available to the school Jimmunity on request.'

Two lessons that stood out as beingJnconsistent with the Rhpolicy in that they encourage advertising
of Anglican Church programs were:

Lower Primary 81, Lesson 20, p. 190 which focuses n the "Mothers Union", a mission agency of the
Anglican Church of Australia.

3

Chaplaincy and student welfare services: Definitions http://education.qld.gov.au/schools/healthy/chaplaincystudent-welfare. htm I

4

A program of religious instruction approved by the faith group for delivery to students of that faith group in a single or
cooperative arrangement. The religious leader/s of the faith group authorises the program of instruction (s. 27 EGPR).
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Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 20, p. 174 which is entirely focused on the Anglican Year 13 Youth Works Gap
Year program (volunteer work overseas) and aims to advertise and recruit students for an overseas aid
program (even though they will not be eligible to sign up for several years).

Creation of artefacts
Some lessons propose making artefacts such as art works that could be used for classroom displays, or
greetings cards and messages to give to family and friends . To be consistent with the Department's RI policy,
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any displays would need to be removed from the classroom at the end of the RI lesson. The instructor and the
school should ensure that RI students do not give any materials used or created in RI lessons (including
greeting cards) to students who do not attend RI classes.
Examples include:

Infants A1, Lesson 3, p. 37 - creating a wall mural of God's creation.
Infants A1, Lesson 7, p. 69 - folding paper to make Arks.

Infants A 1, Lesson 10, p. 100 - making Easter greetings cards for family and friends .

4.4.2

Student Protection

Some of the advice and activities in the Connect

eacher's manuals were identified as being

inconsistent with current student protection practices. Of particula

note was an activity to share

secrets; mentions of 'special friends'; and a suggestion that teachers meet· o e-to-one with students
who are interested in finding out more about Christianit~ ltc is

o ed

that more ecently published

manuals suggest that another adult should be present for any one-to-one discussions!
Examples include:

-

~

Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 2, . 28 - "Just as Jesus used everyday events to disguise his secret, ask each
pair to discuss and then write a story to disguise their own secret." For a wide range of reasons, including

Re

that students of all ages should see
' teachers and school staffaas trusted adults and feel safe to share
ported. No activitie~/content should teach or encourage students
information, this content would not be~
to keep secrets.

Lower Primary A2, Lesson 10, p. 92-3 - uses of he t m 'special friends'. The use of the term 'special
friends' is not supported because of student prot~tion considerations . Whilst the context in this instance is
understood ('Jesus was asking Matthew to be one of his special friends' and 'Jesus calls us to become one
of his special friends'), the term is closely associated with grooming behaviour and therefore this language
is deemed inappropriate.
Upper Primary, A2, p. 197 - 'Helpful teaching techniques' provides advice on 'Talking one-to-one with a
student', indicating that instructors should talk to students in full view of other students or teachers, even
though the conversation is private. Best practice would be for instructors to ensure that all discussions with
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students (including whole class, group or individual discussions) take place in full view of a school based
staff member and other students.

4.4.3

Student Health and Wellbeing, and Safe and
Supportive School Communities

There are a number of lessons, particularly in the Upper Primary materials, that have the potential to
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negatively affect the social and emotional wellbeing of particular students who may have depressive
tendencies, be in a fragile state, or could blame themselves for things happening around them, for
example family break up or death of a loved one. These lessons also have the potential to upset students, or
cause disturbances and bad dreams. These lessons talked about deserving punishment, the consequences of
your sin on others, and specific Bible events .
Example include:

Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 3, p. 35 - drinking tomato juice to represent blood.
Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 4, p. 53 - "The punishment for sin is death".

Upper Primary, Activity book, p. 29 (Student activity book) - indicates "If you live to satisfy your desires,
you will die".

Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 15, p. 161 - Teacher asks:

to please themselves?". Accept responses: They will ie.

Lower Primary, 81, Lesson 9, p. 94 - Class debate regardin
to cut off the servant's ear.

Lower Primary, C1. Lesson 17, 1). 1 · - So these leaaers met together to try and think of a plan to get rid
of Daniel. With a partner, spend . ne minute thinking of w , s they might ge \ id of him.

Lower Primary, A1, p. 86 -Sad clay activity: asking students to write a letter to a friend, expressing their

Re

feelings and confusion about all the saw and heard when Jesus was arrested and killed.
Upper Primary C1, Lesson 8, p. 72 (Oomi , effect lesson'l' which tells students their sin will have
consequences for others around them. Examples ar,e giv n of sinners and how this then led to babies
dying, unhappiness, and other events.
Potential health and safety concerns were also raised with a small number of lessons.
Examples include:
Lower Primary, A2, Lesson 6, p. 63 - baking a mystery Bible cake (that may affect students with food
allergies).
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Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 13, p. 119 - adding bleach to a glass of coloured water.
Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 8, p. 81 - using needles for craft.
Upper Primary, 82, p. 236 (and elsewhere) - handing out lollies and eating as much ice-cream as you can
in one minute.
The Help with classroom management section of some manuals (for example Upper Primary, 82, p. 236)
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discusses punishment for misbehaviour and states, "Do not let the students' off after promising punishment". In
all circumstances, behaviour management is the responsibility of the school and classroom teacher and under
no circumstances should a volunteer RI instructor 'punish' children. RI instructors should discuss any behaviour
concerns with the classroom teacher. A staff member from the school is to be present during all RI classes.

4.4.4

Inclusive Education

Each manual has the same layout with respect to certain information for instructors, for example The special
needs of indigenous students, Understanding the student: the learning theory undergirding Connect, and Help
with classroom management. Some of the language suggestions used in these sections, particularly in

the older publications, is not consistent with inclusive education practices.
Examples include:

Referring to students with specials needs in the "Is, your,

Primary, A2, p. 202 and other manuals) suggests that•, eachers shoul not jump to the false conclusion
that these students are unintelligent". This language is no c\PproP,riate nor consistent with departmental
policies.

Similarly, the section on "The special needs of incligenous students""(also in Upper Primary, A2, p. 204 and
other manuals) suggests: "Aboriginal students are mos:~ achable when,sitting in small groups outside
under a tree." Again, this langua(e is inappropriate and m.>t consisteAt witfudepartmental policies, as is the
assumption that "(S)RE follo ed by a barbecue lunch on Friday, then an·alernoon's sport would be the

Re

most pleasurable experience Aboi:[ginal Primary students could imagine".
Both of these examples are also included in

hat appears to be one of the later editions of the manuals - Upper

5

Primary, C1, pp. 217 and 219.

There is discussion in some lessons about punistime

for sins and a potential implication that

disabilities are punishment for sin.

5

When media coverage occurred regarding these examples from the Connect materials during the course of

the review, Youthworks contacted the Department acknowledging that the instructions/guidelines were 'dated
and clunky' and provided a revised document.
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For example:
Lower Primary, C2, Lesson 6, p. 54 talks about " ... he had 38 years of not being able to walk, run , jump ...
invited the students to suggest other things the man would not be able to do".
Lower Primary, C2, Lesson 8, p. 74 says: "Some of the people from that village wondered why this man
was born blind. Was it a punishment from God because his parents or someone else had done something

4.4.5
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wrong ."

Animal Ethics

A couple of animal ethics considerations were identified, including the previously mentioned references
to sacrificing animals. The pedagogic value of these exercises is unclear.
Examples include:

Upper Primary 82, Lesson 17, p. 183 which suggests that the instructor "bring in a dead animal to dissect".
Lower Primary C2, Lesson 15, pp. 128 and 133 which suggests the teacher bring in some "pretend
sacrifices" which are used two activities during the lesson. However it is unclear what kind of 'pretend
sacrifices' will be used e.g. food or animals sacrifices.

4.5 Delivery cycle and version control

Connect is delivered as a three-year program . The A, Band C abelling,of each mantJa indicates wh ich year of
the program it belongs to. Youthworks has advised that, with a f~

exc~ tions, most instructoi:s should be

working on the same stage of the progra~ ~B or C) in any given year. However, there i$c,rt certainty that the
same version of he manuals.
majority of instructors are using the sa e cycle ~
Manuals are reviewed and upda ed very three years, althoug essential upda 'es can occur at any time.

Re

Youthworks has advised that, in 2 ~ · most instructors would b delivering le ans from C manuals . As a
result, Youthworks is currently reviewing and updating the A man als for use by most instructors in 2017.
Of note is that there is no clear labelling f the manuals to identify the relevant version. The copyright
date on the last page is the only informatio)..showing the v rsion/date of publication, rather than an
obvious version number clearly identified on tti cover ofthe manual. This means that there could be a
large number of materials being used in schools whic are significantly outdated and containing
inappropriate content.

4.6 Age appropriateness
Unless they have a teaching background, it is unlikely that RI instructors would have the expertise to
know what children of a particular age can and cannot do prior to undertaking the activity with students,
and would rely on the manuals to guide them.
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There are some suggested activities, such as a crossword puzzle in the Infants A1 manual, which may be too
difficult for many of the younger students in the grouping . However, the teacher's manuals provide a level of
flexibility that instructors could work on these activities as a whole class or skip activities that seem too
complicated for the students.
For some lessons, the teacher's manuals provide specific advice on elements that would be inappropriate for

Examples include:
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the target age group and advise teachers to avoid these.

Infants A 1, Lesson 7, p. 65 which suggests that instructors show students pictures from a children's Bible
when discussing the story of Noah's ark. However, the teacher's manual specifically states that instructors
should not show pictures of people perishing in the flood.

Infants A1, Lesson 9, p. 85 - In a lesson on the Easter story about Jesus dying on the cross, instructors
are warned that "some students may be upset by this story of the death of Jesus. Do not go into details of
Jesus' suffering with students of this age group".

Infants A1, Lesson 7, p. 67 - In a lesson on Noah's Ark, instructors are advised that: "If a student asks
about the fate of people who didn't go on board the ark, you may~point out that the ark was for all of the
people who chose to follow God".

4. 7 Revising content

Under current legislation, there is no oversight or regulatio
approved by the relevant faith group.

The publishers of Connect are continuing to review the materials to ensur they remain relevant. It seems that
substantial work has gone into removin

Fie perception of p oselytising from t~ publications (for example,

through the preface added to tbe w 0le class Concluding prayers which provide he option to participate).
Youthworks has advised the Dep.artme ton several occasions in eorrespondence, and in the media, that the

Re

publishers are willing to work with the Department to improve the

onnect resources.

,t is recognised that the publishers of Connect
7
could use a favourable outcome from this review to further p , mote its materials for RI classes across
Given the Department has not reviewed afly otne RI mater~a,

Australian and New Zealand.
While outside the scope of this review, it is recognised that RI materials (other than Connect) being used in
state schools across Queensland may not be consistent with departmental policies, procedures and
frameworks, may not be developmentally appropriateness for the relevant age groups or could raise other
general concerns.
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5. Conclusions
The review of the Connect materials did not find major inconsistencies with departmental legislation, policies,
procedures or frameworks. Many of the issues identified could be addressed through negotiation with the
publisher and information and advice for instructors about departmental requirements. The current requirement
for school staff to be present in RI classes will continue to provide a safeguard and should ensure that any
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inconsistencies with departmental requirements are monitored.
There are some concepts and lessons within Connect that deal with issues such as sin and punishment that
could potentially affect an at-risk student's wellbeing if not delivered in a sensitive way. However, concepts such
as sin, punishment, forgiveness, and "Jesus as a saviour" are at the core of Christianity and their removal from
Christian RI lessons would significantly impact on the instruction being provided . RI program developers, faith
groups and RI instructors need to remain sensitive and vigilant to the circumstances of students and the impact
specific discussions may have.

The issues raised through the Connect program review have highlighted a much broader issue around the
appropriateness of legislated RI delivery in Queensland state schools and whether expectations regarding
issues such as proselytising and evangelising should be clarified .

6. Recommendations

6.1 Seek amendment of Connect materia

It is recommended that the Department request that the publishers revis Ahe Connect ma erials as soon as
practicable to address the relevant findings of this review.

It would also be beneficial for the Connect manuals to advise instructors to become familiar with relevant state
Education Department policies and P. cedures (such as studerit protection, he Ith and safety, student
wellbeing) .

Re

6.2 Audit the versions of mate ials being used in schools by instructors
It is recommended that an immediate audit of currency of the C nnect materials being used in Queensland
state schools be undertaken to ensure that old manuals whictv'!nclude outdated and inappropriate content are
disposed of and are not used with students.

6.3 Amend the RI policy statement
It is recommended that enhancements be made to the RI policy statement to give principals more clarity
regarding their responsibility to review authorised programs of RI to help them satisfy duty of care and
legislative obligations.
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6.4 Communicate with Principals
Principals have been advised that, once finalised, the outcomes of the review will be communicated .
It is recommended that, through these communications, principals be reminded of the need for:
vigilance about appropriate permission being in place for students to attend RI classes
ensuing information about RI classes offered in the school is made available to parents and that parents

Re
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have access to more detailed information and lesson materials if requested

ensuring that the school staff member present during RI classes raise any concerns or issues with the
principal.

6.5 Communicate with faith groups who use Connect

It is recommended that communication occurs with the Christian faith groups in Queensland that are known to
use Connect to advise of the outcome of the review and highlight issues raised, including:
ensuring RI instructors are using the most recent updated versions of the materials

avoiding specific concepts and terms (such as rape, incest, bigamy in the teacher's notes) and the need for
sensitivity when discussing particular concepts with students (such as animal sacrifice, physical
punishment)

advising instructors to familiarise themselves with rele

nt departmenta

student protection, health and safety, student wellbeing)

avoiding advertising Year 13 or other Anglican programs

avoiding baking cakes or providiAg food such as lollies to avoid potential consequences with food allergies
and conflict with healthy eating concepts promoted in schools .

6.6 Improve data capture

It is recommended that, at a minimum, the number of student participating in RI or other instruction is captured
by the Department. Further investigation into ttie collection of data such as the faith groups providing RI in
schools and the programs they deliver should also be considered .

6. 7 Parliamentary Committee review
There are a number of strong and competing views regarding RI. It has become evident through the course of
the review that there is the need for a more forensic examination of the objectives, program materials,
implementation, and roles and responsibilities of principals and faith groups, within a twenty-first century state
schooling environment. It is recommended that a Parliamentary Committee Inquiry be established to ensure that
all stakeholders have the opportunity to provide input into a thorough, independent and transparent review.
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APPENDIX 1

Review of Connect Religious Instruction Materials
Terms of Reference

Purpose

Scope

Review of the Connect Religious Instruction Materials
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Title

The purpose of the review of the Connect RI materials is to determine if they
are consistent with legislation and DET policy I procedures, including the
Religious Instruction policy statement.
In Scope

All Connect teacher's manuals:

Infants for students aged 5-7 years;

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years;

Upper Primary for students aged 10-12 years.

All Connect student workbooks:

Infants for students aged 5-7 years;

Out of Scope

Review of any other RI programs.
Review of the RI policy statement or legistation.

Timeframe

Dissatisfaction from stakeholders wit polarised iews regardless of the
outcome.
Mitigation: Ongoing communication ith stakeholders.

Re

Risks

Despite applyiAg the utmost profes 1onalism, reviewers will examine the
material through their alue syste .
Mitigation: Multiple reviewers and moderation of assessments.

Deliverables

Ministerial Report
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APPENDIX 2

Review Team
A team of reviewers was drawn from across the State Schools Division to review the Connect teacher's
manuals.
A mix of staff with substantial knowledge and experience in teaching, curriculum development, government
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policy and administration, and departmental policies and procedures including in the areas of RI, student
wellbeing, inclusive education, and safe and supportive school communities undertook the review with oversight
by an Executive Director.

The reviewers held qualifications in primary and secondary teaching, psychology, social sciences and
governance and public policy.

Each reviewer was allocated one or two teacher's manuals to consider.

The reviewers were briefed on their role to read the manuals and identify any inconsistencies with departmental
legislation, policies or procedures, with a focus on the RI policy. Reviewers were also asked to identify any
areas where the program was developmentally inappropriate for the target age group, and any issues that
caused concern.

Reviewers were aware of the challenges presented by the context of RI ins te schools, the Connect materials
and the very diverse nature of thinking about the subject with"n the broader ommunity. A process of
moderation was employed to support consistency and provide quality assurance acr ss the assessments of the

Re

Connect materials made by individuals.
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APPENDIX 3

Overview of the Connect Materials Format
Connect is described as a Christian Education curriculum . It is produced by Christian Education Publications
and Youthworks, which are linked to the Sydney Anglican Diocese.
It is understood that Connect draws on the educational research of Howard Gardner from Harvard University. It
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combines eight "kinds of intelligence" to reach different learning styles: word , music, maths and logic, body (e .g.
movement), space and vision (e.g. creativity), self, interpersonal , and nature .

Connect is intended to be a three-year curriculum presented across three levels of schooling:
•

Infants for students aged 5-7 years (noting that RI is not offered to Prep students in Queensland State
schools)

•

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years

•

Upper Primary for students aged 10-12 years.

Each level comprises six teaching manuals of approximately 200 page . Each teaching manual comprises 20
lessons of approximately 25-30 minutes duration.

The 'Welcome' section in each manual explains that the 'c riculum has as its foundation the belief that it is
important to allow the Bible's own theological framework to det rmine w)lat is taught and how it is taught". The
Welcome also talks about linking "interested children" to ch1,1rch-

tiildren's and youtli activities so that they

can experience Christian community and learn more about the Christia faith.
For each of the 20 lessons in the teacher's mam1als provicle instructors wit
Lesson Aim - the focus concept to be taught in each lesson.

•

Lesson Outcomes -the knowledge, understanding, skills, values and attitudes that the lesson seeks to
teach.

•

Re

•

Memory Verse - a verse for students to recite and memo ise. The same verse is usually used for three to
five lessons.

•

Bible background - notes to give more detailed information to help the instructor to understand the main
elements of the lesson, their place in the Bible and their historical background .

•

A list of things they will need - such as pens, paper, music, visual aids, CD player, blue-tack, activity
books, etc.

•

Other resources - this usually refers to music or an audio-visual that is not part of the Connect program
and needs to be separately purchased.
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•

Before you start - instructions on how to prepare for the lesson e.g. "If you intend to use an interactive
whiteboard, review the PowerPoint slides for the lesson on the CD-ROM that comes with the manual", or
"Photocopy enough Visual aids on p. 19 of the Judges 1 worksheet for each student".

•

A 'teacher's' prayer - a short prayer in which the instructor may ask for God's guidance in delivering the
lesson.

•

A 'Way In' - such as an icebreaking activity, song or asking some simple questions.
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•

Bible Focus - speaking points that the instructor may use in the lesson, questions to ask the class and
examples of responses students may provide to questions. Some lessons include a role play activity or
particular Bible verses to read.

•
•

Connections - speaking points for the instructor to use to link the lesson to the students own lives.
Concluding prayer - a short prayer for the class to say together e.g. "Dear God, thank you that you are a
faithful God. Thank you that despite Israel's disobedience you still raised up judges to save them. We pray
that we may not be like the Israelites. Please help us to obey you and follow you . In Jesus' name we pray.
Amen" (Lesson 1, Upper Primary C1 ). Earlier editions of the manuals (which may still be in use) indicate
the whole class should participate. Recently published manuals- give students an option to not participate.

•

Taking it further - additional ideas for longer lessons including so · gs,

•

'Teacher' reflections - prompting questions about,how< . lesson went

•

For the next lesson - a guide to preparation for the next lessoA in t

•

Support materials - activity sheets tliat can be pnotocopied, teaching., rops etc.

Two disks are provided with each te

c

er's manual: one

PowerPoints and PDFs to support each lesson.

ovement, Bible exploration, etc .

Sm.

music and dra a, and the other provides

Re

In addition, student workbooks are availaole to support each manual. The student workbooks generally have
one page for each lesson and include activities such as colourinr n, Bible verses with letters missing for the
students to complete, crosswords etc. Tne bac

ages of the s udent workbooks include prayers (such as the

Lord's Prayer) and words to songs provided on the teacher's disk.

As of 1 October 2015, each teacher's manual costs $~ .95, each student workbook costs $2.99 (parents are
often invoiced for the cost of the workbook) and each visual aid pack costs $31.95. There are also a range of
other material available for purchase from Christian Education Publications, including a 'preschool curriculum '
designed for children aged 3-5, a 'Kindy' teacher's manual designed for the first year of school and a teacher's
manual titled Big Questions for students in year 6 to explore issues such as 'What's gone wrong with the
world?', 'Does God really care about me?', 'What's the purpose of my life?' and 'How will I make choices about
my future?'
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Executive Summary
In June 2016, the Minister for Education announced a review of the Connect materials used by various Christian
faith groups for the delivery of Religious Instruction (RI) in some Queensland state schools. This move was
precipitated by a number of reported concerns in the media and the suspension of the program at a Brisbane
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state school.
RI is a program of instruction approved and provided by a religious denomination or society in state schools
according to the Education (General Provisions) Act 2006 and Education (General Provisions) Regulation 2006.
Connect is intended for delivery as a three-year program presented across three phases of schooling:
•

Infants for students aged 5 to 7 years

•

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years

•

Upper Primary for students aged 10 to 12 years.

and frameworks; the developmental appropriateness of the
general concerns raised in complaints.

In summary, the review has found that the vast majority of C

of Education and Training's legislation, policies, procedures or
There are, however, a number of issues that neect,..to~

ddress'ecl incl , ding references and/or activities related

to animal sacrifice, prostitution and m1:1rder, as..w@II as a number of le~son and activities which have the

a affect studeqts' ~

potential to cause psychological harm

· Ith and wellbei g.

There are also some concerning examples of advice and activitie that do not~ gn with student protection

Re

practices and could unintentionally sup , ort grooming behaviour. F'urther, some language within the manuals
related to Indigenous and Torres Strait Isl oder students and students with disability that is inconsistent with
inclusive education practices.

A further concern is that RI instructors may be using older, o tdated editions of the materials that should not be
used with students.
It is recommended that communications are entered into as soon as practicable with the publisher to address
these issues. Through correspondence to date, the publisher has expressed a willingness to work with the
Department to address any concerns raised and to amend the materials.
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While outside the scope of this review, there is a broader consideration of whether the legislation governing RI
in state schools meets contemporary parent and community expectations that a principal has the authority and the responsibility - to oversee and quality assure programs delivered within their school.
Additionally, there is no legislated prohibition on proselytising or evangelising. Proselytising is defined within the
RI policy, however, it is only referenced within the supporting document in relation to cooperative arrangements
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where two or more faith groups are working together. Otherwise, the legislation, RI policy and supporting
documents are currently silent regarding proselytising or evangelising .

While the Connect materials are, in the main, in alignment with legislation and departmental policies,
procedures and frameworks, amendments to some sections of the materials are required and further

Re

exploration of the legislative remit in relation to RI is recommended.
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1.0 Background
1.1 Provision of RI in Queensland state schools
conducted in April 1910.
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RI has been available in Queensland state schools for over 100 years following the outcome of a referendum

RI is a program of instruction approved and provided by a religious denomination or society in state schools
according to the Education (General Provisions) Act 2006 (EGPA) and Education (General Provisions)
Regulation 2006 (EGPR).

Section 76 of the EGPA states that schools must allow provision of RI for a period of up to one hour per week if
approached by a faith group seeking to provide RI when students of that faith group attend the school.
Participation in RI is not compulsory. Students are allocated to RI classes (or other instruction) based on the
faith group nominated by their parents on their enrolment form or if their parents have provided other written
permission for their child to attend RI classes.

If a parent has indicated on the enrolment form 'no religion' or 'no

'gion nominated' or a response that is not

represented in the school's RI program, then the studentwill receive other in truction in a separate location at
the school while RI classes are taking place. Parents ean c ange their preference for their child to participate in
RI or other instruction at any time by notifying the school in

RI is only available to students from Year 1 in state primary, seconda
Prep students .

RI is not a Queensland curriculum or syl abus. The Departm

t has no involve ent in the selection of content

for RI programs. However, as with ny program or activity delive ed in a school

rincipals have a duty of care

to take all reasonable steps to minimise the risk of foreseeable harm to the students at their school and are

Re

responsible for ensuring that the conten and activities do not contravene legislation or departmental policies.
The Department's RI policy and supporting documents provide gt1idance for principals in the process of RI
delivery and considerations for faith groups regarding establishrng and implementing an RI program in state
schools .

Within Queensland state schools, RI classes are juxtaposed with a multitude of cultural, religious and nonreligious viewpoints. Schools seek to respect the background and beliefs of their students and school
community and respond to the wishes of parents .
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1.2 Data on RI in Queensland state schools
The Department does not currently collect data on the number of students participating in RI , the schools wh ich
offer RI programs, the faith groups providing RI in schools, or the materials used by faith groups to deliver RI.
While data on religion nominated on students' enrolment forms is captured by OneSchool , th is is only a proxy
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measure for participation in RI classes. This data is not considered an accurate indicator of the number of
students actually participating in RI because, for example, the RI program nominated by parents may not be
available at the school and parents can change their preference for their child to pariticpate in RI (or not) at any
time.

Noting the unreliability of the OneSchool data, the percentages of students who have a religion recorded in
OneSchool at certain points in time over the past five years is identified below.
Table 1: Percentage of students with a religion recorded in OneSchool

Data Collection Point in Time

Aug 2012

Oct 2013
June 2014
July 2015
May 2016

% of all student enrolments with a religion recorded

The increase in the number of studerJts with a religion recorded i primarily the result of the religion question on

Re

the enrolment form becoming mandator in 2014.

Anecdotal evidence suggests that regular weekly RI classes do not usually occur in secondary schools even
though the legislation allows for it.

1.3 Recent RI changes at Windsor State School
On 3 June 2016, the Principal of Windsor State School wrote to parents of students at the school advising that
he was unable to permit continued use of the Connect program at the school and was obliged to suspend RI
lessons immediately.
The Principal explained that it had only recently come to his attention that none of the programs, such as
Connect, used by faith groups to deliver RI are approved or endorsed by the Department. In accordance with
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the Department's RI policy, he had undertaken a review of the Connect materials and found that they
contravene the policy that prohibits proselytising. He explained that:
"Connect lessons go beyond imparting knowledge of Biblical references, and extend to soliciting
children to develop a personal faith in God and Jesus to become a Christian or 'Kingdom Kid'."
The Principal also wrote to the RI Coordinator at the School confirming a previous discussion about his decision
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to suspend the program.

In undated correspondence to the RI Coordinator, the Principal explained that he had reviewed the Connect
program which was being used at the school and found it to be in contravention of the Department's RI policy.
He considered that the Connect program appeared to be "based on the premise of trying to solicit them
[students] for a decision to become the kind of Christian prescribed in the materials". The Principal identified
more than 30 examples of what he considered proselytising in the Connect materials .

Many of the examples provided could not be located by reviewers in the current Connect materials . The
publisher of the Connect materials has advised that these references were referring to outdated manuals.
Further, the Principal advised that he would review any alternative RI programs presented to him and resume RI
classes if he found the materials to be consistent with the Department's
This is the second time an RI program has been suspe

ed a Windsor State School. It is understood that in

2014, under the leadership of the former principal, the Accfss Ministries program - published by an
interdenominational Christian organisation based in Victoria -

as suspendea fol owL

lobbying by parents.

1.4 Defining Proselytising

Central to the debate about the Connect . ateriais is the definition of prosel ·sing. The definition attached to the
Department's RI policy statement defines 'proselytising"'as ·~ rciting a student
1

religious affiliation' .

Re

There are disparate views on what may constitute proselytising in

r a decision to change their

I:

1. If a student's parent has nominated a parti'eular religion on heir child's enrolment form (e.g. Christian), then
the student is of that religion or affiliated with
cannot be viewed as proselytising.
2.

at r~igio

nd, therefore, any RI provided in that religion

If a student's parent has nominated a particular religious denomination on their child's enrolment form (e.g.
Anglican), and the student participates in a cooperative arrangement (e.g. Anglican and Baptist), any
soliciting by an RI instructor for the student to change their denomination (e.g. from Anglican to Baptist)
would be viewed as proselytising.

1

http:/led ucation. gld .gov .au/schools/school-operations/ri-definitions. htm I
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3.

While parents may nominate a religion for their child on the enrolment form, the child may not have
personally accepted that religion and, therefore, RI could be viewed as trying to solicit the child to follow a
particular religion .

A supporting document attached to the RI pol icy statement, 'Considerations for faith groups establishing and
implementing religious instruction' provides the only reference to proselytising in relation to cooperative
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arrangements where two or more faith groups are working together, stating that a RI Coord inator must: 'Advise
relig ious instructors that they are not to proselytise in a cooperative arrangement.'

2

At any time, parents may choose for their child to attend RI classes, including those delivered by a cooperative
arrangement.

What is not clear is whether proselytising is considered to occur when students who don't identify with a
Christian faith are being placed into Christian RI classes by their parents .

Although outside the scope of this review, it is noted that legal advice provided by faith groups has
indicated the view that there is no legislative basis for prohibition of proselytising in the EGPA or EGPR.
The Department's Legal and Administrative Law Branch supports this view.

2.0 Review methodology

The review of the Connect materials focused on the 18 teache 's manuals and accom anying student
workbooks. The key aim of the review was to determine whether these materials are consistent with legislation
and departmental policies, procedures and frameworks (including but ot limited to the RI PS licy, health and
wellbeing, inclusive education, and safe,and supportive school communities); developmental appropriateness of
the materials for the relevant age graups·..ana anygeneral' c~mcerns .

The Terms of Reference for tl:te review are at Appendix 1, along with a description of the review team at

Re

Appendix 2.

A moderation process was used to support eonsistency and mitigJte any potential personal bias.

3.0 The Connect materials

Connect describes itself as a Christian Education curriculum. It is produced by Christian Education Publications
and Youthworks Media, which are linked to the Sydney Anglican Diocese.

2

http ://education.qld .gov.au/schools/school-operations/ri-considerations-faith-grou ps .htm I
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Connect is intended to be a three-year program presented across three levels of schooling :
•

Infants for students aged 5 to 7 years (noting that RI is not offered to Prep students in Queensland state
schools)
Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years

•

Upper Primary for students aged 10 to 12 years .
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•

Each year of the program is labelled with a series i.e. "A", "B" or "C" and proposed semester. Youthworks has
advised that about 90 per cent of instructors are teaching from the "C" series in 2016 and will teach from the "A"
series in 2017.

Updates are made in the year prior to the series being used in the majority of schools. Therefore, the "A" series
is currently being updated for use in 2017 . Major updates (such as removal of the David and Goliath lesson
earlier in 2016) are posted on Connect's web portal and advice emailed to all known customers .
RI instructors may or may not purchase new manuals from year-to-year. It is therefore possible that
some instructors are teaching from outdated materials. Youthworks has advised that when major
changes occur, such as in 2013, all instructors were re uired to purch se new teacher's manuals.
Further contextual information on the Connect materials is

4.0 Findings

Following are the findings of the Review of he Connect program conducte

Re

Throughout Connect, the Bible is represented as a factual , historical document. An example of this is in Lower
Primary, C1, Teaching Techniques and Hihts, p. 93 : "Emphasise that these events are historical and true ... ".
The use of Christian historical beliefs, concepts

d terms is unavoidable in a Christian RI class . However,

some of these Christian historical beliefs, concepts

d ter s may not be considered appropriate for discussion

with primary school students, even in the context of a C : stian RI class or as a direct quotes from the Bible.
Each lesson within the Connect teacher's manuals provides background information under the heading "Bible
background" to help the instructor contextualise the lesson. There are some events, concepts and terms
discussed in this section , such as incest, rape , prostitution, murder, and animal and human sacrifice, which are
not developmentally appropriate to be discussed with primary school students. For example, reference is made
to rape in Infants C1, p. 70; to murder in Upper Primary A 1, p. 55; and to animal/human sacrified in Lower
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Pirmary C2, p. 64. However, this section is not for the purposes of discussion with students and is only for the
instructor's background . As such, it is not considered a contravention of departmental requirements .
In a very small number of instances, some of these terms are referred to in the speaking points for discussion
with the class or in materials for distribution to students . Events and concepts such as animal sacrifice and
'wasting money on women ' (referring to prostitution) are not considered developmentally appropriate for the

Re
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target age group. Although these concepts are used in the materials as direct Bible quotes, their
continued use in primary schools is not considered appropriate.
Examples include:

Upper Primary, C1 , Lesson 4, p. 46 (Student Worksheet) includes a Bible quote on animal sacrifice :
"Finally, Saul commanded, 'Bring me some animals, so we can offer sacrifices to please the LORD and ask
for his help '. Saul killed one of the animals ... "

Upper Primary, A2, Student activity book, Lesson 7, p. 13 includes references to wasting money on women
(i.e. prostitution) in a Bible quote: " This other son of yours wasted your money on [women/' . While not
explicit in its description of the meaning, this reference is not considered appropriate for 10-12 year
old students.

Upper Primary, 82 , Student activity book, Lesson 19, p. 38 mentions "virgin" and "not sleeping together" in
a Bible reference about Mary and Joseph and the conception of Jesus.
Terms such as sin, punishment, death, and Jesus being nailed to the cross, which are found throughout
the Connect program are a reflection of the Bible's content and o Which Christianity is based. While
7

some non-Christians may take offence to tfie use of these terms, it would be difficult to provide
Christian RI without reference to such terms and concepts.

4.2 Proselytising

Only a small number of examples of pro elytising were found in the Connect teacher's manuals considering the
volume of material provided . It is apparent tnat the publishers have made a concerted effort in recent versions
of the materials to remove perceptions o prosel ising. For example, unlike previous versions, in the more
recently updated teacher's manual (Upper Primary C1 ), tMe w ale-class "Concluding prayer" is prefaced with
instructor's speaking points : This is how Christians talk to God. If you would like to pray with me please join me.
If you don 't then please lower your head so we don 't ge distracted while praying this short prayer.

It is understood that all class prayers will be prefaced by this message in future.
Opportunities do exist to provide information or advice to students about attending church services or
youth groups, however, it is usually (but not always) clear that the information should only be provided
to 'interested students'. It is not specified how the instructor determines whether students are
interested or not.
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Examples of proselytising identified in the manuals include:
Hand out the flyers for local church services if you have them (Upper Primary, C1, Lesson 10, p. 100).
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How about asking your parents if you could come along to kids club or kids church. (This would be a good
time to hand out flyers.) (Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 17, p. 181 ).

Students are asked to write a newspaper article for inclusion in a newspaper to be distributed at the
Christmas assembly. The newspaper could have details about the local church's Christmas services at the
back (Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 18, p. 187).

Direct quotes from the Bible were not considered as proselytising on the basis that parents of children
attending these RI classes have indicated an affiliation with Christianity or a desire for their child to
learn about it.

4.3 Evangelising

The Department defines evangelising as "preaching or advocating a cause or religion with the object of making
converts to Christianity" 3 . While not explicitly prohibited by the

GPA or EGP , nor referenced in the RI policy

statement, the Department would expect schools to take a1wropriate action ifi aware that evangelising is
occurring outside of an RI class given it could adversefy.affect the school's aaility--to provide a safe, supportive
and inclusive environment for students.

Although proselytising was not common throughout the manuals, evangelising was frequently
identified in all teachers' manuals - both in terms of teachers' evang lising to students, and students
being encouraged to evangelise to t ers.

Re

Examples of activities that may enco rage students to evangelise:

Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 18, p. 190: Students could compqse a poem, song, drama to communicate the
gospel to others.

Lower Primary, C2, Lesson 17, p. 153: Students could
to their friends as

ake beaded bracelets or necklaces and give them

a way of sharing the good news a out Jesus.

3

Chaplaincy and student welfare services : Definitions http://education.qld .gov.au/schools/healthy/chaplaincystudent-welfare.html
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4.4 Consistency with legislation and departmental policies, procedures and
frameworks
4.4. 1 RI policy statement
The RI policy statement specifies the process for establishing an RI program in a state school , and the
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implementation of the program by religious leaders. The Connect materials as such do not contravene the
RI policy given there are no requirements regarding the content of RI program materials.
The RI policy supporting document, Considerations for principals establishing and implementing religious
4

instruction, states that 'authorised programs of RI are reviewed to ensure they do not contravene legislation or
departmental procedures, and are made available to the school community on request .'

Two lessons that stood out as being inconsistent with the RI policy in that they encourage advertising
of Anglican Church programs were:

Lower Primary 81, Lesson 20, p. 190 which focuses on the "Mothers Union", a mission agency of the
Anglican Church of Austral ia.

Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 20 , p. 174 which is entirely f0cused on the Anglican Year 13 Youth Works Gap
Year program (volunteer work overseas) and aims to advertise and recr it students for an overseas aid
program (even though they will not be eligible to sign u for several years).

Creation of artefacts

Some lessons propose making artefacts sucn as a works that could t'>e used for classroom displays, or
greetings cards and messages to give to family and friends . To be consis ent with the Department's RI policy,
any displays would need to be removed from the classroom at the end of the RI lesson. The instructor and the
school should ensure that RI students do not give any materials used or created in RI lessons (including
greeting cards) to students who do Rot attend RI classes .
Examples include:

Infants A1, Lesson 3, p. 37 - creating a wall mural of God's creation .
Infants A1 , Lesson 7, p. 69 - folding paper to make Arks .

Infants A1 , Lesson 10, p. 100 - making Easter greetings cards for family and friends.

4

A program of religious instruction approved by the faith group for delivery to students of that faith group in a single or
cooperative arrangement. The religious leader/s of the faith group authorises the program of instruction (s. 27 EGPR).
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4.4.2

Student Protection

Some of the advice and activities in the Connect teacher's manuals were identified as being
inconsistent with current student protection practices. Of particular note was an activity to share
secrets; mentions of 'special friends'; and a suggestion that teachers meet one-to-one with students
who are interested in finding out more about Christianity. It is noted that more recently published

Examples include:
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manuals suggest that another adult should be present for any one-to-one discussions.

Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 2, p. 28 - "Just as Jesus used everyday events to disguise his secret, ask each
pair to discuss and then write a story to disguise their own secret." For a wide range of reasons, including
that students of all ages should see teachers and school staff as trusted adults and feel safe to share
information, this content would not be supported . No activities/content should teach or encourage students
to keep secrets.

Lower Primary A2, Lesson 10, p. 92-3 - uses of the term 'special friends'. The use of the term 'special
friends' is not supported because of student protection considerations. Whilst the context in this instance is
understood ('Jesus was asking Matthew to be one of his special friends' and 'Jesus calls us to become one
of his special friends'), the term is closely associated with grooming be aviour and therefore this language
is deemed inappropriate.

Upper Primary, A2, p. 197 - 'Helpful teaching technique ' provides advice en 'Talking one-to-one with a
student', indicating that instructors should talk to students in ull view of other students or teachers, even
though the conversation is private. Best practice would be for instr ctors to ensufe that I discussions with
students (including whole class, group or individual discussions) take place in full view of a school based
staff member and other students.

Student Healtlr'an Wellbeing, and Safe and
Supportive Schoo Communities

Re

4.4.3

There are a number of lessons, particularly in the Upper Pliimary materials, that have the potential to
negatively affect the social and emotiona wellbeing of pa icular students who may have depressive
tendencies, be in a fragile state, or could bl me themselves for things happening around them, for
example family break up or death of a loved one. Jhese lessons also have the potential to upset students, or
cause disturbances and bad dreams. These lessons tal ed about deserving punishment, the consequences of
your sin on others, and specific Bible events.
Example include:
Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 3, p. 35 - drinking tomato juice to represent blood.
Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 4, p. 53 - "The punishment for sin is death".
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Upper Primary, Activity book, p. 29 (Student activity book) - indicates "If you live to satisfy your desires,
you will die".
Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 15, p. 161 - Teacher asks : "What is the end result for someone whose goal is
to please themselves?". Accept responses: They will die.
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Lower Primary, 81 , Lesson 9, p. 94 - Class debate regarding whether it was right or wrong for the disciple
to cut off the servant's ear.

Lower Primary, C1 , Lesson 17, p. 146 - So these leaders met together to try and think of a plan to get rid
of Daniel. With a partner, spend one minute thinking of ways they might get rid of him.

Lower Primary, A 1, p. 86 - Sad day activity: asking students to write a letter to a friend, expressing their
feelings and confusion about all they saw and heard when Jesus was arrested and killed.
Upper Primary C1 , Lesson 8, p. 72 (Domino effect lesson) - which tells students their sin will have
consequences for others around them . Examples are given of sinners and how this then led to babies
dying, unhappiness, and other events.

Potential health and safety concerns were also raised with a small nu ber of lessons.
Examples include:

Lower Primary, A2, Lesson 6, p. 63 - baking a mystery Bibi
allergies).

Upper Primary, A2 , Lesson 13, p. 119- adding bleaeh to a glass of coloured water.
Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 8, . 81 - using needles for er ft.

Re

Upper Primary, 82, p. 236 (and elsewhere) - handing out lollies and eating as much ice-cream as you can
in one minute.

The Help with classroom management sectio

of some ma uals (for example Upper Primary, 82, p. 236)

discusses punishment for misbehaviour and states, "Do no let the students' off after promising punishment". In
all circumstances, behaviour management is the responsi ility of the school and classroom teacher and under
no circumstances should a volunteer RI instructor 'punish' children. RI instructors should discuss any behaviour
concerns with the classroom teacher. A staff member from the school is to be present during all RI classes .

4.4.4

Inclusive Education

Each manual has the same layout with respect to certain information for instructors, for example The special
needs of indigenous students, Understanding the student: the learning theory undergirding Connect, and Help
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with classroom management. Some of the language suggestions used in these sections, particularly in
the older publications, is not consistent with inclusive education practices.
Examples include:
Referring to students with specials needs in the "Is your class different?" teacher information (Upper
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Primary, A2, p. 202 and other manuals) suggests that "Teachers should not jump to the false conclusion
that these students are unintelligent". This language is not appropriate nor consistent with departmental
policies.

Similarly, the section on "The special needs of indigenous students" (also in Upper Primary, A2, p. 204 and
other manuals) suggests: "Aboriginal students are most teachable when sitting in small groups outside
under a tree." Again, this language is inappropriate and not consistent with departmental policies, as is the
assumption that "(S)RE followed by a barbecue lunch on Friday, then an afternoon's sport would be the
most pleasurable experience Aboriginal Primary students could imagine".

Both of these examples are also included in what appears to be one of the later editions of the manuals - Upper
Primary, C1, pp. 217 and 219. 5
There is discussion in some lessons about punishment for sins and a otential implication that
disabilities are punishment for sin . For example:

Lower Primary, C2, Lesson 6, p. 54 talks about " ...he had 38 years of net being able to walk, run, jump .. .
invited the students to suggest other things the man would n t b able o..do".
Lower Primary, C2, Lesson 8, p. 74 says: "SlJme of the people fro

that village wondered why this man

was born blind . Was it a punishment from God because his parents or,someone else had done something
wrong."

Animal Ethics

Re

4.4.5

A couple of animal ethics considerations were identified, including the previously mentioned references
to sacrificing animals. The pedagogic valu of these exercis s is unclear.
Examples include:

Upper Primary 82, Lesson 17, p. 183 which suggests that the instructor "bring in a dead animal to dissect".

5

When media coverage occurred regarding these examples from the Connect materials during the course of

the review, Youthworks contacted the Department acknowledging that the instructions/guidelines were 'dated
and clunky' and provided a revised document.
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Lower Primary C2, Lesson 15, pp. 128 and 133 which suggests the teacher bring in some "pretend
sacrifices" which are used two activities during the lesson. However it is unclear what kind of 'pretend
sacrifices' will be used e.g. food or animals sacrifices.

4.5 Delivery cycle and version control
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Connect is delivered as a three-year program . The A, Band C labelling of each manual indicates which year of
the program it belongs to. Youthworks has advised that, with a few exceptions, most instructors should be
working on the same stage of the program (A, B or C) in any given year. However, there is no certainty that the
majority of instructors are using the same cycle nor the same version of the manuals .

Manuals are reviewed and updated every three years, although essential updates can occur at any time.
Youthworks has advised that, in 2016, most instructors would be delivering lessons from C manuals. As a
result, Youthworks is currently reviewing and updating the A manuals for use by most instructors in 2017.

Of note is that there is no clear labelling of the manuals to identify the relevant version. The copyright
date on the last page is the only information showing the version/date of publication, rather than an
obvious version number clearly identified on the cover of the manual. This means that there could be a
large number of materials being used in schools which are significantly outdated and containing
inappropriate content.

4.6 Age appropriateness

Unless they have a teaching background, it is unlikely that RI inst

ctors woul<f have t e expertise to

know what children of a particular age can ana cannot do prior to u dertaking the activity with students,
and would rely on the manuals to guide hem.

There are some suggested activities, such as a crossword puzzle in the Infants
difficult for many of the younger stu

1 manual , which may be too

nts in the grouping. However, the teacher's manuals provide a level of

Re

flexibility that instructors could wor:k on tRese activities as a whole class or skip activities that seem too
complicated for the students.

For some lessons, the teacher's manuals provide

ecific adviee on elements that would be inappropriate for

the target age group and advise teachers to avoid these.
Examples include:
Infants A 1, Lesson 7, p. 65 which suggests that instructors show students pictures from a children 's Bible
when discussing the story of Noah's ark. However, the teacher's manual specifically states that instructors
should not show pictures of people perishing in the flood .
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Infants A1, Lesson 9, p. 85 - In a lesson on the Easter story about Jesus dying on the cross, instructors
are warned that "some students may be upset by this story of the death of Jesus. Do not go into details of
Jesus' suffering with students of this age group".
Infants A1, Lesson 7, p. 67 - In a lesson on Noah's Ark, instructors are advised that: "If a student asks
about the fate of people who didn't go on board the ark, you may point out that the ark was for all of the
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people who chose to follow God".

4. 7 Revising content

Under current legislation, there is no oversight or regulation of RI programs other than it must be
approved by the relevant faith group.

The publishers of Connect are continuing to review the materials to ensure they remain relevant. It seems that
substantial work has gone into removing the perception of proselytising from the publications (for example,
through the preface added to the whole class Concluding prayers which provide the option to participate).
Youthworks has advised the Department on several occasions in correspondence, and in the media, that the
publishers are willing to work with the Department to improve the,eonnect resources .

Given the Department has not reviewed any other RI material , it is recog~

d that the publishers of Connect

could use a favourable outcome from this review to further
Australian and New Zealand.

While outside the scope of this review, it is recognised that Rr material

other than Canne~ Being used in

state schools across Queensland may not be consistent with departme al policies, procedures and
frameworks, may not be developmentally appropi:ia_ten~
general concerns.

Re

5. Conclusions

or the rerevant a e groups or could raise other

The review of the Connect materials did Rot fin major inconsist ncies with departmental legislation, policies,
procedures or frameworks. Many of the issues ide tified eouldf e addressed through negotiation with the
publisher and information and advice for instructors abOut . partmental requirements. The current requirement
for school staff to be present in RI classes will continue o provide a safeguard and should ensure that any
inconsistencies with departmental requirements are monitored.
There are some concepts and lessons within Connect that deal with issues such as sin and punishment that
could potentially affect an at-risk student's wellbeing if not delivered in a sensitive way. However, concepts such
as sin, punishment, forgiveness, and "Jesus as a saviour" are at the core of Christianity and their removal from
Christian RI lessons would significantly impact on the instruction being provided. RI program developers, faith
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groups and RI instructors need to remain sensitive and vigilant to the circumstances of students and the impact
specific discussions may have .
The issues raised through the Connect program review have highlighted a much broader issue around the
appropriateness of legislated RI delivery in Queensland state schools and whether expectations regarding
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issues such as proselytising and evangelising should be clarified .

6. Recommendations

6.1 Seek amendment of Connect materials

It is recommended that the Department request that the publishers revise the Connect materials as soon as
practicable to address the relevant findings of this review.

It would also be beneficial for the Connect manuals to advise instructors to become familiar with relevant state
Education Department policies and procedures (such as student protection, health and safety, student
wellbeing).

6.2 Audit the versions of materials being usecUn scho Is by instructors
It is recommended that an immediate audit of currency of ~

nnect materls being used in Queensland

state schools be undertaken to ensure that old manualswhicfhinclude m,Jtdatedan inappropriate content are
disposed of and are not used with students.

6.3 Amend the RI policy statement

It is recommended that enhancement t5e made to the RI policsy statement to ive principals more clarity
regarding their responsibility t0 rev·ew authorised programs of R to help thef"'!J.r)atisfy duty of care and

Re

legislative obligations.

6.4 Communicate with Principals

Principals have been advised that, once finalised, tt,e outcomes of the review will be communicated.
It is recommended that, through these communication

7 principals be reminded of the need for:

vigilance about appropriate permission being in place for students to attend RI classes
ensuing information about RI classes offered in the school is made available to parents and that parents
have access to more detailed information and lesson materials if requested
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ensuring that the school staff member present during RI classes raise any concerns or issues with the
principal.

6.5 Communicate with faith groups who use Connect
It is recommended that communication occurs with the Christian faith groups in Queensland that are known to
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use Connect to advise of the outcome of the review and highlight issues raised , including:
ensuring RI instructors are using the most recent updated versions of the materials

avoiding specific concepts and terms (such as rape , incest, bigamy in the teacher's notes) and the need for
sensitivity when discussing particular concepts with students (such as animal sacrifice, physical
punishment)

advising instructors to familiarise themselves with relevant departmental policies and procedures (such as
student protection , health and safety, student wellbeing)

avoiding advertising Year 13 or other Anglican programs

~

6.6 Improve data capture

It is recommended that, at a minimum , the number of~s dent participatinQ,_in RI or other instruction is captured
by the Department. Further investigation ·nto t e collection a~data such astne faith groups providing RI in
schools and the programs they deliv

should also be considered .

Re

6. 7 Parliamentary Committee review

There are a number of strong and competin views regarding RI. rt has become evident through the course of
the review that there is the need for a mor:e foreosic examinatio of the objectives, program materials,
implementation, and roles and responsibilities of p i cipals a

faith groups, within a twenty-first century state

schooling environment. It is recommended that a Parliam ntary Committee Inquiry be established to ensure that
all stakeholders have the opportunity to provide inpt:.1t iJ) o a thorough, independent and transparent review.
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APPENDIX 1

Review of Connect Religious Instruction Materials
Terms of Reference

Purpose

Scope

Review of the Connect Religious Instruction Materials
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Title

The purpose of the review of the Connect RI materials is to determine if they
are consistent with legislation and DET policy I procedures, including the
Religious Instruction policy statement.
In Scope

All Connect teacher's manuals:
Infants for students aged 5-7 years;

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years;
Upper Primary for students aged 10-12 years.

All Connect student workbooks:
Infants for students aged 5-7 ~ears·

,

Lower Primary for students age '7 to 9 years;
Upper Primary for students age 10-12 years.

Out of Scope

Review of any ot er: RL rograms.
Review of t~e RI policy state,;nent or legislation.

Risks

Dissatisfactio from stakeholders witA polarised views regardless of the
outcome.
Mitigation: Ongoin communication with stakeholders.

Re

Timeframe

Despite applying the utmost prof ssionalism, reviewers will examine the
material through their value system.
Mitigation: Multiple reviewei;s and moderation of assessments.

Deliverables

Ministerial Report
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APPENDIX2
Review Team
A team of reviewers was drawn from across the State Schools Division to review the Connect teacher's
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manuals .
A mix of staff with substantial knowledge and experience in teaching, curriculum development, government
policy and administration, and departmental policies and procedures including in the areas of RI, student
wellbeing, inclusive education, and safe and supportive school communities undertook the review with oversight
by an Executive Director.

The reviewers held qualifications in primary and secondary teaching, psychology, social sciences and
governance and public policy.

Each reviewer was allocated one or two teacher's manuals to consider.

The reviewers were briefed on their role to read the manuals and identify any inconsistencies with departmental
legislation, policies or procedures, with a focus on the RI policy. Reviewers were also asked to identify any
areas where the program was developmentally inappropriate for the target age group, and any issues that
caused concern .

Reviewers were aware of the challenges presented by the context of RI in state-schools, the Connect materials
and the very diverse nature of thinking about the subject within t e broader community. A process of
moderation was employed to support consistency and provide quality ssurance across the a sessments of the

Re

Connect materials made by individuals.
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APPENDIX 3

Overview of the Connect Materials Format
Connect is described as a Christian Education curriculum. It is produced by Christian Education Publications
and Youthworks, which are linked to the Sydney Anglican Diocese.
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It is understood that Connect draws on the educational research of Howard Gardner from Harvard University. It
combines eight "kinds of intelligence" to reach different learning styles: word, music, maths and logic, body (e.g.
movement), space and vision (e.g. creativity), self, interpersonal, and nature.

Connect is intended to be a three-year curriculum presented across three levels of schooling:
•

Infants for students aged 5-7 years (noting that RI is not offered to Prep students in Queensland State schools)

•

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years

•

Upper Primary for students aged 10-12 years.

Each level comprises six teaching manuals of approximately 200 pages.

ach teaching manual comprises 20

lessons of approximately 25-30 minutes duration.

The 'Welcome' section in each manual explains that the 'curriculum has as · s foundation the belief that it is
important to allow the Bible's own theological framework to determine what is taugtitand how it is taught". The
Welcome also talks about linking "interested children" to church-run..-chil ren's and youth a ivities so that they
can experience Christian community and learn more about the Christian faith.

Lesson Aim - the focus concept to be taught in each lesson.

•

Lesson Outcomes -the knowledge, und rstanding, skills, values and attitudes that the lesson seeks to teach.

•

Memory Verse - a verse for students to recite a d memorise. Ttre same verse is usually used for three to five
lessons.

•

Re

•

Bible background - notes to give more detailed inform~tion to help the instructor to understand the main
elements of the lesson, their place in the Bible and their historical background.

•

A list of things they will need - such as pens, paper, music, visual aids, CD player, blue-tack, activity books, etc.

•

Other resources - this usually refers to music or an audio-visual that is not part of the Connect program and
needs to be separately purchased.
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•

Before you start - instructions on how to prepare for the lesson e.g. "If you intend to use an interactive
whiteboard, review the PowerPoint slides for the lesson on the CD-ROM that comes with the manual", or
"Photocopy enough Visual aids on p. 19 of the Judges 1 worksheet for each student".
A 'teacher's' prayer - a short prayer in which the instructor may ask for God's guidance in delivering the lesson.

•

A 'Way In' - such as an icebreaking activity, song or asking some simple questions.

•

Bible Focus - speaking points that the instructor may use in the lesson, questions to ask the class and
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•

examples of responses students may provide to questions. Some lessons include a role play activity or
particular Bible verses to read.
•

Connections - speaking points for the instructor to use to link the lesson to the students own lives.

•

Concluding prayer - a short prayer for the class to say together e.g. "Dear God, thank you that you are a faithful
God. Thank you that despite Israel's disobedience you still raised up judges to save them . We pray that we may
not be like the Israelites. Please help us to obey you and follow you. In Jesus' name we pray. Amen" (Lesson 1,
Upper Primary C1 ). Earlier editions of the manuals (which may still be in use) indicate the whole class should
participate. Recently published manuals give students an option to no~participate.

•

Taking it further- additional ideas for longer lessons incluain songs, mo~

•

Support materials - activity sheets that ca~

photocop1e~

aching prop etc .

Two disks are provided with each te cher's manual: one eontaf, s music and dra a, and the other provides
PowerPoints and PDFs to sup.port each lesson.

Re

•

ent, Bible exploration, etc .

In addition, student workbooks are available to support each manual. The student workbooks generally have
one page for each lesson and include activities such as colourin -in, Bible verses with letters missing for the
students to complete, crosswords etc. The bacl<'~es of the; tudent workbooks include prayers (such as the
Lord's Prayer) and words to songs provided on the eac7

aisk.

As of 1 October 2015, each teacher's manual costs $31.95, each student workbook costs $2.99 (parents are
often invoiced for the cost of the workbook) and each visual aid pack costs $31.95. There are also a range of
other material available for purchase from Christian Education Publications, including a 'preschool curriculum '
designed for children aged 3-5, a 'Kindy' teacher's manual designed for the first year of school and a teacher's
manual titled Big Questions for students in year 6 to explore issues such as 'What's gone wrong with the
world?', 'Does God really care about me?', 'What's the purpose of my life?' and 'How will I make choices about
my future?'
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Executive Summary
In June 2016, the Minister for Education announced a review of the Connect materials used
by various Christian faith groups for the delivery of Religious Instruction (RI} in some
Queensland state schools . This move was precipitated by a number of reported concerns in
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the media and the suspension of the program at a Brisbane state school.

RI is a program of instruction approved and provided by a religious denomination or society in
state schools according to the Education (General Provisions) Act 2006 and Education
(General Provisions) Regulation 2006.

Connect is intended for delivery as a three-year program presented across three phases of
schooling:
•
•
•

Infants for students aged 5 to 7 years

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years

Upper Primary for students aged 10 t0'1·2y1ears.

The review focused on the consistency o the materials with legislation and departmental
policies, procedures and frameworks; the dev.elopm ntal appropriateness of the materials for
the relevant age groups; and other general con

ms.

In summary, the review has found t a the vast major'

contravene the Depart ent of Education and Training's le§islation, policies, procedures or
frameworks.

There are, howeve a number of issues that need to be addressed including references
to animal sacrifice, prostitution and murder, as well as a number of

Re

and/or activities r:elat

lessons and activities whic have the potential fo cause psychological harm and affect

students' health and wellbeing

There are also some concerning examgl s of advice and activities that do not align with
student protection practices and cou

unintentionally support grooming behaviour. Further,

some language within the manuals related to Indigenous and Torres Strait Islander students
and students with disability that is inconsistent with inclusive education practices.

2
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It is recommended that communications are entered into as soon as practicable with the
publisher to address these issues. Through correspondence to date, the publisher has
expressed a willingness to work with the Department to address any concerns raised and to
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amend the materials.
While outside the scope of this review, there is a broader consideration of whether the
legislation governing RI in state schools meets contemporary parent and community
expectations that principals have the authority - and the responsibility - to oversee and
quality assure programs delivered within their schools.

Additionally, there is no legislated prohibition on proselytising or evangelising. Proselytising is
defined within the RI policy, however, it is only referenced within the supporting document in
relation to cooperative arrangements where two or more faith groups are working together.
Otherwise, the legislation, RI policy and supporting documents are currently silent regarding
proselytising or evangelising.

While the Connect materials are, in the main , in ali nment with legislation and departmental
policies, procedures and frameworks , amendments to se e sections of the materials are

Re

required and further exploration of the legisl tive rem lt in relation to RI is recommended .
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1.0 Background
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1.1 Provision of RI in Queensland state schools
RI has been available in Queensland state schools for over 100 years following the outcome
of a referendum conducted in April 1910.

RI is a program of instruction approved and provided by a religious denomination or society in
state schools according to the Education (General Provisions) Act 2006 (EGPA) and
Education (General Provisions) Regulation 2006 (EGPR).

Section 76 of the EGPA states that schools must allow provision of RI for a period of up to
one hour per week if approached by a faith group seeking to provide RI when students of that
faith group attend the school.

Participation in RI is not compulsory. Students are allocated to RI classes (or other
instruction) based on the faith group nominated by their P.arents on their enrolment form or if
their parents have provided written perrnissiow or their chi d to attend RI classes .
If a parent has indicated on the enrolmen arm 'no religion' or 'no religion nominated' or a
response that is not represented in the school's RI grogram, then he student will receive
other instruction in a separate location at the sc ool

ing place.

Parents can change their pr:efer:ence for their Ghild to
any time by notifying<the school in writi g.

state primary, secondary and special schools . It

Re

is not offered to Prep students.

urriculum or syllabl!.ls. lihe Department has no involvement in the

selection of content for RI ~rograms . However, as with any program or activity delivered in a

school, principals are respon tble for ensurin that the content and activities do not

contravene legislation or departmental policies .

The Department's RI policy and supli)orting documents provide guidance for principals in the
process of RI delivery and considerations for faith groups regarding establishing and
implementing an RI program in state schools.
Within Queensland state schools, RI classes are juxtaposed with a multitude of cultural,
relig ious and non-religious viewpoints. Schools seek to respect the background and beliefs of
their students and school community.
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1.2 Data on RI in Queensland state schools
The Department does not currently collect data on the number of students participating in RI,
the schools which offer RI programs, the faith groups providing RI in schools, or the materials
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used by faith groups to deliver RI.
While data on religion nominated on students' enrolment forms is captured by OneSchool,
this is only a proxy measure for participation in RI classes . This data is not considered an
accurate indicator of the number of students actually participating in RI because, for example,
the RI program nominated by parents may not be available at the school and parents can
change their preference for their child to pariticpate in RI (or not) at any time.
Noting the unreliability of the OneSchool data, the percentages of students who have a
religion recorded in OneSchool at certain points in time over the past five years is identified
below.

Table 1: Percentage of students with a religion recorded in OneSchool

Data Collection Point in Time

% of all student enrolments with a religion recorded

Aug 2012

Re

32.4%

The increase in the number of students with a religion recorded is primarily the result of the
religion question on the enrolment fom1 becoming mandatory in 2014.

Anecdotal evidence suggests that r~gular weekly RI classes do not usually occur in
secondary schools even though the legislation allows for it.
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1.3 Recent RI changes at Windsor State School
On 3 June 2016, the Principal of Windsor State School wrote to parents of students at the
school advising that he was unable to permit continued use of the Connect program at the
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school and was obliged to suspend RI lessons immediately.
The Principal explained that it had only recently come to his attention that none of the
programs, such as Connect, used by faith groups to deliver RI are approved or endorsed by
the Department. In accordance with the Department's RI policy, he had undertaken a review
of the Connect materials and found that they contravene the policy that prohibits
proselytising . He explained that:

"Connect lessons go beyond imparting knowledge of Biblical references, and
extend to soliciting children to develop a personal faith in God and Jesus to
become a Christian or 'Kingdom Kid'."

The Principal also wrote to the RI Coordinator at the School confirming a previous discussion
about his decision to suspend the program.

In undated correspondence to the RI Coordinator, the Principal explained that he had
reviewed the Connect program which was Being used at the school and found it to be in
contravention of the Department's RI pohcy. He considere that the Connect program
appeared to be "based on the premise of tryi g to solicit them [stude ts] for a decision to
become the kind of Christian prescribed in the ma erials"' . The Pr~ncipal iaentified more than
30 examples of what he considered proselytising in

Many of the examples provided could not'be located in the current Connect materials . The
publisher of ttle C nnect materials has advised that these re rences were referring to
outdated manua s.

Re

Further, the Principal a<ilvised that he would review any alternative RI programs presented to
him and resume RI classe if he found the mat rials to be consistent with the Department's

requirements .

This is the second time an RI rs,rogram as been suspended at Windsor State School. It is
understood that in 2014, under the leadership of the former principal, the Access Ministries
program - published y an interdenominational Christian organisation based in Victoria - was
suspended following lobbying by parents.
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1.4 Defining Proselytising
Central to the debate about the Connect materials is the definition of proselytising. The
definition attached to the Department's RI policy statement defines 'proselytising' as 'soliciting
1
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a student for a decision to change their religious affiliation' .

There are disparate views on what may constitute proselytising in RI :
1.

If a student's parent has nominated a particular religion on their child's enrolment

form (e.g. Christian), then the student is of that religion or affiliated with that relig ion
and, therefore, any RI provided in that religion cannot be viewed as proselytising .

2.

If a student's parent has nom inated a particular rel igious denomination on their ch ild's

enrolment form (e .g. Anglican) , and the student participates in a cooperative

arrangement (e.g. Anglican and Baptist}, any sol iciting by an RI instructor for the
student to change their denomination (e .g. from Anglican to Baptist) would be viewed

as proselytising .

3.

for their c ild on the enrolment form , the child

may not have personally accepte t at religion and , therefore, RI could be viewed as

trying to solicit the child to follow a particular religion .

A supporting document attached to the RI polic~ tatement, '6onsideratibn for faith groups
establishing and implementing religious instruction' /ovides the only reference to
proselytising in relation to cooperative arrangements wbere two or more faith groups are
working together, stating tfiat a RI Coordinator must: 'Advise religious instructors that they are
not to proselytise in a cooperative arrangement. '

2

At any time, parents may choose for their child to attend RI classes, including those delivered

Re

by a cooperative arran ement.

What is not clear is whether proselytising is considered to occur when students who don't
identify with a Christian faith are being placed into Christian RI classes by their parents.

Although outside the scope of this reyrew, it is noted that legal advice provided by faith groups
has indicated the view that there is no legislative basis for prohibition of proselytising in the
EGPA or EGPR. The Department's Legal and Administrative Law Branch supports this view.

1

http ://education .qld .gov .au/schools/school-operations/ri-defin it ions. htm I

2

http://education. qld .gov .au/schools/school-operations/ri-considerations-faith-grou ps. htm I
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2.0 Review methodology
The review of the Connect materials focused on the 18 teacher's manuals and accompanying
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student workbooks . The key aim of the review was to determine whether these materials are
consistent with legislation and departmental policies, procedures and frameworks (including
but not limited to the RI policy, health and wellbeing, inclusive education, and safe and
supportive school communities); developmental appropriateness of the materials for the
relevant age groups; and any general concerns.

The Terms of Reference for the review are at Appendix 1, along with a description of the
review team at Appendix 2.

A moderation process was used to support consistency and mitigate any potential personal
bias.

3. 0 The Connect materials

Connect describes itself as a Christian Education curriculu , . It is produced by Christian
Education Publications and Youthworks Media, which are linked--to the Sydney Anglican
Diocese.

Connect is intended to
•

ae a tnree-

ear program rese ted across three levels of schooling:

Infants for s dents aged 5 to 7 years (noting that Rh.is not offered to Prep students in

Queensl

Lower Primal)( for students aged 7 to 9 years

Re

•
•

Upper Primary for students aged 10 to 12 years.

Each year of the program is labelled with a series i.e. "A", "B" or "C" and proposed semester.

Youthworks has advised that about 90 per cent of instructors are teaching from the "C" series
in 2016 and will teach from the "A" series in 2017.
Updates are made in the year prior to the series being used in the majority of schools.
Therefore, the "A" series is currently being updated for use in 2017. Major updates (such as
removal of the David and Goliath lesson earlier in 2016) are posted on Connect's web portal
and advice emailed to all known customers.

9
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Religious Instructors may or may not purchase new manuals from year-to-year. It is therefore
possible that some instructors are teaching from outdated materials . Youthworks has advised
that when major changes occur, such as in 2013, all instructors were required to purchase
new teacher's manuals.
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Further contextual information on the Connect materials is at Appendix 3.

4.0 Findings

Following are the findings of the Review of the Connect program conducted in June 2016.

4.1 Christian historical beliefs, concepts and terms

Throughout Connect, the Bible is represented as a factual , historical document. An example
of this is in Lower Primary, C1 , Teaching Techniques and Hints, p. 93 : "Emphasise that these
events are historical and true ... ".

The use of Christian historical beliefs, conce , ts ancMerms is unavoidable in a Christian RI
class . However, some of these Christian istorical beliefs, eoncepts and terms may not be
considered appropriate for discussion wit primary school students, even in the context of a
Christian RI class or as a direct quotes from t e Bible.

Each lesson within the Connect teacher's manuals provides background information under
the heading "Bible background" to heir:> the instruc_tor contextualise the lesson . There are
some events, conceRtS and terms discussed in this sectio""' such as incest, rape , prostitution ,
murder, and animal and human sacrifice, wHich are not developmentally appropriate to be
discussed with pFimary school students . For example, reference is made to rape in Infants
C1 , p. 70; to murder,.in Upper Primary A1, p. 55i and to animal/human sacrified in Lower

Re

Pirmary C2, p. 64 . However, this section is not for the purposes of discussion with students

and is only for the instructoli's background. As such, it is not considered a contravention of
departmental requirements.

In very few instances, some of these terms are referred to in the speaking points for

discussion with the class or in materials for distribution to students. Events and concepts such
as animal sacrifice and 'wasting money on women ' (referring to prostitution) are not
considered developmentally appropriate for the target age group . Although these concepts
are used in the materials as direct Bible quotes, their continued use in primary schools is not
considered appropriate.
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Examples include:
Upper Primary, C1, Lesson 4, p. 46 (Student Worksheet) includes a Bible quote on
animal sacrifice: "Finally, Saul commanded, 'Bring me some animals, so we can offer
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sacrifices to please the LORD and ask for his help'. Saul killed one of the animals ... "

Upper Primary, A2 , Student activity book, Lesson 7, p. 13 includes references to

wasting money on women (i.e. prostitution) in a Bible quote: "This other son of yours
wasted your money on [women]." While not explicit in its description of the meaning,

this reference is not considered appropriate for 10-12 year old students.
Upper Primary, 82, Student activity book, Lesson 19, p. 38 mentions "virgin" and "not

sleeping together" in a Bible reference about Mary and Joseph and the conception of

Jesus.

Terms such as sin, punishment, death, and Jesus being nailed to the cross, which are found
throughout the Connect program are a reflection of the Bible's content and on which
Christianity is based . While some non-Christians may

e offence to the use of these terms,

it would be difficult to provide Christian RI wi

4.2 Proselytising

Only a small number of examples of proselytisin wer found in the Conn
manuals considering the volume of material provide . It is apparent that

t teacher's

ttfe publishers have

made a concerted effort in recent ver i ns of the materials to remove perceptions of
proselytising. For exa pie, unlike µrevious, ersions, in th

ore recently updated teacher's

manual (Upper Pr' ary, C1 ), the whole-clas "Concluding pra · er" is prefaced with instructor's
speaking points: his is how Christians talk to God. If you would like to pray with me please

Re

join me. If you·don' then please lower your heJ so we don 't get distracted while praying this
short prayer.

It is understood that all class ps:ayers will be refaced by this message in future.

Opportunities do exist to provide infor

tion or advice to students about attending church

services or youth groups, however, i is usually (but not always) clear that the information
should only be provided to 'interested students'. It is not specified how the instructor
determines whether students are interested or not.

Examples of proselytising identified in the manuals include:

11
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Hand out the flyers for local church services if you have them (Upper Primary, C1,

Lesson 10, p. 100).
How about asking your parents if you could come along to kids club or kids church.
(This would be a good time to hand out flyers.) (Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 17, p.
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181 ).

Students are asked to write a newspaper article for inclusion in a newspaper to be

distributed at the Christmas assembly. The newspaper could have details about the

local church's Christmas services at the back (Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 18, p.

187).

Direct quotes from the Bible were not considered as proselytising on the basis that parents of
children attending these RI classes have indicated an affiliation with Christianity or a desire
for their child to learn about it.

4.3 Evangelising

The Department defines evangelising as "pre c ing Qf adv.ocating a cause or religion with the
object of making converts to Christianity-!

hile not explicitly prohibited by the EGPA or

EGPR, nor referenced in the RI poli<::y statement, the DepJ rtment would expect schools to
take appropriate action if aware that evangelising is ccu~

id~ of an RI class given it

could adversely affect the school's ability to provide
environment for students.
Although proselytisi~

s not common throughout the m

uals, evangelising was frequently

identified in all te ehers' manuals - both in t rms of teachers' evangelising to students, and
students being e · couraged to evangelise toot · ers.

/

Re

Examples of activities th;3t may encourage students to evangelise:
Upper Primary, 82, L.:esson 18, p. 1

drama to communicate th gp7

: Students could compose a poem, song,

o others.

Lower Primary, C2, Lesson...t7, p. 153: Students could make beaded bracelets or
necklaces and give them to their friends as a way of sharing the good news about
Jesus.

3

Chaplaincy and student welfare services: Definitions
http://education.qld.gov.au/schools/healthy/chaplaincy-student-welfare.html
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4.4 Consistency with legislation and departmental policies,
procedures and frameworks
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4.4. 1 RI policy statement
The RI policy statement specifies the process for establishing an RI program in a state
school, and the implementation of the program by religious leaders. The Connect materials as
such do not contravene the RI policy given there are no requirements regarding the content of
RI program materials.

The RI policy supporting document, Considerations for principals establishing and
4

implementing religious instruction, states that 'authorised programs of RI are reviewed to
ensure they do not contravene legislation or departmental procedures, and are made
available to the school community on request.'

Two lessons that stood out as being inconsistent with the RI policy in that they encourage
advertising of Anglican Church programs were:

Lower Primary B1, Lesson 20, p. 190 which focuses on the "Mothers Union", a
mission agency of the Anglican G urch of Australi .

Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 20, p. 174 whic i enfirely.-focused on.. he Anglican Year

13 Youth Works Gap Year program (volunteer work overseas) al)d aims to advertise

and recruit students for an overseas aid progr

(even though they will not be

eligible to sign p for several years).

Re

Some lessons propose making artefacts such as art works that could be used for classroom
displays, or greetings cards and messages to give to family and friends. To be consistent with

the Department's RI policy, any displays woul need to be removed from the classroom at the

end of the RI lesson . The instructor and the school should ensure that RI students do not give
any materials used or created in RI lessons (including greeting cards) to students who do not
attend RI classes.

4

A program of religious instruction approved by the faith group for delivery to students of that faith
group in a single or cooperative arrangement. The religious leader/s of the faith group authorises
the program of instruction (s. 27 EGPR).
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Examples include:
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Infants A1, Lesson 3, p. 37 - creating a wall mural of God's creation.
Infants A1, Lesson 7, p. 69 -folding paper to make Arks.

Infants A 1, Lesson 10, p. 100 - making Easter greetings cards for family and friends.

4.4.2

Student Protection

Some of the advice and activities in the Connect teacher's manuals were identified as being
inconsistent with current student protection practices. Of particular note was an activity to
share secrets; mentions of 'special friends'; and a suggestion that teachers meet one-to-one
with students who are interested in finding out more about Christianity. It is noted that more
recently published manuals suggest that another adult should be present for any one-to-one
discussions.

Examples include:

Upper Primary,

disguise his secret, ask each pair to discuss n<:rthen write a

tocy to disguise their

own secret." For a wide range of reasons, "ncluding that student of all ages should

see teachers ancl school sta as trusted adult and feel safe to share information, this
of 6e sYpported. No activities content should teach or encourage

content would

studeJ1ts to, eep secrets.
Lower P~

ary A2, Lesson 10, p. 92-3- uses of the term 'special friends' . The use of

Re

the te m ~cial friends'

'

is not supported

because of student protection

considerations. W ilst the context in ttiis instance is understood ('Jesus was asking
Matthew to be one o his special'

special friends'), the

tr:,

ds' and 'Jesus calls us to become one of his

erm is c_Jpsely associated with grooming behaviour and

therefore this language is

'aee

e8 inappropriate.

Upper Primary, A2, p. 197 - 'Helpful teaching techniques' provides advice on 'Talking
one-to-one with a student', indicating that instructors should talk to students in full
view of other students or teachers, even though the conversation is private. Best
practice would be for instructors to ensure that all discussions with students
(including whole class, group or individual discussions) take place in full view of a
school based staff member and other students .
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4.4.3

Student Health and Wellbeing, and Safe and
Supportive School Communities

There are a number of lessons, particularly in the Upper Primary materials, that have the
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potential to negatively affect the social and emotional wellbeing of particular students who
may have depressive tendencies, be in a fragile state, or could blame themselves for things
happening around them, for example family break up or death of a loved one. These lessons
also have the potential to upset students, or cause disturbances and bad dreams. These
lessons talked about deserving punishment, the consequences of your sin on others, and
specific Bible events.
Example include:

Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 3, p. 35 - drinking tomato juice to represent blood.
Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 4, p. 53 - "The punishment for sin is death".
Student activity book) - indicates "If you live to

satisfy your desires, you will die.".

Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 15, p. 161 - Teacher asl<s. "

Lower Primacy, 81, Lesso 9 p. 94 - Class aebate regarding whether it was right or

wrong foe the ctisciple to cut off the servant's ear.

Lower Rnmary, C1, Lesson 17, p. 1~6 - So these eaders met together to try and
think of a plan to get rid of Daniel. Witn a partner, spend one minute thinking of ways

Re

they might get rid of him.

Lower Primary, A1, p. 86 - Sad da activity: asking students to write a letter to a

friend, expressing their eelings and confusion about all they saw and heard when
Jesus was arrested and kilted.
Upper Primary C1, Lesson 8, p. 72 (Domino effect lesson) - which tells students their
sin will have consequences for others around them . Examples are given of sinners
and how this then led to babies dying, unhappiness, and other events.

Potential health and safety concerns were also raised with a small number of lessons.
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Examples include:
Lower Primary, A2, Lesson 6, p. 63 - baking a mystery Bible cake (that may affect
students with food allergies).
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Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 13, p. 119 - adding bleach to a glass of coloured water.

Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 8, p. 81 - using needles for craft.

Upper Primary, B2, p. 236 (and elsewhere) - handing out lollies and eating as much
ice-cream as you can in one minute.

The Help with classroom management section of some manuals (for example Upper Primary,
B2, p. 236) discusses punishment for misbehaviour and states, "Do not let the students' off

after

promising

punishment" . In

all

circumstances, behaviour management

is

the

responsibil ity of the school and classroom teacher and under no circumstances should a

volunteer RI instructor 'punish' children. RI instructors should discuss any behaviour concerns

with the classroom teacher. A staff member from tti

school is to be present during all RI

classes.

4.4.4

Inclusive Education

Each manual has the same layout with

or instructors, for

example The special needs of indigenous students Understanding the student: the learning
theory undergirding Connect, and

elp with classroo

management. Some of the language

suggestions used int ese sections, particularly in the older publications, is not consistent with
inclusive educatio practices.
Examples include:

Referring to stude ts with specials needs in the "Is your class different?" teacher
information (UpR9r

imary, A2, p. 202 and other manuals) suggests that "Teachers

should not jump to the false conclusion that these students are unintelligent". This

language is not appropriate nor eonsistent with departmental policies .

Similarly, the section on "The special needs of indigenous students" (also in Upper
Primary, A2, p. 204 and other manuals) suggests: "Aboriginal students are most
teachable when sitting in small groups outside under a tree." Again , this language is
inappropriate and not consistent with departmental policies, as is the assumption that
"(S)RE followed by a barbecue lunch on Friday, then an afternoon's sport would be
the most pleasurable experience Aboriginal Primary students could imagine".
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Both of these examples are also included in what appears to be one of the later editions of
the manuals - Upper Primary, C1, pp. 217 and 219.5
There is discussion in some lessons about punishment for sins and a potential implication
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that disabilities are punishment for sin. For example:
Lower Primary, C2, Lesson 6, p. 54 talks about " ... he had 38 years of not being able

to walk, run, jump ... invited the students to suggest other things the man would not
be able to do".

Lower Primary, C2, Lesson 8, p. 74 says: "Some of the people from that village

wondered why this man was born blind. Was it a punishment from God because his
parents or someone else had done something wrong ."

Animal Ethics

4.4.5

A couple of animal ethics considerations were identified, including the previously mentioned
references to sacrificing animals. The pedagogic value of these exercise is unclear.
Examples include:

Upper Primary 82, Lesson 17, p. 183 which suggests that the instructor "bring in a

dead animal to dissect".

Lower Primary C2, Lesson 15, pp . 128 and

some "pretenctsacrifices• w ich are use two activities during the lesson. However it
is unclear wh t kind of 'pretend acrifices' will be ased e.g. food or animals sacrifices .

4.5

Delive~ cycle and version control

Re

Connect is delivered a a three-year program.

he A, B and C labelling of each manual

indicates which year of tlie rogram it belongs to. Youthworks has advised that, with a few

exceptions, most instructors sbould be working on the same stage of the program (A, B or C)
in any given year. Howevel'i, ther is no certainty that the majority of instructors are using the

same cycle nor the same version o the manuals .

5

When media coverage occurred regarding these examples from the Connect materials

during the course of the review, Youthworks contacted the Department acknowledging that
the instructions/guidelines were 'dated and clunky' and provided a revised document.
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Manuals are reviewed and updated every three years, although essential updates can occur
at any time. Youthworks has advised that, in 2016, most instructors would be delivering
lessons from C manuals. As a result, Youthworks is currently reviewing and updating the A
manuals for use by most instructors in 2017.
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Of note is that there is no clear labelling of the manuals to identify the relevant version. The
copyright date on the last page is the only information showing the version/date of publication ,
rather than an obvious version number clearly identified on the cover of the manual. This
means that there could be a large number of materials being used in schools which are
significantly outdated and containing inappropriate content.

4.6 Age appropriateness

Unless they have a teaching background, it is unlikely that RI instructors would have the
expertise to know what children of a particular age can and cannot do prior to undertaking the
activity with students, and would rely on the manuals to guide them .
There are some suggested activities, such as

crosswor puzzle in the Infants A1 manual ,

which may be too difficult for many of the younger student in the grouping. However, the
teacher's manuals provide a level of flexibility that instruct rs could work on these activities as
a whole class or skip activities that seem too Gomplicated for the students.

For some lessons, the teacher:'s manuals provide specific advice on elements that would be
inappropriate for the target age group nd advise teac ers to avoid these.

Infants A1, esson 7, p. 65 which suggests that instructors show students pictures

Re

from a childre 's Bibles when discussing the story of Noah's ark. However, the
teacher's manual SRecifically states that instructors should not show pictures of
people perishing in tli flood .

Infants A1, Lesson 9, p. 85 - I a lesson on the Easter story about Jesus dying on

the cross, instructors are warned that "some students may be upset by this story of
the death of Jesus. Do not go into details of Jesus' suffering with students of this age
group .".
Infants A1, Lesson 7, p. 67 - In a lesson on Noah's Ark, instructors are advised that:
"If a student asks about the fate of people who didn't go on board the ark, you may
point out that the ark was for all of the people who chose to follow God".
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4. 7 Revising content
Under current legislation, there is no oversight or regulation of RI programs other than it must
be approved by the relevant faith group.
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The publishers of Connect are continuing to review the materials to ensure they remain
relevant. It seems that substantial work has gone into removing the perception of
proselytising from the publications (for example, through the preface added to the whole class
Concluding prayers which provide the option to participate).

Youthworks has advised the Department on several occasions in correspondence, and in the
media, that the publishers are willing to work with the Department to improve the Connect
resources.

Given the Department has not reviewed any other RI materials, it is recognised that the
publishers of Connect could use a favourable outcome from this review to further promote its
materials for RI classes across Australian and New Zealand.
While outside the scope of this review, it is r

being used in state schools across Queen and may not be consistent with departmental
policies, procedures and frameworks, ma not be develop entally appropriateness for the
relevant age groups or could raise other ge eral COr!fems.

5. ConclusioRs
The review otthe

onnect materials did not find major ii:iconsistencies with departmental

legislation, policies, procedures or framework~ Many of the l~ues identified could be
addressed through egotiation with the puQlisher and information and advice for instructors

Re

about departmental reqwirements. The current r quirement for school staff to be present in RI

classes will continue,to pr

ide a safeguard and should ensure that any inconsistencies with

departmental requirements are monitorecl.

There are some concepts and lesson~ithin Connect that deal with issues such as sin and
punishment that could potentially affect an at-risk student's wellbeing if not delivered in a
sensitive way. However, concepts such as sin, punishment, forgiveness, and "Jesus as a
saviour" are at the core of Christianity and their removal from Christian RI lessons would
significantly impact on the instruction being provided. RI program developers, faith groups
and RI instructors need to remain sensitive and vigilant to the circumstances of students and
the impact specific discussions may have.
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The issues raised through the Connect program review have highlighted a much broader
issue around the appropriateness of legislated RI delivery in Queensland state schools and
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whether expectations regarding issues such as proselytising and evangelising should be
clarified .

6. Recommendations

6.1 Seek amendment of Connect materials

The review found that the materials and information within the manual and student workbooks
is generally consistent with departmental policies and procedures, with some exceptions. It is
considered that a number of changes would be required (mostly to the Upper Primary
program) to improve the consistency of the materials with departmental policy.
It would also be beneficial for the Connect manuals to advise instructors to become familiar
with relevant state Education Department policiesyaA

rocedures (such as student

protection, health and safety, student wellb'eing)
The publishers of Connect have indicated~

willingness to consider any suggestions

arising from this review.

e Connect

materials as soon as praetical>te.

ata Capture

As noted in sectioa 1.2 of this report, there is no current accurate collection of RI data. It is

Re

recommended that, a a minimum, the number of student participating in RI or other
instruction is captured oy the Department. Furthb r investigation into the collection of data

such as the faith groups pro iding RI in school and the programs they deliver should also be

considered.

6.3 Audit of which version . the material is being used in schools
by instructors
It is recommended that an immediate audit of currency of the Connect materials being used in
Queensland state schools be undertaken to ensure that old manuals which include outdated
and inappropriate content are disposed of and are not used with students.
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6.4 Communication with Principals
Principals have been advised that, once finalised, the outcomes of the review will be
communicated .
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It is recommended that, through these communications, principals will be reminded of the
need for:

vigilance about appropriate permission being in place for students to attend RI

classes

ensuing information about RI classes offered in the school is made available to
parents and that parents have access to more detailed information and lesson

materials if requested

ensuring that the school staff member present during RI classes raise any concerns
or issues with the school leadershig. team.

6.5 Communication with faith groups who use Connect
It is recommended that communication occurs

itb th? Christian faith groui;>s in Queensland

that are known to use Connect to advise of the outc me of the review and · ighlight issues
raised, including:

instructors are using t e most recent URdated versions of the materials

avoidin specific concepts and terms (such as rape, incest, bigamy in the teacher's

Re

notes},andthe need for sensitivity wh~n discussing particular concepts with

students (suc}a animal sacrifice, pl}ysical punishment)

advising instructors to familiarise hem selves with relevant departmental policies

and procedures (such as stu

nt protection, health and safety, student wellbeing)

avoiding advertising Year 13 or other Anglican programs
avoiding baking cakes or providing food such as lollies to avoid potential
consequences with food allergies and conflict with healthy eating concepts
promoted in schools.
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6.6 Parliamentary Committee Review
There are a number of competing views regarding RI. It has become evident through the
course of the review that there is the need for a more forensic examination of the objectives,
program materials, implementation , and roles and responsibilities of principals and faith
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groups , within a twenty-first century state schooling environment. As such, it is recommended
that a Parliamentary Committee Inquiry be established to ensure that all stakeholders have

Re

the opportunity to provide input into a thorough, independent and transparent review.
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APPENDIX 1

Review of Connect Religious Instruction
Materials
Terms of Reference
Review of the Connect Religious Instruction Materials

Purpose

The purpose of the review of the Connect RI materials is to determine if they are
consistent with legislation and DET policy I procedures, including the Religious
Instruction policy statement.

Scope
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Title

In Scope

All Connect teacher's manuals:
o

Infants for students aged 5-7 years;

o

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years;

o

Upper Primary for students aged 10-12 years.

All Connect student workbooks:
o

Infants for students aged 5-7 years;

o

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years;

o

Upper Primary for studentsage 10-12 years.

Out of Scope

Review of any other RI pr~ams.
Review of the RI policy statement or l~islatioll~

Timeframe

Risks

To Minister by 30 June 2016

Dissatis a~ ~om stakeholders with· QOlarised views regardless of the

oM~tt~
t _e. 0 ngo1ng
. commurnca
. t'ion w1'th st a""e
l,).ho Id ers.
11 a ,on:

Re

Despite apelying the utmost professionalism, reviewers will examine the
material through their value system.
Mitigation: Multi le reviewers ana moderation of assessments.

Deliverables

Ministerial Report
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APPENDIX 2
Review Team
A team of reviewers was drawn from across the State Schools Division to review the Connect
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teacher's manuals.

A mix of staff with substantial knowledge and experience in teaching, curriculum
development, government policy and administration, and departmental policies and
procedures including in the areas of RI, student wellbeing, inclusive education, and safe and
supportive school communities undertook the review with oversight by an Executive Director.
The reviewers held qualifications in primary and secondary teaching, psychology, social
sciences and governance and public policy.

Each reviewer was allocated one or two teacher's manuals to consider.
The reviewers were briefed on their role to ~eaa the m
with departmental legislation, policies or;,pr

uals and identify any inconsistencies

. ure , with\

focus on the RI policy. Reviewers

were also asked to identify any areas wh re the program was developmentally inappropriate
for the target age group, and any issues that caused con

rn.

Connect materials and the 'iery_diverse nature of thi king about the subject within the broader
community. A process of moderation

s the assessment: of the Connec\

aterials made by individuals.

Re

quality assurance acr

as employed to support consistency and provide
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APPENDIX 3
Overview of the Connect Materials Format
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Connect describes itself as a Christian Education curriculum . It is produced by Christian
Education Publications and Youthworks, which are linked to the Sydney Anglican Diocese.
Connect states that it draws on the educational research of Howard Gardner from Harvard
University. It combines eight "kinds of intelligence" to reach different learning styles: word,
music, maths and logic, body (e.g. movement}, space and vision (e .g. creativity), self,
interpersonal, and nature.

Connect is intended to be a three-year curriculum presented across three levels of schooling :
•

Infants for students aged 5-7 years (noting that RI is not offered to Prep students in

Queensland State schools)

•

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 year

Each level comprises six teaching manuals of approximatety~eo.. ages . Each teaching
manual comprises 20 lessons of approximately. 5-30

·A1.1tes duratio .

The 'Welcome' section in each maAual explains that t e 'curriculum has as its foundation the
belief that it is imp0rtant o allow the Bible's own theologieal framework to determine what is
taught and how it is taught" . The Welcome also talks about i king "interested children" to
church-run child en's and youth activities sot at they can ex . erience Christian community

Re

and learn more al:J ut the Christian faith.

For each of the 20 lessons in the teacher's man als provide instructors with:
•

•

Lesson Aim - the focu concept to e taught in each lesson.

Lesson Outcomes -the know ecige, understanding, skills, values and attitudes that
the lesson seeks to teach .

•

Memory Verse - a verse for students to recite and memorise. The same verse is
usually used for three to five lessons.
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•

Bible background - notes to give more detailed information to help the instructor to
understand the main elements of the lesson, their place in the Bible and their
historical background .

•

A list of things they will need - such as pens, paper, music, visual aids, CD player,

•
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blue-tack, activity books, etc.

Other resources - this usually refers to music or an audio-visual that is not part of the

Connect program and needs to be separately purchased .

•

Before you start - instructions on how to prepare for the lesson e.g. "If you intend to

use an interactive whiteboard , review the PowerPoint slides for the lesson on the CDROM that comes with the manual", or "Photocopy enough Visual aids on p. 19 of the

Judges 1 worksheet for each student".

•

A 'teacher's' prayer - a short prayer in which the instructor may ask for God's
guidance in delivering the lesson.

•
•

A 'Way In' - such as an icebreaking et1vit , song or asking some simple questions .
Bible Focus - speaking poi Ats tha the instructor may use in the lesson , questions to

ask the class and examples of respoAses stutlents may provide to questions. Some
lessons include a role play activity or particula ""8ible verses to rea

•

Connections - speaking points for the instructo to use to link the lesson to the

students own Uves.

•

Concluding prayer - a short prayer fo~ the class to say together e.g. "Dear God , thank

you that yot1 are a faithful God . Thank you that despite Israel 's disobedience you still

Re

raised up judges to save them . We pra~ that we may not be like the Israelites. Please

help us to obey you and follow you. In Jesus' name we pray. Amen" (Lesson 1, Upper

Primary C1 ). Earlier editions of the manuals (which may still be in use) indicate the

whole class shoulc:J.partici1?ate. Recently published manuals give students an option
to not participate.

•

Taking it further- additional ideas for longer lessons includ ing songs, movement,
Bible exploration, etc.

•

'Teacher' reflections - prompting questions about how the lesson went and how to
change it next time.
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•

For the next lesson - a guide to preparation for the next lesson in the book.

•

Support materials - activity sheets that can be photocopied, teaching props etc.
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Two disks are provided with each teacher's manual: one contains music and drama, and the
other provides PowerPoints and PDFs to support each lesson .

In addition, student workbooks are available to support each manual. The student workbooks
generally have one page for each lesson and include activities such as colouring-in , Bible
verses with letters missing for the students to complete, crosswords etc. The back pages of
the student workbooks include prayers (such as the Lord's Prayer) and words to songs
provided on the teacher's disk.

As of 1 October 2015, each teacher's manual costs $31 .95, each student workbook costs
$2.99 (parents are often invoiced for the cost of the workbook) and each visual aid pack costs
$31.95. There are also a range of other material available for purchase from Christian
Education Publications, including a 'preschool curricubm ' designed for children aged 3-5, a
'Kindy' teacher's manual designed for the firs

ear·0f school and a teacher's manual titled Big

Questions for students in year 6 to explorer1ssues sucn as What's gone wrong with the

r

world?', 'Does God really care about me?l 'What's the puwose of my life?' and 'How will I

Re

make choices about my future?'
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~----

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In June 2016, the Minister for Education announced a review of the Connect materials used
by various Christian faith groups for the delivery of Religious Instruction (RI) in some
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Queensland state schools. This move was precipitated by a number of reported concerns in
the media and the suspension of the program at a Brisbane state school.

RI is a program of instruction approved and provided by a religious denomination or society in
state schools according to the Education (General Provisions) Act 2006 (EGPA) and
Education (General Provisions) Regulation 2006 (EGPR).

Connect is intended for delivery as a three-year program presented across three phases of
schooling:
•
•
•

Infants for students aged 5-7 years;

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years;
Upper Primary for students aged 1~

The review focused on the consistency oNhe materials with legislation and departmental
policies, procedures and frameworks; tbe de elopmental appropriate
the relevant age groups; and other general con ms.

In the main, the review has found tn t the vast majority-of Connect materials do not
contravene the Department's legislation, olicies, procedures or frameworks.
There are, however, a number of issues that need to be addressed . This includes references
and/or activities related to animal sacrifice, prostitution and murder, as well as a number of

Re

lessons and activities

ich have the potential to cause psychological harm and affect

students' health and welll:>'e"ng.

There are also some concerning examples f advice and activities that do not align with

student protection practices and could nmtentionally support grooming behaviour.

The Department is committed to creating and maintaining safe and supportive environments
for all students. Some language within the manuals related to Indigenous and Torres Strait
Islander students and students with disability is inconsistent with inclusive education
practices.
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It is recommended that communications are entered into with the publisher to address these
issues. Through correspondence to date, the publisher has expressed a willingness to work
with the Department to strengthen the materials and to work through any concerns raised .
While outside the scope of this review, there is a broader consideration of whether the
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legislation governing RI in state schools meets contemporary parent and community
expectations that principals have the authority - and the responsibility - to oversee and quality
assure programs delivered within their schools .

Additionally, there is no legislated prohibition on proselytising or evangelizing. Proselytising is
defined within the RI policy as 'soliciting a student for a decision to change their rel igious
affiliation', however is only referenced within the supporting document 'Considerations for
faith groups establishing and implementing religious instruction' in relation to cooperative
arrangements where two or more faith groups are working together. The legislation, policy
and supporting documents are currently silent on whether proselytising to students whose
parents have indicated an affiliated religion is acceptable.

The Connect materials are, in the main, in alignment w1tti legislation and departmental
policies and procedures, however amendments to some sections is required and further

Re

exploration of the legislative remit in relation to RI is recom ended .
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1.0 Background
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1 .1 Provision of RI in Queensland state schools
RI has been available in Queensland state schools for over 100 years following the outcome
of a referendum conducted in April 1910.

RI is a program of instruction approved and provided by a religious denomination or society in
state schools according to the Education (General Provisions) Act 2006 (EGPA) and
Education (General Provisions) Regulation 2006 (EGPR).

Section 76 of the EGPA states that schools must allow provision of RI for a period of up to
one hour per week if approached by a faith group seeking to provide RI when students of that
faith group attend the school.

Participation in RI is not compulsory. Students are allocated to RI classes (or other
instruction) based on the faith group nominated by thelF°>'Rarents on their enrolment form or if
\

their parents have provided written permissio

or their chi d to attend RI classes.

If a parent has indicated on the enrolmen orm 'no religio 'or 'no religion nominated' or a
response that is not represented in the sch

's RI Rrogram, then the,.student will receive

other instruction in a separate location at tne sc ool

trile RI classes are ta ing place.

Parents can change their pr:eference for their Ghild to.participate in RI or ot er instruction at
any time by notifying t e school in writi g.
RI is only availabl

o students from Year 1 1n state primary, s condary and special schools. It

is not offered to ' ep students.

'

Re

RI is not a Queensland' curriculum or syllabus. lihe Department has no involvement in the

selection of content for RI p ograms . However as with any program or activity delivered in a

1

school, principals are responsi le for ensuri'.}9 that the content and activities do not
contravene legislation or departm ntal poli 1es.

The Department's RI policy and sup orting documents provide guidance for principals in the
process of RI delivery and considerations for faith groups regarding establishing and
implementing an RI program in state schools .
Within Queensland state schools, RI classes are juxtaposed with a multitude of cultural,
religious and non-religious viewpoints. Schools seek to respect the background and beliefs of
its students and school community.
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1.2 Data on RI in Queensland state schools
The Department does not currently collect data on the number of students participating in RI,
which schools offer RI programs, the faith groups providing RI in schools, or the materials
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used by faith groups to deliver RI.
While data on religion nominated on students' enrolment forms is captured by OneSchool,
this is only a proxy measure for participation in RI classes and is not considered an accurate
indicator of the number of students actually participating in RI. For example, the RI program
nominated by parents may not be available at the school and parents can change their
preference for their child to pariticpate in RI (or not) at any time.

Noting the unreliability of the OneSchool data, the current percentages of students who have
a religion recorded in OneSchool is identified below.

Table 1: Percentage of students with a religion recorded in OneSchool

Data Collection Point in Time

% of all student enrolments with a religion recorded

12.7%

Oct 2013

20.0%

June 2014

25.2%

July 2015

29.8%

May 2016

32.4%

Re

Aug 2012

The increase in the r:iumber of students with a r.eligion recorded is primarily the result of the
religion question becoming m ndatory in 201 .

Anecdotal evidence suggests that regul r weekly RI classes do not usually occur in
secondary schools even though the

gislation allows for it.

1.3 Recent RI changes at Windsor State School
On 3 June 2016, the Principal of Windsor State School wrote to parents of students at the
school advising that he was unable to permit continued use of the Connect program at the
school and was obliged to suspend RI lessons immediately.

6
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The Principal explained that it had only recently come to his attention that none of the
programs, such as Connect, used by faith groups to deliver RI are approved or endorsed by
DET. In accordance with DET's RI policy, he had undertaken a review of the Connect
materials and found that they contravene the policy that prohibits proselytising . He explained
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that:

"Connect lessons go beyond imparting knowledge of Biblical references, and
extend to soliciting children to develop a personal faith in God and Jesus to
become a Christian or 'Kingdom Kid'. "

The Principal also wrote to the RI Coordinator at the School confirming a previous discussion
about his decision to suspend the program .

In the undated correspondence to the RI Coordinator, the Principal explained that he had
reviewed the Connect program which was being used at the school and found it to be in
contravention of the Department's RI policy. He considered that the Connect program
appeared to be "based on the premise of trying to solicit them [students] for a decision to
become the kind of Christian prescribed in the materia s". The Principal identified more than
30 examples of what he considered proselytising in the Connect materials .

Many of the examples provided could no be located in the current Connect materials.
Youthworks has advised that these references were referring too tdated manuals.
Further, the Principal advised that he would review any alternative RI prog ams presented to
him and resume RI classes if he found the materials to be consistent with the Department's
requirements.

This is the second time an RI program has be n suspendedYclt Windsor State School. It is
understood that in 2014 under the leadership o the former principal , the Access Ministries

Re

program was also suspended following lobbyinq by parents.

1 .4 Defining Proselytising

Central to the debate about the Conne t materials is the definition of proselytising . The
definitions attached to the Department's RI policy statement define 'proselytising' as 'soliciting
1

a student for a decision to change their religious affiliation' .

There appear to be two distinct and polar views on proselytising in RI:

I

http://education.gld.gov.au/schools/school-operations/ri-definitions.htm
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If a student's parent has nominated a student as a particular religion on their
enrolment form, then the student is of that religion or affiliated with that rel igion .
Therefore, any RI provided in that particular religion cannot be viewed as
proselytising, as the student is already affiliated with that religion .
While parents may nominate a religion for their child on the enrolment form , the child
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2.

may not have personally accepted that religion . Therefore RI could be viewed as

trying to solicit the ch ild to follow a particular religion .

A supporting document attached to the RI policy statement, 'Considerations for faith groups
establishing and implementing religious instruction' provides the only reference to
proselytising in relation to cooperative arrangements where two or more faith groups are

working together, stating that a RI Coordinator must: 'Advise religious instructors that they are
not to proselytise in a cooperative arrangement.'

2

When a cooperative arrangement is established for the delivery of RI in a state school , the
principal must advise parents of the details of the arrangement. Parents may choose for the

child not to attend RI classes delivered by a cooperative-arrangement to which their children
might normally be allocated.

What is not clear, is whether proselytising occurs when students who don't identify with a
Christian faith are being placed into Christian RI classes by their pare ts.

Although outside the scoge

ot tbis review, it is note

that legal advice provided by faith groups

has indicated the view that there is no legislative basis for prohibition of 'proselytising' in the
EGPA or EGPR. D

's"Legal and Administrative Law Branch supports this view.

methodology

2.0

The review of the Connect materials focused on the 18 teacher's manuals and accompanying
student workbooks . The key aim of the r,evie

was to determine whether these materials are

consistent with legislation and de artmental policies, procedures and frameworks (including
but not limited to the RI policy, health and wellbeing, inclusive education, and safe and
supportive school communities), developmental appropriateness of the materials for the
relevant age groups, and any general concerns.

The Terms of Reference for the review are at Appendix 1, along with a description of the
review team Appendix 2.
2

http://education .qld .gov.au/schools/school-operations/ri-considerations-faith-groups.htm l
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A moderation process was used to support consistency and mitigate any potential personal
bias.
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3.0 The Connect materials
Connect describes itself as a Christian Education curriculum. It is produced by Christian
Education Publications and Youthworks Media, which are linked to the Sydney Anglican
Diocese.

Connect is intended to be a three-year program presented across three levels of schooling:
•

Infants for students aged 5-7 years (noting that RI is not offered to Prep students in

Queensland state schools)

•

•

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years

Each year of the program is labelled with

series i.e. "A",

7'"or "C" and proposed semester.

Youthworks has advised that about 90 per cent of inst~ucte>1;:s_are teaching from the "C" series
in 2016 and will teach from the "A" series in) e17.

~

Updates are made in the yeaF pr.ior to series being us{ d in the majority ofischools. Therefore,
the "A" series is currently bein-9 upda

:e

for use in.2017. Major updates (such as removal of
) are posted o Connect's web portal and advice

Re

Religious Instructors.may or may not purchase ew manuals from year-to-year. It is therefore
possible that some in~ uctors are teaching from outdated materials. Youthworks has advised

that when major changes · cur, such as in 201'3, all instructors were required to purchase
new teacher's manuals.

Further contextual information on the
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4.0 Findings
Following are the findings of the Review of the Connect program conducted in June 2016.
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4.1 Christian historical beliefs, concepts and terms

The use of Christian historical beliefs, concepts and terms is unavoidable in a Christian RI
class . However, some of these Christian historical beliefs, concepts and terms may not be
considered appropriate for discussion with primary school students, even in the context of a
Christian RI class or as a direct quotes from the Bible.

Each lesson within the Connect teacher's manuals provides background information under
the heading "Bible background" to help the instructor contextualise the lesson. There are
some events, concepts and terms discussed in this section, such as incest, rape, prostitution ,
murder, and animal and human sacrifice, which are not developmentally appropriate to be
discussed with primary school students. For examgle, reference is made to rape in Infants
C1, p. 70; to murder in Upper Primary A1, p. 55; and to nimal/human sacrified in Lower
Pirmary C2, p. 64 . However, this sectiorr is not for tne purppses of discussion with students
and is only for the instructor's backgroun . As such , it is not considered a contravention of
departmental requirements.

In a very few instances, some of these terms ar

discussion with the class or: iRcmaterials for distribut1e to students . Events and concepts such
as animal sacrifice and 'wastin~ m~
considered develop

y on womer:i' (refe( ng to prostitution) are not

ntally approJ;>riate o the target age group. Although these concepts

are used in tl'le m erials as direct Bible quotes, their continu~

use in primary schools is not

considered' approRriate .

Re

Examples include:

Upper Primary, C1, lesson 4, p. 46 (Student Worksheet) includes a Bible quote on

animal sacrifice: "Finally, S~ ut co manded, 'Bring me some animals, so we can offer
sacrifices to please the LORD nd ask for his help'. Saul killed one of the animals .. . "
Upper Primary, A2, Student activity book, Lesson 7, p. 13 includes references to

wasting money on women (i.e. prostitution) in a Bible quote: "This other son of yours
wasted your money on [women]." While not explicit in its description of the meaning,
this reference is not considered appropriate for 10-12 year old students.
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Upper Primary, B2, Student activity book, Lesson 19, p. 38 mentions "virgin" and "not
sleeping together" in a Bible reference about Mary and Joseph and the conception of
Jesus.
Terms such as sin, punishment, death, and Jesus being nailed to the cross, which are found
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throughout the Connect program are a reflection of the Bible's content on which Christianity is
based. While some non-Christians may take offence to the use of these terms, it would be
difficult to provide Christian RI without reference to such terms and concepts.
Throughout Connect, the Bible is often represented as a factual , historical document. An
example of this is in Lower Primary, C1, Teaching Techniques and Hints, p. 93: "Emphasise

that these events are historical and true ... ".

4.2 Proselytising

Only a small number of examples of proselytising were found in the Connect teacher's
manuals considering the volume of material provided. I ·s apparent that the publishers have

ca~er" is prefaced with instructor's

speaking points: This is how Christians talk t God. If you would Ii~ tG.. ray with me please

e don't ge't'-distractea:.while praying this

short prayer.

It is understood that all class prayers will be prefaced by tnis message in future.
Opportunities do exist to provide information 011 advice to st tlents about attending church

Re

services or youth groups however, it is usually (but not always) clear that the information
should only be providecMo 'interested students'. It is not specified how the instructor

determines whether stude ts are interested or ot.
Examples of proselytising identified ir:i the

anuals include:

Hand out the flyers for local church services if you have them (Upper Primary, C1,
Lesson 10, p. 100).

How about asking your parents if you could come along to kids club or kids church.
(This would be a good time to hand out flyers.) (Upper Primary, B2, Lesson 17, p.
181 ).
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Students are asked to write a newspaper article for inclusion in a newspaper to be
distributed at the Christmas assembly. The newspaper could have details about the
local church 's Christmas services at the back (Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 18, p.
187).
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Direct quotes from the Bible were not considered as proselytising on the basis that parents of
children attending these RI classes have indicated an affiliation with Christianity or a desire
for their child to learn about it.

4.3 Evangelising

The Department defines evangelising as "preaching or advocating a cause or religion with the
object of making converts to Christianity" 3 , however While not explicitly prohibited by the
EGPA or EGPR, nor referenced in the RI policy statement, the Department would expect
schools to take appropriate action if aware that evangelising is occurring outside of an RI
class given it could adversely affect the school's ability to provide a safe, supportive and
inclusive environment for students.

Although proselytising was not common througnout the manuals, evangelising was frequently
identified in all teachers ' manuals - both i terms of teachers' evangelising to students, and
students being encouraged to evangelise to others.
Examples of evangelising include:

Upper Primary, 82, Lesson t8., p. 190: Students could compose a poem, song,

drama to co

, unicate the gospel to others.

FURTHER EXAMPLES TO BE INCLUDED.

Consistency with legislation and DET policy/procedures

Re

4.4

4.4.1

The RI policy statement specifies the process for establishing an RI program in a state
school, and the implementation of the program by religious leaders. As such, the Connect
materials do not contravene the RI policy given there are no requirements regarding content
of RI program materials.

3

Chaplaincy and student welfare services: Definitions
http://education.gld.gov.au/schools/healthy/chaplaincy-student-welfare.html
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The supporting document, Considerations for principals establishing and implementing
4

religious instruction, states that 'authorised programs of RI are reviewed to ensure they do
not contravene legislation or departmental procedures, and are made to the school
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community on request. '
Two lessons that stood out as being inconsistent with RI policy in that they encourage
advertising of Anglican Church programs were Lower Primary B1, Lesson 20, p. 190 which
focuses on the "Mothers Union", a mission agency of the Anglican Church of Australia, and
Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 20, p. 174 which is entirely focused on the Anglican Year 13
Youth Works Gap Year program (volunteer work overseas) and aims to advertise and recruit
students for an overseas aid program (even though they will not be eligible to sign up for
several years).

Creation of artefacts

Some lessons propose making artefacts such as art works that could be used for classroom
displays, or greetings cards and messages to give to family and friends . To be consistent with
the Department's RI policy, any displays would need to be removed from the classroom at the
end of the RI lesson. The instructor and the selfool shout ensure that RI students do not give
any materials used or created in RI lesso s (including 9reeting cards) to students who do not
attend RI classes.

Examples include:

a mural of God's creation (Infants A 1, Les_son

Re

Easter greetings cards for family and friends (Infants A1 , Lesson 10, p. 100).

4.4.2 Critical Thinking

The Australian Curriculum identifies

number of general capabilities that will support

students to thrive in the twenty-first century. It states : Critical thinking is at the core of most

4

A program of religious instruction approved by the faith group for delivery to students of that faith
group in a single or cooperative arrangement. The religious leader/s of the faith group authorises
the program of instruction (s.27 EGPR).
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intellectual activity that involves students learning to recognise or develop an argument, use
evidence in support of that argument, draw reasoned conclusions, and use information to
solve problems.

5

In contrast, the lesson aim of Lower Primary, C1 , states that God knows what is best for us
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and therefore we should follow and obey him. This does not encourage critical thinking skills
such as inquiring through asking questions and applying logic and reasoning.

4.4.3

Student Protection

Some of the advice and activities raised in the Connect teacher's manuals were identified as
being inconsistent with current student protection practices. Of particular note was an activity

to share secrets ; mentions of 'special friends'; and a suggestion that teachers meet one-to-

one with students who are interested in finding out more about Christianity. It is noted that
more recently published manuals suggest that another adult should be present for any one-

to-one discussions.

Specific examples were found at:

Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 2,

. 28 - "Just as Jesus used everyday events to

disguise his secret, ask each pair to discuss and then write a story to disguise their
own secret." For a wide range of reasons , including tn

students of all ages should

see teachers and school staff as trustee adults,-and feel safe to share information, this

content would not be supported. Furthermo<e, it is advised tha

o activities/content

teach or encourage studen s to keep secrets.

ro, p. 92-3 - use of the term

Lower Pri

ry A2, Lesson

the· term

'special friends'

'special friends'. The use of

is not supported because of student protection

considerations . Whilst the context in this instance is understood ('Jesus was asking
Matthew to

one of his special frien<ils' and 'Jesus calls us to become one of his

special friends'), the term is closely associated with grooming behaviour and

therefore this languag is deemed in ppropriate.

The "Helpful teaching techniques se ,on provides advice on "Talking one-to-one with a
student". It indicates that instructors

ould to talk to students in full view of other students or

teachers, even though the conversation is private (Upper Primary, A2, p. 197). Best practice
would be for instructors to ensure that all discussions with students (including whole class,
group or individual discussions) take place in full view of a school based staff member and
other students .
5

Australian Curriculum http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/generalcapabilities/critical-andcreati ve-thinking/ introduction/ introduction
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the potential to negatively affect the social and emotional wellbeing of particular students who
may have depressive tendencies, be in a fragile state, or could blame themselves for things
happening around them e.g. family break up or death of a loved one. These lessons also
have the potential to upset students, or cause disturbances and bad dreams. These lessons
talked about deserving punishment, the consequences of your sin on others, and specific
Bible events .

Example of lessons and activities which were flagged as having potential to cause
psychological harm and affect students' emotional health and wellbeing included:
drinking tomato juice to represent blood (Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 3, p. 35)

"The punishment for sin is death" (Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 4, p53)
Student activity book indicates •it you live to satis

your desires, you will die" (Upper

Primary, Activity book, p 29)

Teacher asks: "What is the

themselves?" (Accept responses. They wil
161 ).

Class deba e regarding whether it was right or wr ng for the disciple to cut off the
servant's ear (Lower Primary, 81, Lesson 9, p. 94).

Re

So these /eaaers met together to try and think of a plan to get rid of Daniel. With

a

partner, spend one minute thinking of ways they might get rid of him (Lower Primary,
C1, Lesson 17, p. 146)

ents to write a letter to a friend, expressing their

feelings and confusion abo t all they saw and heard when Jesus was arrested and
killed (Lower Primary, A1 , p. 86).
Domino effect lesson (Upper Primary C1, Lesson 8, p. 72) which tells students their
sin will have consequences for others around them. Examples are given of sinners
and how this then led to babies dying, unhappiness, and other events.
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Potential health and safety concerns were raised with a small number of lessons, including:
food allergies - baking a mystery Bible cake (Lower Primary, A2, Lesson 6, p. 63)
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use of bleach to a glass of coloured water (Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 13, p. 119)
needles for craft (Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 8, p. 81)

handing out lollies (throughout various manuals) and eating as much ice-cream as

you can in one minute (Upper Primary, 82, p. 236).

The Help with classroom management section of some manuals discuss punishment for
misbehaviour and states, "Do not let the students' off after promising punishment" (Upper
Primary, 82, p. 236). In all circumstances, behaviour management is the responsibility of the
school and classroom teacher and under no circumstances should a volunteer RI instructor
'punish' children. RI instructors should discuss any behaviour concerns with the classroom
teacher. A supervisor from the school is to be present during all RI classes.

4.4.5

Inclusive Education

Each manual has the same layout with respect to certain information for instructors, for
example The special needs of indigenous stuaents, Understanding the student: the learning
theory undergirding Connect, and Help with classr/om management. Some of the language
articularly in the oder publications, is not consistent with

For example:

Re

Referring to swdents with specials needs in the "Is your class different?" teacher

information Upper, Primary, A2 (p. 202) and other manuals suggests that "Teachers

should not jump tot e false conclusion that these students are unintelligent". This
language is not appropn'ate or consistent with departmental policies.

Similarly, the section on •Thjt special needs of indigenous students" also in Upper
Primary, A2 (p. 204) and other manuals suggest: "Aboriginal students are most
teachable when sitting in small groups outside under a tree." Again , this language is
inappropriate and not consistent with departmental policies, as is the assumption that
"(S)RE followed by a barbecue lunch on Friday, then an afternoon's sport would be
the most pleasurable experience Aboriginal Primary students could imagine".
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Both of these examples are also included in what appears to be one of the later editions of
the manuals Upper Primary, C1 (pages 217 and 219).6
There is discussion in some lessons about punishment for sins and a potential implication
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that disabilities are punishment for sin . For example:
Lower Primary, C2, Lesson 6, p.54 talks about" ... he had 38 years of not being able

to walk, run , jump ... invited the students to suggest other things the man would not
be able to do".

Lower Primary, C2, Lesson 8, p.74 says: "Some of the people from that village

wondered why this man was born blind. Was it a punishment from God because his
parents or someone else had done something wrong."

4.4.6

Animal Ethics

A couple of animal ethics considerations were identified , including the previously mentioned
references to sacrificing animals.
Examples include :

Upper Primary 82, Lesson 17, p 183 which suggests that the instructor "bring in a

dead animal to dissect".

Lower Primary C2, Lesson 15, suggests th teacher bring in sorne"''pretend

sacrifices" wl:iich are used two activities during-: he lesson (p. 128 and p. 133.)
However it is ur:ic ear what kind o 'pretend sacrifices' will be used e.g. food or

animals saerifices.

Re

4.5 Delivery c cle and version control

Connect is delivered as a hree-year program. ,he A, 8 and C labelling of each manual
indicates which year of the pre ram it belongs to. Youthworks has advised that, with a few

exceptions , most instructors shou d be working on the same stage of the program (A, 8 or C)
in any given year. However, there is no eertainty that the majority of instructors are using the

same cycle or the same version of tbe manuals.

6

When media coverage occurred regarding these examples from the Connect materials

during the course of the review, Youthworks contacted the Department acknowledging that
the instructions/guidelines were 'dated and clunky' and provided a revised document.
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Manuals are reviewed and updated every three years, although essential updates can occur
at any time. Youthworks has advised that in 2016 most instructors would be delivering
lessons from C manuals. As a result, Youthworks is currently reviewing and updating the A
manuals for use by most instructors in 2017.
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Of note is that there is no clear labelling of the manuals to identify the relevant version . This
means that there could be a large number of materials being used in schools which are

significantly outdated and containing inappropriate content. The copyright date on the last
page is the only information showing the version/date of publication, rather than an obvious

version number clearly identified on the cover of the manual.

4.5 Age appropriateness

Unless they have a teaching background, it is unlikely that RI instructors would have the

expertise to know what children of a particular age can and cannot do prior to undertaking the

activity with students, and would rely on the manuals to guide them.

There are some suggested activities, such as,,a crosswol" puzzle in the Infants A1 teacher's
manual, which may be too difficult for many of the younger students in the grouping.

However, the teacher's manuals provide a level of flexibili~ tbat instructors could work on

these activities as a whole class or skip activities th t don't seem too-complicated for the
students.

Is provide specific advice on elements that would be

rget age group ana advise teachers to avoid these.

It is suggested

at instructors show students pictures from children's Bibles when

discussing the sto

of Noah's ark. Ho ever, the teacher's manual specifically states

that instructors shoulo ot show pictu es of people perishing in the flood (Infants A 1,
Lesson 7, p 65).

A lesson on the Easter st ·

about Jesus dying on the cross warns instructors that

"some students may be upset by this story of the death of Jesus. Do not go into
details of Jesus' suffering with students of this age group" (Infants A 1, Lesson 9, p
85).
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For a lesson on Noah's Ark, instructors are advised that: "If a student asks about the
fate of people who didn't go on board the ark, you may point out that the ark was for
all of the people who chose to follow God" (Infants A 1, Lesson 7, p 67).
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4.6 Revising content

The publishers of Connect are continuing to review the materials to ensure they remain
relevant. It seems that substantial work has gone into removing proselytising from the
publications (for example, through the preface added to the whole class Concluding prayers
which provide the option to participate).

Youthworks has advised the Department on several occasions in correspondence, and in the
media, that the publishers are willing to work with the Department to improve the Connect
resources.

Given the Department has not reviewed any other RI materials, it is recognised that Connect
could use a favourable outcome from this review to further promote its materials for RI
classes across Australian and New Zealand.

While outside the scope of this review, it i recognised that RI materials other than Connect
being used in state schools across tbe state may not be consistent with departmental policies,
procedures and frameworks, may not be deve opmentally appropriateness for the relevant
age groups or could raise other general concern ,. Un er currenHegislatio

there is no

oversight or regulation of Rl-.programs other than it must be approved 5y tfte relevant faith
group . This raises a conflict of interest i sue and does not provide a professional education
perspective.

Re

5. Conclusi ns

The review of the Connect materials did not find major inconsistencies with DET legislation,
policy or procedures. Many of the issues idenf ied could be addressed through negotiation

with the publisher and informatic;m and advice for instructors about departmental policies and
requirements . The current requirement fa teachers or other school officers to be present in
RI classes will continue to provide a safeguard and should ensure that any inconsistencies

with departmental requirements are monitored.
There are some concepts and lessons within Connect that deal with issues such as sin and
punishment that could potentially affect an at-risk student's wellbeing if not delivered in a
sensitive way. However, concepts such as sin, punishment, forgiveness, and "Jesus as a
saviour" are at the core of Christianity and their removal from Christian RI lessons would
significantly impact on the instruction being provided. RI program developers, faith groups
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and RI instructors need to remain sensitive and vigilant to the circumstances of students and
the impact specific discussions may have.
The issues raised through the Connect program have highlighted a much broader issue
around the appropriateness of legislated RI delivery in Queensland state schools and whether
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expectations regarding issues such as proselytisation and evangelising should be clarified.

6. Recommendations

6.1 Seek amendment of Connect materials

The review found that the materials and information within the manual and student workbooks
is generally consistent with departmental policies and procedures, with some exceptions. The
publishers of Connect have indicated their willingness to consider any suggestions arising
from this review. It is considered that a number of changes would be required (mostly to the
Upper Primary program) to improve the consistency of the materials with DET policy.
It would also be beneficial for the Connect

nuals to advise instructors to become familiar

with relevant state Education Departmen policies and procedures (such as student
protection, health and safety, student welll:>eing).

6.2 Accurate Data Capture

As noted in section 1.2 of tbisJ'~ port, t

re is no curren accurate collection of RI data. It is

recommended that, ta minimum , the number of student pa icipating in RI or other
instruction is caRt red. Further investigation into the collectio of data such as the faith
groups providing RI in schools and the programs they deliver should also be considered.

Re

6.3 Audit of whic version of materials are being used in schools
by instructors
nect materials being used in Queensland state

schools should be undertaken to ensu e that old manuals which include outdated and
inappropriate content are disposed of and are not used with students .

6.4 Communication with Principals
Principals have been advised that outcomes of the review will be communicated following
consideration. The communications will remind principals of the need for:
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vigilance about appropriate permission being in place for students to attend RI
classes
ensuing information about RI classes offered in the school is made available to
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parents and that parents have access to more detailed information and lesson
materials if requested

ensuring that the school staff member present during RI classes raise any concerns
or issues with the school leadership team.

6.5 Communication with faith groups who use Connect
It is proposed that communication occurs with the Christian faith groups in Queensland that
are known to use Connect to advise on the outcome of the review and highlight issues raised,
including:

avoidance of specific concepts and terms (such as,.,ra e, incest, bigamy in the
teacher's notes) and sensitivity·wh~ discussi 9"P8 ·cular conc~pts with students
(such as animal sacrifice, physicarpunish ent)

~

~

advising instrvetors to~familianse themsel'les wit relevant departmental policies

and pr

ures (such as studenip otection, healtti nd safety, student wellbeing)

Re

avoid ad ertising Year 13 or other Anglican programs

avoid bakiRg ca · es or providing food uch as lollies to avoid potential

consequences,wit} i , od allergies a d conflict with healthy eating concepts
promoted in schools.

6.6 Parliamentary Commi tee Review
There are a number of competing views regarding RI. It has become evident through the
course of the review that there is the need for a more forensic examination of the objectives,
program materials, implementation, and roles and responsibilities, within a twenty-first century
state schooling environment As such, it is recommended that a Parliamentary Committee
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Inquiry be established to ensure that all stakeholders have the opportunity to provide input

Re
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into a thorough, independent and transparent review.
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APPENDIX 1

Review of Connect Religious Instruction
Materials
Terms of Reference
Review of the Connect Religious Instruction Materials

Purpose

The purpose of the review of the Connect RI materials is to determine if they are
consistent with legislation and DET policy I procedures, including the Religious
Instruction policy statement.

Scope
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Title

In Scope

All Connect teacher's manuals:

o

Infants for students aged 5-7 years;

o

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years;

o

Upper Primary for students aged 10-12 years.

All Connect student workbooks:

o

Infants for students aged 5-7 years;

Out of Scope

Timeframe

Risks

To Minister by 30 June 2016

Dissa~~

;;;m stakeh lders witll•golarised views regardless of the

oM~tt~t_e.
. commtm1ca
. ion
. w1"th sf'ak),e ho Id ers.
11ga._i ,on: 0 ngo1ng

Re

Desp~ ~lying the utmost professionalism, reviewers will examine the
material through their value systJm.
Mitigation: Multi le reviewers ancl moderation of assessments.

Deliverables

Ministerial Report
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APPENDIX 2

Review Team
A team of reviewers was drawn from across the State Schools Division to review the Connect
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teacher's manuals.

A mix of staff with substantial knowledge and experience in teaching, curriculum
development, government policy and administration, and departmental policies and
procedures including in the areas of RI , student wellbeing, inclusive education, and safe and
supportive school communities undertook the review with oversight by an Executive Director.
The reviewers held qualifications in primary and secondary teaching, psychology, social
sciences and governance and public policy.

Each reviewer was allocated one or two teacher's manuals to consider.

The reviewers were briefed on their role to read the manuals and identify any inconsistencies
with departmental legislation, policies or proce ures, with a focus on the RI policy. Reviewers
were also asked to identify any areas where the program was developmentally inappropriate
for the target age group, and any issues that caused concern.
Reviewers were aware of the challenges presented b

he context of RI in tate schools, the

Connect materials and the ver: diverse nature of thmking about the subject within the broader
community. A process of moderation was employed to support consistency and provide

Re

quality assurance across the assessment5' of the Connect materials made by individuals.
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APPENDIX 3

Overview of the Connect Materials Format
Connect describes itself as a Christian Education curriculum . It is produced by Christian
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Education Publications and Youthworks, which are linked to the Sydney Anglican Diocese.
Connect states that it draws on the educational research of Howard Gardner from Harvard
University. It combines eight "kinds of intelligence" to reach different learning styles: word,
music, maths and logic, body (e.g. movement), space and vision (e.g. creativity), self,
interpersonal , and nature.

Connect is intended to be a three-year curriculum presented across three levels of schooling:
•

•
•

Infants for students aged 5-7 years (noting that RI is not offered to Prep students in
Queensland State schools)

Upper Primary for students aged 1 -12 years .

Each level comprises six teaching manuals of approximately 200 i:2ages. Each teaching
manual comprises 20 lessons of approximately 25-30

The 'Welcome' section in eac manual explains that he 'curriculum has as its foundation the
belief that it is important to allow the Bi le's own theologieal framework to determine what is
taught and how it is aught" . The Welcome also talks about i king "interested children " to

Re

church-run children's and youth activities sot at they can ex . rience Christian community
and learn more alJout the Christian faith .
For each of the 20 lesson in the teacher's ma uals provide instructors with :
•

•

Lesson Aim - the focus concept to be taught in each lesson.

Lesson Outcomes -the knowl clge, understanding, skills, values and attitudes that
the lesson seeks to teach .

•

Memory Verse - a verse for students to recite and memorise. The same verse is
usually used for three to five lessons.
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•

Bible background - notes to give more detailed information to help the instructor to
understand the main elements of the lesson , their place in the Bible and their
historical background .

•

A list of things they will need - such as pens, paper, music, visual aids, CD player,

•
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blue-tack, activity books, etc.

Other resources - this usually refers to music or an audio-visual that is not part of the
Connect program and needs to be separately purchased .

•

Before you start - instructions on how to prepare for the lesson e.g . "If you intend to
use an interactive whiteboard , review the PowerPoint slides for the lesson on the CDROM that comes with the manual", or "Photocopy enough Visual aids on p.19 of the

Judges 1 worksheet for each student".

•

A 'teacher's' prayer - a short prayer in which the instructor may ask for God's

guidance in delivering the lesson.

•
•

A 'Way In' - such as an icebreaking aetivity, song or asking some simple questions.
Bible Focus - speaking points tha the instructor may use in the lesson , questions to

ask the class and examples of respoAses students may provide to questions. Some
lessons include a role play activity or particul r"'8ible verses to re 'd

•

Connections - speaking points for the instructo to use to link the lesson to the
students own ives.

•

Concluding prayer - a short prayer fo the class to say together e.g. "Dear God , thank

you that yo are a faithful God . Thank you that despite Israel's disobedience you still

Re

raised up judges to save them . We pra~ that we may not be like the Israelites. Please
help us to obey yoll and follow you. In Jesus' name we pray. Amen" (Lesson 1, Upper

Primary C1 ). Earlier editions of the manuals (which may still be in use) indicate the

whole class should particiP.ate. Recently published manuals give students an option
to not participate.

•

Taking it further - additional ideas for longer lessons including songs, movement,
Bible exploration , etc.

•

'Teacher' reflections - prompting questions about how the lesson went and how to
change it next time.
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•

For the next lesson - a guide to preparation for the next lesson in the book.

•

Support materials - activity sheets that can be photocopied, teaching props etc.
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Two disks are provided with each teacher's manual: one contains music and drama, and the
other provides PowerPoints and PDFs to support each lesson.

In addition, student workbooks are available to support each manual. The student workbooks
generally have one page for each lesson and include activities such as colouring-in, Bible
verses with letters missing for the students to complete, crosswords etc. The back pages of
the student workbooks include prayers (such as the Lord's Prayer) and words to songs
provided on the teacher's disk.
As of 1 October 2015, each teacher's manual costs $31 .95, each student workbook costs
$2.99 (parents are often invoiced for the cost of the workbook) and each visual aid pack costs
$31.95. There are also a range of other material available for purchase from Christian
Education Publications, including a 'preschool curricu
'Kindy' teacher's manual designed for t e firs

' designed for children aged 3-5, a

ear0f school and a teacher's manual titled Big

Questions for students in year 6 to ex,plor issues such. as }What's gone wrong with the
world?', 'Does God really care about me?~"hat's t~e pur:pose of my life?' and 'How will I
'-

"'V

Re

make choices about my future?'
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In June 2016, the Minister for Education announced a review of the Connect materials used
by various Christian faith groups for the delivery of Religious Instruction (RI) in some
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Queensland state schools. This move was precipitated by a number of reported concerns in
the media and the suspension of the program at a Brisbane state school.

RI is a program of instruction approved and provided by a religious denomination or society in
state schools according to the Education (General Provisions) Act 2006 (EGPA) and
Education (General Provisions) Regulation 2006 (EGPR).

Connect is intended for delivery as a three-year program presented across three phases of
schooling :
•
•
•

Infants for students aged 5-7 years;

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years;
Upper Primary for students aged 10-

The review focused on the consistency o the materials wit legislation and departmental
policies, procedures and frameworks ; the developmental appropriateness of the materials for
the relevant age groups; and other general con

rns.

In the main, the review has found thatthe vast majority,, f Connect materials do not
contravene the Department's legislation, olicies, procedur-es or frameworks .
There are, however, a number of issues that need to be addressed. This includes references
and/or activities related to animal sacrifice, prostitution and murder, as well as a number of

Re

lessons and activities

hich have the potential to cause psychological harm and affect

students' health and welll:>'eing.

There are also some concerning examples of advice and activities that do not align with
student protection practices and could nintentionally support grooming behaviour.

The Department is committed to creating and maintaining safe and supportive environments
for all students. Some language within the manuals related to Indigenous and Torres Strait
Islander students and students with disability is inconsistent with inclusive education
practices.
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It is recommended that communications are entered into with the publisher to address these
issues. Through correspondence to date, the publisher has expressed a willingness to work
with the Department to strengthen the materials and to work through any concerns raised .
While outside the scope of this review, there is a broader consideration of whether the
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legislation governing RI in state schools meets contemporary parent and community
expectations that principals have the authority - and the responsibility - to oversee and quality
assure programs delivered within their schools.

Additionally, there is no legislated prohibition on proselytising or evangelizing. Proselytising is
defined within the RI policy as 'soliciting a student for a decision to change their religious
affiliation', however is only referenced within the supporting document 'Considerations for
faith groups establishing and implementing religious instruction' in relation to cooperative
arrangements where two or more faith groups are working together. The legislation, policy
and supporting documents are currently silent on whether proselytising to students whose
parents have indicated an affiliated religion is acceptable.

The Connect materials are, in the main, in alignment wit legislation and departmental
policies and procedures, however amendme ts to some sections is required and further

Re

exploration of the legislative remit in relati0n to RI is recom ended.
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1.0 Background
1.1 Provision of RI in Queensland state schools
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RI has been available in Queensland state schools for over 100 years following the outcome
of a referendum conducted in April 1910.

RI is a program of instruction approved and provided by a religious denomination or society in
state schools according to the Education (General Provisions) Act 2006 (EGPA) and
Education (General Provisions) Regulation 2006 (EGPR).

Section 76 of the EGPA states that schools must allow provision of RI for a period of up to
one hour per week if approached by a faith group seeking to provide RI when students of that
faith group attend the school.

Participation in RI is not compulsory. Students are allocated to RI classes (or other
instruction) based on the faith group nominated by thet Rarents on their enrolment form or if
their parents have provided written permissio

or their chi d to attend RI classes.

If a parent has indicated on the enrolment- orm 'no religion' or 'no religion nominated' or a
response that is not represented in the schoo 's RI grogram, then the,.student will receive
other instruction in a separate location at the sc ool

hile RI c asses are taking place.

Parents can change their pr:efer:ence for their c;:hild t participate in RI or other instruction at
any time by notifying the school in writing.

RI is only availablEYto students from Year 1 1 state primary, secondary and special schools. It
is not offered to Hrep students.

Re

RI is not a Queensland curriculum or syllabl!JS. lihe Department has no involvement in the

selection of content for RI programs. However, as with any program or activity delivered in a
school, principals are responsi le for ensuring that the content and activities do not

contravene legislation or departmental poli ies.

The Department's RI policy and supporting documents provide guidance for principals in the
process of RI delivery and considerations for faith groups regarding establishing and
implementing an RI program in state schools.
Within Queensland state schools, RI classes are juxtaposed with a multitude of cultural,
religious and non-religious viewpoints. Schools seek to respect the background and beliefs of
its students and school community.
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1.2 Data on RI in Queensland state schools
The Department does not currently collect data on the number of students participating in RI,
which schools offer RI programs, the faith groups providing RI in schools, or the materials
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used by faith groups to deliver RI.
While data on religion nominated on students' enrolment forms is captured by OneSchool,

this is only a proxy measure for participation in RI classes and is not considered an accurate
indicator of the number of students actually participating in RI. For example, the RI program

nominated by parents may not be available at the school and parents can change their
preference for their child to pariticpate in RI (or not) at any time.

Noting the unreliability of the OneSchool data, the current percentages of students who have

a religion recorded in OneSchool is identified below.

Table 1: Percentage of students with a religion recorded in OneSchool

Data Collection Point in Time

% of all student enrolments with a religion recorded

Aug 2012

12.7%

Oct 2013

20.0%

June 2014

25.2%

July 2015

29.8%

May 2016

32.4%

The increase in the number of students with a religion recorded is primarily the result of the
religion question becoming m ndatory in 201 .

Anecdotal evidence suggests that regul r weekly RI classes do not usually occur in
secondary schools even though the legislation allows for it.

1.3 Recent RI changes at Windsor State School
On 3 June 2016, the Principal of Windsor State School wrote to parents of students at the
school advising that he was unable to permit continued use of the Connect program at the
school and was obliged to suspend RI lessons immediately.
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The Principal explained that it had only recently come to his attention that none of the
programs, such as Connect, used by faith groups to deliver RI are approved or endorsed by
DET. In accordance with DET's RI policy, he had undertaken a review of the Connect
materials and found that they contravene the policy that prohibits proselytising. He explained
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that:

"Connect lessons go beyond imparting knowledge of Biblical references, and
extend to soliciting children to develop a personal faith in God and Jesus to
become a Christian or 'Kingdom Kid'."

The Principal also wrote to the RI Coordinator at the School confirming a previous discussion
about his decision to suspend the program.

In the undated correspondence to the RI Coordinator, the Principal explained that he had
reviewed the Connect program which was being used at the school and found it to be in
contravention of the Department's RI policy. He considered that the Connect program
appeared to be "based on the premise of trying to solicit them [students] for a decision to
become the kind of Christian prescribed in the materials". The Principal identified more than
30 examples of what he considered proselyti ing
Many of the examples provided could no

in

the Connect materials.

e located in th current Connect materials.

Youthworks has advised that these references were eferring to outdated manuals.
Further, the Principal advised that he would review ny alternative RI programs presented to
him and resume RI classes if he found the materials to be consistent with the Department's
requirements.

This is the second time an RI program has been suspended/cit Windsor State School. It is
understood that in 2014 under the leadership of the former principal, the Access Ministries

Re

program was also susf)Elnded following lobbying by parents.

ising

Central to the debate about the Conne

materials is the definition of proselytising. The

definitions attached to the Department's RI policy statement define 'proselytising' as 'soliciting
1

a student for a decision to change their religious affiliation'.

There appear to be two distinct and polar views on proselytising in RI :

I

http://education.q ld. gov .au/schools/ school-operations/ri-definitions.htm
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1. If a student's parent has nominated a student as a particular religion on their
enrolment form, then the student is of that religion or affiliated with that religion.
Therefore, any RI provided in that particular religion cannot be viewed as
proselytising, as the student is already affiliated with that religion.
While parents may nominate a religion for their child on the enrolment form, the child
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2.

may not have personally accepted that religion . Therefore RI could be viewed as

trying to solicit the child to follow a particular religion .

A supporting document attached to the RI policy statement, 'Considerations for faith groups
establishing and implementing religious instruction' provides the only reference to
proselytising in relation to cooperative arrangements where two or more faith groups are
working together, stating that a RI Coordinator must: 'Advise religious instructors that they are
not to proselytise in a cooperative arrangement.'

2

When a cooperative arrangement is established for the delivery of RI in a state school , the
principal must advise parents of the details of the arrangement. Parents may choose for the
child not to attend RI classes delivered by a cooperative arrangement to which their children
might normally be allocated.

What is not clear, is whether proselytising

Christian faith are being placed into Christian

I classes by their pareots.

Although outside the scope of tbis review, it is note

hat legal advice provided by faith groups

has indicated the view that there is n legislative basis f r prohibition of 'proselytising' in the
EGPA or EGPR. DET '1.egal and Administrative Law Bran h supports this view.

Re

2.0 Review methodology
The review of the Connect

aterials focused on the 18 teacher's manuals and accompanying

student workbooks. The key a,m of the revie

was to determine whether these materials are

consistent with legislation and departmental policies, procedures and frameworks (including
but not limited to the RI policy, health nd wellbeing, inclusive education , and safe and
supportive school communities), developmental appropriateness of the materials for the

relevant age groups, and any general concerns .
The Terms of Reference for the review are at Appendix 1, along with a description of the
review team Appendix 2.
2

http ://education .qld .gov. au/schools/school-operations/ri-considerations-faith-grou ps .htm I
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A moderation process was used to support consistency and mitigate any potential personal
bias.
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3.0 The Connect materials
Connect describes itself as a Christian Education curriculum. It is produced by Christian
Education Publications and Youthworks Media, which are linked to the Sydney Anglican
Diocese.

Connect is intended to be a three-year program presented across three levels of schooling :
•

Infants for students aged 5-7 years (noting that RI is not offered to Prep students in

Queensland state schools)

•
•

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years

Upper Primary for students aged 1cr-12 years.

Each year of the program is labelled with

series i.e. "A", "B" or "C" and proposed semester.

Youthworks has advised that about 90 per cent of instructors are teaching from the "C" series
in 2016 and will teach from the "A" series in 2017.

Updates are made in the yeaf prior to series being used in the majority of"schools. Therefore,
the "A" series is curr-ently being updated for use in 2017 Major updates (such as removal of
the David and Goliath tesson earlier in 2016) are posted o Connect's web portal and advice
emailed to all known customers.

Re

Religious Instructors may or may not purchase mew manuals from year-to-year. It is therefore
possible that some instructors are teaching from outdated materials. Youthworks has advised

that when major changes oc:cur, such as in 20 3, all instructors were required to purchase
new teacher's manuals.

Further contextual information on the C · nnect materials is at Appendix 3.
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4.0 Findings
Following are the findings of the Review of the Connect program conducted in June 2016.
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4.1 Christian historical beliefs, concepts and terms

The use of Christian historical beliefs, concepts and terms is unavoidable in a Christian RI
class . However, some of these Christian historical beliefs, concepts and terms may not be
considered appropriate for discussion with primary school students, even in the context of a

Christian RI class or as a direct quotes from the Bible.

Each lesson within the Connect teacher's manuals provides background information under

the heading "Bible background" to help the instructor contextualise the lesson. There are
some events, concepts and terms discussed in this section, such as incest, rape, prostitution,
murder, and animal and human sacrifice, which are not developmentally appropriate to be

discussed with primary school students . For exam le, reference is made to rape in Infants

C1, p. 70; to murder in Upper Primary A1, p. 55; and to animal/human sacrified in Lower
Pirmary C2, p. 64. However, this sectioi:i is no for tne purppses of discussion with students

and is only for the instructor's backgroun
departmental requirements.

In a very few instances, some of these terms ar

discussion with the class or. in materials for distributie to students. Events and concepts such

as animal sacrifice ana 'wasting money on women' (referring to prostitution) are not

considered develop .entally appropriate o the target age g oup. Although these concepts
are used in them terials as direct Biblaquo es, their continuea use in primary schools is not

considered appr Rriate.
Examples include:

Student Worksheet) includes a Bible quote on

animal sacrifice: "Finally, Saul co manded, 'Bring me some animals, so we can offer

sacrifices to please the LORD nd ask for his help'. Saul killed one of the animals ... "
Upper Primary, A2, Student activity book, Lesson 7, p. 13 includes references to
wasting money on women (i.e. prostitution) in a Bible quote: "This other son of yours

wasted your money on [women]." While not explicit in its description of the meaning,
this reference is not considered appropriate for 10-12 year old students.

10
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Upper Primary, 82, Student activity book, Lesson 19, p. 38 mentions "virgin" and "not
sleeping together" in a Bible reference about Mary and Joseph and the conception of
Jesus.
Terms such as sin, punishment, death, and Jesus being nailed to the cross, which are found
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throughout the Connect program are a reflection of the Bible's content on which Christianity is
based. While some non-Christians may take offence to the use of these terms, it would be
difficult to provide Christian RI without reference to such terms and concepts.
Throughout Connect, the Bible is often represented as a factual, historical document. An
example of this is in Lower Primary, C1, Teaching Techniques and Hints, p. 93: "Emphasise
that these events are historical and true ... ".

4.2 Proselytising

Only a small number of examples of proselytising were found in the Connect teacher's
manuals considering the volume of material provided. I is apparent that the publishers have
made a concerted effort in recent iterations tO'remove any ossible perceptions of
proselytising. For example, unlike previou versions, in the more recently updated teacher's
manual (Upper Primary, C1 ), the whole-c ass "Concludin prayer" is prefaced with instructor's
speaking points: This is how Christians talk to God. If you would lil<e to 12ray with me please
join me. If you don't then please lower your head so

e don't get distractetJ:while praying this

short prayer.

It is understood that all class prayers will be prefaced by this message in future.
Opportunities do exist to provide information o advice to st i:lents about attending church

Re

services or youth groups however, it is usually (but not always) clear that the information
should only be providea to 'interested students'. It is not specified how the instructor
determines whether stude ts are interested or not.

Examples of proselytising identified in the manuals include:

Hand out the flyers for local church services if you have them (Upper Primary, C1,

Lesson 10, p. 100).
How about asking your parents if you could come along to kids club or kids church.
(This would be a good time to hand out flyers.) (Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 17, p.

181 ).

11
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Students are asked to write a newspaper article for inclusion in a newspaper to be
distributed at the Christmas assembly. The newspaper could have details about the
local church 's Christmas services at the back (Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 18, p.

187).
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Direct quotes from the Bible were not considered as proselytising on the basis that parents of
children attending these RI classes have indicated an affiliation with Christianity or a desire
for their child to learn about it.

4.3 Evangelising

The Department defines evangelising as "preaching or advocating a cause or religion with the
object of making converts to Christianity'' 3 , however While not explicitly prohibited by the
EGPA or EGPR, nor referenced in the RI policy statement, the Department would expect
schools to take appropriate action if aware that evangelising is occurring outside of an RI
class given it could adversely affect the school's ability to provide a safe, supportive and
inclusive environment for students .

Although proselytising was not common thro

identified in all teachers' manuals - both i terms of teachers' evangelising to students, and
students being encouraged to evangelise o others .
Examples of evangelising include:

Upper Primary, 82, Lesson t8, p. 190: Students could compose a poem, song,

FURTHER EXAMPLES TO BE INCLUDED.

Consiste cy with legislatio and DET policy/procedures

Re

4.4

4.4.1

The RI policy statement specifies the rocess for establishing an RI program in a state
school, and the implementation of the program by religious leaders. As such, the Connect
materials do not contravene the RI policy given there are no requirements regarding content
of RI program materials .

3

Chaplaincy and student welfare services: Definitions
http://education.gld.gov.au/schools/healthy/chaplaincy-student-welfare.html
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The supporting document, Considerations for principals establishing and implementing
4

religious instruction, states that 'authorised programs of RI are reviewed to ensure they do
not contravene legislation or departmental procedures, and are made to the school
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community on request.'
Two lessons that stood out as being inconsistent with RI policy in that they encourage
advertising of Anglican Church programs were Lower Primary B1, Lesson 20, p. 190 which
focuses on the "Mothers Union", a mission agency of the Anglican Church of Australia, and
Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 20, p. 174 which is entirely focused on the Anglican Year 13
Youth Works Gap Year program (volunteer work overseas) and aims to advertise and recruit
students for an overseas aid program (even though they will not be eligible to sign up for
several years).

Creation of artefacts

Some lessons propose making artefacts such as art works that could be used for classroom
displays, or greetings cards and messages to give to family and friends. To be consistent with

Examples include :

a mural of God's creation (In a~

. Lesson

folding pa er to make Arks (Infants · 1, Lesson 7,, p. 69)

/

Re

Easter gre tings cards for family and fnends (Infants A 1, Lesson 10, p. 100).

4.4.2 Critical Thinkin~

The Australian Curriculum identifies,.., number of general capabilities that will support
students to thrive in the twenty-first century. It states: Critical thinking is at the core of most

4

A program of religious instruction approved by the faith group for delivery to students of that faith
group in a single or cooperative arrangement. The religious leader/s of the faith group authorises
the program of instruction (s.27 EGPR).
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intellectual activity that involves students learning to recognise or develop an argument, use
evidence in support of that argument, draw reasoned conclusions, and use information to
solve problems. 5

In contrast, the lesson aim of Lower Primary, C1, states that God knows what is best for us
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and therefore we should follow and obey him. This does not encourage critical thinking skills

such as inquiring through asking questions and applying logic and reasoning.

4.4.3

Student Protection

Some of the advice and activities raised in the Connect teacher's manuals were identified as
being inconsistent with current student protection practices. Of particular note was an activity
to share secrets; mentions of 'special friends' ; and a suggestion that teachers meet one-toone with students who are interested in finding out more about Christianity. It is noted that
more recently published manuals suggest that another adult should be present for any oneto-one discussions.

Specific examples were found at:

Upper Primary, A2, Lesson. 2,

. 28 - "Just a

Jesus used everyday events to

disguise his secret, ask each pai to discuss and then write a story to disguise their
own secret." For a wide range of re sons, ir1cluding tnat--students of all ages should

see teachers and school staff as trusteciadult ancl feel safe to share information, this

content would not be supported . Furthermcore, it is advised tha

o activities/content

teach or enc . arage studenfs,to keep secrets.

ry A2, Lesson 10, p. 92-3 - use of the term 'special friends'. The use of

the· te .

'special friends'

is not supported J>l cause of student protection

consideratiens. Whilst the context in t~is instance is understood ('Jesus was asking

Re

Matthew,to

one of his special frien<ils' and 'Jesus calls us to become one of his

special friellds'),

he term is close!

associated with grooming behaviour and

therefore this language is deemed ina6propriate. ·

The "Helpful teaching techniques sectt
/

provides advice on "Talking one-to-one with a

student". It indicates that instructor~ should to talk to students in full view of other students or
teachers, even though the conversation is private (Upper Primary, A2, p. 197). Best practice
would be for instructors to ensure that all discussions with students (including whole class,
group or individual discussions) take place in full view of a school based staff member and
other students .
5

Australian Curriculum http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/generalcapabilities/critical-andcreative-thinking/introduction/introduction
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4.4.4

Student Health and Wellbeing, and Safe and
Supportive School Communities

There are a number of lessons, particularly in the Upper Primary Connect materials, that have
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the potential to negatively affect the social and emotional wellbeing of particular students who
may have depressive tendencies, be in a fragile state, or could blame themselves for things
happening around them e.g. family break up or death of a loved one. These lessons also
have the potential to upset students, or cause disturbances and bad dreams. These lessons
talked about deserving punishment, the consequences of your sin on others, and specific
Bible events.

Example of lessons and activities which were flagged as having potential to cause
psychological harm and affect students' emotional health and wellbeing included:
drinking tomato juice to represent blood (Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 3, p. 35)

"The punishment for sin is death" (Upper Prima~, 82, Lesson 4, p53)
Student activity book indicates •1t you live to satis

your desires, you will die" (Upper

Primary, Activity book, p 29)

Teacher asks: "What is the

themselves?" (Accept responses . They wil
161 ).

e regarding whether it was right or wrofl_g for the disciple to cut off the

servant's ear {Lower Primary, 81 , Lesson 9, p. 94).

Re

So these /eaa rs met together to

try and think of a plan to get rid of Daniel. With a

partner, spend one minute thinking of ays they might get rid of him {Lower Primary,
C1, Lesson 17, p. 146)

Sad day activity - asking stu ents to write a letter to a friend , expressing their

feelings and confusion abo t all they saw and heard when Jesus was arrested and
killed (Lower Primary, A1 , p. 86).
Domino effect lesson (Upper Primary C1, Lesson 8, p. 72) which tells students their
sin will have consequences for others around them . Examples are given of sinners
and how this then led to babies dying, unhappiness, and other events.
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Potential health and safety concerns were raised with a small number of lessons, including:
food allergies - baking a mystery Bible cake (Lower Primary, A2, Lesson 6, p. 63)
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use of bleach to a glass of coloured water (Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 13, p. 119)
needles for craft (Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 8, p. 81)

handing out lollies (throughout various manuals) and eating as much ice-cream as

you can in one minute (Upper Primary, 82, p. 236).

The Help with classroom management section of some manuals discuss punishment for
misbehaviour and states, "Do not let the students' off after promising punishment" (Upper
Primary, 82, p. 236). In all circumstances, behaviour management is the responsibility of the
school and classroom teacher and under no circumstances should a volunteer RI instructor
'punish' children. RI instructors should discuss any behaviour concerns with the classroom
teacher. A supervisor from the school is to be present during all RI classes.

4.4.5

Inclusive Education

Each manual has the same layout with respect to certain infor:mation for instructors, for
example The special needs of indigenous studeats, Understanding the student: the learning
theory undergirding Connect, and Help with classroom management. Some of the language
suggestions used in these sections, particularly in the oder publications, is not consistent with
inclusive education praetices.
For example:

Re

Referring to students with specials ne

information Uppe

s in the "Is your class different?" teacher

rimary, A2 (p. 202) and other manuals suggests that "Teachers

should not jump to the false conclusion that these students are unintelligent". This
language is not appropriate or consistent with departmental policies.

Similarly, the section on "The special needs of indigenous students" also in Upper
Primary, A2 (p. 204) and other manuals suggest: "Aboriginal students are most
teachable when sitting in small groups outside under a tree." Again, this language is
inappropriate and not consistent with departmental policies, as is the assumption that
"(S)RE followed by a barbecue lunch on Friday, then an afternoon's sport would be
the most pleasurable experience Aboriginal Primary students could imagine".
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Both of these examples are also included in what appears to be one of the later editions of
the manuals Upper Primary, C1 (pages 217 and 219).

6

There is discussion in some lessons about punishment for sins and a potential implication
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that disabilities are punishment for sin. For example:
Lower Primary, C2, Lesson 6, p.54 talks about " ... he had 38 years of not being able

to walk, run, jump ... invited the students to suggest other things the man would not
be able to do".

Lower Primary, C2, Lesson 8, p.74 says: "Some of the people from that village

wondered why this man was born blind. Was it a punishment from God because his
parents or someone else had done something wrong."

Animal Ethics

4.4.6

A couple of animal ethics considerations were identified , including the previously mentioned
references to sacrificing animals.
Examples include:

Upper Primary 82, Lesson 17, p 183 which suggests that the instructor "bring in a

dead animal to dissect".

Lower Primary C2, Lesson 15, suggests th teacher bring in some "pretend

sacrifices" whicti are used

, activities durin the lesson (p. 128 and p. 133.)
'pretend sacrifices' will be used e.g. food or

Re

4.5 Delivery Y.cle and version control

Connect is delivered as a three-year program. The A, B and C labelling of each manual

indicates which year of the p e ram it beJong to. Youthworks has advised that, with a few

exceptions, most instructors sho d be-wo ,ing on the same stage of the program (A, B or C)
in any given year. However, there is no eertainty that the majority of instructors are using the

same cycle or the same version of tbe manuals .

6

When media coverage occurred regarding these examples from the Connect materials

during the course of the review, Youthworks contacted the Department acknowledging that
the instructions/guidelines were 'dated and clunky' and provided a revised document.
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Manuals are reviewed and updated every three years, although essential updates can occur
at any time. Youthworks has advised that in 2016 most instructors would be delivering
lessons from C manuals. As a result, Youthworks is currently reviewing and updating the A
manuals for use by most instructors in 2017.
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Of note is that there is no clear labelling of the manuals to identify the relevant version . This
means that there could be a large number of materials being used in schools which are

significantly outdated and containing inappropriate content. The copyright date on the last

page is the only information showing the version/date of publication, rather than an obvious

version number clearly identified on the cover of the manual.

4.5 Age appropriateness

Unless they have a teaching background, it is unlikely that RI instructors would have the

expertise to know what children of a particular age can and cannot do prior to undertaking the
activity with students, and would rely on the manuals to guide them .

There are some suggested activities, such a&-a crossword puzzle in the Infants A1 teacher's
manual , which may be too difficult for many of the younger students in the grouping.

However, the teacher's manuals provide a level of flexibility that instructors could work on

these activities as a whole class or skip activities that don't seem too-complicated for the

students.

For some lessons, the teacher's manuals provide specific advice on elements that would be

inappropriate for the target age group and advise teachers to avoid these.

Examples inclu e:

It is suggested that instructors show students pictures from children's Bibles when

discussing the story of Noah's ark. However, the teacher's manual specifically states

that instructors shoula not show pictlJ es of people perishing in the flood (Infants A 1,
Lesson 7, p 65).

A lesson on the Easter story about Jesus dying on the cross warns instructors that
"some students may be upset by this story of the death of Jesus. Do not go into
details of Jesus' suffering with students of this age group" (Infants A 1, Lesson 9, p
85).
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For a lesson on Noah's Ark, instructors are advised that: "If a student asks about the
fate of people who didn't go on board the ark, you may point out that the ark was for
all of the people who chose to follow God" (Infants A1, Lesson 7, p 67).
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4.6 Revising content

The publishers of Connect are continuing to review the materials to ensure they remain
relevant. It seems that substantial work has gone into removing proselytising from the
publications (for example, through the preface added to the whole class Concluding prayers
which provide the option to participate).

Youthworks has advised the Department on several occasions in correspondence, and in the
media, that the publishers are willing to work with the Department to improve the Connect
resources.

Given the Department has not reviewed any other RI materials, it is recognised that Connect
could use a favourable outcome from this review to further promote its materials for RI
classes across Australian and New Zealand'!

While outside the scope of this review, it i recognised that RI materials other than Connect
being used in state schools across the state may not be consistent with departmental policies,
procedures and frameworks , may not be deve opmentally appropnate ess for the relevant
age groups or could raise other general concerns. Up er current-legislation, there is no
oversight or regulation of R.I programs other than it must be approved by tl'le relevant faith
group. This raises a.conflict of interest-issue and does not provide a professional education
perspective.

Re

5. Conclusrons

The review of the Connect materials did not find major inconsistencies with DET legislation,
policy or procedures . Many ef the issues iden · ied could be addressed through negotiation

with the publisher and informatic;m and advice for instructors about departmental policies and
requirements. The current requirement fo teachers or other school officers to be present in
RI classes will continue to provide a s eguard and should ensure that any inconsistencies

with departmental requirements are monitored.
There are some concepts and lessons within Connect that deal with issues such as sin and
punishment that could potentially affect an at-risk student's wellbeing if not delivered in a
sensitive way. However, concepts such as sin, punishment, forgiveness, and "Jesus as a
saviour" are at the core of Christianity and their removal from Christian RI lessons would
significantly impact on the instruction being provided . RI program developers, faith groups
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and RI instructors need to remain sensitive and vigilant to the circumstances of students and
the impact specific discussions may have.
The issues raised through the Connect program have highlighted a much broader issue
around the appropriateness of legislated RI delivery in Queensland state schools and whether
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expectations regarding issues such as proselytisation and evangelising should be clarified .

6. Recommendations

6.1 Seek amendment of Connect materials

The review found that the materials and information within the manual and student workbooks
is generally consistent with departmental policies and procedures, with some exceptions. The
publishers of Connect have indicated their willingness to consider any suggestions arising
from this review. It is considered that a number of changes would be required (mostly to the
Upper Primary program) to improve the consistency o the materials with DET policy.
It would also be beneficial for the Connect

nuals to advt'se instructors to become familiar

with relevant state Education Departmen policies and procedures (such as student
protection, health and safety, student welll:>'eing).

6.2 Accurate Data Capture

As noted in section 1.2 of this report, there is no curren
recommended that,

ccurate collection of RI data. It is

a minimum , the number of student participating in RI or other

instruction is CSRttired . Further investigation into the collectio of data such as the faith
groups providing RI in schools and the programs they deliver should also be considered.

Re

6.3 Audit of whic version of materials are being used in schools
by instructors

An immediate audit of currency oftlJe Connect materials being used in Queensland state
schools should be undertaken to ensu e that old manuals which include outdated and
inappropriate content are disposed of and are not used with students .

6.4 Communication with Principals
Principals have been advised that outcomes of the review will be communicated following
consideration . The communications will remind principals of the need for:
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vigilance about appropriate permission being in place for students to attend RI
classes
ensuing information about RI classes offered in the school is made available to
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parents and that parents have access to more detailed information and lesson
materials if requested

ensuring that the school staff member present during RI classes raise any concerns
or issues with the school leadership team .

6.5 Communication with faith groups who use Connect
It is proposed that communication occurs with the Christian faith groups in Queensland that
are known to use Connect to advise on the outcome of the review and highlight issues raised,
including:

avoidance of specific concepts an terms (such as-Fape, incest, bigamy in the

teacher's notes) and sensitivitywhe discussi

partic~

n epts with students

(such as animal sacrifice, physicar punish ~

advising instruetorswto familianse themselves witb relevant departmental policies

and proc · ures (such as studeni'protection, hea~

nd safety, student wellbeing)

Re

avoid advertising Year 13 or other Anglican programs

avoid bak~

k"

or providing food uch as lollies to avoid potential

consequences-with f ad allergies a d conflict with healthy eating concepts
promoted in schools.

6.6 Parliamentary Commi tee Review
There are a number of competing views regarding RI. It has become evident through the
course of the review that there is the need for a more forensic examination of the objectives,
program materials, implementation, and roles and responsibilities, within a twenty-first century
state schooling environment. As such, it is recommended that a Parliamentary Committee
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Inquiry be established to ensure that all stakeholders have the opportunity to provide input

Re
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into a thorough, independent and transparent review.
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APPENDIX 1

Review of Connect Religious Instruction
Materials
Terms of Reference
Review of the Connect Religious Instruction Materials

Purpose

The purpose of the review of the Connect RI materials is to determine if they are
consistent with legislation and DET policy I procedures, including the Religious
Instruction policy statement.

Scope
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Title

In Scope

All Connect teacher's manuals:
o Infants for students aged 5-7 years;
o Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years;
o Upper Primary for students aged 10-12 years.

All Connect student workbooks:
o Infants for students aged 5-7 years;
o Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years;
o Upper Primary for students ag , 10-12 years.

Out of Scope

~

Review of any other RI pr~ams.
Review of the RI policy stateme_nt or l~islation~

Timeframe

Risks

Dissatisf c ion from stake~ lders witfl pol~ ised views regardless of the

oMu.tt~
. commurnca~on
. ti w,'th Sla
~, k)eho Id ers.
11ga t_e.
,on: 0 ngo1ng

Re

Despite applying the utmost prof~ssionalism, reviewers will examine the
material through their value system.
Mitigation: Multi le reviewers a ~ moderation of assessments.

Deliverables

Ministerial Report
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APPENDIX2
Review Team
A team of reviewers was drawn from across the State Schools Division to review the Connect
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teacher's manuals.

A mix of staff with substantial knowledge and experience in teaching, curriculum
development, government policy and administration, and departmental policies and
procedures including in the areas of RI, student wellbeing, inclusive education, and safe and
supportive school communities undertook the review with oversight by an Executive Director.
The reviewers held qualifications in primary and secondary teaching, psychology, social
sciences and governance and public policy.

Each reviewer was allocated one or two teacher's manuals to consider.
The reviewers were briefed on their role to ~ead ~

nuals and identify any inconsistencies

with departmental legislation, policies or pr, .edures, witi}a focus on the RI policy. Reviewers
were also asked to identify any areas wh re the program was developmentally inappropriate
for the target age group, and any issues that caused con

rn.

Reviewers were aware of the challenges presented b

Connect materials and the ver;,y""qiverse nature of thmking about the subject within the broader
community. A process of moderation was employed t} support consistency and provide

'

Re

of the Connect.,, aterials made by individuals.
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APPENDIX 3
Overview of the Connect Materials Format
Connect describes itself as a Christian Education curriculum . It is produced by Christian
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Education Publications and Youthworks, which are linked to the Sydney Anglican Diocese.
Connect states that it draws on the educational research of Howard Gardner from Harvard
University. It combines eight "kinds of intelligence" to reach different learning styles: word,
music, maths and logic, body (e.g. movement), space and vision (e.g. creativity), self,
interpersonal, and nature.

Connect is intended to be a three-year curriculum presented across three levels of schooling:
•

Infants for students aged 5-7 years (noting that RI is not offered to Prep students in

Queensland State schools)

•
•

Upper Primary for students aged 10-12 years.

Each level comprises six teaching manuals f approximately 200...Rages . Each teaching
manual comprises 20 lessons of approximately,25-30

The 'Welcome' section in each maAual explains that t e 'curriculum has as its foundation the
belief that it is important to allow the Bi le's own theologicsal framework to determine what is
taught and how it is taught" . The Welcome also talks about i king "interested children" to
church-run child en's and youth activities so that they can ex erience Christian community

Re

and learn more at>out the Christian faith.

For each of the 20 lessons in the teacher's manuals provide instructors with :
•

•

Lesson Aim - the focus concept to be taught in each lesson.

Lesson Outcomes -the knowl clge, understanding, skills, values and attitudes that
the lesson seeks to teach.

•

Memory Verse - a verse for students to recite and memorise. The same verse is
usually used for three to five lessons.
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•

Bible background - notes to give more detailed information to help the instructor to
understand the main elements of the lesson, their place in the Bible and their
historical background.

•

A list of things they will need - such as pens, paper, music, visual aids, CD player,
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blue-tack, activity books, etc.

•

Other resources - this usually refers to music or an audio-visual that is not part of the

Connect program and needs to be separately purchased.

•

Before you start - instructions on how to prepare for the lesson e.g. "If you intend to
use an interactive whiteboard, review the PowerPoint slides for the lesson on the CD-

ROM that comes with the manual", or "Photocopy enough Visual aids on p.19 of the

Judges 1 worksheet for each student".

•

A 'teacher's' prayer - a short prayer in which the instructor may ask for God's
guidance in delivering the lesson.

•

A 'Way In' - such as an icebreaking aetivity; song or asking some simple questions.

•

Bible Focus - speaking points tha the instructor may use in the lesson, questions to

ask the class and examples of respo ses students may prov."de to questions. Some
lessons include a role play activity or particul r- Bible verses to read.

•

Connections - speaking points for the instructor: to use to link the lesson to the
students own ~ves .

•

Concluding prayer - a short prayer for the class to say together e.g. "Dear God, thank

you that yo are a faithful God. Thank you that despite Israel's disobedience you still
raised up judge to save them. We pray, that we may not be like the Israelites. Please

help us to obey you and follow you . In Jesus' name we pray. Amen" (Lesson 1, Upper

Primary C1 ). Earlier editions of the manuals (which may still be in use) indicate the

whole class should particiRate. Recently published manuals give students an option

to not participate.

•

Taking it further- additional ideas for longer lessons including songs, movement,
Bible exploration, etc.

•

'Teacher' reflections - prompting questions about how the lesson went and how to
change it next time.
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For the next lesson - a guide to preparation for the next lesson in the book.

•

Support materials - activity sheets that can be photocopied, teaching props etc.
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Two disks are provided with each teacher's manual: one contains music and drama, and the
other provides PowerPoints and PDFs to support each lesson.

In addition, student workbooks are available to support each manual. The student workbooks
generally have one page for each lesson and include activities such as colouring-in, Bible
verses with letters missing for the students to complete, crosswords etc. The back pages of
the student workbooks include prayers (such as the Lord's Prayer) and words to songs
provided on the teacher's disk.

As of 1 October 2015, each teacher's manual costs $31.95, each student workbook costs
$2.99 (parents are often invoiced for the cost of the workbook) and each visual aid pack costs
$31.95. There are also a range of other material available for purchase from Christian
Education Publications, including a 'preschool curricu

' designed for children aged 3-5, a

'Kindy' teacher's manual designed for the firs ,yearef sch ol and a teacher's manual titled Big
Questions for students in year 6 to ex,plorer1ssues sucl\as IWhat's gone wrong with the
'What's the 'pur;pose of my life?' and 'How will I

Re

make choices about my future?'
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1 .0 Background

On 7 June 2016, the Minister for Education requested the Department of Education and

Training (DET) review the Connect materials used by various Christian faith groups for the
delivery of Religious Instruction (RI) in some Queensland state schools.

The Minister's request followed a decision by the Principal of Windsor State School to

suspend RI classes at that school on the basis that the Connect materials did not comply with
departmental policy.

1.1 Provision of RI in Queensland state schools
Available since?

RI is a program of instruction approved and provided by a religious denomination or society in
state schools according to the Education (General Prqvisions) Act 2006 (EGPA) and
Education (General Provisions) Regulation 2006 (EGPR).

Section 76 of the EGPA states that schO() s must allow provision of RI for a period of up to

one hour per week if approached by a faith group seeking to provide RI when students of that
faith group attend the school.

Participation in RI is not compulsory. Students are allocated to RI classes1or other

instruction) based on the~ group no inated by their parents on their enrolment form or if
their parents ha7 vided written permission for their child lo attend RI classes.

If a parent has indicated on the enrolment form 'no religion' or 'no religion nominated' or a
response that is no~ represented in the school's RI program , then the student will receive
other instruction in a se
\ arate location at the school while RI classes are taking place.

Parents can change their preference for their child to participate in RI or other instruction at

Re

any time by notifying the school in writing.

RI is only available to students from Ye r 1 in state primary, secondary and special schools. It
is not offered to Prep students.

RI is not a Queensland curriculum or syllabus. tfhe Department has no involvement in the

selection of content for RI programs. However, as with any program or activity delivered in a
school, Principals are responsible for ensuring that the content and activities do not
contravene legislation or departmental policies.

4
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operates in state schoolsL _____________ __ _________________________________________________________ _

Clarify- process for operation, not how
the program operates

Within Queensland state schools, RI classes are juxtaposed with a multitude of cultural ,

religious and non-religious viewpoints. Schools seek to respect the background and beliefs of
its students and school community.

1.2 Data on RI in Queensland state schools

The Department does not currently collect data on the number of students participating in RI,
which schools offer RI programs, the faith groups providing RI in schools, or the materials
used by faith groups to deliver RI.

While data on religion nominated on students' enrolment forms is captured by OneSchool,

this is not an accurate indicator of the number of students participating in RI classes for three
reasons:

(i) The religion question became mandatory on student enrolment forms in April 2014
and is now captured in OneSchool. Prior to this time, parents were not required to

provide information on religion . OneSchool records will enable more accurate data
overtime;

(ii) Many schools have alternatives to OneSchool for recording participation in RI
classes;

(iii) Written notification from parents either requesting that their children participate or not

participate in RI classes is generally not recorded in OneSchool.l________________________ __ _

Comment [3]:

Do these stt right here? Are they still
relevant and important.

Anecdotal evidence suggests that regular weekly RI classes do not usually occur in

Re

secondary schools even though the legislation allows for it.

Noting the unreliability of the OneSchool data, the current percentages of students who have
a religion recorded in OneSchool is identified below.

I

Table 1 : Percentage of students with a religion recorded in OneSchooi ____________________________ _
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Data Collection Point

inllme

Queensland state
school students

with a religion

enrolments wit

recorded

religion recorded

Aug 2012

12.7%

Oct 2013

20.0%

June 2014

25.2%

July 2015

29.8%

May 2016

32.4%

The increase in the number of students with a religion recorded is primarily the result
of the religion question becoming mandatory in 2014.

1.3 Recent RI changes at Windsor State School

On 3 June 2016, the Principal of Windsor State School wrote to parents of students at the
school advising that he was unable to permit continued use of the Connect program at the
school and was obliged to suspend RI lessons immediately.

The Principal explained that it had ~ nly recently come to his attention that none of the
programs, such as Connect, used by faith groups to deliver RI are approved or endorsed by
DET. In accordance with DET's RI policy, he had undertaken a review of the Connect
materials and fouad that they contravene the policy that prohibits proselytising. He explained
that:

"Connect lessons go beyond imparting knowledge of Biblical references, and
extend to sollciting children to develop a personal faith in God and Jesus to
become a Christian, or 'Kingdom Kid'. "

The Principal also wrote to the RI Coordinator at the School confirming a previous discussion
about his decision to suspend the program.
In the undated correspondence to the RI Coordinator, the Principal explained that he had
reviewed the Connect program which was being used at the school and found it to be in
contravention of the Department's RI policy. He considered that the Connect program
appeared to be "based on the premise of trying to solicit them [students] for a decision to
become the kind of Christian prescribed in the materials". The Principal identified more than
30 examples of what he considered proselytising in the Connect materials.

(Note: Many of these examples could not be located in the current Connect materials.
Youthworks has advised that these references were referring to outdated manuals.)

6
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Further, the Principal advised that he would review any alternative RI programs presented to
him and resume RI classes if he found the materials to be consistent with the Department's
requirements.

It understood that the Principal has been lobbied by parents who are affiliated with the
Queensland Parents for Secular State Schools {QPSSS) organisation regarding the Connect
program. The Access Ministries program which had previously been used at the school was
also suspended by a former principal following lobbying by parents.

Although outside the scope of this review, it is noted that legal advice provided to faith groups
and supported by DET's Legal and Administrative Law Branch has indicated there is no
legislative basis for prohibition of 'proselytising' in the EGPA or EGPR and that the
suspension of the Connect program at Windsor State school is not justified and may be a
contravention of the legislation {refer to Attachment 3c)L __________________________________________________ _ Comment [6]:
This is offering a posmon/making
assumptions.
Legal position re proselytising needs ot
be elsewhere - 1.4 .

1.4 Defining Proselytising

Central to the debate about the Connect materials is the definition of 'proselytising'_

The Definitions attached to the Department's RI policy statement define 'proselytising ' as:

"Soliciting a student for a decision to change their religious affiliation."
(h ://education. Id_ ov.au/schools/sthool-o erations/ri-definitions.html)

A supporting document attached to the RI policy statement; "Considerations for faith groups
establishing and implementing religious instni tion, indicates that the RI Coordinator must:
"Advise religious instructors that they are npt to proselytise in a cooperative
arrangement."(http://education.qld.gov.au/schoolslsciiool-operations/riconsiderations-faith-groups.html )
\..

Re

There appear to be two distinct and polar views on proselytising in RI:
(1) If a student's parent has nominated a student as a particular religion on their enrolment
form , then the student is of that religion O{ affiliated with that religion. Therefore, any RI
provided in that particular religion cannot be viewed as proselytising, as the student is
already affiliated with that religion.
(2) While parents may nominate a religion for their child on the enrolment form , the child
may not have personally accepted that religion . Therefore RI could be viewed as trying
to solicit the child to follow a particular religion .

Religious groups have indicated their firm belief that the reference to "proselytising" in the policy
refers to "cooperative arrangements" whereby: "religious leaders of two or more faith groups that have
right-of-entry agree to work together to provide religious instruction as joint faith groups". They argue
that the intention of this requirement is to prevent an instructor from a specific faith group (e.g.
Anglican) within a cooperative arrangement from trying to convince a student from another faith group
within the cooperative arrangement (e.g. Baptist) to swap faith groups. ~_I! _s_upp_ort o_f thj~ _~ gll_l!l_ent,_the___ --··
reference to proselytising in the policy is only made in relation to cooperative arrangements.
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Note that when a cooperative arrangement is established for the delivery of RI in a state school, the
principal must advise parents of the details of the arrangement. Parents may choose for the child not to
attend RI classes delivered by a cooperative arrangement to which their children might normally be
allocated.

2.0 Review methodology

The review of the Connect materials focussed on the 18 teacher's manuals and accompanying student
workbooks. The key aim of the review was to determine whether these materials are consistent with
legislation and departmental policies, procedures and frameworks ( including but not limited to the RI
policy, health and wellbeing, inclusive education, and safe and supportive school communities),
developmental appropriateness of the materials for the relevant age groups, and any general concerns.
The Terms of Reference for the review are at Appendix 1, along with a description of the review
team.
A moderation process was used to support consistency and mitigate any potential personal bias.

3.0 The Connect materials

Connect describes itself as a Christian Education curriculwn. It is produced by Christian Education
Publications and Youthworks Media, which are linked to the Sydney Anglican Diocese.
Connect is intended to be a three-year program presented across three levels of schooling:
Infants for students aged 5-7 years (noting that RI is not offered to Prep students in
Queensland state schools}
Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years
Upper Primary for students aged 10-12 years.
Each year of the program is labelled with a series i.e. "A", "B" or "C" and proposed semester.
Youthworks has advised that about 90 per cent of instructors are teaching from the "C" series in 2016
and will teach fiom the "A" series in 2017.
Updates are made in the year prior to series being used in the majority of schools. Therefore, the "A"
series is currently being updated for use in 2017. Major updates (such as removal of the David and
Goliath lesson earlier in 2016) are posted on Connecfs web portal and advice emailed to all known
customers.

Religious Instructors may or may not purchase new manuals from year-to-year. It is therefore possible
that some instructors are teaching fiom outdated materials. Youthworks has advised that when major
changes occur, such as in 2013, all instructors were required to purchase new teacher's manuals.
Further contextual information on the Connect materials is at Appendix 2.
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~.O Correspondence from stakeholders regarding

Comment [8]:

this re vie~ __ _____________ _---------------------·-------------·----···-------------------------

What is the intent of including the
corro? Might be more useful to keep it
out of the report and include
overarching messages in the brief.

The announcement of this review has attracted signification attention from secular parents groups such

as QPSSS and its Victorian counterpart, Fairness in Religions in Schools (FIRIS); faith groups; and the
media at a state, local and national level.

Some parents groups and faith groups have used social media campaigns to fan debate on the issue.

The following correspondence is particularly relevant:

Appendix 3a

Email to Director, State School Administration (Ms Becky Walsh) from Ms

Alison Courtice, QPSSS on 13 June 2016 (TRIM: 16/275060)

Summary:

Appendix 3b

Emails to Assistant Director-General, State Schools - Operations, (Mr Bevan

Brennan) from Mr Marshall Ba

: e-Jones, Executive

· ' ctor, Youth Works

Media (REFS WILL BE REMOVED FROM FINAL VERSION: TRIM:
16/219616, 16/279611, 16/279607, 16/27 56,16/279601, 16/279591)

Indicates that many of the points of criticism against Connect by Mr

Keong and in media are from older editions that have been superseded
with updates

Re

Indicates willingness to work with DET to strengthen any elements of
Connect that

Appendix 3c

ed it

Letter to ADG, State Schools - Operations, (Mr Bevan Brennan) from Clement
Fryer, Cornerstone Associate Pastor (undated), attaching legal advice provided to

Mr Ross Mensforth by Mr Steward Webster, Barrister, Level 27 Chambers
regarding suspension of RI at Windsor State School. (TRIM: 16/261525)
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Summary:

Appendix 3d

Email to the Minister for Education on 7 June 2016 from Reverend Nathan

Campbell, Pastor at Creek Road Presbyterian Church who is an RI instructor

(TRIM : 16/268172)

Summary: Reverend Campbell outlines his experience of how an RI class

unfolds with the allocated 30 minutes being taken up with roll marlcing, settling

the students as a guest they see only once a week, re-establishing rapport, and

answering questions - often leaving just 5 minutes of 'teaching' time. Reverend

Campbell explains that RI instructors acknowledge their role, are vigilant about
not coercing or manipulating children into sharing their beliefs, and are aware that

the privilege to provide RI will be lost if they veer into proselytising.

Correspondence was also received from: concerned RI instructors: faith groups; parents and

grandparents who support RI in schools; former state school students who reflected on the value of the
RI they received at school; parents who do not support RI in schools; and parents concerned about RI
or other instruction at their school.

5.0 Findings

Following are the findings of the Review of the Connect program which was conducted from 10 to 24
June 2016.

5.1 Christian historical beliefs, concepts and terms

The use of Christian historical beliefs, concepts and terms is unavoidable in a Christian RI

class. However, modem society may not consider some of these Christian historical beliefs,
concepts and terms appropriate for discussion with primary school students, even in the
context of a Christian RI class or as a direct quotes from the bible.

Each lesson within the Connect teacher's manuals, provides background information under
the heading "Bible background" to help the instructor contextualise the lesson. There are

some events, concepts and terms discussed in this section, such as jncest, rape, prostitution,
murder, and animal and human sacrifice, _\'\lh(~. c1re_n_otcle_"'.e!oP.~~-ntallxap_l)r?P.riclt~ _~o _b~
discussed with primary school students. This section is not for the purposes of discussion
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considered a contravention of departmental requirements .

In a very few instances, some of these terms are referred to in the speaking points for

discussion with the class or in materials for distribution to students. Events and concepts such
as animal sacrifice and 'wasting money on women' (referring to prostitution) are not

considered developmentally appropriate for the target age group. Although these concepts

are used in the materials as direct bible quotes, their continued use in primary schools is not
considered appropriate.
Examples include:

Upper Primary, C1 , Lesson 4, p. 46 (Student Worksheet): Bible quote not considered
developmentally appropriate for 10-12 year olds:

"Finally, Saul commanded, 'Bring me some animals, so we can offer sacrifices to
please the LORD and ask for his help'. Saul killed one of the animals ... "
Upper Primary, A2, Student activity book, Lesson

r

p. 13 includes references to

wasting money on women (i.e. p stitution) in a Bible quote. " This other son of yours
wasted your money on [women]." While not explicit in its description of the meaning,
this reference is not considered appropriate for 10-12 year old students.

Upper Primary, 82 , Student activity book, Lesson 19, p. 38 mentiens "virgin" and "not
sleeping together" in a bible-reference about Mary and Joseph and the conception of
Jesus.

Terms such as sin , punishment, death, and Jesus being nailed to the cross , which are found

throughout the Connect program are a reflection of the Bible's content on which Christianity is
based . While some non-Christians may take offence to the use of these terms , it would be
difficult to provide Christian RI without reference to such terms and concepts.

Re

I

It is noted that while there may be certain sensitivities about a particular event or concept
being discussed with students in an RI class , there is much less attention directed to

children's exposure to similar events or concepts (e.g . murder, death, killing) in other

curriculum areas or in televisions shows, movies, literature, and computer games that many
parents may allow their children to access.

I_____ ._________________ .________ .. _. ______________ _

Throughout Connect, the Bible is often represented as a factual , historical document. An
example of this was found in Lower Primary, C1 , Teaching Techniques and Hints, p. 93 :

11
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statements about the Bible prefaced with "I believe that..."

5.2

Consistency with legislation and DET policy/procedures

5.2.1

!C onsistency with RI policy statement~r,cJ_P~!?~~lyt_i~!r,g __ ... -··

Only a small number of examples of proselytising were found in the Connect teacher's

Comment [12]:

Need a section here given the RI policy
under the legislation gives full authority
of the program to the faith group - still
appropriate??

manuals considering the volume of material provided . [It is apparent that the publishers have
made a concerted effort in recent iterations to remove any possible perceptions of
proselytising.

I --------------------------------- -----·--------

............. -------- ...... --·----------------1~ed":'~!n~idence?

In the more recently updated teacher's manual (e.g. Upper Primary C1 ), the whole-class
"Concluding prayer'' is prefaced with instructor's speaking points:

This is how Christians talk to God. If you would like to pray with me please join me. If you

don't then please lower your head so we don 't get distracted while praying this short prayer.
It is understood that all class prayers Will be prefaced by this message in future.

Opportunities do exist to provide information or advice to students about attending church
services or youth groups however, it is usually (but not always) clear that the information
should only be provided to ·~nterested studentsL.... . ..... ... ................

. ....... ... ....

_

--···i ~=~!

~!:!sed?

Examples of prose~ing identified in the manuals indude:

Hand out the flyers for local church services if you have them (Upper Primary, C1 ,

Lesson 10, p. 100).

How about asking your parents if you could come along to kids club or kids church.

(This would be a good time to hand out flyers.) (Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 17, p.
181).

Students are asked to write

newspaper article for inclusion in a newspaper to be

distributed at the Christmas assembly. The newspaper could have details about the
local church 's Christmas services at the back (Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 18, p.
187).
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children attending these RI classes have indicated an affiliation with Christianity.

How does a student who doesn't have
an expressed religion on the enrolment
form might participate in RI.

Evangelising.,_ __ ._ .. _____________ _

Comment [16):

Although proselytising was not common throughout the manuals, evangelising was frequenUy

Make a comment about the
appropriateness of evangelising in state
schools. Definition of evangelising.

identified in all teacher's manuals - both in tenms of teachers' evangelising to students, and
students being encouraged to evangelise to others. Evangelising is not referred to in the RI
policy or legislation.

Examples of evangelising include:

I

Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 18, p. 190: Students could compose a poem, song,

drama to communicate the gospel to others{ ........ __ ._ .. _

___ . _. ___ __ ___ . ----·

1~=!i~~?

Need

more.

Two lessons that stood out as being inconsistent with RI policy in that they encourage

advertising of Anglican Church programs were l:.ower Primary 81 , Lesson 20, p. 190 which

focuses on the rMothers Union" ~n_d_~p~r'Prirnc1ry, _AJ~ -~ ~s~_n _2(),_p_._1_741Nhi_chis _~n_t!rely_.. __ .----- Comment [18):
Needs more detail focussed on the Anglican Year 13 Youth Works Gap Year program (volunteer work overseas)
this is.

have no idea what

and aims to advertise and recruit students for an overseas aid program (even though they will
not be eligible to sign up for several years) .

5.2.2

....

!C onsistency with student protection policie~

Some of the advice and activities raised in the Connect teacher's manuals were identified as

Comment [19):
Ask Hayley to review and endorse

being inconsistent with current student protection practices. Of particular note was an activity
to share secrets; mentions of 'special friends'; and a suggestion that teachers meet one-to-

one with students who are interested in finding out more about Christianity. It is noted that
more recently published manuals suggest U,at another adult should be present for any one-

Re

to-one discussions.

Specific examples were found at

Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 2, p. 28 - "Just as Jesus used everyday events to

disguise his secret, ask each pair to discuss and then write a story to disguise their
own secret."

Lower Primary A2, Lesson 10, p. 93 - use of the tenm 'special friends', which should
be avoided because of child protection considerations.
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The "Helpful teaching techniques" section provides advice on "Talking one-to-one with a
student". It indicates that instructors should to talk to students in full view of other students or
teachers, even though the conversation is private (Upper Primary, A2, p. 197).

Consistency with student health and wellbeing, and safe and
supportive school communities

There are a number of lessons, particularly in the Upper Primary Connect materials, that have
the potential to negatively affect the social and emotional wellbeing of particular students who
may have depressive tendencies, be in a fragile state, or could blame themselves for things
happening around them e.g. family break up or death of a loved one. These lessons also

have the potential to upset students, or cause disturbances and bad dreams. These lessons
talked about deserving punishment, the consequences of your sin on others, and specific
Bible
events.

In some cases, for example a lesson on Dealing with Grief, the instructor is advised to speak
with the class teacher prior to presenting material (which may breach student confidentiality).

It also suggests "not to give any information - only deal with what students bring up" (Lower
Primary,
A2,
Special
Lesson,
p.
183) J_ ..
··

··t

Comment [20]:
The point isn't clear here.

Example of lessons and activities which were ,tiagged as having ?otential to cause
psychological harm and affect students' emotional health and wellbeing included:
drinking to ato juice to represent bk>od (Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 3, p. 35)
"The punis~ent for sin is death" (Upl)Elr Primary, 82, Lesson 4, p53)

Student activity book indicates "If you live to satisfy your desires, you will die" (Upper

book" )

Re

Primary, Activity

Teacher asks: "What is the end result for someone whose goal is to please
themselves?" (Accept responses. They will die.) (Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 15, P- IL

·

. ·i

Comment [21]:
Need page number

Class debate regarding whether it was right or wrong for the disciple to cut off the
servant's ear(Lower Primary, 81, Lesson 9, p. 94).
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So these leaders met together to try and think of a plan to get rid of Daniel. With a
partner, spend one minute thinking of ways they might get rid of him (Lower Primary,
C1 , Lesson 17, p. 146)
Sad day activity - asking students to write a letter to a friend , expressing their
feelings and confusion about all they saw and heard when Jesus was arrested and
killed (Lower Primary, A 1, p. 86).

Domino effect lesson (Upper Primary C1, Lesson 8, p. 72) which tells students their
sin will have consequences for others around them. Examples are given of sinners
and how this then led to babies dying , unhappiness, and other events.

Potential health and safety concerns were raised with a small number of lessons, including:
food allergies - baking a mystery Bible cake (Lower Primary, A2. , Lesson 6, p. 63)

use of bleach to a glass of coloured water (Upper Primary, A2., Lesson 13, p. 119)
needles for craft (Upper Primary, A2. , Lesson 8, p.,81)

handing out lollies (throughout various manuals) and eating as much ice-cream as

you can in one minute (Upper Primary, 82, ~-------------------- .. _ _ -· ···············- - ___ ..

---1 :0'':~i!2~number
11

The "Help with classroom management" section of some manuals disCt:Jss punishment for

misbehaviour. "Do not let the students' off after promising punishment" (Upper Primary, 82, p.
236). In all circumstances, behaviour management is

e responsibility of the school and

classroom teacher and under no circumstances should a volunteer RI instructor 'punish'
children. RI instructors should discuss any behaviour concerns with the classroom teacher. A
supervisor from the school is to be present during all RI classes.

5.2.4

Consistency with inclusive education

Each manual repeats certain information for instructors including information on The special

Re

needs of indigenous students, Understanding the student: the learning theory undergirding
Connect, and Help with classroom management. Some of the language suggestions used in
these sections, particularly in the older publications, is not consistent with inclusive education
practices.

I

For example[: ______ -- -- -- -·-·····------ -- __ -········------- _
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infomiation Upper Primary, A2 (p. 202) and other manuals suggests that "Teachers
should not jump to the false conclusion that the\students are unintelligent". This
language is not appropriate or consistent with departmental policies.

Similarly, the section on "The special needs of indigenous students" also in Upper
Primary, A2 (p. 204) and other manuals suggests: "Aboriginal students are most

teachable when sitting in small groups outside under a tree. " Again , this language is
inappropriate and not consistent with departmental policies.

Both of these examples are also included in what appears to be one of the later editions of
the manuals Upper Primary, C1 (pages 217 and 219).

There is discussion in some lessons about punishment for sins and a potential implication
that children 's disabilities are punishment for sin.
For example:

Lower Primary, C2 , Lesson 6, p.54 talks about " ... he had 38 years of not being able
to walk , run , jump .. . invited the students to suggest other things the man would not
be able to do".

Lower Primary, C2, Lesson 8, p.74 says: "Some of the people from-that village

wondered why this man was born blind. Was it a punishment from /God because his
parents or someone else had done something wrong ."

NEED SOM!;.

5.2.6

HER ANAL YS,S

sor-iE

Animal ethics considerations

A couple of animal ethics considerations were identified , including the previously mentioned

Re

references to sacrificing animals.
Examples include:

Upper Primary 82 , Lesson 17, p 183 which suggests that the instructor "bring in a

dead animal to dissect".

Lower Primary C2 , Lesson 15, suggests the teacher bring in some "pretend
sacrifices" which are used two activities during the lesson (p. 128 and p. 133.)

16
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animals sacrifices.

~.3 A version numbering system would be useful for Connect

Connect is delivered as a three-year program. The A, B and C labelling of each manual

indicates which year of the program it belongs to. With a few exceptions, most instructors
should be working on the same stage of the program (A, B or C) in any given year.

Manuals are reviewed and updated every three years, although essential updates can occur
at any time . In 2016, ·v1cd u1s,n...ctors are delivering lessons from C manuals. Youthworks is

currently reviewing and updating the A manuals which will be used by most teachers in 2017.
There is no clear labelling of the manuals regarding version. The copyright date on the last
page is the only information showing the version/date of publication.

5.4

l. ____________________ _

Comment [24]:

Based on what the publisher thinks. I'm
not convinced.This doesn't stt logically
here.

Some Connect lessons result in students creating artefacts

Some lessons propose making artefacts such as art

rks that could be used for classroom

displays, or greetings cards and messages to give to family and friends. T{ be consistent with

the Department's RI policy, any disp ys.._would need to' be removed from the classroom at the
end of the RI lesson. The instructor and the school should'ensure that RI students do not give
any materials used or created in RI lessons (including greeting cards) to students who do not
attend RI classes.

Examples include:

Re

a mural of God's creation (Infants A1, Lesson 3, p. 37)

folding paper to make Arks (Infants A 1, Lesson 7 , p. 69)

Easter greetings cards for family and friends (Infants A 1, Lesson 10, p. 100).

5.5 Age appropriateness
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There are some suggested activities, such as a crossword puzzle in the Infants A1 teacher's
manual, that ~ ay be too difficult for many of the younger students in the grouping { 1-io_w_evElr,______ ---- Comment [25):
the teacher's manuals provide a level of flexibility that instructors could work on these

activities as a whole class or skip activities that don't seem too complicated for the students.

5.6 Advice and warnings are provided to instructors throughout
the Connect teacher's manuals about things that may be
inappropriate or upsetting for the age group

Why- words too big? Bring back to
claims that they have a cuniculum
expert assess, then end with the
flexibility.

Would volunteer instructors know what
kids of a particular age could and
couldn't do?

For some lessons, the teacher's manuals provide specific advice on things that would be
inappropriate for the target age group and advise teachers to avoid these.
Examples include:

It is suggested that instructors show students pictures from children's Bibles when

discussing the story of Noah's ark. However, the teacher's manual specifically states
that instructors should not show pictures of people perishing in the flood (Infants A 1,
Lesson 7, p 65).

A lesson on the Easter story about Jesus dying on the cross warns instructors that
"some students may be upset by this story of the death of Jesus. Do not go into

details of Jesus' suffering with students of this age group" (Infants A 1 , Lesson 9, p

85).

For a lesson on Noah's Ark, instructors are advised that: "If a student asks about the

fate of people who didn't go on board the ark, you may point out that the ark was for

all of the people who chose to follow God" (Infants A1 , Lesson 7, p 67).

5. 7 Connect publishers have shown a willingness to address
issues brought to their attention

The publishers of Connect are continuing to review the materials to ensure they remain
relevant. It seems that substantial work as gone into removing proselytising from the

publications (for example, through the preface ~ddedj to thEl ~~<?le_c!a_ss Conclu~irig_p_r;;iyElrs ). ___ --

--1=h":;! [26):
~~~~~~~~~~~~

The Executive Director, Youthworks Media has advised on several occasions in

correspondence that the publishers are willing to work with the Department to improve the

Connect resources. !It is recognised that Connect could use a favourable outcome from this
review to further promote its materials for RI classes across Australian and New Zealand.

18
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5.8 Only a small portion of any lesson could be delivered in a 30
minute timeslot
The amount of content provided in each lesson plan exceeds what is achievable in 30

minutes in a primary school lesson. Instructors necessarily have to determine which content
to use from the Lesson materials.

6. Conclusions

The review of the Connect materials did not find major inconsistencies with DET legislation,
policy or procedures. Most of the issues identified (e.g. about one-to-one meetings with

students, distribution of food , safety concerns) could be addressed through information and

advice for instructors about departmental policies and requirements . The current requirement
for teachers or other school officers to be present in RI classes will continue to provide a

safeguard and should ensure that any inconsistencies wiffi departmental requirements are
monitored .

It appears that the Connect program has become as a conduit for raising a much broader

issue around the appropriateness of legislated RI d~livery in Queensland state schools. This
is outside the scope of this review.

There are some concepts and lessons within Connect that deal with issues such as sin and
punishment that eould potentially affect an at-risk student's wellbeing if not delivered in a

sensitive way. However, concepts such as sin, punishment, forgiveness, and "Jesus as a
saviour" are at the core of Christianity and their removal from Christian RI lessons would

significantly impact on the instruction being provided . RI program developers, faith groups

and RI instructors need to remain sensitive and vigilant to the circumstances of students and

Re

the impact specific discussions may have.
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7. Recommendations/Next Steps
It is recommended that:

7.1. A decision be made on whether or not the Connect RI
program are sufficiently consistent with legislation and DET
policy/procedures to enable continued use in RI classes.

The review found that the materials and information presented to students is
generally consistent with departmental policies and procedures, with some
exceptions. The publishers of Connect have indicated their willingness to consider
any suggestions arising from this review. It is considered that a small number of
changes would be required (mostly to the Upper Primary program) to improve the
consistency of the materials with DET policy.
A ... dit of wri1cr vers,or or matena;s a0 e oe rg _sec: n scnools oy ·rstructors

7.2. Communication with Principals

Principals have been advised that outcomes of the review will be communicated following
consideration. The communications will remind principals of the need for:
vigilance about appropriate pennission being in place for students to attend RI
classes
ensuing infonnation about RI classes offered in the school is,made available to
parents and that parents have access to more detailed infonnation and lesson
materials if requested
ensuring that the school staff member present during RI classes raise any
concerns or issues with the school leadership team.

ti

43 Communication with the !publishers and RI instructor~

----·-··-·· -

It is proposed that communication occurs with the publisher and RI instructors to
highlight issues raised within the review, including:

Comment [28):
Think we need to separate the
publisher and RI instructors. Who
communicates with instructors - is this
something the dept will be taking on?
Should this be communicated from a
school?

ensuring RI instructors are using the most recent updated versions of the materials
sensitivity around and avoidance of specific concepts and tenns (such as rape ,

incest, bigamy in the teacher's notes) and discussion of particular concepts with
students (such as animal sacrifice, physical punishment)
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Education Department policies and procedures (such as child protection, health and
safety, student wellbeing)

avoid advertising Year 13 or other Anglican programs

avoid baking cakes or providing food such as lollies to avoid potential
consequences with food allergies.

7.0 Appendices

Re

Appendix 1 - Terms of Reference
Appendix 2 - Overview of the Connect materials
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Review of the Connect Religious Instruction

Purpose

Scope

The purpose of the review of the Connect RI materials is to determine if they are
consistent with legislation and DET policy I procedures, including the Religious
Instruction policy statement.

In Scope

All Connect teacher's manuals across the Infant (Age 5-7 years), Lower Primary (Age 7-9
years) and Upper Primary (Age 10-12 years).

OutofSco~

Review of any other RI programs.
Review of the RI policy statement or legislation.

Timeframe

2 weeks:

Tuesday, 21 June 2016- Preliminary Report (i.e. 2 weeks after the Minister's
announcement of the Review)

Friday, 24 June 2016 - Completion (i.e. 2 weeks after the Teacher's Manuals arrived
on Friday IO June 2016)

Re

Risks

22

Tight timeframe to review an estimated 3600 pages of manuals (received on 10 June).
Mitigation: Multiple reviewers. Reprioritisation of other work.
Dissatirt'action from stakeholders with polarised views regardless ofthe outcome.
Mitigation: Ongoing communication with stakeholders.
Despite applying their utmost professionalism, reviewers will examine the material
through their value system.
Mitigation: Multiple reviewers and moderation of assessments.
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Deliverables

Review Team

A team of reviewers was drawn from across the State Schools Division to review the Connect
teacher's manuals.

A mix of staff with substantial knowledge and experience in teaching , curriculum

development, government policy and administration , and departmental policies and

procedures including in the areas of RI , student wellbeing, inclusive education, and safe and

supportive school communities undertook the review with oversight by an Executive Director.
The reviewers held qualifications in primary and secondary teaching , psychology, social
sciences and governance and public policy.

Each reviewer was allocated one or two teacher's manuals to consider.

The reviewers were briefed on their role to read the manuals and identify any inconsistencies

with departmental legislation, policies or procedures, with a focus on the RI policy. Reviewers
were also asked to identify any areas where the program was developmentally inappropriate
for the target age group, and any issues that caused' concern .

Reviewers were aware of the challenges presented by the context of RI in state schools, the

Connect materials and the very diverse nature of thinking about the subject within the broader
community. A process of moderation was emp oyed to support consistency and provide

Re

quality assurance across the assessments of the Connect materials made by individuals.
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APPENDIX 2 - Overview of the Connect Materials
The Connect materials
Connect describes itself as a Christian Education curriculum. It is produced by
Christian Education Publications and Youthworks, which are linked to the Sydney
Anglican Diocese.
Connect states that it draws on the educational research of Howard Gardner from
Harvard University. It combines eight "kinds of intelligence" to reach different
learning styles: word, music, maths and logic, body (e.g. movement), space and vision
(e.g. creativity), self, interpersonal, and nature.

Connect is intended to be a three-year curriculum presented across three levels of
schooling:
Infants for students aged 5-7 years (noting that RI is not offered to Prep students in

Queensland State schools)

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years

Upper Primary for students aged 10-12 years.

Each level comprises six teaching manuals of approximately 200 pages. Each
teaching manual comprises 20 lessons of approximately 25-30 minutes duration.

The ' Welcome' section in each manual explains that the 'curriculum has as its
foundation the belief that it is important to allow the Bible's own theological
framework to determine what is taught and how it is taught". The . elcome also talks
about linking "interested children" to church-run children's and youth activities so
that they can experience Christian community and learn more about the Christian
faith.
For each of the 20 lessons in the teacher's manuals provide instructors with :
Lesson Aim -the focus concept to be taught in each lesson.

Lesson Outcomes -the knowledge, understanding, skills, values and attitudes that

the lesson seeks to teach.

Memory Verse - a verse for students to recite and memorise. The same verse is

usually used for three to five lessons.

Bible background - notes to give more detailed information to help the instructor to

understand the main elements of the lesson, their place in the Bible and their

historical background.

A list of things they will need - such as pens, paper, music, visual aids, CD player,
blue-tack, activity books, etc.

Other resources - this usually refers to music or an audio-visual that is not part of
the Connect program and needs to be separately purchased .
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to use an interactive whiteboard, review the PowerPoint slides for the lesson on the

CD-ROM that comes with the manual", or "Photocopy enough Visual aids on p.19 of
the Judges 1 worksheet for each student".

A 'teacher's' prayer - a short prayer in which the instructor may ask for God's
guidance in delivering the lesson.

A 'Way In' - such as an icebreaking activity, song or asking some simple questions.

Bible Focus - speaking points that the instructor may use in the lesson, questions to
ask the class and examples of responses students may provide to questions. Some
lessons include a role play activity or particular Bible verses to read .

Connections - speaking points for the instructor to use to link the lesson to the
students own lives.

Concluding prayer - a short prayer for the class to say together e.g. "Dear Gad,

thank you that you are a faithful God. Thank you that despite Israel's disobedience
you still raised up judges to save them. We pray that we may not be like the
Israelites. Please help us to obey you and follow you. In Jesus' name we pray. Amen"
(Lesson 1, Upper Primary Cl). Earlier editions ,of the manuals (which may still be in

use) indicate the whole class should, participate. Recently published manuals give
.
. .
stu dents an option to not part1c1pate.

r

Taking it further - additional ideas for longer lessons including songs, movement,
Bible exploration, etc.

'Teacher' reflections - prompting questions bout how the lesso:;y went and how to
change it next time.

For the next lesson -a guide to preparation for the next lesson in the book.

Support mate'rials - activity sheets that can be photocopied, teaching props etc.

Two disks are pr12vided with each teacher's manual: one contains music and drama,
and the other provides PowerPoints and PDFs to support each lesson.

Re

In addition, colourful student workbooks are available to support each manual. The
student workbooks genentlly have ontzpage for each lesson and include activities
such as colouring-in, Bible verses with letters missing for the students to complete,
crosswords etc. The back pages ¢ the student workbooks include prayers (such as
the Lord's Prayer) and words to songs provided on the teacher's disk.
ADD COSTS OF THE MANUALS AND WORKBOOKS
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In June 2016, the Minister for Education announced a review of the Connect materials used
by various Christian faith groups for the delivery of Religious Instruction (RI) in some

Queensland state schools. This move was precipitated by a number of reported concerns in
the media and the suspension of the RI I Connect program at a Brisbane state school.

RI is a program of instruction approved and provided by a religious denomination or society in
state schools io_accordance with inirto the Education (General Provisions) Act 2006 (EGPA)
and Education (General Provisions) Regulation 2006 (EGPR).

Connect is intended for delivery as a three-year program presented across three phases of
schooling :
•

Infants for students aged 5-7 years;

•

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years;

•

Upper Primary for students aged 10-,J 2 years.

The review focused on the consistency o ·the materials with legislation and departmental

policies, procedures and frameworks ; the de · elopmental appropriateness of the materials for
the relevant age groups; and other general concerns.

In the main, the review has found ttiat,the vast majorily'<r Connect materials do not
contravene the Department's legislation, policies, procedures or frameworks.

There are, however, a number of issues that need to be addr/ssed. This includes references
and/or activities re t,!ld to animal sacrifice, prostitution and murder, as well as a number of
lessons and activities wtrch have the potential to cause psychological harm and affect
students' health and wellbeing.

Re

There are also some concerning examples of advice and activities that do not align with
student protection practices and could unintentionally support grooming ~ehaviou(

__________ _

The Department is committed to creating and maintaining safe and supportive environments

for all students. Some language within the Connect manuals related to Indigenous and Torres
Strait Islander students and students with disability is inconsistent with inclusive education
practices.
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issues. Through correspondence to date, the publisher has expressed a willingness to work
with the Department to strengthen the materials and to work through any concerns raised.
While outside the scope of this review, there is a broader consideration of whether the
legislation governing RI in state schools meets contemporary parent and community

expectations that principals have the authority - and the responsibility - to oversee and quality
assure programs delivered within their schools.

Additionally, there is no legislated prohibition on proselytising or evangeli§i!ing . Proselytising
is defined within the RI policy as 'soliciting a student for a decision to change their religious
affiliation', however is only referenced within the supporting document 'Considerations for
faith groups establishing and implementing religious instruction' in relation to cooperative

arrangements where two or more faith groups are working together. ty"he legislation, policy

and supporting documents are currently silent on whether proselytising to students l~~~~ _
pareRts have iREliGateEI aR affiliateEI religieR is ~cceptabl~{ _

The Connect materials are, in the main, in alignment with legislation and departmental

{!<,,matted: Strikethrough

Comment [AKW3]: Ambiguous. Is the
strikethrough text needed? Aren' t the
instruments also silent on non-affiliated?

Re

policies and procedures, however amendments to some sections is required and further

4
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1.0 Background

1.1 Provision of RI in Queensland state schools

RI has been available in Queensland state schools for over 100 years following the outcome
of a referendum conducted in April 1910.

RI is a program of instruction approved and provided by a religious denomination or society in
state schools according to the Education (General Provisions) Act 2006 (EGPA) and
Education (General Provisions) Regulation 2006 (EGPR).

Section 76 of the EGPA states that schools must allow provision of RI for a period of up to

one hour per week if approached by a faith group seeking to provide RI when students of that
faith group attend the school.

Participation in RI is not compulsory. Students are allocated to RI classes (or other

instruction) based on the faith group nominated by their parents on their enrolment form or if
their parents have provided written permission for their child to attend RI classes.

If a parent has indicated on the enrolmenHorm 'no religion' or 'no religion nominated' or a
response that is not represented in the

schoo'{ RI program, then the student will receive

other instruction in a separate location at the school while RI classes are

king place.

Parents can change their preference for their child £ participate in RI or ott er instruction at
any time by notifying the school in writi'lfl.

RI is only availab? to students from Year 1 in state primary, secondary and special schools. It
is not offered to ~rep students.
RI is not a Queensla

/

'curriculum or syllabus. lihe Department has no involvement in the

selection of content for RI programs. However, as with any program or activity delivered in a
school, principals are responsible for ensuring that the content and activities do not

Re

contravene legislation or departniental policies.

The Department's RI policy and supporting documents provide guidance for principals in the
process of RI delivery and considerations for faith groups regarding establishing and
implementing an RI program in state schools.

, Comment [AKW4]: Insert here What is

1

Connect? Is it the RI program? One
program? A program used by certain
denominations? What if any other RI
[ programs are there? What does it broadly
comprise?

J

I

-------·---~------
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religious and non-religious viewpoints. Schools seek to respect the background and beliefs of
its-their students and school community.

1.2 Data on RI in Queensland state schools

The Department does not currently collect data on the number of students participating in RI ,
which schools offer RI programs, the faith groups providing RI in schools, or the materials
used by faith groups to deliver RI.

While data on religion nominated on students' enrolment forms is captured by OneSchool,

this is only a proxy measure for participation in RI classes and is not considered an accurate
indicator of the number of students actually participating in RI. For example, the RI program
nominated by parents may not be available at the school and parents can change their
preference for their child to pariticpate in RI (or not) at any time .

Noting the unreliability of the One School data , the current percentages of students who have
a religion recorded in OneSchool is identified below.

Table 1: Percentage of students with a religion recorded in OneSchool
Data Collection Point

In Time

Aug2012

Oct 2013
June 2014

Number of students

% of all student

with a religion

enrolments with a

school students

recorded

religion recorded
12.7%

20.0%

25 .2%
29.8%

Re

July 2015

Total number of

Queensland state

May 2016

32.4%

The increase in the number of students with a religion recorded is primarily the result of the
religion question becom ing mandatory in 2014.

Anecdotal evidence suggests that regular weekly RI classes do not usually occur in
secondary schools even though the legislation allows for it.
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1.3 Recent RI changes at Windsor State School
On 3 June 2016, the Principal of Windsor State School wrote to parents of students at the

school advising that he was unable to permit continued use of the Connect program at the
school and was obliged to suspend RI lessons immediately.

The Principal explained that it had only recently come to his attention that none of the

programs, such as Connect, used by faith groups to deliver RI are approved or endorsed by
DET. In accordance with DET's RI policy, he had undertaken a review of the Connect

materials and found that they contravene the policy that prohibits proselytising. He explained
that:

"Connect lessons go beyond imparting knowledge of Biblical references, and
extend to soliciting children to develop a personal faith in God and Jesus to
become a Christian or 'Kingdom Kid'."

The Principal also wrote to the RI Coordinator at the School confirming a previous discussion
about his decision to suspend the program.

In the undated correspondence to the RI eo'o'rdinator, the Principal explained that he had
reviewed the Connect program which was being used at ' e school and found it to be in
contravention of the Department's RI policy. He considered that the Connect program
appeared to be "based on the premise of trying to solicit them [stude~

]'for) a decision to

become the kind of Christian prescribed in the matera;s". The Principal identified more than
30 examples of what)le considered pr~ selytising in tl'le{ onnect materials.

Many of the exam I s provided could not be located in the roi ent Connect materials.
[Youthworks ~.S;.2d\li_sed that t11e_se refe~ri~_s, 11Ve_re referriri1tt<> outdatecl _n,anua_l_s . .

1 Comment [AKWS]: Introduce. "The
[ publisher of the Connect ~erials ... "?_

....

Further, the Principaladvised that he would review any alternative RI programs presented to
him and resume RI classes if he found the materials to be consistent with the Department's

"

Re

requirements.

This is the second time an RI program ryas been suspended at Windsor State School. In 20xx
under the leadership of the former pl;incipal, the Access Ministries program was also
suspended following lobbying by parent{ .

Comment [AKW6]: Access Ministries

program is ... ? See recommended insertion,

p5.

1.4 Defining Proselytising
Central to the debate about the Connect materials is the definition of 'proselytising '.
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The Definitions attached to the Department's RI policy statement define 'proselytising' as:
"Soliciting a student for a decision to change their religious affiliation."

(http://education .qld .gov.au/schools/school-operations/ri-definitions.html)

A supporting document attached to the RI policy statement, 'Considerations for faith groups
establishing and implementing religious instruction', indicates that the RI Coordinator must:
"Advise religious instructors that they are not to proselytise in a cooperative

arrangement."(http://education.qld.gov.au/schools/school-operations/ri-considerations-faithgroups.html )

There appear to be two distinct and polar views on proselytising in RI:
1.

If a student's parent has nominated a student as a particular religion on their

enrolment form, then the student is of that religion or affiliated with that religion.
Therefore, any RI provided in that particular religion cannot be viewed as
proselytising, as the student is already affi6ated, ith that religion.
2.

While parents may nominate a religion for their child on the enrolment form , the child
may not have personally accepted~hat religion. TJerefore RI could be viewed as
trying to solicit the child to follow a pa icular religion.

!Religious groups have indicated their firm belief that the reference to "proselytising" in the

policy refers to "cooperative arrangements" whereby: "religious leaders of two or more faith

groups that have right-of-entry agree to work together to provide religious instruction as joint

faith groups". They argue that the intention of this requirement is to prevent an instructor from

a specific faith group (e.g. Anglican) within a cooperative arrangement from trying to convince
a student from another faith group within the cooperative arrangement (e.g. Baptist) to swap

faith groups. !In_~-~ ~_'!'_of _(!1i_s _a~9_1.u:~~~!, ~~-~-~~_rEln<:e to pro_selytising in th_e l_)()_licy_ is_onl_}' __ _
made in relation to cooperative ~rrangement~

Re

When a cooperative arrangemenUs esta~ ,ished for the delivery of RI in a state school, the

principal must advise parents of the details of the arrangement. Parents may choose for the

child not to attend RI classes delivered by a cooperative arrangement to which their children

Comment [7]:
Religious group perspectives (can we
reference incoming corro, legal
advice?) - what about QPSSS views?
Need to keep to the facts, using
evidence.

Comment [MOS]: QPSSS views for
inclusion??

might normally be allocated.

Although outside the scope of this review, it is noted that legal advice provided to faith groups
has indicated there is no legislative basis for prohibition of 'proselytising' in the EGPA or
EGPR and that the suspension of the Connect program at Windsor State school is not
justified and may be a contravention of the legislation. DET's Legal and Administrative Law
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Branch support the view that there is no legislative basis within the EGPA or EGPR to prohibit

2.0 Review methodology

The review of the Connect materials focused on the 18 teacher's manuals and accompanying
student workbooks. The key aim of the review was to determine whether these materials are
consistent with legislation and departmental policies, procedures and frameworks (including
but not limited to the RI policy, health and wellbeing , inclusive education , and safe and

supportive school communities), developmental appropriateness of the materials for the
relevant age groups, and any general concerns.

The Terms of Reference for the review are at Appendix 1, along with a description of the
review team Appendix 2.

A moderation process was used to support consistency·and mitigate any potential personal
bias.

Connect describes itself.as a Christian Education curriculum. It is produced by Christian

Education Publications and Youthworics Media , which a e linked to the Sydney Anglican
Diocese.

Connect is intended to be a three-year prograrT] presented across three levels of schooling:
Infants for students aged 5-7 years (noting that RI is not offered to Prep students in
Queensland state schools)

'

Lower Primary for students aged

•

Upper Primary for students ged 10-12 years.

Re

•

Each year of the program is labelled with a series i.e. "A", "B" or "C" and proposed semester.

Youthworks has advised that about 90 per cent of instructors are teaching from the "C" series
in 2016 and will teach from the "A" series in 2017.
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the "A" series is currently being updated for use in 2017. Major updates (such as removal of

the David and Goliath lesson ear1ier in 2016) are posted on Connect's web portal and advice
emailed to all known customers.

Religious Instructors may or may not purchase new manuals from year-to-year. It is therefore

possible that some instructors are teaching from outdated materials. Youthworks has advised
that when major changes occur, such as in 2013, all instructors were !required ~o_p_urch_a~ .

1 Comment [AKW9]: How? What sort of

new teacher's manuals.

l disincentives ("purchase"?) and sanctions?

j

process is this? What are the incentives,

Re

Further contextual information on the Connect materials is at Appendix 3.
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4.0 Findings

Following are the findings of the Review of the Connect program conducted in June 2016.

4.1 Christian historical beliefs, concepts and terms

The use of Christian historical beliefs, concepts and terms is unavoidable in a Christian RI

class. However, some of these Christian historical beliefs, concepts and terms may not be

considered appropriate for discussion with primary school students, even in the context of a
Christian RI class or as a direct quotes from the Bible.

Each lesson within the Connect teacher's manuals provides background information under
the heading "Bible background" to help the instructor contextualise the lesson . There are

some events, concepts and terms discussed in this section, such as jncest, rape , prostitution,
murder, and animal and human sacrifi~ _~hich__<!re_n_ot_de11eloi:in:ie_~~ll_x _apJ?rOIJ~_<!~~-to _be_ __ _
discussed with primary school students. For exa.)l)iile, reference is made to rape in Infants
C 1, p. 70; to murder in Upper Primary A 1, p. 55; and

Comment [10]:

Need references so examples can be
provided.

to nimal/human sacrified in Lower

Pirmary C2 , p. 64. However, this section is noffor the purposes of discussion with students
and is only for the instructor's backgroun . As such, it is not considered a contravention of
departmental requirements.

In a very few instances, some of these terms are rer

ed to in the speakinQ) pOints for

discussion with the class..of in materials for distributioc_ to student~ Event( and concepts such
as animal sacrifice and 'wasting mon y-en women' (referring to prostitution) are not
considered develop

ntally appropriate fo the target ag~ roup. Although these concepts

are used in the m erials as direct Bible quotes, their continued use in primary schools is not
considered approi:1riate.
Examples include:

Upper Primary, C1, Lesson 4, p. 46 {Student Worksheet) includes a Bible quote on

Re

animal sacrifice: "Finally, , au/ co/1'.h1anded, 'Bring me some animals, so we can offer
sacrifices to please the LORD and ask for his help'. Saul killed one of the animals . .. "

Upper Primary, A2 , Student activity book, Lesson 7, p. 13 includes references to

wasting money on women (i.e. prostitution) in a Bible quote: " This other son of yours
wasted your money on [women]." While not explicit in its description of the meaning,

this reference is not considered appropriate for 10-12 year old students.
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sleeping together'' in a Bible reference about Mary and Joseph and the conception of

Terms such as sin, punishment, death, and Jesus being nailed to the cross, which are found

throughout the Connect program are a reflection of the Bible's content on which Christianity is
based. While some non-Christians may take offence to the use of these terms, it would be
difficult to provide Christian RI without reference to such terms and concepts. [

It is noted that while there may be certain sensitivities about a particular event or concept
being discussed with students in an RI class, there is less attention directed to student's

exposure to similar events or concepts (such as murder, death, killing) in other curriculum
areas(forexample, . [ _______________ _

tfhroughout Connect, the Bible is often represented as a factual, historical document. An

Comment [11]: ADVICE COMING
FROM CTL. Is this a valid argument
given curriculum is delivered by a
qualified teacher. whereas RI is not?

example of this is in Lower Primary, C1, Teaching Techniques and Hints, p. 93: "Emphasise
that these events are historical and true .. .".

4.2
4.2.1

_. - -~ Comment [AKW12]: There is no
commentary on this. What is the
implication? ls it a problem?

Consistency with legislation and DET policy/procedures
RI policy statement

The RI policy statement specifies the process for establishing an RI program in a state
school, and the implementation of the program by religious leaders. There are no
requirements reoa

1ng content of RI program materials. As such, the Connect materials do

not contravene ~ RI policyc~veR lhere~-r-eqt1iremems".;eg-a,-<:1iflg-eenteRtof-RI
p~ma~

The supporting document; Considerations for principals establishing and implementing

Comment [AKW13]: Insert this
information (ie, the footnote) in the section
on pS.

Re

religious instruction ' states that rauthorised programs,[_of_~I_!!re.rev_i~vved_to_~nl.ure_th_ey_ d_o -. --.
not contravene legislation or departmental procedures, and are made to the school
community on request.'

I

A program of religious instruction approved by the faith group for delivery to students of that faith
group in a single or cooperative arrangement. The religious leader/s of the faith group authorises
the program of instruction (s.27 EGPR).
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Proselytising
Only a small number of examples of proselytising were found in the Connect teacher's

manuals considering the volume of material provided. li t is apparent that the publishers have
made a concerted effort in recent iterations to remove any possible perceptions of
proselytising.

Comment [14):

Based on what evidence?

For example, unlike ADD TM#, in the more recently updated teacher's manual (Upper

Primary, C1 ), the whole-class "Concluding prayer'' is prefaced with instructor's speaking
points:

This is how Christians talk to God. If you would like to pray with me please join me. If you

don't then please lower your head so we don't get distracted while praying this short prayer.

It is understood that all class prayers will be prefaced by this message in future.

Opportunities do exist to provide information or advice to students about attending church
services or youth groups however, it is usually (but not'always) clear that the information
is not
should only be provided to 'interested students"."lt
r
. ~ecified how the instructor
determines whether students are intere

or not.

Hand out the flyer~JJJr local church service
Lesson 10, p. 100).

How about.asking your parents if you could come along to kids club or kids church.
(This w,£,d be a good time to hand ~ t flyers.) (Up¢r Primary, 82, Lesson 17, p.

181).

Students are asked to write

a newspappr article for inclusion in a newspaper to be

distributed at the Christmas assem;I] The newspaper could have details about the

Re

local church's Christma services afthe back (Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 18, p.

187).

Direct quotes from the Bible were not considered as proselytising on the basis that parents of
children attending these RI classes have indicated an affiliation with Christianity or a desire
for their child to learn about it.

~vangelisinQ

Comment [15):
Make a comment about the
appropriateness of evangelising in state
schools. Definition of evangelising.

· · Comment [MD16): Where does this fit
- no identification within leg/policy re

evangelising
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object of making converts to Christianityf._vyhil_El _n~t_E'l_xpli_citly_pr~~i~itec1_ _by_thE'l_ _
~C3_Pi\ _or _____ _
EGPR, nor referenced in the RI policy statement, the Department would expect schools to

take appropriate action if aware that evangelising is occurring outside of an RI class given it
could adversely affect the school's ability to provide a safe, supportive and inclusive
environment for students.

Although proselytising was not common throughout the manuals, evangelising was frequently
identified in all teacher's' manuals - both in terms of teachers' evangelising to students, and
students being encouraged to evangelise to others.
Examples of evangelising include j

Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 18, p. 190: Students could compose a poem, song,

drama ~o communicate the gospel to other~ ----------·-- ··-----------

Two lessons that stood out as being inconsistent with RI policy in that they encourage

--J Comment [AKW18]: This makes sense

I as a purpose of the composition.

It's not

Ievangelising
if they don't actually use it (in
the school environment).
Comment [19): More examples to be

advertising of Anglican Church programs were Lower Primary 81, Lesson 20, p. 190 which

included.

focuses on the "Mothers Union", a mission agency of the Anglican Church of Australia , and
Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 20, p. 174 wt)ich is entirely foa,ised on the Anglican Year 13

Youth Works Gap Year program (voluntee( work overseas) a,nd aims to advertise and recruit
students for an overseas aid program (even though they will not be eligible to sign up for
several years).

-

k;ritical Thinking General Capability - contradiction with 'God knows what is best for us and
therefore we should follow and obey him'. Lower Primary, C1, Lesson aim

Critical thinking is at the core of most intellectual activity that involves students learning to

recognise or develop an argument, use evidence in support of that argument, draw reasoned
conclusions, and use information to solve problems

-1 Comment [AKW20]: I don't think

l

Student Protec ion

critical thinking can be advanced as
contrary to obedience to God. I recommend
deletion of these paras.

Re

4.2.2

3

Some of the advice and activities raised in the Connect teacher's manuals were identified as

being inconsistent with current student protection practices. Of particular note was an activity
to share secrets; mentions of 'special friends'; and a suggestion that teachers meet one-to-

one with students who are interested in finding out more about Christianity. It is noted that

2

Chaplaincy and student welfare services: Definitions
http://education.gld.gov.au/schools/healthy/chaplaincy-student-welfare.html
3
Australian Curriculum http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/generalcapabilities/critical-andcreative-thinking/introduction/introduction
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more recently published manuals suggest that another adult should be present for any oneto-one discussions.
Specific examples were found at:

Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 2, p. 28 - "Just as Jesus used everyday events to
disguise his secret, ask each pair to discuss and then write a story to disguise their
own secret." For a wide range of reasons, including that students of all ages should
see teachers and school staff as trusted adults and feel safe to share information, this
content would not be supported. Furthermore, it is advised that no activities/content
teach or encourage students to keep secrets.

Lower Primary A2, Lesson 10, p. 92-3 - use of the term 'special friends'. The use of
the term 'special friends' is not supported because of student protection
considerations. Whilst the context in this instance is understood ('Jesus was asking
Matthew to be one of his special friends' and 'Jesus calls us to become one of his
special friends'), the term is closely a~~ ciated with grooming behaviour and
therefore this language is deemed inappropriate

The "Helpful teaching techniques" section provides advice on "Talking one-to-one with a

student". It indicates that instructors should to talk to stuc1,tots in full view of other students or
teachers, even though the conversation is private (Upper Primary,~A2 p. 197). Best practice
would be for instructors to ensure that all di~ ss~ s with students (incl; iding whole class,
group or individual discussions) .take place ih full view of a school basea staff member and
other students.

4.2.3

St ct_ent Health and Wellbeing, and Safe and
Supportive School Communities

There are a number of lessons, particularly in ttie Upper Primary Connect materials, that have

'

Re

the potential to negatively affect the social a · emotional wellbeing of particular students who
may have depressive tendencies be in } fragile state , or could blame themselves for things
happening around them e.g. family break up or death of a loved one. These lessons also
have the potential to upset students, or cause disturbances and bad dreams. These lessons

talked about deserving punishment, the consequences of your sin on others, and specific
Bible events.
Example of lessons and activities which were flagged as having potential to cause
psychological harm and affect students' emotional health and wellbeing included:

15
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drinking tomato juice to represent blood (Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 3, p. 35)
"The punishment for sin is death" (Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 4, p53)

Student activity book indicates "If you live to satisfy your desires, you will die" (Upper
Primary, Activity book, p 29)
Teacher asks: "What is the end result for someone whose goal is to please
themselves?" (Accept responses. They will die.) (Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 15, p.
161 ).

Class debate regarding whether it was right or wrong for the disciple to cut off the
servant's ear(Lower Primary, 81, Lesson 9, p. 94).

So these leaders met together to try and think of a plan to get rid of Daniel. With a
partner, spend one minute thinking of ways they might get rid of him (Lower Primary,

C1, Lesson 17, p. 146)

Sad day activity - asking students to Write a letter to a friend, expressing their
feelings and confusion about all they saw and heard when Jesus was arrested and
killed (Lower Primary, A 1, p. 86).
Domino effect lesson (Upper Primary 01 , Lesson 8, p. 72) which ells students their
sin will have consequences for others around them. Examples are given of sinners
and how this then led to..bat>ies dying, unhappiness, and other events.
Potential health a

safety concerns were raised with a sma I number of lessons, including:

food allergies - baking a mystery Bible cake (Lower Primary, A2, Lesson 6, p. 63)
use of bleach to ~

glass of coloured water (Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 13, p. 119)

"'!,; - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.~ -- ,__._ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

-1 mtssrng?
Comment [AKW21]: Something

Re

needles for craft (Upper ~ mary, '9-, Lesson 8, p. 81)

handing out lollies (throughout various manuals) and eating as much ice-cream as
you can in one minute (Upper Primary, 82 , p. 236).

The Help with classroom management section of some manuals discusses punishment for
misbehaviour and states, "Do not let the students' off after promising punishment" (Upper
Primary, 82, p. 236). In all circumstances, behaviour management is the responsibility of the

school and classroom teacher and under no circumstances should a volunteer RI instructor
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teacher. A supervisor from the school is to be present during all RI classes.

Inclusive Education

Each manual has the same layout with respect to certain information for instructors, for
example The special needs of indigenous students, Understanding the student: the learning

theory undergirding Connect, and Help with classroom management. Some of the language
suggestions used in these sections, particularly in the older publications, is not consistent with
inclusive education practices.
For example:

Referring to students with specials needs in the "Is your class different?" teacher

information Upper Primary, A2 (p. 202) and other manuals suggests that "Teachers
should not jump to the false conclusion that these students are unintelligent". This
language is not appropriate or consistent with departmental policies.

Similarly, the section on "The special needs of indigenous students" also in Upper
Primary, A2 (p. 204) and other manuals suggests; "Aboriginal students are most

teachable when sitting in smaH gp(ps outside under a tree." Again, this language is

inappropriate and not consistent wit h departmental policies, as is the assumption that
"(S)RE followed by a barbecue lunch on Friday, then an afternoon's sport would be
the most pleasurable experience Aboriginal

e ·mary students could imagine".

Both of these examples are also included in what appears to be one of the later editions of
the manuals Upper Primary, C1 (pages 2t7 and 219).

NEED TO REFERENCE THE CHANGES MADE (21106/2016) TO THE INDIGENOUS
STUDENT SECTION FROM YOUTHWORKS

There is discussion in some lessons about punishment for sins and a potential implication

Re

that disabilities are punishment for sin. For e)lample:
Lower Primary, C2 , Lesson 6 , p.,

talks about" ... he had 38 years of not being able

to walk, run, jump .. . invited the students to suggest other things the man would not
be able to do".

Lower Primary, C2, Lesson 8, p.74 says: "Some of the people from that village

wondered why this man was born blind. ~as it a punishment from God because his
parents or someone else had done something wrong .t'_ _

17
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[AKW22]: Differenc~---;
between this as a
of the program, or
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view

the Bible, or the people reported in the
! Bible. Agree that the program should make
clear it' s the third. And Jesus' reply is also
, difficult. Nevertheless, the idea is
! contentious at Lower Primary level.
' - - - - - - - · - - - - - · - - · · - -'
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NEEDS FURTHER ANALYSIS

Animal Ethics

A couple of animal ethics considerations were identified, including the previously mentioned
references to sacrificing animals.
Examples include:

[U pper Primary 82, Lesson 17, p 183 which suggests that the instructor "bring in a
dead animal to dissect".

Lower Primary C2, Lesson 15, suggests the teacher bring in some "pretend

sacrifices" which are used two activities during the lesson (p. 128 and p. 133.)
However it is unclear what kind of 'pretend sacrifices' will be used e.g. food or

Comment [AKW23]: What 's also

animals sacrifices)

unclear is the pedagogic value of these

exercises. What is the point, relative to the

goal of the lesson? Mere experience of
something in the narrative?

NEEDS FURTHER ANALYSIS

4.3 Delivery cycle and version control

[connect is delivered as a three-year program . The A, Band C labelling of each manual

indicates which year of the program it belongs to. With a few exceptions, most instructors
should be working on the same stage of the program (A, B or C) in any given year.

Manuals are reviewed and updated every three years , although essential updates can occur
at any time . There is no certainty that the majority of instructors are using the same cycle or
the same version of the manuals. Youthworks has advised that in 2016 most instructors

would be delivering lessons from C manuals. As a result, Youthworks is currently reviewing
and updating the A manuals for use by most instructors in 2017

L................. __________________ ... -·{Comment [MD24]:

There is no clear labelling of the manuals to identify the relevant version . The copyright date

Re

on the last page is the only information showing the version/date of publication.

4.4

Creation of artefacts

Some lessons propose making artefacts such as art works that could be used for classroom

displays, or greetings cards and messages to give to family and friends. To be consistent with

the Department's RI policy, any displays would need to be removed from the classroom at the
end of the RI lesson. The instructor and the school should ensure that RI students do not give

18
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attend RI classes.

Examples include:

a mural of God's creation (Infants A 1, Lesson 3, p. 37)

folding paper to make Arks (Infants A1 , Lesson 7, p. 69)

Easter greetings cards for family and friends (Infants A 1, Lesson 10, p. 100).

4.5 Age appropriateness

Unless they have a teaching background, it is unlikely that RI instnuctors would have the

expertise to know what children of a particular age can and cannot do prior to undertaking the
activity with students, and would rely on the manuals to guide them.

There are some suggested activities, such as a crossword, puzzle in the Infants A1 teacher's
manual, that riay be too difficult for many of the younger students in the grouping { f-iow_evElr,
the teacher's manuals provide a level offlexibility that instructors could work on these

activities as a whole class or skip activities that OOf\'t-seem too complicated for the students.

Comment [25]:

Why- language too complex? Bring
back to claims that they have a
curriculum expert assess, then end with
the flexibility.

For some lessons, the teacher's manuals provide specific advice on elements that would be
inappropriate for the target age group,.and advise teach£lrs to avoid these .
Examples include:

It is suggested that instnuctors show students pictures from children's Bibles when

discussing the-story of Noah's ark. However, the teacher's manual specifically states
that instnuctors should not show pictures of people perishing in the flood (Infants A1,

Re

Lesson 7, p 65).

A lesson on the Easter story a~ut Jesus dying on the cross warns instnuctors that

"some students may be upsetby this story of the death of Jesus. Do not go into

details of Jesus' suffering with students of this age group" (Infants A1, Lesson 9, p
85).

For a lesson on Noah's Ark, instnuctors are advised that: "If a student asks about the
fate of people who didn't go on board the ark, you may point out that the ark was for
all of the people who chose to follow God" (Infants A1 , Lesson 7, p 67).

19
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4. 7 Revising content
The publishers of Connect are continuing to review the materials to ensure they remain
relevant. It seems that substantial work has gone into removing proselytising from the

publications (for example, through the preface added to the whole class Concluding prayers
which provide the option to participate).

Youthworks has advised the Department on several occasions in correspondence, and in the
media, that the publishers are willing to work with the Department to improve the Connect
resources.

Given the Department has not reviewed any other RI materials, it is recognised that Connect
could use a favourable outcome from this review to further promote its materials for RI
classes across Australian and New Zealand.

While outside the scope of this review, it is recognised that RI materials other than Connect

being used in state schools across the state may not be consistent with departmental policies ,
procedures and frameworks, may not be developmentally appropriateAeSs for the relevant
age groups or could raise other general concerns. Under current legislation, there is no

oversight or regulation of RI programs other than it must be approved by the relevant faith

issue--and
does not provide a professional education
group. This raises a ~nflict of interes. ----- - . - . - . -- -- ----f-- - - - - - - - -- - ------ -- - - - - - - - - -- --- . - - - . .
perspective.

Comment [AKW26): Need to explain.

This is a major concept if it can be
sustained. (I'm not sure it can be.)

5. Conclusions

The review of the Connect materials did not find major inconsistencies with DET legislation,
policy or procedures. Many of the issues identified could be addressed through negotiation

with the publisher and information and advice for instructors about departmental policies and
requirements. The current requirement for teachers or other school officers to be present in
RI classes will continue to provide a safeguard and should ensure that any inconsistencies
with departmental requirements are monitored.

Re

There are some concepts and lessons within Connect that deal with issues such as sin and
punishment that could potentially affect an at-risk student's wellbeing if not delivered in a

sensitive way. However, concepts sach as sin, punishment, forgiveness, and "Jesus as a
saviour" are at the core of Christianity and their removal from Christian RI lessons would

significantly impact on the instruction being provided . RI program developers, faith groups

and RI instructors need to remain sensitive and vigilant to the circumstances of students and
the impact specific discussions may have.
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around the appropriateness of legislated RI delivery in Queensland state schools. While
outside the scope of this review, it is suggested that .

6. Recommendations

Seek amendment of Connect materials

The review found that the materials and information within the manuals? and student

workbooks 2 is--m..generally consistent with departmental policies and procedures, with some
exceptions. The publishers of Connect have indicated their willingness to consider any
suggestions arising from this review. It is considered that a number of changes would be

required (mostly to the Upper Primary program) to improve the consistency of the materials
with DET policy.

It would also be beneficial for the Connect manuals to advise instructors to become familiar
with relevant state Education Department policies and procedures (such as student

Accurate Data Capture

Recommend full OneSchool capture of RI data

Audit of which version of materials are being used in schools by
instructors
Undertake an aud· of currency of materials bei~g used in Queensland state schools

Re

Communication with Principals

Principals have been advised that outco;nes of the review will be communicated following
consideration. The communications; m remind principals of the need for:
•

vigilance about appropriate permission being in place for students to attend RI

classes

ensuing information about RI classes offered in the school is made available to
parents and that parents have access to more detailed information and lesson
materials if requested
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ensuring that the school staff member present during RI classes raise any concerns
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or issues with the school leadership team.

Communication with faith groups who use Connect

It is proposed that communication occurs with the Christain faith groups in Queensland that

are known to use Connect to advise on the outcome of the review and highlight issues raised,
including:

ensuring RI instructors are using the most recent updated versions of the materials
avoidance of specific concepts and terms (such as rape, incest, bigamy in the

teacher's notes) and sensitivity when discussing particular concepts with students
(such as animal sacrifice, physical punishment)

advising instructors to familiarise themselves ith relevant departmental policies

and procedures (such as student protection, health and safety, student wellbeing)

'

avoid advertising Year 13 orotfier Anglican programs
__avoid baking cakes or providing food such

JSlollies to avoid pote

tial

consequences with food allergies and conflict with healthy eating concepts
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Terms of Refere nee
Title

Review of the Connect Religious Instruction Materials

Purpose

The purpose of the review of the Connect RI materials is to determine if they are
consistent with legislation and DET policy I procedures, including the Religious
Instruction policy statement.

In Scope

Scope

All Connect teacher's manuals:
o

Infants for students aged 5-7 years;

o

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years;

o

Upper Primary for students aged 10-12 years.

All Connect student workbooks:
o

Infants for students aged 5-7 years;

o

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years;

o

Upper Primary for stuqents ag;

10-12 years.

Out of Scope

Timeframe

To Minister by 30 June 2016

Dissati~ction from staketlolders with pol~ised views regardless of the
outcopie.
)
Mitigation: Ongoing communication with stakeholders .

Risks

Deliverables

Re

Despite applying the utmost prol ssionalism, reviewers will examine the
material throu~gh their value syst1m.
Mitigation: Multi le reviewers ana moderation of assessments.

Ministerial Report
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APPENDIX2
Review Team

A team of reviewers was drawn from across the State Schools Division to review the Connect
teacher's manuals.

A mix of staff with substantial knowledge and experience in teaching, curriculum

development, government policy and administration , and departmental policies and

procedures including in the areas of RI , student wellbeing , inclusive education, and safe and

supportive school communities undertook the review with oversight by an Executive Director.
The reviewers held qualifications in primary and secondary teaching, psychology, social
sciences and governance and public policy.

Each reviewer was allocated one or two teacher's manuals to consider.

The reviewers were briefed on their role to read the manuals and identify any inconsistencies

with departmental legislation, policies or pro~ures, with a focus on the RI policy. Reviewers
were also asked to identify any areas ~r~ the program was developmentally inappropriate
for the target age group, and any issues that caused concern.

Reviewers were aware of the challenges presented by the context of RI in state schools, the
f

Connect materials and th~ very diverse nature of thfnking about the subject within the broader
community. A process of moderation w~s employed to support consistency and provide
of the Connect

aterials made by individuals.

Re

quality assurance aaoss the assessmen
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APPENDIX3
Overview of the Connect Materials Format

Connect describes itself as a Christian Education curriculum. It is produced by Christian

Education Publications and Youthworks, which are linked to the Sydney Anglican Diocese.
Connect states that it draws on the educational research of Howard Gardner from Harvard
University. It combines eight "kinds of intelligence" to reach different learning styles: word ,
music, maths and logic, body (e.g. movement), space and vision (e.g. creativity), self,
interpersonal, and nature.

Connect is intended to be a three-year curriculum presented across three levels of schooling:
Infants for students aged 5-7 years (noting that RI is not offered to Prep students in
Queensland State schools)

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years

•

Each level comprises six teaching manuals of approximately 260 12ages. Each teaching
manual comprises 20 lessons of approximately--25-30 minutes duratio .
The 'Welcome' section in each manual explains that

e 'curriculum has as its foundation the

belief that it is important to allow the Bible's own theological framework to determine what is
taught and how it is taught". The Welcome lso talks about lir:iking "interested children" to

church-run child . n's and youth activities so that they can experience Christian community
and learn more aBout the Christian faith .

For each of the 20 lessons in the teacher's manuals provide instructors with:
Lesson Aim - the focus concept to

taught in each lesson .

Re

•

Lesson Outcomes -the knowteage , understanding , skills, values and attitudes that

the lesson seeks to teach.

Memory Verse - a verse for students to recite and memorise. The same verse is

usually used for three to five lessons.
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•

Bible background - notes to give more detailed information to help the instructor to
understand the main elements of the lesson, their place in the Bible and their
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-

historical background .

A list of things they will need - such as pens, paper, music, visual aids, CD player,
blue-tack, activity books, etc.

Other resources - this usually refers to music or an audio-visual that is not part of the
Connect program and needs to be separately purchased .
•

Before you start- instructions on how to prepare for the lesson e.g. "If you intend to

use an interactive whiteboard , review the PowerPoint slides for the lesson on the CDROM that comes with the manual", or "Photocopy enough Visual aids on p.19 of the
Judges 1 worksheet for each student".
•

A 'teacher's' prayer - a short prayer in which the instructor may ask for God's
guidance in delivering the lesson.

•

A 'Way In' - such as an icebreaking activity, song'or asking some simple questions.

Bible Focus - speaking points tha the instructor may use in the lesson, questions to
ask the class and examples of responses students may provide to questions. Some
lessons include a role play activity or ~ rticular,Bible verses to react.

Connections - speaking po1hts for the instructbl: to use to link the lesson to the
students own lives.

•

Concludi~g prayer - a short prayer for the class to say together e.g. "Dear God, thank
you that yo · are a faithful God. Thank ypu that despite Israel's disobedience you still

raised up judges to save them. We pra~ that we may not be like the Israelites. Please

help us to obey you and follow you. In Jesus' name we pray. Amen" (Lesson 1, Upper
Primary C1 ). Ear1ier editions of the manuals (which may still be in use) indicate the

whole class should partici[>ate. Recently published manuals give students an option

Re

-

to not participate.

•

Taking it further- additional ideas for longer lessons including songs, movement,
Bible exploration , etc.

'Teacher' reflections - prompting questions about how the lesson went and how to
change it next time.
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Support materials - activity sheets that can be photocopied, teaching props etc.
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•

Two disks are provided with each teacher's manual: one contains music and drama , and the
other provides PowerPoints and PDFs to support each lesson.

In addition, student workbooks are available to support each manual. The student workbooks
generally have one page for each lesson and include activities such as colouring-in, Bible

verses with letters missing for the students to complete, crosswords etc. The back pages of
the student workbooks include prayers (such as the Lord 's Prayer) and words to songs
provided on the teacher's disk.

As of 1 October 2015, each teacher's manual costs $31.95, each student workbook costs
$2.99 and each visual aid pack costs $31.95. There are also a range of other material
available for purchase from Christian Education Publications, including a 'preschool

curriculum' designed for children aged 3-5, a 'Kindy' teacher's manual designed for the first
year of school and a teacher's manual titled Big·Questions for students in year 6 to explore

Re

,

Department of Education and Training
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Comment [Ul]: This is picky- but
Executive Summary should come before
the Table of Contents

In June 2016, the Minister for Education announced a review of the Connect materials used
by various Christian faith groups for the delivery of Religious Instruction (RI} in some

Queensland state schools. Th is move was precipitated by a number of reported concerns in
the media and the suspension of the program at a Brisbane state school.

RI is a program of instruction approved and provided by a religious denomination or society in
state schools according to the Education (General Provisions) Act 2006 ~

and

Education (General Provisions) Regulation 2006~ ~ -

Connect is intended for delivery as a three-year program presented across three phases of
schooling:

Infants for students aged 5-7 years ;

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years ;
•

Upper Primary for students aged 10-12 years.

The review focused on the consistency o the materials with legislation and departmental

policies, procedures and frameworks; the developmental apprepriateness of the materials for
the relevant age groups; and other general concerns.

;

In !Ae-fflaiAsummary, the review has found that the vast majority of Connect materials do not
contravene the Department of Educat i<m and Training's legislation , policies, procedures or
frameworks.

There are, however, a number of issues that need to be addressed including~+his-if!GI\Jees
references andfor activities related to animal sacrifice , prostitution and murder, as well as a
number of lessons and activities which have the potential to cause psychological harm and
affect students' health and wellbeing .

Re

There are also some concerning examples of advice and activities that do not align with

student protection practices and could nintentionally support grooming behaviour. Further,

+he--Gej:laftmeflHS-eammitted-te-sreatifl§--aflG-ffiaifltaifli·A§--safe-aAd-wppaf!i-ve.-emtimAmeAts
fef..all-sludeAts . Ssome language within the manuals related to Indigenous and Torres Strait
Islander students and students with disability is inconsistent with inclusive education
practices.
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address these issue{ !hr<>u~h _C<>rresJJoridElnc:e to date, th_e publisher ha_s _ex_r:>res_sed _a ______ _
willingness to work with the Department to strengthen the materials and to work through any

l timeframe with the reconnnendation

concerns raised.

While outside the scope of this review, there is a broader consideration of whether the
legislation governing RI in state schools meets contemporary parent and community

expectations that principals have the authority - and the responsibility-= to oversee and
quality assure programs delivered within their schools.

_tdditionally, there is no legislated_prohibition on _proselytising or evangelizing. _Proselytising _is ____ - - ( ~rma_tt_ed_:_Highli_gh_t_ _ _ _----,_J
~efined within the RI policy as 'soliciting a student for a decision to change their religious

affiliation', however is Jonly referenced _within the_supporting document _'Considerations _for __
faith groups establishing and implementing religious instruction' in relation to cooperative

_. - 1

Comment [U3]: Suggest removing the

[ definition

arrangements where two or more faith groups are working together. The legislation, policy
and supporting documents are currently silent on whether proselytising to students whose
parents have indicated an affiliated religion is acceptable[)

[U4]: I
this para needs
IComment
to be linked in better or shortened. is it part
of a broader review?
think

1-

The Connect materials are, in the main,-ih ~ gnment with legislation and departmental

policies and procedures;, however, amer ments to some : ections is required and further

Re

exploration of the legislative remit in relation to RI is reco~ IJ)ended .
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[1.0 Background

1.1 Provision of RI in Queensland state school~

RI has been available in Queensland state schools for over 100 years following the outcome

Comment [US]: Formatting of
headings needs to be fixed so the contents
page updates correctly - I will fix it up in
the trim version

of a referendum conducted in April 1910.

RI is a program of instruction approved and provided by a religious denomination or society in
state schools according to the Education (General Provisions) Act 2006 (EGPA) and
Education (General Provisions) Regulation 2006 (EGPR).

Section 76 of the EGPA states that schools must allow provision of RI for a period of up to

one hour per week if approached by a faith group seeking to provide RI when students of that
faith group attend the school.

Participation in RI is not compulsory. Students are allocated to RI classes (or other

instruction) based on the faith group nominated by their-parents on their enrolment fonm or if
their parents have provided written permission for their chi\d to attend RI classes.

If a parent has indicated on the enrolment fonm 'no religion' or 'no religion nominated' or a
response that is not represented in the school's RI program, then the student will receive
other instruction in a separate location at the scflool while RI classes are

ta ing place.

Parents can change their preference for their child to participate in RI or other instruction at
any time by notifying the school in writing.

RI is only available'to students from Year 1 in state primary, secondary and special schools . It
is not offered to Prep students.

RI is not a Queensland' curriculum or syllabus. lihe Department of Education and Training has
no involvement in the selection of content for RI programs. However, as with any program or
activity delivered in a school, principals are responsible for ensuring that the content and

Re

activities do not contravene legislation or departmental policies.

The Department's RI policy and supporting documents provide guidance for principals in the
process of RI delivery and considerations for faith groups regarding establishing and
implementing an RI program in state schools.

Within Queensland state schools, RI classes are juxtaposed with a multitude of cultural ,
religious and non-religious viewpoints. Schools seek to respect the background and beliefs of
its students and school community.
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1.2 Data on RI in Queensland state schools
The Department does not currently collect data on the number of students participating in RI ,
which schools offer RI programs, the faith groups providing RI in schools, or the materials
used by faith groups to deliver RI.

While data on religion nominated on students' enrolment forms is captured by OneSchool,

this is only a proxy measure for participation in RI classes and is not considered an accurate
indicator of the number of students actually participating in RI. For example, the RI program
nominated by parents may not be available at the school and parents can change their
preference for their child to pariticpate in RI (or not) at any time.

Noting the unreliability of the OneSchool data, the c-t1rreAt-percentages of students who have
a religion recorded in OneSchool is identified below.

Table 1: Percentage of students with a religion recorded in OneSchool

Data Collection Point in Time

Auggg 2012

% of all student enrolments with a religion recorded

12.7%

October 2013

20.0%

June 2014

25.2%

July 2015
May 2016

29.8%

32.4%

The increase in the Aumt>e of students with a i;eligion recorded is primarily the result of the

Re

religion question on the,Applt

Anecdotal evidence suggests ~

f

tion for Student Enrolment form becoming mandatory in 2014.
u <:eekly RI classes do not usually occur in

secondary schools even though theJegislation allows for it.

1.3 Recent RI changes at Windsor State School

On 3 June 2016, the Principal of Windsor State School wrote to parents of students at the
school advising that he was unable to permit continued use of the Connect program at the
school and was obliged to suspend RI lessons immediately.

7
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programs, such as Connect, used by faith groups to deliver RI are approved or endorsed by
DET. In accordance with QE-T-'-s-the Department's RI policy, he had undertaken a review of

the Connect materials and found that they contravene the policy that prohibits proselytising.
He explained that:

"Connect lessons go beyond imparting knowledge of Biblical references, and
extend to soliciting children to develop a personal faith in God and Jesus to
become a Christian or 'Kingdom Kid'."

The Principal also wrote to the RI Coordinator at the School confirming a previous discussion
about his decision to suspend the program.

In the undated correspondence to the RI Coordinator, the Principal explained that he had
reviewed the Connect program which was being used at the school and found it to be in
contravention of the Department's RI policy. He considered that the Connect program

appeared to be "based on the premise of trying to solicit them [students] for a decision to

become the kind of Christian prescribed in the materials~ The Principal identified more than
30 examples of what he considered proselyti ing ,n the Connect materials.

Many of the examples provided could no be located in th current Connect materials.
Youthworks has advised that these referen~ s were referring too tdated manuals.

Further, the Principal advised tl;)at he would review any alternative RI programs presented to
him and resume RI classes if he fou
requirements.

This is the seconct_time an RI program has bee.n suspended,,at Windsor State School. It is

understood that in 2014 under the leadership of, the former principal, the Access Ministries
program was also su~nded following lobbying by parents.

Re

1.4 Defining Proselytising

Central to the debate about the Conn

,

materials is the definition of proselytising. The

definitions attached to the Departmerit's RI policy statement define 'proselytising' as 'soliciting
a student for a decision to change their religious affiliation' .1

There appear to be two distinct and polar views on proselytising in RI:

1

p_ttp://education.qld.gov.au/scho_ol_s/schoo_l~oJ1erations/ri-definitions.htm .....
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1.

enrolment form , then the student is of that religion or affiliated with that religion .
Therefore, any RI provided in that particular religion cannot be viewed as
proselytising, as the student is already affiliated with that religion .

2. While parents may nominate a religion for their child on the enrolment form , the child
may not have personally accepted that religion . Therefore RI could be viewed as
trying to solicit the child to follow a particular religion.

A supporting document attached to the RI policy statement, 'Considerations for faith groups
establishing and [ll!ll_ernE!r:,ti_n9 rE!li9io_us ins_l!"LI_ctio_n' provides the 0111_}' rE!ference to _

, ---····----------- ---- - ----~--------~---,
1\.. Field Code Changed
·

_____________________

proselytising in relation to cooperative arrangements where two or more faith groups are

working together, stating that a RI Coordinator must: 'Advise religious instructors that they are
not to p _r<>sE!l)'tisei in__a _coopE!raUve l!rr_an~ement/ _

When a cooperative arrangement is established for the delivery of RI in a state school, the

principal must advise parents of the details of the arrangement. Parents may choose for the

child not to attend RI classes delivered by a cooperative.arrangement to which their children
might normally be allocated.

What is not clear, is whether proselytisin occurs when sJ dents who do noA't identify with a
Christian faith are being placed into Christi~

I classes by th~

reots.

Although outside the scoge ot tbis review, it is note that legal advice provided by faith groups
has indicated the view that there ~

-legislative basis for prohibition of 'proselytising ' in the

EGPA or EGPR. TheJ2>e artm entDe+'s l:egal and Administrative Law Branch supports this
view.

2.0

Re

The review of the Connect mat rials focus, pcm the 18 teacher's manuals and accompanying
student workbooks. The key-aim of the review was to determine whether these materials are
consistent with legislation and depa, ,ental policies, procedures and frameworks (including
but not limited to the RI policy, health and wellbeing, inclusive education , and safe and

supportive school communities), developmental appropriateness of the materials for the
relevant age groups, and any general concerns.

2

i:,ttp //ed_uc_ati_on .gld.goy au/schools/school-operations/ri~c:onsiderations-faith-groups _html _
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review team Appendix 2.

A moderation process was used to support consistency and mitigate any potential personal
bias.

3.0 The Connect materials

Connect describes itself as a Christian Education curriculum . It is produced by Christian

Education Publications and Youthworks Media , which are linked to the Sydney Anglican
Diocese .

Connect is intended to be a three-year program presented across three levels of schooling:
•

Infants for students aged 5-7 years (noting that RI is not offered to Prep students in
Queensland state schools)

Lower Primary for students aged 7

9 years

Upper Primary for students aged 10-12 years.

Each year of the program is labelled with a series i.e. "A", "B" or"C" and proposed semester.

Youthworks has advised that about 90 per cent of instructors are teaching from the "C" series
in 2016 and will teach from the "A" series in 2017.

Updates are made in the year prior to series being used in the majority of schools. Therefore,
the "A" series is currently being updated for use in 20 17. MaJor updates (such as removal of

the David and Goliath lesson earlier in 2016) are posted on Connect's web portal and advice
emailed to all known

stomers.

Religious Instructors may or may not purcha$e new manuals from year-to-year. It is therefore

Re

possible that some instructors are teaching from outdated materials. Youthworks has advised
that when major changes occur, such as in 2013 , all instructors were required to purchase
new teacher's manuals.

Further contextual information on the Connect materials is at Appendix 3.
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4.0 Findings

Following are the findings of the Review of the Connect program conducted in June 2016.

4.1 Christian historical beliefs, concepts and terms

The use of Christian historical beliefs, concepts and terms is unavoidable in a Christian RI

class. However, some of these Christian historical beliefs, concepts and terms may not be

considered appropriate for discussion with primary school students, even in the context of a
Christian RI class or as a direct quotes from the Bible.

Each lesson within the Connect teacher's manuals provides background information under
the heading "Bible background" to help the instructor contextualise the lesson. There are

some events, concepts and terms discussed in this section, such as incest, rape, prostitution,
murder, and animal and human sacrifice, which are not developmentally appropriate to be

discussed with primary school students. For example, reference is made to rape in Infants
C 1, p. 70; to murder in Upper Primary A 1, p. 55; andt<>'animal/human sacrified in Lower
Pirmary C2 , p. 64. However, this section is

t"fur the purposes of discussion with students
i

and is only for the instructor's background. As such , it is not considered a contravention of
departmental requirements.

In a very few instances, some of these terms a

discussion with the class or. in ma~rials for distributiac_ to students. Events and concepts such
as animal sacrifice and ~§!ing money,_on women' (refe~ g to prostitution) are not

considered develop entally appropriate for the target age group. Although these concepts
are used in them erials as direct Bible.quotes, their continu~

use in primary schools is not

considered app Rriate.
Examples include:

1

Upper Primary, C1, L.:esson 4, p. 46 Student Worksheet) includes a Bible quote on

Re

animal sacrifice: "Finally, ~ ul co, :manded, 'Bring me some animals, so we can offer
sacrifices to please the LORD and ask for his help'. Saul killed one of the animals ..."
Upper Primary, A2 , Student activity book, Lesson 7, p. 13 includes references to

wasting money on women (i.e. prostitution) in a Bible quote: " This other son of yours
wasted your money on [women]." While not explicit in its description of the meaning ,

this reference is not considered appropriate for 10-12 year old students.

11
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sleeping together'' in a Bible reference about Mary and Joseph and the conception of
Jesus.

Terms such as sin, punishment, death , and Jesus being nailed to the cross, which are found

throughout the Connect program are a reflection of the Bible's content on which Christianity is
based. While some non-Christians may take offence to the use of these terms, it would be
difficult to provide Christian RI without reference to such terms and concepts.

Throughout Connect, the Bible is often represented as a factual, historical document. An

example of this is in Lower Primary, C1 , Teaching Techniques and Hints, p. 93: "Emphasise
that these events are historical and true ... ".

4.2 Proselytising

Only a small number of examples of proselytising were found in the Connect teacher's

manuals considering the volume of material provided. t'is apparent that the publishers have
made a concerted effort in recent iteraticms

; emove an possible perceptions of

proselytising . For example, unlike previous versions, in the more recently updated teacher's

manual (Upper Primary, C1 ), the whole~ ~ "Concludin !;Prayer'' is prefaced with instructor's
speaking points: This is how Christians talk te>sGod. If you woukiiil«rt~pray with me please
\..
join me. If you don 't then please lower your head so
don't get distractecfwhile praying this
short prayer.

It is understood that aH class prayers will be prefaced by tliis message in future.

Opportunities do exist to provide information ori advice to stuc1ents about attending church
services or youth ~ ups; however, it is usually but not always) clear that the information
should only be pravid~ to 'interested stude.nts'3It is not specified how the instructor
determines whether students are interested or not.

Re

Examples of proselytising identified in the · anuals include:

Hand out the flyers for local church services if you have them (Upper Primary, C1 ,

Lesson 10, p. 100).

How about asking your parents if you could come along to kids club or kids church.

(This would be a good time to hand out flyers.) (Upper Primary, 82 , Lesson 17, p.
181 ).
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Students are asked to write

distributed at the Christmas assembly. The newspaper could have details about the
local church 's Christmas services at the back (Upper Primary, 82 , Lesson 18, p.

187).

Direct quotes from the Bible were not considered as proselytising on the basis that parents of
children attending these RI classes have indicated an affiliation with Christianity or a desire
for their child to learn about it.

4.3 Evangelising

The Department defines evangelising as "preaching or advocating a cause or religion with the
object of making converts to Christianity"\ hjjowever, !YWhile not explicitly prohibited by the
EGPA or EGPR, nor referenced in the RI policy statement, the Department would expect
schools to take appropriate action if aware that evangelising is occurring outside of an RI
class given it could adversely affect the school's ability to provide a safe, supportive and
inclusive environment for students.

Although proselytising was not common

~~liciut the manuals, evangelising was frequently

identified in all teachers' manuals - bothf._te~s ofteacheh;' evangelising to students, and
students being encouraged to evan91:tlise to others.

E~mples of eoaogeUsiog loci"'•'

\,,,..,.

~

Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 1"8,, p. 190: Students could compose a poem, song,
unicate the.gospel' :\ others.

f URTHER EXAMPLES TO BE INCLUDED)

4.4

-( Comment [U6]: TBC

",

Consistency with legislatio? and DET policy/procedures
RI policy statement

Re

4.4. 1

--- - -- - -- - -- --

The RI policy statement specifies.th~ process for establishing an RI program in a state

school, and the implementation of the program by religious leaders. As such, the Connect

materials do not contravene the RI policy given there are no requirements regarding content
of RI program materials.

3
Chaplaincy and student welfare services: Definitions
,ltttp://education.gld.gov.au/schools/healthy/chaplaincy-student-welfare.html .
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religious instruction, states that 'authorised programs of RI are reviewed to ensure they do
not contravene legislation or departmental procedures, and are made to the school
community on request. '

Two lessons that stood out as being inconsistent with RI policy in that they encourage

advertising of Anglican Church programs were Lower Primary 81 , Lesson 20, p. 190 which

focuses on the "Mothers Union", a mission agency of the Anglican Church of Australia , and
Upper Primary, A2 , Lesson 20, p. 174 which is entirely focused on the Anglican Year 13

Youth Works Gap Year program (volunteer work overseas) and aims to advertise and recruit
students for an overseas aid program (even though they will not be eligible to sign up for
several years).

4.4.2 Creation of artefacts

Some lessons propose making artefacts such as art works that could be used for classroom

displays, or greetings cards and messages to give to family and friends. To be consistent with

the Department's RI policy, any displays would need ID be removed from the classroom at the
end of the RI lesson . The instructor and the dlool should ensure that RI students do not give
attend RI classes.

Examples include:

a mural of God's creation (lnfa~ s A 1, Lesson 3, p. 37)

folding paper to make Arks (Infants A 1, Lesson 7, p. 69)

Easter greet(ngs cards for family and friends (Infants A 1, Lesson 10, p. 100).

Re

4.4.J2 Critical Thinking

The Australian Curriculum identifies

number of general capabilities that will support

students to thrive in the twenty-first century. It states: Critical thinking is at the core of most

4

A program of religious instruction approved by the faith group for delivery to students of that faith
group in a single or cooperative arrangement. The religious leader/s of the faith group authorises
the program of instruction (s.27 EGPR).
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evidence in support of that argument, draw reasoned conclusions, and use information to
5
solve problems.

In contrast, the lesson aim of Lower Primary, C1 , states that God knows what is best for us

and therefore we should follow and obey him. This does not encourage critical thinking skills
such as inquiring through asking questions and applying logic and reasoning.

4.4.~

Student Protection

Some of the advice and activities raised in the Connect teacher's manuals were identified as

being inconsistent with current student protection practices. Of particular note was an activity
to share secrets; mentions of 'special friends'; and a suggestion that teachers meet one-to-

one with students who are interested in finding out more about Christianity. It is noted that
more recently published manuals suggest that another adult should be present for any oneto-one discussions.

Specific examples were found at:

. 28 - "Just as Jesus used everyday events to

Upper Primary, A2 , Lesson 2,

disguise his secret, ask each pai to discuss and} then write a story to disgwse their
own secret." For a wide range of

asons, ir1duclingtnat, students of all ages should

see teachers and school staff as trust~ ,adu
content would not be supported. Furthe

,ancrteel safe~

are information , this

, re, it is advised thatylo activities/content

teach or encourage stuclent5'-to keep seerets.

rm 'special friends'. The use of

the te~

'special

friends'

is AO

consideratiens. Whilst the context in this instance is understood ('Jesus was asking
Matthew

to be~ ne of his special friends' and 'Jesus calls us to become one of his

special friends')~ the term is closely associated with grooming behaviour and

Re

therefore this lang~e is deemed ina propriate.

The "Helpful teaching techniques•· se;:tion provides advice on "Talking one-to-one with a

student". It indicates that instructers/should to talk to students in full view of other students or
teachers, even though the conversation is private (Upper Primary, A2 , p. 197). Best practice
would be for instructors to ensure that all discussions with students (including whole class,

group or individual discussions) take place in full view of a school based staff member and
other students.
Australian Curriculum pttp ://www.australiancuniculum.edu. au/generalcapabi lities/ critical-andcreati ve-thinking/ introduction/introduction
. . ...
.. .. ...... ........... .
.

5
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Student Health and Wellbeing, and Safe and
Supportive School Communities

4.4.4§.

There are a number of lessons, particularly in the Upper Primary Connect materials, that have
the potential to negatively affect the social and emotional wellbeing of particular students who

may have depressive tendencies, be in a fragile state, or could blame themselves for things

happening around them e.g. family break up or death of a loved one. These lessons also

have the potential to upset students, or cause disturbances and bad dreams. These lessons

talked about deserving punishment, the consequences of your sin on others, and specific
Bible events.

Example of lessons and activities which were flagged as having potential to cause
psychological harm and affect students' emotional health and wellbeing included:

drinking tomato juice to represent blood (Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 3, p. 35)
"The punishment for sin is death" (Upper Primary, 82 , Lesson 4, p53)

Student activity book indicates "If you live to satisfy your desires, you will die" (Upper
Primary, Activity book, p 29)

Teacher asks: "What is the eRd result fo

someone whose

oal is to please

themselves?" (Accept responses. They wil die.) (Upper Primal)!, 82, Lesson 15, p.
161 ).
Class debate regarding whether it was right or w~r:ig for the disciple to cut off the
ser,vant's ear (Lower Primary, 81 , Lek an 9, p. 94).

So these leaders met together to try and think of a plan to get rid of Daniel. With a
'-

a

partner, spend on minute thinking of ways they might get rid of him {Lower Primary,

Re

C1, Lesson 17, p. 146)

Sad day activity - asking'"students to write a letter to a friend , expressing their

feelings and confusion abo

all they saw and heard when Jesus was arrested and

killed (Lower Primary, A1, p. 86).

Domino effect lesson (Upper Primary C1 , Lesson 8, p. 72) which tells students their

sin will have consequences for others around them . Examples are given of sinners
and how this then led to babies dying , unhappiness, and other events.
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Potential health and safety concerns were raised with a small number of lessons, including:
food allergies - baking a mystery Bible cake (Lower Primary, A2 , Lesson 6, p. 63)

use of bleach to a glass of coloured water (Upper Primary, A2 , Lesson 13, p. 119)
needles for craft (Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 8, p. 81)

handing out lollies (throughout various manuals) and eating as much ice-cream as
you can in one minute (Upper Primary, 82 , p. 236).

The Help with classroom management section of some manuals discuss punishment for

misbehaviour and states, "Do not let the students' off after promising punishment" (Upper
Primary, 82, p. 236). In all circumstances, behaviour management is the responsibility of the

school and classroom teacher and under no circumstances should a volunteer RI instructor
'punish' children. RI instructors should discuss any behaviour concerns with the classroom
teacher. A supervisor from the school is to be present during all RI classes.

Each manual has the same layout with respect to cerfaln'infonnation for instructors, for
example The special needs of indigenous students,yncferstanding the student: the learning

theory undergirding Connect, and Help with classrdam management: SoJ e of the language
suggestions used in these sections, p rticularly in th~ Jder publications, is not consistent with

For example:

Referring. to students with specials needs in the "Is your class different?" teacher

infomiation Uppe ,Primary, A2 (p . 202} and other manuals suggests that "Teachers
should not jump to ~

alse conclusi n that these students are unintelligent". This

Re

language is not appropri te or'. consistent with departmental policies.

Similarly, the section on "Tile special needs of indigenous students" also in Upper
Primary, A2 (p. 204) and other manuals suggest: "Aboriginal students are most

teachable when sitting in small groups outside under a tree. " Again , this language is

inappropriate and not consistent with departmental policies, as is the assumption that

"(S)RE followed by a barbecue lunch on Friday, then an afternoon's sport would be
the most pleasurable experience Aboriginal Primary students could imagine".
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the manuals Upper Primary, C1 (pages 217 and 219). 6

There is discussion in some lessons about punishment for sins and a potential implication
that disabilities are punishment for sin. For example:

Lower Primary, C2 , Lesson 6, p.54 talks about " ..he had 38 years of not being able
to walk , run , jump .. invited the students to suggest other things the man would not
be able to do".

Lower Primary, C2 , Lesson 8, p.74 says: "Some of the people from that village

wondered why this man was born blind . Was it a punishment from God because his
parents or someone else had done something wrong. "

4.4.6------- -"'""7___ Animal Ethics

A couple of animal ethics considerations were identified , including the previously mentioned
references to sacrificing animals.

dead animal to dissect".

_,,,_

Lower Primary C2, Lesson 15, suggests

teacher bring in some""pretend

sacrifices" which are used two activities during,the lesson (p. 128 and p. 133.)
However, it is unclear what kind t,,:pretend sacrifices' will be used e.g. food or
animals sacrifices.

4.5

Connect is delivered as a

\

ree-year program. The A, B and C labelling of each manual

indicates which year ofthe program it belong/to. Youthworks has advised that, with a few

Re

exceptions, most instructors shoutp be working on the same stage of the program (A, B or C)
in any given year. However, there is n~ certainty that the majority of instructors are using the
same cycle or the same version of the manuals.

6

When media coverage occurred regarding these examples from the Connect materials

during the course of the review, Youthworks contacted the Department acknowledging that
the instructions/guidelines were 'dated and clunky' and provided a revised document.
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Manuals are reviewed and updated every three years, although essential updates can occur
at any time. Youthworks has advised that in 2016 most instructors would be delivering

lessons from C manuals. As a result, Youthworks is currenUy reviewing and updating the A
manuals for use by most instructors in 2017.

Of note is that there is no clear labelling of the manuals to identify the relevant version . This
means that there could be a large number of materials being used in schools which are

significantly outdated and containing inappropriate content. The copyright date on the last

page is the only information showing the version/date of publication, rather than an obvious
version number clearly identified on the cover of the manual.

4.a-§_Age appropriateness

Unless they have a teaching background , it is unlikely that RI instructors would have the

expertise to know what children of a particular age can and cannot do prior to undertaking the
activity with students, and would rely on the manualJ, to guide them.

students.

For some lessons, Ule tea£!1er's manu Is provide specific advice on elements that would be
rget age group an<t-advise teachers to avoid these.

Examples inclu e:

It is suggest

at instructors show students pictures from children 's Bibles when

discussing the sto

of Noah's ark. Ho.Jever, the teacher's manual specifically states

that instructors shoul~not show pictu es of people perishing in the flood (Infants A 1,

Re

Lesson 7, p 65).

A lesson on the Easter sto

about Jesus dying on the cross warns instructors that

"some students may be upset by this story of the death of Jesus. Do not go into

details of Jesus' suffering with students of this age group" (Infants A 1, Lesson 9, p
85).
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fate of people who didn't go on board the ark, you may point out that the ark was for
all of the people who chose to follow God" (Infants A 1, Lesson 7, p 67).

4.eL

Revising content

The publishers of Connect are continuing to review the materials to ensure they remain
relevant. It seems that substantial work has gone into removing proselytising from the

publications (for example, through the preface added to the whole class Concluding prayers
which provide the option to participate).

Youthworks has advised the Department on several occasions in correspondence , and in the
media, that the publishers are willing to work with the Department to improve the Connect
resources.

Given the Department has not reviewed any other RI materials, it is recognised that Connect
could use a favourable outcome from this review tP further promote its materials for RI
classes across Australian and New Zealand~

While outside the scope of this review, it i recognised tlu1 RI materials-=<ither than

Connect= -being used in state schools across ttie-stateQueensland may not be consistent

-....

with departmental policies, procedures and frameworks, may not Be-developmentally

appropriateAeSs for the relevant age groups or~ u~se other general COl'lcems. Under
current legislation , there is

AO

oversight or regulatio of RI programs othet'than it must be

approved by the relevant faith group. T~

raises a conflict of interest issue and does not

provide a professionaFecfucation perspective.

5. Conclustons

The review of the ConnecJ materials did not find major inconsistencies with DET legislation,
policy or procedures. Many of the issues identified could be addressed through negotiation

with the publisher and information and advice for instnuctors about departmental policies and

Re

requirements. The current requirement ~ r teachers or other school officers to be present in
RI classes will continue to provide a ~feguard and should ensure that any inconsistencies
with departmental requirements are monitored .

There are some concepts and lessons within Connect that deal with issues such as sin and
punishment that could potentially affect an at-risk student's wellbeing if not delivered in a
sensitive way. However, concepts such as sin , punishment, forgiveness, and "Jesus as a
saviour" are at the core of Christianity and their removal from Christian RI lessons would
significantly impact on the instnuction being provided. RI program developers, faith groups
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and RI instructors need to remain sensitive and vigilant to the circumstances of students and
the impact specific discussions may have .

The issues raised through the Connect program have highlighted a much broader issue

around the appropriateness of legislated RI delivery in Queensland state schools and whether
expectations regarding issues such as proselytisation and evangelising should be clarified.

6. Recommendations

~.1 Seek amendment of Connect material~ ------- __ __________ _

CQmment [U7]: Suggest these should
include a timeframe - short term.

l immediately

The review found that the materials and information within the manual and student workbooks
is generally consistent with departmental policies and procedures, with some exceptions . !U§
recommended the Minister/Department request Connect review the materials j in_se,t __
timeframe). The publishers of Connect have indicated their willingness to consider any

suggestions arising from this review. It is considered-that a number of changes would be

required (mostly to the Upper Primary program}Jq imp~ e the consistency of the materials
with 9E+-d epartmental policy.

(

It would also be beneficial for the Connect manuals to advise--instructors to become familiar
with relevant state Education Department policies and rocedures (s cn,as student
protection , health and safety, student wellbeing).

As noted in secti n 1.2 of this report, there is no current accupite collection of RI data. It is
recommended that at a minimum , the number ?f student participating in RI or other

instruction is capture<i. Further investigation into the collection of data such as the faith

'

,

groups providing RI in scbools and the programs they deliver should also be considered.

Re

6.3 Audit of which version of maferials are being used in schools
by instructors

It is recommended aAn immediate audit of currency of the Connect materials being used in
Queensland state schools should be undertaken to ensure that old manuals which include
outdated and inappropriate content are disposed of and are not used with students.

6.4 Communication with Principals
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Principals have been advised that outcomes of the review will be communicated following
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consideration. It is recommended +!he communications will remind principals of the need for:
vigilance about appropriate permission being in place for students to attend RI
classes

ensuing information about RI classes offered in the school is made available to
parents and that parents have access to more detailed information and lesson
materials if requested

ensuring that the school staff member present during RI classes raise any concerns
or issues with the school leadership team.

6.5 Communication with faith groups who use Connect

It is l}fef3esee-recommended that communication occurs with the Christian faith groups in
Queensland that are known to use Connect to advise on

e outcome of the review and

highlight issues raised , including:

ensuring RI instructors are using the most recer)t updatea versions of the materials
avoidirJ.gaAOO ef.-specific..concepts and terms (such as rape, in2 . bigamy in the
teacher's notes) a n d ~

when discussi Q particular concepts with students

(such as animal sacrifice, physica" punishment)

advising instructors to familiarise themselves with relevant departmental policies

Re

and procedures (such as student protection , health and safety, student wellbeing)

\tiding food such as lollies to avoid potential

consequences with food allergies and conflict with healthy eating concepts

promoted in schools.

6.6 Parliamentary Committee Review
There are a number of competing views regarding RI. It has become evident through the
course of the review that there is the need for a more forensic examination of the objectives,
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program materials, implementation, and roles and responsibilities, within a twenty-first century
state schooling environment. As such, it is recommended that a Parliamentary Committee

Inquiry be established to ensure that all stakeholders have the opportunity to provide input

Re

into a thorough, independent and transparent review.
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Terms of Reference
Title

Review of the Connect Religious Instruction Materials

Purpose

The purpose of the review of the Connect RI materials is to determine if they are
consistent with legislation and DET policy I procedures, including the Religious
Instruction policy statement.

Scope

In Scope

All Connect teacher's manuals:
o

Infants for students aged 5-7 years;

o

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years;

o

Upper Primary for students aged 10-12 years.

All Connect student workbooks:
o

Infants for students aged 5-7 years;

o

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years;

o

Upper Primary for stud.ents aged 10-12 years.

Out of Scope

Review of any other RI Pl"C>g[ams.
Review of the RI policy statemt nt or legislafi(jj .
Timeframe

To Minister by 30 June 2016

Dissatisfacfunfrom stakeliolders with,pola ised views regardless of the
outcor,{e.
\
I.
Mitigation: Ongoing communication with stakeholders .

Risks

Deliverables

Re

Despi~ p~lying the utmost professionalism, reviewers will examine the
material through their value system.
Mitigation: MJlti~le reviewers an~ moderation of assessments.

Ministerial Report
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APPENDIX2

Review Team

A team of reviewers was drawn from across the State Schools Division to review the Connect
teacher's manuals.

A mix of staff with substantial knowledge and experience in teaching, curriculum

development, government policy and administration, and departmental policies and

procedures including in the areas of RI, student wellbeing, inclusive education, and safe and

supportive school communities undertook the review with oversight by an Executive Director.
The reviewers held qualifications in primary and secondary teaching , psychology, social
sciences and governance and public policy.

Each reviewer was allocated one or two teacher's manuals to consider.
The reviewers were briefed on their role to read the

Auals and identify any inconsistencies

with departmental legislation, policies or, procedures,

with\

focus on the RI policy. Reviewers

were also asked to identify any areas whe~ he program was developmentally inappropriate
for the target age group, and any issues 1hat caused con~m.
Reviewers were aware of the challenges presented

r.t

~

e context of RI irfs ate schools, the

Connect materials and the ver:y,,.diverse nature.ofthi king about the subject within the broader
community. A process of moderation

as employed to support consistency and provide

ss the assessmen

of the Conne~ materials made by individuals.

Re

quality assurance a
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APPENDIX3
Overview of the Connect Materials Format

Connect describes itself as a Christian Education cuniculum . It is produced by Christian

Education Publications and Youthworks , which are linked to the Sydney Anglican Diocese .
Connect states that it draws on the educational research of Howard Gardner from Harvard
University. It combines eight "kinds of intelligence" to reach different learning styles: word ,
music, maths and logic, body (e.g. movement), space and vision (e.g. creativity), self,
interpersonal, and nature .

Connect is intended to be a three-year cuniculum presented across three levels of schooling:
Infants for students aged 5-7 years (noting that RI is not offered to Prep students in
Queensland State schools)

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years
•

Upper Primary for students aged 10-12 years.

Each level comprises six teaching manuals of approximately 200 11ages. Each teaching
manual comprises 20 lessons of approximately,25-30 minutes duration.
The 'Welcome ' section in each manual explainSsthat

e 'cuniculum has as its foundation the

belief that it is importan to allaw the Bi ' le's own theologi(;al framework to determine what is
taught and how it is taught". The Welcome also talks about lir:iking "interested children" to

church-run children's and youth activities so that they can experience Christian community
and learn more about the Christian faith .

For each of the 20 lessons in the teacher's manuals provide instructors with:

Re

Lesson Aim - the focus concept to be taught in each lesson .
Lesson Outcomes -the

age, understanding , skills, values and attitudes that

the lesson seeks to teach.

•

Memory Verse - a verse for students to recite and memorise. The same verse is

usually used for three to five lessons.
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Bible background - notes to give more detailed information to help the instnuctor to
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understand the main elements of the lesson , their place in the Bible and their
historical background .

A list of things they will need - such as pens, paper, music, visual aids, CD player,
blue-tack, activity books , etc.
•

Other resources - this usually refers to music or an audio-visual that is not part of the
Connect program and needs to be separately purchased.

Before you start - instnuctions on how to prepare for the lesson e.g . "If you intend to

use an interactive whiteboard, review the PowerPoint slides for the lesson on the CDROM that comes with the manual", or "Photocopy enough Visual aids on p.19 of the
Judges 1 worksheet for each student".

A 'teacher's' prayer - a short prayer in which the instnuctor may ask for God's
guidance in delivering the lesson.

A 'Way In' - such as an icebreaki. , ,etivlty; song or asking some simple questions.

•

Bible Focus - speaking poil'lts

~ the instnucter ~ in the lesson, questions to

ask the class and examples of ~
s students may provide to questions. Some
lessons include a role play activity or par-ticulaP ible verses ~
-

/

Connections - spea~
students O

ts for the instru

to use to link the lesson to the

ives.

Condudmg prayer - a short prayer

forthe class to say together e.g. "Dear God, thank

you that yo are a faithful God. Thank ~ou that despite Israel's disobedience you still

raised up.judg s to save them. We pra)l that we may not be like the Israelites. Please

•

help us to obey yo and follow you, In Jesus' name we pray. Amen" (Lesson 1, Upper
Primary C1 ). Eartier editions of the , ,nuals (which may still be in use) indicate the

"

Re

whole class should p.artlcii;iate.
.c1p.ate.
.
to not part1

ntly published manuals give students an option

Taking it further - additional ideas for longer lessons including songs, movement,
Bible exploration , etc.

'Teacher' reflections - prompting questions about how the lesson went and how to
change it next time.
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For the next lesson - a guide to preparation for the next lesson in the book.
Support materials - activity sheets that can be photocopied , teaching props etc.

Two disks are provided with each teacher's manual: one contains music and drama , and the
other provides PowerPoints and PDFs to support each lesson.

In addition, student workbooks are available to support each manual. The student workbooks
generally have one page for each lesson and include activities such as colouring-in , Bible

verses with letters missing for the students to complete , crosswords etc. The back pages of
the student workbooks include prayers (such as the Lord's Prayer) and words to songs
provided on the teacher's disk.

As of 1 October 2015, each teacher's manual costs $31.95 , each student workbook costs

$2.99 (parents are often invoiced for the cost of the workbook) and each visual aid pack costs
$31.95. There are--i§_also a range of other material available for purchase from Christian

Education Publications, including a 'preschool curriculum' designed for children aged 3-5 , a

'Kindy' teacher's manual designed for the firs year o.f school and a teacher's manual titled Big
Questions for students in year 6 to explo, ' 1ssues such as 'What's gone wrong with the

Re

world?', 'Does God really care about me?' 'What's the pur;pose of my life?' and 'How will I
make choices about my future?'
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In June 2016, the Minister for Education announced a review of the Connect materials used
by various Christian faith groups for the delivery of Religious Instruction (RI) in some
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Queensland state schools. This move was precipitated by a number of reported concerns in
the media and the suspension of the program at a Brisbane state school.

RI is a program of instruction approved and provided by a religious denomination or society in
state schools according to the Education (General Provisions) Act 2006 (EGPA) and
Education (General Provisions) Regulation 2006 (EGPR).

Connect is intended for delivery as a three-year program presented across three phases of
schooling:
•
•

•

Infants for students aged 5-7 years;

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years;

The review focused on the consistency of,. he materials wit legislation and departmental
policies, procedures and frameworks; tbe de elopmental appropriat .
the relevant age groups; and other general con

rns.

In the main, the reviewnas found tliat..,the vast majori

f Connect materials do not

contravene the Depa . ent's legislation, olicies, procedures or frameworks.
There are, how

er, a number of issues that need to be ad}

ssed. This includes references

and/or activities related to animal sacrifice, prostitution and murder, as well as a number of

Re

lessons and activities w ich have the potential to cause psychological harm and affect
students' health and welll:>'eing.

There are also some conce~

xamples f advice and activities that do not align with

student protection practices and could

intentionally support grooming behaviour.

The Department is committed to creating and maintaining safe and supportive environments
for all students. Some language within the manuals related to Indigenous and Torres Strait
Islander students and students with disability is inconsistent with inclusive education
practices .
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It is recommended that communications are entered into with the publisher to address these
issues . Through correspondence to date, the publisher has expressed a willingness to work
with the Department to strengthen the materials and to work through any concerns raised.
While outside the scope of this review, there is a broader consideration of whether the
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legislation governing RI in state schools meets contemporary parent and community
expectations that principals have the authority - and the responsibility - to oversee and quality
assure programs delivered within their schools.

Additionally, there is no legislated prohibition on proselytising or evangelizing. Proselytising is
defined within the RI policy as 'soliciting a student for a decision to change their religious
affiliation', however is only referenced within the supporting document 'Considerations for
faith groups establishing and implementing religious instruction' in relation to cooperative
arrangements where two or more faith groups are working together. The legislation, policy
and supporting documents are currently silent on whether proselytising to students whose
parents have indicated an affiliated religion is acceptable.

The Connect materials are, in the main, in alignment wit legislation and departmental
policies and procedures, however amendme ts to some sections is required and further

Re

exploration of the legislative remit in relation to RI is recomhiended.
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1.1 Provision of RI in Queensland state schools
RI has been available in Queensland state schools for over 100 years following the outcome
of a referendum conducted in April 1910.

RI is a program of instruction approved and provided by a religious denomination or society in
state schools according to the Education (General Provisions) Act 2006 (EGPA) and
Education (General Provisions) Regulation 2006 (EGPR).

Section 76 of the EGPA states that schools must allow provision of RI for a period of up to
one hour per week if approached by a faith group seeking to provide RI when students of that
faith group attend the school.

Participation in RI is not compulsory. Students are allocated to RI classes (or other
instruction) based on the faith group nominate~ r , .garents on their enrolment form or if
their parents have provided written perru1ssio ' or their chi d to attend RI classes.
If a parent has indicated on the enrolmen orm 'no religio
response that is not represented in the sch

or 'no religion nominated' or a

's RI P.rt>gram, then thastudent will receive

other instruction in a separate location at ttie sc ool

Parents can change theirJ>refer nee for their &hild to articipate in RI or ot er instruction at
any time by notifyin ·the school in writi g.

Re

RI is not a Queenslan

urriculum or syllabl!JS. J he Department has no involvement in the

selection of content for RI

I)

ograms. However, s with any program or activity delivered in a

school, principals are responsible for ensurin that the content and activities do not

contravene legislation or depart

ntat'por 1es.

The Department's RI policy and sup orting documents provide guidance for principals in the
process of RI delivery and considerations for faith groups regarding establishing and
implementing an RI program in state schools.
Within Queensland state schools, RI classes are juxtaposed with a multitude of cultural,
religious and non-religious viewpoints. Schools seek to respect the background and beliefs of
its students and school community.
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1.2 Data on RI in Queensland state schools
The Department does not currently collect data on the number of students participating in RI,
which schools offer RI programs, the faith groups providing RI in schools, or the materials
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used by faith groups to deliver RI.
While data on religion nominated on students' enrolment forms is captured by OneSchool,
this is only a proxy measure for participation in RI classes and is not considered an accurate
indicator of the number of students actually participating in RI. For example, the RI program
nominated by parents may not be available at the school and parents can change their
preference for their child to pariticpate in RI (or not) at any time.

Noting the unreliability of the OneSchool data, the current percentages of students who have
a religion recorded in OneSchool is identified below.

Table 1: Percentage of students with a religion recorded in OneSchool

Data Collection Point in Time

% of all student enrolments with a religion recorded

12.7%

Oct 2013

20.0%

June 2014

25.2%

July 2015

29.8%

May 2016

32.4%

Re

Aug 2012

The increase in the numoer{ f students with a religion recorded is primarily the result of the
religion question becoming m ndatory in 2014.

Anecdotal evidence suggests that regular weekly RI classes do not usually occur in
secondary schools even though theJegislation allows for it.

1.3 Recent RI changes at Windsor State School
On 3 June 2016, the Principal of Windsor State School wrote to parents of students at the
school advising that he was unable to permit continued use of the Connect program at the
school and was obliged to suspend RI lessons immediately.

6
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The Principal explained that it had only recently come to his attention that none of the
programs, such as Connect, used by faith groups to deliver RI are approved or endorsed by
DET. In accordance with DET's RI policy, he had undertaken a review of the Connect
materials and found that they contravene the policy that prohibits proselytising. He explained
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that:

"Connect lessons go beyond imparting knowledge of Biblical references, and
extend to soliciting children to develop a personal faith in God and Jesus to
become a Christian or 'Kingdom Kid'."

The Principal also wrote to the RI Coordinator at the School confirming a previous discussion
about his decision to suspend the program.

In the undated correspondence to the RI Coordinator, the Principal explained that he had
reviewed the Connect program which was being used at the school and found it to be in
contravention of the Department's RI policy. He considered that the Connect program
appeared to be "based on the premise of trying to solicit them [students] for a decision to
become the kind of Christian prescribed in the materian ". The Principal identified more than
30 examples of what he considered proselyti ~ng 1n tbe C

current Connect materials.

Youthworks has advised that these referen

s were referring to outdated manuals .

Further, the Principal advise(1.that he would review any alternative RI ~
ms presented to
him and resume RI classes if h~
the materials to e consistent with the Department's
requirements.

\

This is the second time an RI program has been suspendeo,,at Windsor State School. It is
understood that in 2 14 under the leadership o the former principal, the Access Ministries

Re

program was also sus~nded following lobbying by parents .

tsing

Central to the debate about the Conn:;p materials is the definition of proselytising. The
definitions attached to the Department's RI policy statement define 'proselytising' as 'sol iciting
1

a student for a decision to change their religious affiliation' .

There appear to be two distinct and polar views on proselytising in RI:

I

http://education.gld.gov.au/schools/school-operations/ri-definitions.htrn
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If a student's parent has nominated a student as a particular religion on their
enrolment form, then the student is of that religion or affiliated with that religion .
Therefore, any RI provided in that particular religion cannot be viewed as
proselytising, as the student is already affiliated with that religion .
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2. While parents may nominate a religion for their child on the enrolment form, the child
may not have personally accepted that religion . Therefore RI could be viewed as

trying to solicit the child to follow a particular religion.

A supporting document attached to the RI policy statement, 'Considerations for faith groups
establishing and implementing religious instruction' provides the only reference to
proselytising in relation to cooperative arrangements where two or more faith groups are
working together, stating that a RI Coordinator must: 'Advise religious instructors that they are
not to proselytise in a cooperative arrangement.'

2

When a cooperative arrangement is established for the delivery of RI in a state school , the
principal must advise parents of the details of the 9rrangement. Parents may choose for the
child not to attend RI classes delivered by a coope~
rrangement to which their children

~

might normally be allocated .

What is not clear, is whether proselytising occurs when students who don't identify with a
Christian faith are being placed into Chr:istian

I classes by their p re ts.

Although outside the scoi;ie oU bis review, it is note that legal advice provided by faith groups
has indicated the view that there is n legislative basis f r prohibition of 'proselytising' in the
EGPA or EGPR. DE 's"Legal and Administrative Law Branch supports this view.

Re

2.0

The review of the Connect ~ terials focused on the 18 teacher's manuals and accompanying
student workbooks. The key aim of the r,evie

was to determine whether these materials are

consistent with legislation and de artme tal policies, procedures and frameworks (including
but not limited to the RI policy, health

d wellbeing, inclusive education, and safe and

supportive school communities}, developmental appropriateness of the materials for the
relevant age groups, and any general concerns.
The Terms of Reference for the review are at Appendix 1, along with a description of the
review team Appendix 2.
2

http ://education .qld .gov .au/schools/school-operations/ri-considerations-faith-grou ps .htm I
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A moderation process was used to support consistency and mitigate any potential personal
bias .
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3.0 The Connect materials
Connect describes itself as a Christian Education curriculum. It is produced by Christian
Education Publications and Youthworks Media, which are linked to the Sydney Anglican
Diocese.

Connect is intended to be a three-year program presented across three levels of schooling:
•

Infants for students aged 5-7 years (noting that RI is not offered to Prep students in

Queensland state schools)

•
•

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years

Upper Primary for students aged 10'-12 years.

Each year of the program is labelled with

series i.e. "A", "B" or "C" and proposed semester.

Youthworks has advised that about 90 per ent of instr,uctors are teaching from the "C" series
in 2016 and will teach from the "A" series in 2017.

Updates are made in the year pr:ior to series being

the "A" series is currently being updated for use in 2017. Major updates (such as removal of
) are posted on Connect's web portal and advice

Re

Religious lnstructorS).may or may not purchase ew manuals from year-to-year. It is therefore
possible that some instructors are teaching from outdated materials. Youthworks has advised

that when major changes o , cur, such as in 20113, all instructors were required to purchase
new teacher's manuals.

Further contextual information on the Connect materials is at Appendix 3.
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4.0 Findings
Following are the findings of the Review of the Connect program conducted in June 2016.
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4.1 Christian historical beliefs, concepts and terms

The use of Christian historical beliefs, concepts and terms is unavoidable in a Christian RI
class. However, some of these Christian historical beliefs, concepts and terms may not be
considered appropriate for discussion with primary school students, even in the context of a
Christian RI class or as a direct quotes from the Bible.

Each lesson within the Connect teacher's manuals provides background information under
the heading "Bible background" to help the instructor contextualise the lesson. There are
some events, concepts and terms discussed in this section, such as incest, rape, prostitution,
murder, and animal and human sacrifice, which are not developmentally appropriate to be
discussed with primary school students. For example, reference is made to rape in Infants
C1, p. 70; to murder in Upper Primary A1, p. 55; andtc>" nimal/human sacrified in Lower
Pirmary C2, p. 64. However, this sectior:t is n t"for tne purposes of discussion with students
and is only for the instructor's backgroun . As such, it is not considered a contravention of
departmental requirements.

discussion with the class oi:.,.iA,.materials for distributie to students. Events and concepts such
as animal sacrifice and 'wasting mone)'. on warner:\' (re e ring to prostitution) are not
considered develop entally appropriate fo the target,age group. Although these concepts
are used in tt:ie m erials as direct Bibfe quo es, their col'ltinu~ use in primary schools is not

Re

consideredl appr wiate.

/

Examples include:

Student Worksheet) includes a Bible quote on

animal sacrifice: "Finally,

au/ co manded, 'Bring me some animals, so we can offer

sacrifices to please the LORD nd ask for his help'. Saul killed one of the animals ... "
Upper Primary, A2, Student activity book, Lesson 7, p. 13 includes references to
wasting money on women (i.e. prostitution) in a Bible quote: "This other son of yours

wasted your money on [women]." While not explicit in its description of the meaning,
this reference is not considered appropriate for 10-12 year old students.

10
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Upper Primary, 82, Student activity book, Lesson 19, p. 38 mentions "virgin" and "not
sleeping together" in a Bible reference about Mary and Joseph and the conception of
Jesus.
Terms such as sin , punishment, death, and Jesus being nailed to the cross, which are found
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throughout the Connect program are a reflection of the Bible's content on which Christianity is
based . While some non-Christians may take offence to the use of these terms, it would be
difficult to provide Christian RI without reference to such terms and concepts.
Throughout Connect, the Bible is often represented as a factual , historical document. An
example of this is in Lower Primary, C1 , Teaching Techniques and Hints, p. 93: "Emphasise
that these events are historical and true .. .".

4.2 Proselytising

Only a small number of examples of proselytising were found in the Connect teacher's
manuals considering the volume of material provided. lf'is apparent that the publishers have
made a concerted effort in recent iteratiens t remove any possible perceptions of
proselytising. For example, unlike previous versions, in the more recently updated teacher's
manual (Upper Primary, C1 ), the whole-class "Concludin pca~er" is prefaced with instructor's
speaking points : This is how Christians talk t God. If you would lik,
join me. If you don't then please lower your head so

to..

ray with me please
hile praying this

short prayer.

It is understood that ~II class prayers will be prefaced by tliis message in future.
Opportunities do exist to provide information o advice to st clents about attending church

Re

services or youth groups however, it is usually (but not always) clear that the information
should only be provided>to 'interested students'. It is not specified how the instructor

determ ines whether students are interested or not.

Examples of proselytising identified in the manuals include:

Hand out the flyers for local church services if you have them (Upper Primary, C1 ,
Lesson 10, p. 100).
How about asking your parents if you could come along to kids club or kids church.
(This would be a good time to hand out flyers.) (Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 17, p.
181 ).

11
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Students are asked to write a newspaper article for inclusion in a newspaper to be
distributed at the Christmas assembly. The newspaper could have details about the
local church's Christmas services at the back (Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 18, p.
187).
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Direct quotes from the Bible were not considered as proselytising on the basis that parents of
children attending these RI classes have indicated an affiliation with Christianity or a desire
for their child to learn about it.

4.3 Evangelising

The Department defines evangelising as "preaching or advocating a cause or religion with the
object of making converts to Christianity''

3

,

however While not explicitly prohibited by the

EGPA or EGPR, nor referenced in the RI policy statement, the Department would expect
schools to take appropriate action if aware that evangelising is occurring outside of an RI
class given it could adversely affect the school's ability to provide a safe, supportive and
inclusive environment for students.

Although proselytising was not common througnout the manuals, evangelising was frequently
identified in all teachers' manuals - both · terms of teache s' evangelising to students, and
students being encouraged to evangelise to others.
Examples of evangelising include:

p. 190: Students could compose a poem, song,

drama to com unicate the gospel to others.
FURTHER EXAMPLES TO BE INCLUDED.

Consistency with legislation and DET policy/procedures

Re

4.4

4.4. 1

RI policy statement

The RI policy statement specifies the rocess for establishing an RI program in a state
school, and the implementation of the program by religious leaders . As such, the Connect
materials do not contravene the RI policy given there are no requirements regarding content
of RI program materials.

3

Chaplaincy and student welfare services: Definitions
http://education.gld.gov.au/schools/healthy/chaplaincy-student-welfare.html
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The supporting document, Considerations for principals establishing and implementing
4

religious instruction , states that 'authorised programs of RI are reviewed to ensure they do
not contravene legislation or departmental procedures, and are made to the school
community on request.'
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Two lessons that stood out as being inconsistent with RI policy in that they encourage
advertising of Anglican Church programs were Lower Primary 81 , Lesson 20 , p. 190 which
focuses on the "Mothers Union", a mission agency of the Anglican Church of Australia, and
Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 20, p. 174 which is entirely focused on the Anglican Year 13
Youth Works Gap Year program (volunteer work overseas) and aims to advertise and recruit
students for an overseas aid program (even though they will not be eligible to sign up for
several years).

Creation of artefacts

Some lessons propose making artefacts such as art works that could be used for classroom
displays , or greetings cards and messages to give to family and friends. To be consistent with
the Department's RI policy, any displays w di~

e removed from the classroom at the

end of the RI lesson. The instructor anc:Lthe el'iool sl:ioul ensure that RI students do not give
any materials used or created in RI lesso

(including greeting cards) to students who do not

attend RI classes.

Examples include:

a mural of GO'd's creation (lnfa ts A1, Lesson

folding pa er to make Arks {Infants F\1, Lesson 7, p. 6 )

Re

Easter greetings cards for family amd fnends {Infants A 1, Lesson 10, p. 100).

4.4.2 Critical Thinking

The Australian Curriculum identifie~

number of general capabilities that will support

students to thrive in the twenty-first century. It states: Critical thinking is at the core of most

4

A program of religious instruction approved by the faith group for delivery to students of that faith
group in a single or cooperative arrangement. The religious leader/s of the faith group authorises
the program of instruction (s.27 EGPR).
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intellectual activity that involves students learning to recognise or develop an argument, use
evidence in support of that argument, draw reasoned conclusions, and use information to
solve problems.

5

In contrast, the lesson aim of Lower Primary, C1. states that God knows what is best for us
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and therefore we should follow and obey him. This does not encourage critical thinking skills
such as inquiring through asking questions and applying logic and reasoning.

Student Protection

4.4.3

Some of the advice and activities raised in the Connect teacher's manuals were identified as
being inconsistent with current student protection practices. Of particular note was an activity
to share secrets; mentions of 'special friends'; and a suggestion that teachers meet one-toone with students who are interested in finding out more about Christianity. It is noted that
more recently published manuals suggest that another adult should be present for any oneto-one discussions.

Specific examples were found at:

Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 2,

. 28 - "Just a

Jesus used everyday events to

disguise his secret, ask each pai to discuss and then write a story to disguise their
own secret." For a wide range of re sons. i eluding t at>-students of all ages should

see teachers and school staff as truste adu~

n feel safe to sha e information, this

content would not be supported. Furtherm©re, it is advised tha

o activities/content

teach or encourage studen s.to keep secrets" "

Lower; Pri ary A2, Lesson 10, p. 92-3 - use of the t rm 'special friends'. The use of

the ter

'special friends'

is not supported' because of student protection

considerat1ens . Whilst the context in this instance is understood ('Jesus was asking

Re

Matthew to

~

one of his special frien<ils' and 'Jesus calls us to become one of his
associated with grooming behaviour and

therefore this language is deemed inappropriate.

The "Helpful teaching techniques s

t1on provides advice on "Talking one-to-one with a

student". It indicates that instructor§.$ ould to talk to students in full view of other students or
teachers, even though the conversation is private (Upper Primary, A2, p. 197). Best practice
would be for instructors to ensure that all discussions with students (including whole class,
group or individual discussions) take place in full view of a school based staff member and
other students .
5

Australian Curriculum http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/generalcapabilities/critical-andcreative-thinking/introduction/introduction
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Student Health and Wellbeing, and Safe and
Supportive School Communities

There are a number of lessons, particularly in the Upper Primary Connect materials, that have
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the potential to negatively affect the social and emotional wellbeing of particular students who
may have depressive tendencies, be in a fragile state, or could blame themselves for things
happening around them e.g. family break up or death of a loved one. These lessons also
have the potential to upset students, or cause disturbances and bad dreams. These lessons
talked about deserving punishment, the consequences of your sin on others, and specific
Bible events.

Example of lessons and activities which were flagged as having potential to cause
psychological harm and affect students' emotional health and wellbeing included:
drinking tomato juice to represent blood (Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 3, p. 35)

"The punishment for sin is death" (Upper Prim
Student activity book indicates "t

c . 82, Lesson 4, p53)

ou live to satis

your desires, you will die" (Upper

~

Primary, Activity book, p 29)

Teacher asks: "What is the eRd res~J fo

onreoae whos

goal is to please

themselves?" (Accept responses. Tt::1ey wil die.) (Upper Primary/ 82, Lesson 15, p.
161 ).

Class deb e regarding whether it

as right or wr ng for the disciple to cut off the

servant' ear (Lower Primary, 81'", Les on 9, p. 94'}. /

Re

So these lea

rs met together to try a d think of a plan to get rid of Daniel. With a

partner, spend o e minute thinking of ways they might get rid of him (Lower Primary,
C1, Lesson 17, p. 1'46)

Sad day activity - askin

feelings and confusion abo

/

students to write a letter to a friend, expressing their
all they saw and heard when Jesus was arrested and

killed (Lower Primary, A1, p. 86).
Domino effect lesson (Upper Primary C1, Lesson 8, p. 72) which tells students their
sin will have consequences for others around them . Examples are given of sinners
and how this then led to babies dying, unhappiness, and other events.
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Potential health and safety concerns were raised with a small number of lessons, including:
food allergies - baking a mystery Bible cake (Lower Primary, A2, Lesson 6, p. 63)
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use of bleach to a glass of coloured water (Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 13, p. 119)
needles for craft (Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 8, p. 81)

handing out lollies (throughout various manuals) and eating as much ice-cream as

you can in one minute (Upper Primary, B2, p. 236).

The Help with classroom management section of some manuals discuss punishment for
misbehaviour and states, "Do not let the students' off after promising punishment" (Upper
Primary, B2, p. 236). In all circumstances, behaviour management is the responsibility of the
school and classroom teacher and under no circumstances should a volunteer RI instructor
'punish' children. RI instructors should discuss any behaviour concerns with the classroom
teacher. A supervisor from the school is to be present during all RI classes .

4.4.5

Inclusive Education

Each manual has the same

I

or ation for instructors, for

example The special needs of indigenous stuae.ats, Undefstanqing the student: the learning
theory undergirding Connect, and Help with classfi om management: So e of the language
suggestions used in these sections, particularly in the older publications, is not consistent with

For example:

Re

ReferringJo st , dents with specials needs in the "Is your class different?" teacher

information Upper.,Primary, A2 (p. 202) and other manuals suggests that "Teachers

should not jump to

ifte false conclusion that these students are unintelligent". This

language is not appropriate or con istent with departmental policies.

Similarly, the section on "T~ special needs of indigenous students" also in Upper
Primary, A2 (p. 204) and other manuals suggest: "Aboriginal students are most
teachable when sitting in small groups outside under a tree." Again , this language is
inappropriate and not consistent with departmental policies, as is the assumption that
"(S)RE followed by a barbecue lunch on Friday, then an afternoon's sport would be
the most pleasurable experience Aboriginal Primary students could imagine".
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Both of these examples are also included in what appears to be one of the later editions of
6

the manuals Upper Primary, C1 (pages 217 and 219).

There is discussion in some lessons about punishment for sins and a potential implication
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that disabilities are punishment for sin. For example:
Lower Primary, C2, Lesson 6, p.54 talks about " ... he had 38 years of not being able

to walk, run, jump ... invited the students to suggest other things the man would not
be able to do".

Lower Primary, C2, Lesson 8, p.74 says: "Some of the people from that village

wondered why this man was born blind. Was it a punishment from God because his
parents or someone else had done something wrong."

Animal Ethics

4.4.6

A couple of animal ethics considerations were identified, including the previously mentioned
references to sacrificing animals .

~

Examples include:

Upper Primary 82, Lesson 17, p 183 which sugge ts that the instructor "bring in a

~

dead animal to dissect'.

Lower Primary C2, Lesson 15, suggests th teacher bring in satmt 'pretend
· , activities during,. he lesson (p. 128 and p. 133.)

However. it is unc ear whalkind

anima s

Re

4.5

e'rmces .

Connect is delivered as at ree-year program.

he A, B and C labelling of each manual

indicates which year of the program it belong to. Youthworks has advised that, with a few

exceptions, most instructors sho Id be working on the same stage of the program (A, B or C)
in any given year. However, there is no ertainty that the majority of instructors are using the

same cycle or the same version of tb manuals .

6

When media coverage occurred regarding these examples from the Connect materials

during the course of the review, Youthworks contacted the Department acknowledging that
the instructions/guidelines were 'dated and clunky' and provided a revised document.
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Manuals are reviewed and updated every three years, although essential updates can occur
at any time . Youthworks has advised that in 2016 most instructors would be delivering
lessons from C manuals . As a result, Youthworks is currently reviewing and updating the A
manuals for use by most instructors in 2017.
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Of note is that there is no clear labelling of the manuals to identify the relevant version. This
means that there could be a large number of materials being used in schools which are
significantly outdated and containing inappropriate content. The copyright date on the last
page is the only information showing the version/date of publication, rather than an obvious
version number clearly identified on the cover of the manual.

4.5 Age appropriateness

Unless they have a teaching background, it is unlikely that RI instructors would have the
expertise to know what children of a particular age can and cannot do prior to undertaking the
activity with students, and would rely on the manua~

ide them.

There are some suggested activities, such a&'a crosswor puzzle in the Infants A1 teacher's
manual, which may be too difficult for ma ~ f the younger students in the grouping.
However, the teacher's manuals provide

evel of flexibility_tbat instructors could work on

these activities as a whole class or skip activities tha
students.

For some lessons, tA teacher's manuals provide specific advice on elements that would be
inappropriate fo~the

rget age group an advise teache~ to avoid these.

Re

Examples iilclu e:

t at instructors show stutfents pictures from children's Bibles when

discussing the stor of Noah's ark. Ho ever, the teacher's manual specifically states

that instructors shoul& ot show pictu es of people perishing in the flood (Infants A 1,
Lesson 7, p 65).

A lesson on the Easter sto - about Jesus dying on the cross warns instructors that
"some students may be upset by this story of the death of Jesus. Do not go into
details of Jesus' suffering with students of this age group" (Infants A 1, Lesson 9, p
85).
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For a lesson on Noah's Ark, instructors are advised that: "If a student asks about the
fate of people who didn't go on board the ark, you may point out that the ark was for
all of the people who chose to follow God" (Infants A1, Lesson 7, p 67).
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4.6 Revising content

The publishers of Connect are continuing to review the materials to ensure they remain
relevant. It seems that substantial work has gone into removing proselytising from the
publications (for example, through the preface added to the whole class Concluding prayers
which provide the option to participate).
Youthworks has advised the Department on several occasions in correspondence, and in the
media, that the publishers are willing to work with the Department to improve the Connect
resources .

Given the Department has not reviewed any other RI materials, it is recognised that Connect
could use a favourable outcome from this review to further promote its materials for RI
classes across Australian and New Zealand:
~
.
While outside the scope of this review, it i recognis~~ tha~RI materials other than Connect
being used in state schools across the state may not be consistent with departmental policies,
procedures and frameworks, may not be de~ lopmentally~

ate ess for the relevant

age groups or could raise other general conce~ . Un er currenrlegislatio
oversight or regulation of RI prog~

other than it

there is no

ust be approved o'y tile relevant faith

group. This raises a,conflict of interest issue and does not provide a professional education
perspective.

Re

5. Conclustons
The review of the €onn

t materials did nott fin1 major inconsistencies with DET legislation,

policy or procedures . Many t>{:he issues identified could be addressed through negotiation

with the publisher and information and advice for instructors about departmental policies and
requirements. The current require ent ~ teachers or other school officers to be present in
RI classes will continue to provide a s feguard and should ensure that any inconsistencies

with departmental requirements are monitored .
There are some concepts and lessons within Connect that deal with issues such as sin and
punishment that could potentially affect an at-risk student's wellbeing if not delivered in a
sensitive way. However, concepts such as sin, punishment, forgiveness, and "Jesus as a
saviour" are at the core of Christianity and their removal from Christian RI lessons would
significantly impact on the instruction being provided . RI program developers, faith groups
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and RI instructors need to remain sensitive and vigilant to the circumstances of students and
the impact specific discussions may have.
The issues raised through the Connect program have highlighted a much broader issue
around the appropriateness of legislated RI delivery in Queensland state schools and whether
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expectations regarding issues such as proselytisation and evangelising should be clarified.

6. Recommendations

6.1 Seek amendment of Connect materials

The review found that the materials and information within the manual and student workbooks
is generally consistent with departmental policies and procedures, with some exceptions . The
publishers of Connect have indicated their willingness to consider any suggestions arising
from this review. It is considered that a number of changes would be required (mostly to the
Upper Primary program) to improve the consistency-of the materials with DET policy.
It would also be beneficial for the Connect

6.2 Accurate Data Capture

re is no c1::1rren

ccurate collection of RI data. It is

recommended that, ta minimum, th.e number of student pa icipating in RI or other
instruction is caP. red . Further investigation
groups providing

I

to the collectio of data such as the faith

I in schools and the programs they deliver should also be considered .

J

Re

6.3 Audit of whic version of mate ials are being used in schools
by instructors

An immediate audit of currenc~ of't!Je C~ nect materials being used in Queensland state
schools should be undertaken to ensure that old manuals which include outdated and
inappropriate content are disposed' f and are not used with students.

6.4 Communication with Principals
Principals have been advised that outcomes of the review will be communicated following
consideration . The communications will remind principals of the need for:
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vigilance about appropriate permission being in place for students to attend RI
classes
ensuing information about RI classes offered in the school is made available to
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parents and that parents have access to more detailed information and lesson
materials if requested

ensuring that the school staff member present during RI classes raise any concerns
or issues with the school leadership team.

6.5 Communication with faith groups who use Connect
It is proposed that communication occurs with the Christian faith groups in Queensland that
are known to use Connect to advise on the outcome of the review and highlight issues raised,
including:

ensuring RI instructors are using t e most r~nf updated versions of the materials

avoidance of specific concepts and terms (such as FaAe, incest, bigamy in the

teacher's notes) and sensitivity whe discussi g particular con epts with students
(such as animal sacrifice, physical punish ent)

advising instruetors to familiarise themselves wit relevant departmental policies
and procedures (such as student protection, healtti nd safety, student wellbeing)

Re

avoid advertising Year 13 or other An9lican programs

avoid baking ca es or providing f0od uch as lollies to avoid potential

consequences-with ood allergies a d conflict with healthy eating concepts
promoted in schools.

6.6 Parliamentary Cammi tee Review
There are a number of competing views regarding RI. It has become evident through the
course of the review that there is the need for a more forensic examination of the objectives,
program materials, implementation, and roles and responsibilities, within a twenty-first century
state schooling environment. As such, it is recommended that a Parliamentary Committee
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Inquiry be established to ensure that all stakeholders have the opportunity to provide input

Re
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into a thorough, independent and transparent review.
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APPENDIX 1

Review of Connect Religious Instruction
Materials
Terms of Reference
Review of the Connect Religious Instruction Materials

Purpose

The purpose of the review of the Connect RI materials is to determine if they are
consistent with legislation and DET policy I procedures, including the Religious
Instruction policy statement.

Scope
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Title

In Scope

All Connect teacher's manuals:
o

Infants for students aged 5-7 years;

o

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years;

o

Upper Primary for students aged 10-12 years.

All Connect student workbooks:
o

Infants for students aged 5-7 years;

o

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years;

10-12 years.

Out of Scope

Timeframe

Risks

To Minister by 30 June 2016

Dissatist ction from stakeholders wit gola ised views regardless of the
outcome.
Miti ation: Ongoing communication with stakeholders.

Re

Despite ap~lying the utmost prof1ssionalism, reviewers will examine the
material through their value syst m.
Mitigation: Mum le reviewers a cl moderation of assessments.

Deliverables

Ministerial Report
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APPENDIX2
Review Team
A team of reviewers was drawn from across the State Schools Division to review the Connect
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teacher's manuals.

A mix of staff with substantial knowledge and experience in teaching, curriculum
development, government policy and administration, and departmental policies and
procedures including in the areas of RI , student wellbeing, inclusive education, and safe and
supportive school communities undertook the review with oversight by an Executive Director.
The reviewers held qualifications in primary and secondary teaching, psychology, social
sciences and governance and public policy.

Each reviewer was allocated one or two teacher's manuals to consider.

The reviewers were briefed on their role to read the manuals and identify any inconsistencies
with departmental legislation , policies or procedures, with a focus on the RI policy. Reviewers
were also asked to identify any areas whe e the program was developmentally inappropriate
for the target age group, and any issues that caused c0n
Reviewers were aware of the challenges presented b

rn .

ate schools , the

Connect materials and the ver:y,.diverse nature of th1 king about the subject within the broader
community. A process of moderation

as employed to support consistency and provide

Re

quality assurance aero s the assessmenfs of the Connect materials made by individuals.
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APPENDIX 3

Overview of the Connect Materials Format
Connect describes itself as a Christian Education curriculum. It is produced by Christian
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Education Publications and Youthworks, which are linked to the Sydney Anglican Diocese.
Connect states that it draws on the educational research of Howard Gardner from Harvard
University. It combines eight "kinds of intelligence" to reach different learning styles : word ,
music, maths and logic, body (e.g. movement), space and vision (e.g. creativity), self,
interpersonal , and nature.

Connect is intended to be a three-year curriculum presented across three levels of schooling:
•

Infants for students aged 5-7 years (noting that RI is not offered to Prep students in

Queensland State schools)

•

•

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to

Each level comprises six teaching manuals

manual comprises 20 lessons of approxiT-Qatel 25
The 'Welcome' sectio in-eac

J

ages. Each teaching

duratio

'8Rual explains"'that t:le 'curriculum has as its foundation the

belief that it is imp,0rtant o allow the Bi le's own t~eologteal framework to determine what is
taught and howit } taught". The Welcom}

Isa talks about t king "interested children" to

church-run child en's and youth activities sot at they can<e~rience Christian community
ut the Christian faith.

Re

and learn more a

For each of the 20' lesson in the teacher's ma uals provide instructors with:

•

taught in each lesson .

•

clge, understanding, skills, values and attitudes that
the lesson seeks to teach .

•

Memory Verse - a verse for students to recite and memorise. The same verse is
usually used for three to five lessons.
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•

Bible background - notes to give more detailed information to help the instructor to
understand the main elements of the lesson, their place in the Bible and their
historical background.

•

A list of things they will need - such as pens, paper, music, visual aids, CD player,

•
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blue-tack, activity books, etc.

Other resources - this usually refers to music or an audio-visual that is not part of the

Connect program and needs to be separately purchased.

•

Before you start - instructions on how to prepare for the lesson e.g . "If you intend to
use an interactive whiteboard, review the PowerPoint slides for the lesson on the CD-

ROM that comes with the manual", or "Photocopy enough Visual aids on p.19 of the

Judges 1 worksheet for each student".

•

A 'teacher's' prayer - a short prayer in which the instructor may ask for God's
guidance in delivering the lesson.

•

•

A 'Way In' - such as an icebreaking act1v1ty, song or asking some simple questions .
Bible Focus - speaking points tha the instructor J ay use in the lesson, questions to

ask the class and examples ofrespoAses students may prov."de to questions. Some
lessons include a role play activity or pa icul r"Bible verses to re d,

../

•

Connections. .... speaking points for the instruct

to use to link the lesson to the

studentssown lives.

•

Concludmg prayer - a short prayer fo the class to s y together e.g . "Dear God, thank

you tf:lat you are a faithful God. Thank }'OU that despite Israel's disobedience you still

Re

raised up judges to save them. We pray that we may not be like the Israelites. Please

help us to obey y , and follow you. In Jesus' name we pray. Amen" (Lesson 1, Upper

Primary C1 ). Earlier editions of the rpanuals {which may still be in use) indicate the

whole class should particii;?ate. Recently published manuals give students an option
to not participate.

•

Taking it further- additional ideas for longer lessons including songs, movement,
Bible exploration, etc.

•

'Teacher' reflections - prompting questions about how the lesson went and how to
change it next time.
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•

For the next lesson - a guide to preparation for the next lesson in the book.

•

Support materials - activity sheets that can be photocopied, teaching props etc.
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Two disks are provided with each teacher's manual : one contains music and drama, and the
other provides PowerPoints and PDFs to support each lesson.

In addition, student workbooks are available to support each manual. The student workbooks
generally have one page for each lesson and include activities such as colouring-in, Bible
verses with letters missing for the students to complete, crosswords etc. The back pages of
the student workbooks include prayers (such as the Lord's Prayer) and words to songs
provided on the teacher's disk.
As of 1 October 2015, each teacher's manual costs $31 .95, each student workbook costs
$2.99 (parents are often invoiced for the cost of the workbook) and each visual aid pack costs
$31 .95. There are also a range of other material available for purchase from Christian
' designed for children aged 3-5, a

Questions for students in year 6 to e~plor issues sucn as )What's gone wrong with the
world?', 'Does God really care about me?' 'What's the pu ose of my life?' and 'How will I

Re

make choices about my future?'
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In June 2016, the Minister for Education announced a review of the Connect materials used
by various Christian faith groups for the delivery of Religious Instruction (RI) in some

Queensland state schools. This move was precipitated by a number of reported concerns in
the media and the suspension of the program at a Brisbane state school.

RI is a program of instruction approved and provided by a religious denomination or society in
state schools according to the Education (General Provisions) Act 2006 (EGPA) and
Education (General Provisions) Regulation 2006 (EGPR).

Connect is intended for delivery as a three-year program presented across three phases of
schooling:
•

Infants for students aged 5-7 years;

•

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years;

•

In the main, the reviewlias found ltlat,the vast ma· · • f Connect materials do not
contravene the Depa

ent's legislatiori':'"policies, proced res or frameworks.

There are, however, a number of issues ~

ed to be ad}

ssed. This includes references

and/or activities re ted to animal sacrifice, pro~titution and murder, as well as a number of
lessons and activities

J

ich have the potential to cause psychological harm and affect

students' health and weffbeing.

Re

There are also some concernin

xample of advice and activities that do not align with

7

student protection practices and could unintentionally support grooming behaviour.

The Department is committed to creating and maintaining safe and supportive environments
for all students. Some language within the manuals related to Indigenous and Torres Strait
Islander students and students with disability is inconsistent with inclusive education
practices.
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It is recommended that communications are entened into with the publisher to address these
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issues. Through correspondence to date, the publisher has expressed a willingness to work
with the Department to strengthen the materials and to work through any concerns raised .
While outside the scope of this review, there is a broader consideration of whether the
legislation governing RI in state schools meets contemporary parent and community

expectations that principals have the authority - and the responsibility - to oversee and quality
assune programs delivered within their schools.

Additionally, there is no legislated prohibition on proselytising or evangelizing . Proselytising is
defined within the RI policy as 'soliciting a student for a decision to change their religious

affiliation ', however is only referenced within the supporting document 'Considerations for
faith groups establishing and implementing religious instruction' in nelation to cooperative

arrangements where two or more faith groups are working together. The legislation, policy
and supporting documents are currently silent on whether proselytising to students whose

Re

parents have indicated an affiliated religion is acceptable.
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1 .0 Background

1.1 Provision of RI in Queensland state schools

RI has been available in Queensland state schools for over 100 years following the outcome
of a referendum conducted in April 1910.

RI is a program of instruction approved and provided by a religious denomination or society in
state schools according to the Education (General Provisions) Act 2006 (EGPA) and
Education (General Provisions) Regulation 2006 (EGPR).

Section 76 of the EGPA states that schools must allow provision of RI for a period of up to

one hour per week if approached by a faith group seeking to provide RI when students of that
faith group attend the school.

Participation in RI is not compulsory. Students are allocated to RI classes (or other
their parents have provided written permissiQn or thejr cht d to attend RI classes.
If a parent has indicated on the enrolme'

rm 'no religion' or 'no religion nominated' or a

other instruction in a separate location at the

Parents can change their reference for their dlild
any time by notifying the school ~

g.

curriculum or syllabus. lihe Department has no involvement in the

selection of content for R

rograms. Howeverl 1s with any program or activity delivered in a

Re

school, principals are re~ible for ensuring that the content and activities do not

The Department's RI policy and supl:)orting documents provide guidance for principals in the
process of RI delivery and considerations for faith groups regarding establishing and
implementing an RI program in state schools.

Within Queensland state schools, RI classes are juxtaposed with a multitude of cultural,
religious and non-religious viewpoints. Schools seek to respect the background and beliefs of
its students and school community.
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1.2 Data on RI in Queensland state schools
The Department does not currently collect data on the number of students participating in RI,
which schools offer RI programs, the faith groups providing RI in schools, or the materials
used by faith groups to deliver RI .

While data on religion nominated on students' enrolment forms is captured by OneSchool,

this is only a proxy measure for participation in RI classes and is not considered an accurate
indicator of the number of students actually participating in RI. For example, the RI program
nominated by parents may not be available at the school and parents can change their
preference for their child to pariticpate in RI (or not) at any time.

Noting the unreliability of the OneSchool data , the current percentages of students who have
a religion recorded in OneSchool is identified below.

Table 1: Percentage of students with a religion recorded in OneSchool

Data Collection Point

inllme

Aug 2012

Oct 2013
June 2014
July 2015
May 2016

Total number of

Number of students

Queensland state

with a rellglon

" of all student
enrolments with a

school students

recorded

religion recorded

12.7%
20.0%

25.2%
29.8%

32.4%

The increase in the number of students with a religion recorded is primarily the result of the

Re

religion question becominQ' mand tory in 2 14.

Anecdotal evidence suggests thaNegular weekly RI classes do not usually occur in
secondary schools even though the legislation allows for it.
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1.3 Recent RI changes at Windsor State School
On 3 June 2016 , the Principal of Windsor State School wrote to parents of students at the

school advising that he was unable to permit continued use of the Connect program at the
school and was obliged to suspend RI lessons immediately.

The Principal explained that it had only recently come to his attention that none of the

programs, such as Connect, used by faith groups to deliver RI are approved or endorsed by
DET. In accordance with DET's RI policy, he had undertaken a review of the Connect

materials and found that they contravene the policy that prohibits proselytising . He explained
that:

"Connect lessons go beyond imparting knowledge of Biblical references, and
extend to soliciting children to develop a personal faith in God and Jesus to
become a Christian or 'Kingdom Kid '."

The Principal also wrote to the RI Coordinator at the School confirming a previous discussion
about his decision to suspend the program.
In the undated correspondence to the/RI
reviewed the Connect program which
contravention of the Department's RI

ordinator, the j rincipal explained that he had

s being used at

~li~ t

e school and found it to be in

considerecftharthe Connect program

appeared to be "based on the premise oftzying to.;;oli 't.-them•[snxi~

tfor;,,.a decision to

become the kind of Christian prescribed in the matenals". The PrindpaLig,~ tified more than
30 examples of what he considerecl"p oselytisingJn ~ Connect materials.

Many of the exam les provided coulo,not 15 located in the :a[ ent Connect materials.
Youthworks has dvised that these references, ere referringto outdated manuals.

Further, the Prihcipal'l:idvised that he would.review any alternative RI programs presented to
him and resume RI dasses if he found the materials to be consistent with the Department's

Re

requirements.

This is the second time an RI Q,rogram has been suspended at Windsor State School. In 20xx
under the leadership of the former p i 6ipal , the Access Ministries program was also
suspended following lobbying by parents.

1.4 Defining Proselytising
Central to the debate about the Connect materials is the definition of 'proselytising '.
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The Definitions attached to the Department's RI policy statement define 'proselytising ' as:
"Soliciting a student for a decision to change their religious affiliation."

(http://education .qld.gov.au/schools/school-operations/ri-definitions.html)

A supporting document attached to the RI policy statement, 'Considerations for faith groups
establishing and implementing religious instruction', indicates that the RI Coordinator must:
"Advise religious instructors that they are not to proselytise in a cooperative

arrangement."{http://education.qld.qov. au/schools/school-operations/ri-considerations-faithgroups.html )

There appear to be two distinct and polar views on proselytising in RI:
1.

If a student's parent has nominated a student as a particular religion on their

enrolment form , then the student is of that religion or affiliated with that religion.
Therefore, any RI provided in that particular religion cannot be viewed as
proselytising , as the student is alread affilia
2.

[Religious groups have indicated their firm belief that the reference to "proselytising" in the

policy refers to "cooperative arrangements" whereby: "religious leaders of two or more faith

groups that have right-of-entry agree to work together to provide religious instruction as joint

faith groups". They argue that the intention of this requirement is to prevent an instructor from

a specific faith group (e.g. Anglican) within a cooperative arrangement from trying to convince
a student from another faith group within the cooperative arrangement (e.g. Baptist) to swap
faith groups. [In suppo of this argument, th~
------

;;(

---------------------~

rence to proselytising in the policy is only

---------------------------------------------·-----

made in relation to coope live ~ rrangement~.

Re

When a cooperative arrang~

is establi

ed for the delivery of RI in a state school , the

principal must advise parents ef the de 1ls of the arrangement. Parents may choose for the

child not to attend RI classes delivered by a cooperative arrangement to which their children

Comment (1):
Religious group perspectives (can we
reference incoming corro, legal
advice?) - what about QPSSS views?
Need to keep to the facts , using
evidence.

Comment [MD2]: QPSSS views for
inclusion??

might normally be allocated.

Although outside the scope of this review, it is noted that legal advice provided to faith groups
has indicated there is no legislative basis for prohibition of 'proselytising ' in the EGPA or
EGPR and that the suspension of the Connect program at Windsor State school is not
justified and may be a contravention of the legislation. DE T's Legal and Administrative Law
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Branch support the view that there is no legislative basis within the EGPA or EGPR to prohibit
'proselytising'.

2.0 Review methodology

The review of the Connect materials focused on the 18 teacher's manuals and accompanying
student workbooks. The key aim of the review was to determine whether these materials are
consistent with legislation and departmental policies, procedures and frameworks (including
but not limited to the RI policy, health and wellbeing , inclusive education, and safe and

supportive school communities), developmental appropriateness of the materials for the
relevant age groups, and any general concerns.

The Terms of Reference for the review are at Appendix 1, along with a description of the
review team Appendix 2.

A moderation process was used to suppo
bias.

Connect describes itself as a·ehfis.tian Education cun:iculum . It is produ
Education Publications and.Youthwo
Diocese

/

"

d by Christian

ia, which a

\

Connect is intencl d to be a three-year program presented across three levels of schooling:

'

Infants for students aged 5-7 years (noting that RI is not offered to Prep students in

Re

Queensland state schools)

•

Upper Primary for student5--c ged 10-12 years.

Each year of the program is labelled with a series i.e. "A", "B" or "C" and proposed semester.

Youthworks has advised that about 90 per cent of instructors are teaching from the "C" series
in 2016 and will teach from the "A" series in 2017.
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the "A" series is currently being updated for use in 2017. Major updates (such as removal of

the David and Goliath lesson earlier in 2016) are posted on Connect's web portal and advice
emailed to all known customers.

Religious Instructors may or may not purchase new manuals from year-to-year. It is therefore

possible that some instructors are teaching from outdated materials. Youthworks has advised
that when major changes occur, such as in 2013 , all instructors were required to purchase
new teacher's manuals.

Re

Further contextual information on the Connect materials is at Appendix 3.
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4.0 Findings

Following are the findings of the Review of the Connect program conducted in June 2016.

4.1 Christian historical beliefs, concepts and terms

The use of Christian historical beliefs, concepts and terms is unavoidable in a Christian RI

class. However, some of these Christian historical beliefs, concepts and terms may not be

considered appropriate for discussion with primary school students, even in the context of a
Christian RI class or as a direct quotes from the Bible.

Each lesson within the Connect teacher's manuals provides background information under
the heading "Bible background" to help the instructor contextualise the lesson. There are

some events, concepts and terms discussed in this section, such as [incest, rape, prostitution,

murder, and animal and human sacrifi~ -~h!cf1 _are_n_ot _develoJ>rne_ntall~ -~pJ>rOJ>ri!'lt~ _te>_~El _____ _
discussed with primary school students. For exam le, reference is made to rape in Infants

Comment [3]:
Need references so examples can be
provided.

Pirmary C2, p. 64. However, this sectio

and is only for the instructor's backg~
departmental requirements.

considered develo~ntally appropriate

i;.the target.age roup. Although these concepts

are used in the maferials as direct Bible,(luote.s, their continu

use in primary schools is not

considered app P.riate.

E~mples

;,a,,e,~

Upper Primary, C1, L.:e son 4, p 46 . Student Worksheet) includes a Bible quote on

Re

animal sacrifice: "Finally, Saul

manded, 'Bring me some animals, so we can offer

sacrifices to please the,LORD nd ask for his help'. Saul killed one of the animals ... "
Upper Primary, A2, Student activity book, Lesson 7, p. 13 includes references to

wasting money on women (i.e. prostitution) in a Bible quote: "This other son of yours

wasted your money on [women]." While not explicit in its description of the meaning,

this reference is not considered appropriate for 10-12 year old students.
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sleeping together'' in a Bible reference about Mary and Joseph and the conception of
Jesus.

Tenns such as sin, punishment, death, and Jesus being nailed to the cross, which are found

throughout the Connect program are a reflection of the Bible's content on which Christianity is
based. While some non-Christians may take offence to the use of these tenns, it would be
difficult to provide Christian RI without reference to such tenns and concepts. I

It is noted that while there may be certain sensitivities about a particular event or concept
being discussed with students in an RI class , there is less attention directed to student's

exposure to similar events or concepts (such as murder, death, killing) in other curriculum

Comment [4]: ADVICE COMING
FROM CTL. Is this a valid argument

areas (for example, .

Throughout Connect, the Bible is often represented as a factual, historical document. An

given curriculum is delivered by a
qualified teacher, whereas RI is not?

example of this is in Lower Primary, C1, Teaching Techniques and Hints, p. 93: "Emphasise
that these events are historical and true

4.2

Consistency with legis

4.2.1

RI policy statement

The RI policy state men specifies
school, and the i pie

a

rocess for establishing an RI program in a state

ntatioiTo(the program by religi}

leaders. As such, the Connect

materials do not CQfl ravene the RI policy 91 en there are no requirements regarding content
of RI program

terials.

The supporting d~

/

nt, Considerations for p · ncipals establishing and implementing
1

religious instruction, state that 'authorised pro rams of RI are reviewed to ensure they do

Re

community on request. '

Proselytising
I

A program of religious instruction approved by the faith group for delivery to students of that faith
group in a single or cooperative arrangement. The religious leader/s of the faith group authorises
the program of instruction (s.27 EGPR).
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Only a small number of examples of proselytising were found in the Connect teacher's

manuals considering the volume of material provided. lit is apparent that the publishers have
made a concerted effort in recent iterations to remove any possible perceptions of
proselytising. I_____________________ _

Comment [5]:
Based on what evidence?

For example, unlike ADD TM#, in the more recently updated teacher's manual (Upper

Primary, C 1), the whole-class "Concluding prayer'' is prefaced with instructor's speaking
points:

This is how Christians talk to God. If you would like to pray with me please join me. If you

don 't then please lower your head so we don 't get distracted while praying this short prayer.
It is understood that all class prayers will be prefaced by this message in future .

Opportunities do exist to provide information or advice to students about attending church
services or youth groups however, it is usually (but not always) clear that the information
should only be provided to 'interested students'. It is n

Examples of proselytising identilied1in

Hand out the flyers for local church se ice5 tou have ffl!lm (Up

r Primary, C 1,

~~

Lesson 10, p. 100).

How about a§fring your parents m-Y._ou coulcfcorne along to kids club or kids church.

:;.;

~a-

6=

Students are as ed to write

ro "'""'\

flye~f(Up~

Prima~. 82, Le=o 17, p.

a newspaper article for inclusion in a newspaper to be

distributed at the '6hristmas assembly. ffhe newspaper could have details about the
local church's Chris

Re

187).

Direct quotes from the Bible were no considered as proselytising on the basis that parents of
children attending these RI classes have indicated an affiliation with Christianity or a desire
for their child to learn about it.

Comment [6]:
Make a comment about the
appropriateness of evangelising in state
schools. Definition of evangelising.

I/Evangelising_

Comment [MD7): Where does this fit no identification within leg/policy re
evangeli sing
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object of making converts to Christianityf v\fhilEl _not_explic~tly_prc>hibited_ by thE! EC3_P~ _or

EGPR, nor referenced in the RI policy statement, the Department would expect schools to

take appropriate action if aware that evangelising is occurring outside of an RI class given it
could adversely affect the school's ability to provide a safe, supportive and inclusive
environment for students_

Although proselytising was not common throughout the manuals, evangelising was frequently
identified in all teachers' manuals - both in terms of teachers' evangelising to students, and
students being encouraged to evangelise to others.
Examples of evangelising include :!

Upper Primary, 82 , Lesson 18, p. 190: Students could compose a poem, song,

Comment (9): More examples to be

drama to communicate the gospel to others.I

I included.

Two lessons that stood out as being inconsistent with RI policy in that they encourage

several years).

Critical Thinking General Capability - contradiction with 'God knows what is best for us and
therefore we should follow and obey him'. Lower Primary, C 1, Lesson aim

~

7

Critical thinking is at the core of most intellectual activity that involves students learning to

recognise or develop an argument, use evidence in support of that argument, draw reasoned
conclusions , and use information to solve problems 3 .

StudentPJ'Oteat;on

}

Re

4.2.2

Some of the advice and activities"'raised'1n the Connect teacher's manuals were identified as

being inconsistent with current stud_!lnfprotection practices. Of particular note was an activity
to share secrets; mentions of 'special friends'; and a suggestion that teachers meet one-to-

one with students who are interested in finding out more about Christianity. It is noted that

2

Chaplaincy and student welfare services: Definitions
http://education.qld.gov.au/schools/healthy/chaplaincy-student-welfare.html
3
Australian Curriculwn http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/generalcapabilities/critical-andcreative-thinking)introduction/introduction
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more recently published manuals suggest that another adult should be present for any oneto-one discussions.
Specific examples were found at:

Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 2, p. 28 - "Just as Jesus used everyday events to

disguise his secret, ask each pair to discuss and then write a story to disguise their
own secret. " For a wide range of reasons , including that students of all ages should

see teachers and school staff as trusted adults and feel safe to share information , this

content would not be supported. Furthermore, it is advised that no activities/content
teach or encourage students to keep secrets.

Lower Primary A2 , Lesson 10, p. 92-3 - use of the term 'special friends' . The use of
the

term

'special friends' is not supported

because of student protection

considerations. Whilst the context in this instance is understood ('Jesus was asking

Matthew to be one of his special friends' and 'Jesus calls us to become one of his
special friends'), the term is closely associated with grooming behaviour and
therefore this language is deemed inappropria
The "Helpful teaching techniques" secti

Cs

advice on "Talking one-to-one with a

student". It indicates that instructors should to talk to stui nts in full view of other students or
teachers, even though the conversatioR, is ~ vate (l:fpper Primary, -A2 p. 197). Best practice
would be for instructors to ensure that all dis

ssio s with stude

ts (in

ding whole class,

group or individual discussions)~take place in~full view of a school basea staff member and

~

'~'""'''""
4.2.3

St clent Health and Wellbeing, and Safe and
Supp ortive School CommJnities

There are a number of le sons, particularly in J e Upper Primary Connect materials , that have
the potential to negatively affect the social a,i_ emotional wellbeing of particular students who

Re

may have depressive tendenci~ . be in }.fragile state , or could blame themselves for things
happening around them e.g. family break up or death of a loved one . These lessons also

have the potential to upset studen _, or cause disturbances and bad dreams . These lessons
talked about deserving punishment, the consequences of your sin on others, and specific
Bible events.
Example of lessons and activities which were flagged as having potential to cause
psychological harm and affect students' emotional health and wellbeing included :
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drinking tomato juice to represent blood (Upper Primary, 82 , Lesson 3, p. 35)
"The punishment for sin is death" (Upper Primary, 82 , Lesson 4, p53)

Student activity book indicates "If you live to satisfy your desires, you will die" (Upper
Primary, Activity book, p 29)

Teacher asks: "What is the end result for someone whose goal is to please
themselves?" (Accept responses . They will die .) (Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 15, p.
161 ).

Class debate regarding whether it was right or wrong for the disciple to cut off the
servant's ear (Lower Primary, 81 , Lesson 9, p. 94).

So these leaders met together to try and think of a plan to get rid of Daniel. With a

partner, spend one minute thinking of ways they might get rid of him (Lower Primary,

C1 , Lesson 17, p. 146)

Sad day activity - asking studen~
etter to a friend, expressing their
feelings and confusion about aH ey saw and heard when Jesus was arrested and

~

killed (Lower Primary, A 1, p. 86).

Domino effect lesson (Upper Primary C.1, e on 8, ~ 72) which,._tells students their
sin will have conseq_uences for other:s aroa d them. Examples.afe given of sinners
and how this,tt\en led to ba ie dying, unhapplAess, and other events.
Potential health a , safety concerns were raised with a,sma/
foocfallerg1 s - baking a mystery Bi~

umber of lessons, including:

cake (Lower Primary, A2 , Lesson 6, p. 63)

Re

ter (Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 13, p. 119)

handing out lollies (througtiq,u various manuals) and eating as much ice-cream as

you can in one minute (Upper Primary, 82 , p. 236).

The Help with classroom management section of some manuals discuss punishment for

misbehaviour and states, "Do not let the students' off after promising punishment" (Upper
Primary, 82 , p. 236). In all circumstances, behaviour management is the responsibility of the
school and classroom teacher and under no circumstances should a volunteer RI instructor
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'punish' children. RI instructors should discuss any behaviour concerns with the classroom
teacher. A supervisor from the school is to be present during all RI classes.

Inclusive Education

Each manual has the same layout with respect to certain information for instructors, for
example The special needs of indigenous students, Understanding the student: the learning

theory undergirding Connect, and Help with classroom management. Some of the language
suggestions used in these sections, particularly in the older publications, is not consistent with
inclusive education practices.
For example:

Referring to students with specials needs in the "Is your class different?" teacher

information Upper Primary, A2 (p. 202) and other manuals suggests that "Teachers
should not jump to the false conclusion that these students are unintelligent". This
language is not appropriate or consistent with departmental policies.

Similarly, the section on "The speciat'needs of'iodigenous students" also in Upper
Primary, A2 (p. 204) and other

an~ ls"suggests. "Aboriginal students are most

teachable when sitting in small groGps outside under a tree. " Again , this language is
inappropriate and not consfstent~·th departmenta
"(S)RE followed by a barbecue-lu

olicies, as is the assumption that

on Friday, then an afternoon's sport would be

the most pleasurable experience Aboriginal P · ary sfude~
Both of these examples are also in

magine".

ded in what~ppears to be one of the later editions of

the manuals UpperP ·mary, C1 (pages

7 and 219), " '

NEED TO REFERENCE THE CHANGES MADE (21/06/2016) TO THE INDIGENOUS
STUDENT SECTION FROM YOUTHWORKS

There is discussion in some lessons about pu ishment for sins and a potential implication

Re

that disabilities are punishment for sin. Fore
Lower Primary, C2 , Le~

to walk, run , jump .. invitect

mple:

6, .54 talks about " .. .he had 38 years of not being able
e students to suggest other things the man would not

be able to do".

Lower Primary, C2 , Lesson 8, p.74 says: "Some of the people from that village

wondered why this man was born blind. Was it a punishment from God because his
parents or someone else had done something wrong. "
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NEEDS FURTHER ANALYSIS

Animal Ethics

A couple of animal ethics considerations were identified , including the previously mentioned
references to sacrificing animals.
Examples include:

Upper Primary 82, Lesson 17, p 183 which suggests that the instructor "bring in a
dead animal to dissect".

Lower Primary C2 , Lesson 15, suggests the teacher bring in some "pretend

sacrifices" which are used two activities during the lesson (p. 128 and p. 133.)
However it is unclear what kind of 'pretend sacrifices' will be used e.g. food or
animals sacrifices.

NEEDS FURTHER ANALYSIS

\connect is delivered as a three-year program. The A, Band C labelling of each manual

indicates which year of the program it belongs to. With a few exceptions, most instructors
should be working on the same stage of the program (A, B or C) in any given year.

Manuals are reviewed and updated every three years, although essential updates can occur
at any time. There is no certainty that the majority of instructors are using the same cycle or
the same version of the manuals. Youthworks has advised that in 2016 most instructors

would be delivering lessons from C manuals. As a result, Youthworks is currently reviewing
and updating the A manuals for use by most instructors in 2017

L

_.--{ Comment [MD10]: review

There is no clear labeUin of the manuals ta identify the relevant version. The copyright date

Re

on the last page is the only information showi g the version/date of publication.

4.4

Creation of artefact

Some lessons propose making artefacts such as art works that could be used for classroom

displays, or greetings cards and messages to give to family and friends . To be consistent with
the Department's RI policy, any displays would need to be removed from the classroom at the
end of the RI lesson . The instructor and the school should ensure that RI students do not give
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attend RI classes.

Examples include:

a mural of God 's creation (Infants A 1, Lesson 3, p. 37)

folding paper to make Arks (Infants A 1, Lesson 7, p. 69)

Easter greetings cards for family and friends (Infants A 1, Lesson 10, p. 100).

4.5 Age appropriateness

Unless they have a teaching background , it is unlikely that RI instructors would have the

expertise to know what children of a particular age can and cannot do prior to undertaking the
activity with students, and would rely on the manuals to guide them.
There are some suggested activities, such SSJl-.ero~

puzzle in the Infants A 1 teacher's

manual , that !m ay be too difficult for many of the younger students in the grouping.I However,
the teacher's manuals provide a level of ~ ibility that ins~

rs could work on these

activities as a whole class or skip activities that don't seem too"'tom licated for the students.

Comment (11]:

. Why - language too complex? Bring
i back to claims that they have a
I curriculum expert assess, then end with
the flexibility.

For some lessons, the teacher's manuals provide SRecific advice on' el~nts that would be

;eapprnpriate foe the tacget age ~
Examples include:

d,;,e " ''

, .

era to ,~;d these

\

It is suggested that instructors show students pictures from children 's Bibles when

discussing the~ ory of Noah's ark. However, the teacher's manual specifically states
that instructors should not show p/ictures of people perishing in the flood (Infants A 1,

Re

Lesson 7, p 65).

A lesson on the Easter story a~

t Jesus dying on the cross warns instructors that

"some students may be up~ tily this story of the death of Jesus. Do not go into

details of Jesus' suffering with students of this age group" {Infants A 1, Lesson 9, p
85).

For a lesson on Noah's Ark, instructors are advised that: "If a student asks about the
fate of people who didn't go on board the ark, you may point out that the ark was for
all of the people who chose to follow God" {Infants A1 , Lesson 7, p 67).
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4. 7 Revising content
The publishers of Connect are continuing to review the materials to ensure they remain
relevant. It seems that substantial work has gone into removing proselytising from the

publications (for example, through the preface added to the whole class Concluding prayers
which provide the option to participate).

Youthworks has advised the Department on several occasions in correspondence , and in the
media, that the publishers are willing to work with the Department to improve the Connect
resources .

Given the Department has not reviewed any other RI materials, it is recognised that Connect
could use a favourable outcome from this review to further promote its materials for RI
classes across Australian and New Zealand.

While outside the scope of this review, it is recognised that RI materials other than Connect

being used in state schools across the state may not be consistent with departmental policies,
procedures and frameworks , may not be developmentally appropriateness for the relevant
age groups or could raise other general ooncems. Under urrent legislation , there is no

oversight or regulation of RI programs other than it must be approved by the relevant faith
perspective.

5. Conclusiofls
The review of the

policy or procedu s.

with the publisher, and information and advice for instructor about departmental policies and
requirements . The Cl:I rent requirement for tea

ers or other school officers to be present in

RI classes will continue to provide a safeguard and should ensure that any inconsistencies
with departmental requirements are monitored.

Re

There are some concepts and lessons

·

in

Connect that deal with issues such as sin and

punishment that could potentially affect an at-risk student's wellbeing if not delivered in a

sensitive way. However, concepts s.fc'h as sin, punishment, forgiveness, and "Jesus as a
saviour" are at the core of Christianity and their removal from Christian RI lessons would

significantly impact on the instruction being provided . RI program developers, faith groups

and RI instructors need to remain sensitive and vigilant to the circumstances of students and
the impact specific discussions may have.
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The issues raised through the Connect program have highlighted a much broader issue
around the appropriateness of legislated RI delivery in Queensland state schools. While
outside the scope of this review, it is suggested that .

6. Recommendations

Seek amendment of Connect materials

The review found that the materials and information within the manual and student workbooks
is generally consistent with departmental policies and procedures, with some exceptions. The
publishers of Connect have indicated their willingness to consider any suggestions arising

from this review. It is considered that a number of changes would be required (mostly to the
Upper Primary program) to improve the consistency of the materials with DET policy.

It would also be beneficial for the Connect manuals to advise instnuctors to become familiar
with relevant state Education Department polides a
protection, health and safety, student wellbei

Accurate Data Capture

Audit of which version of roateriafsar
instructors
~
Undertake an audit of currency of materials

ing used in-~

ensland state schools

Communication with Principals

Re

Principals have been advised · at outcome ·of the review will be communicated following
consideration. The communicatio~

will remind principals of the need for:

vigilance about appropriate permission being in place for students to attend RI
classes

ensuing information about RI classes offered in the school is made available to
parents and that parents have access to more detailed information and lesson
materials if requested
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or issues with the school leadership team.

Communication with faith groups who use Connect

It is proposed that communication occurs with the Christain faith groups in Queensland that

are known to use Connect to advise on the outcome of the review and highlight issues raised ,
including:

ensuring RI instructors are using the most recent updated versions of the materials
avoidance of specific concepts and terms (such as rape , incest, bigamy in the

teacher's notes) and sensitivity when discussing particular concepts with students
(such as animal sacrifice , physical punishment)
advising instructors to familiarise themselve
and procedures (such as student P.

ith relevant departmental policies

ectioA, h~ th and safety, student wellbeing)

avoid advertising Year 13 or other Anglican grograms
avoid baking cakes or providing food

ch s,(ollie~

tial

consequences with ~llergies and confli t with healthy eati g concepts
promoted ins

Legislative

eview

Is.

~

"\. "\

munication occurs with RI instructors to highlight issues raised within

Re

the review, including:
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Terms of Reference
Title

Review of the Connect Religious Instruction Materials

Purpose

The purpose of the review of the Connect RI materials is to determine if they are
consistent with legislation and DET policy I procedures, including the Religious
Instruction policy statement.

Scope

In Scope

All Connect teacher's manuals:
o

Infants for students aged 5-7 years;

o

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years;

o

Upper Primary for students aged 10-12 years .

All Connect student workbooks:
o

Infants for students aged 5-7 years ;

o

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years;

10-12 years.

Out of Scope

Timeframe

Dissatisfaction from stakeholders with polarised views regardless of the
outco · e.
Mitig tion : Ongoing communication with stak holders.

Risks

Deliverables

Re

Despite applying the utmost professionalism, reviewers will examine the
material through their value system .
Mitigation: Multiple reviewers and moderation of assessments .

Ministerial Report
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APPENDIX2
Review Team

A team of reviewers was drawn from across the State Schools Division to review the Connect
teacher's manuals .

A mix of staff with substantial knowledge and experience in teaching , curriculum

development, government policy and administration, and departmental policies and

procedures including in the areas of RI , student wellbeing , inclusive education , and safe and

supportive school communities undertook the review with oversight by an Executive Director.
The reviewers held qualifications in primary and secondary teaching , psychology, social
sciences and governance and public policy.

Each reviewer was allocated one or two teacher's manuals to consider.

The reviewers were briefed on their role to read the maAuals and identify any inconsistencies
with departmental legislation , policies or p
were also asked to identify any areas

for the target age group , and any issues that caused con

m.

Re

Reviewers were aware of the challenges presentetl by,t e context of RI in state schools, the
f
Connect materials and the ver:y. diverse nature of th1 king about the subject within the broader
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APPENDIX3
Overview of the Connect Materials Format

Connect describes itself as a Christian Education curriculum . It is produced by Christian

Education Publications and Youthworks, which are linked to the Sydney Anglican Diocese.
Connect states that it draws on the educational research of Howard Gardner from Harvard
University. It combines eight "kinds of intelligence" to reach different learning styles: word,
music, maths and logic, body (e .g. movement), space and vision (e .g. creativity), self,
interpersonal, and nature.

Connect is intended to be a three-year curriculum presented across three levels of schooling:
Infants for students aged 5-7 years (noting that RI is not offered to Prep students in
Queensland State schools)
•

Lower Pnmary for students aged 7 to 9"years~

•

Upper Primary for students aged 1 -12 years.:,

)

Each level comprises six teaching manual of approx1mately.!0<1.12ages. Each teaching
manual comprises 20 lessons of approximate 25-30 minutes~ uration~
The 'Welcome' sectio11rirreacli"manual explains that ~

'curriculum has as its foundation the

belief that it is impottant,to-allew ihe 81 le's own theologieal framework to determine what is
taught and how it ,.t~

ht". The Welcom} also talks abouh nking "interested children" to

church-run childfE!n's and youth activities

so'

at they can e,,) rience Christian community

and learn more alrout the Christian faith.
For each of the 20 I~

Lesson Aim - the focus--conceptto

Re

•

in the teacher's manuals provide instructors with:

•

•

Lesson Outcomes -the kn
the lesson seeks to teach.

~ aught in each lesson.

dge, understanding , skills, values and attitudes that

Memory Verse - a verse for students to recite and memorise . The same verse is

usually used for three to five lessons.
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understand the main elements of the lesson, their place in the Bible and their
historical background .
•

A list of things they will need - such as pens, paper, music, visual aids, CD player,
blue-tack, activity books, etc.

Other resources - this usually refers to music or an audio-visual that is not part of the
Connect program and needs to be separately purchased .

Before you start - instructions on how to prepare for the lesson e.g . "If you intend to

use an interactive whiteboard , review the PowerPoint slides for the lesson on the CDROM that comes with the manual", or "Photocopy enough Visual aids on p.19 of the
Judges 1 worksheet for each student".
•

A 'teacher's' prayer - a short prayer in which the instructor may ask for God's
guidance in delivering the lesson.

A 'Way In' - such as an icebreaking activity,~ or asking some simple questions.
Bible Focus - speaking points L

ask the class and examples ofre

e instructor

ay use in the lesson, questions to

ses students may prov·de to questions. Some

lessons include a role play activit or particul rrBible verses

to

J

to use to link the lesson to the

students own iv'es.

•

Condudmg prayer - a short prayer for{ he class to

y together e.g. "Dear God , thank

you that yo are a faithful God . Thank you that despite Israel's disobedience you still

raised up,judges to save them. We pra~ that we may not be like the Israelites. Please
help us to obey

u and follow you, In Jesus' name we pray. Amen" (Lesson 1, Upper

Re

Primary C1 ). Ear1iereditions of the , ,nuals (which may still be in use) indicate the
whole class shoul~rti ·pate. Re ntly published manuals give students an option
to not participate.

•

Taking it further - additional ideas for longer lessons including songs, movement,
Bible exploration , etc.

'Teacher' reflections - prompting questions about how the lesson went and how to
change it next time.
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For the next lesson - a guide to preparation for the next lesson in the book.
Support materials - activity sheets that can be photocopied, teaching props etc.

Two disks are provided with each teacher's manual: one contains music and drama , and the
other provides PowerPoints and PDFs to support each lesson .

In addition , student workbooks are available to support each manual. The student workbooks
generally have one page for each lesson and include activities such as colouring-in , Bible

verses with letters missing for the students to complete , crosswords etc. The back pages of
the student workbooks include prayers (such as the Lord 's Prayer) and words to songs
provided on the teacher's disk .

As of 1 October 2015, each teacher's manual costs $31 .95, each student workbook costs
$2.99 and each visual aid pack costs $31 .95. There are also a range of other material
available for purchase from Christian Education Publications, including a 'preschool

curriculum ' designed for children aged 3-5, a 'Kindy' teacher's manual designed for the first
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1.0 Background

On 7 June 2016, the Minister for Education requested the Department of Education and

Training (DET) review the Connect materials used by various Christian faith groups for the
delivery of Religious Instruction (RI) in some Queensland state schools.

The Minister's request followed a decision by the Principal of Windsor State School to

suspend RI classes at that school on the basis that the Connect materials did not comply with
departmental policy.

1.1 Provision of RI in Queensland state schools

Availaele-siRee?- RI has been available in Queensland state schools for over 100 years
following the outcome of a referendum conducted in April 1910.

RI is a program of instruction approved and provided by a religious denomination or society in
state schools according to the Education (General Provisions) Act 2006 (EGPA) and

Education (General Provisions) Regulation ~006 (EGPR).

Section 76 of the EGPA states that schools must allow provision of RI for a period of up to

one hour per week if approached by a faith group seeking to provide RI when students of that
faith group attend the school.
Participation in RI is not compulsory. Students are allocated to RI classes (or other

instruction) based on,,the faith group nominated by their parents on their enrolment form or if
their parents hav provided written permission for their child to attend RI classes.

If a parent has indicated on the enrolment form 'no religion' or 'no religion nominated' or a
response that is not represented in the school's RI program, then the student will receive
other instruction in a separate location at the school while RI classes are taking place.

Parents can change their preference for their; child to participate in RI or other instruction at

Re

any time by notifying the school in writing.

RI is only available to students from Year 1 in state primary, secondary and special schools. It
is not offered to Prep students.

RI is not a Queensland curriculum or syllabus. tfhe Department has no involvement in the
selection of content for RI programs. However, as with any program or activity delivered in a
school, Principals are responsible for ensuring that the content and activities do not

4
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learning environments. I __ ···-·-··-·--·--- ---------------------------------------- __ ____________ _
The Department's RI policy provides guidance for principals and faith groups R-1--in-struetor-s

Could also take the view re safe and
supportive school communities/duty of
care

abeu~~ow RI operares-implementing RI in state schools.I ______________________ ______________________ -.

RESPONSE:

Within Queensland state schools, RI classes are juxtaposed with a multitude of cultural ,

religious and non-religious viewpoints. Schools seek to respect the background and beliefs of
its students and school community.

1.2 Data on RI in Queensland state schools

Text added. s. 7 b (ii) EGPA Guiding
Principles refer to safe and supportive
(but not inclusive). Could also adds 7 b
(i) re: positive learning experience
and/ors 7 (d) re: all stakeholders
working collaboratively to foster
commitment to achieving the best
educational outcomes for children I
young people.

· Comment [2]:

The Department does not currently collect data on the number of students participating in RI ,
which schools offer RI programs, the faith groups providing RI in schools, or the materials

Clarify- process for operation, not how
the program operates

RESPONSE:
Text amended.

used by faith groups to deliver RI.

While data on religion nominated on students' enrolment forms is captured by OneSchool,

this is not an accurate indicator of the number of students participating in RI classes given the
RI program nominated by paretns may not be,available and/or parent can change their
preference for their child to pariticpate in

I

R (or not) at any time . far--tllree-reasOFISc

The religion question became mandatory on student enrolment forms in April 2Q14 and-is-A-OW

Gaf*Ufed

in One School. Prior to this time, parents-were not required ~e-iA-formatieA--en

religion. OneSshool reoords

'""ill enable more aGGUrate data over time;

Many sshools have-alternatives to OneSchool f e H e O O r d i A - g - p ~

comment [3]:

Written notification from parents either requesting that their Ghildren partisipate or not
participate in RI Glasses is generally not recorded in OneSchoohj

Anecdotal evidence suggests that regular weekly RI classes do not usually occur in

Re

secondary schools even though the legislation allows for it.

Do these sit right here? Are they still
relevant and important.
RESPONSE:
Dot points summarised in sentence
above. See tracked change.

. Comment [4):

· Can we get a consistent collection time
e.g. May each year?

Noting the unreliability of the OneSchool data, the current percentages of students who have
a religion recorded in OneSchool is identified below.

I

Table 1: Percentage of students with a religion recorded in OneSchooj

5

RESPONSE:
We don't think so - but have asked
PMR to see if there's anything in the
data warehouse.
OneSchool have advised that the RI
data they provide is only current "as at"
the date it is I was requested.
OneSchool does not retain historical
data. (The random dates we have data
for coincides with Fast Facts updates
and other requests).
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Oct2013
June 2014
July 2015
May 2016

Number of students __________ % ofall ~ud4
trotal number of -- -------------------------Queensland state
with a religion
enrolments wit
recorded
religion record
school students

Comment [5]:
I'd like some more data to show the RI
data in context
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Data Collection Point
inllme

RESPONSE:
See above.

12.7%

20.0%
25.2%

29.8%

32.4%

The increase in the number of students with a religion recorded is primarily the result
of the religion question becoming mandatory in 2014.

1.3 Recent RI changes at Windsor State School

On 3 June 2016, the Principal of Windsor State School wrote to parents of students at the
school advising that he was unable to pennit continued. use of the Connect program at the
school and was obliged to suspend RI lessons immediately.

The Principal explained that it had only recently come to his attention that none of the
programs, such as Connect, used by faith groups to deliver RI are approved or endorsed by
DET. In accordan~ 'With DET's RI policy, he had under:taken a review of the Connect
materials and found that they contravene the policy that proh"bits proselytising. He explained
that:
"Connect lessons go beyond imparting knowledge of Biblical references, and
extend to soliciting children to develop a personal faith in God and Jesus to
become a ChrisUan,_ or 'Kingdom Kid'. n

Re

The Principal also wrote to the RI Coordinator at the School confirming a previous discussion
about his decision to suspend the program.
In the undated correspondence to the RI Coordinator, the Principal explained that he had
reviewed the Connect program which was being used at the school and found it to be in
contravention of the Department's RI policy. He considered that the Connect program
appeared to be "based on the premise of trying to solicit them [students] for a decision to
become the kind of Christian prescribed in the materials". The Principal identified more than
30 examples of what he considered proselytising in the Connect materials.
(Note: Many of these examples could not be located in the current Connect materials.
Youthworks has advised that these references were referring to outdated manuals.)

6
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Further, the Principal advised that he would review any alternative RI programs presented to
him and resume RI classes if he found the materials to be consistent with the Department's
requirements.

It understood that the Principal has been lobbied by parents who are affiliated with the
Queensland Parents for Secular State Schools (QPSSS) organisation regarding the Connect
program. The Access Ministries program which had previously been used at the school was
also suspended by a former principal following lobbying by parents.
~ e - S G e ! ) e - Of -tllis-~-eview,it-is-Aoted-#lat-legal-aev-~faith..§f~HPS
aoo-sHJ)~ed by DET's-begal--arul--Admstrativ-e--kaw--BraAGA-has iAdicated there i&-00
legislative basis for prohibitioA of 'proselytising'-m--the EGPA or EGPR aAd that the
SUSJ)eASioA of the CeRneet program at VViAdSOl'-State--sGhool--i5-f1Gt-justified aAd may-be-a
eootravef\tien.f.th&-legi-slatioA (refer to-Attaehme~e}{ . ..................... . ... .

Comment [6]:

1.4 Defining Proselytising

This is offering a position/making
assumptions.
Legal position re proselytising needs to
be elsewhere - 1.4.

Central to the debate about the Connect materials is the definition of 'proselytising'.

The Definitions attached to the Department's RI policy statement define 'proselytising' as:

RESPONSE:
2"" para moved to end of 1.4 with minor
change - separating faith group legal
advice and DET LALB view.

"Soliciting a student for a decision to change their religious affiliation."
(http://edu.f~tion.qjg_,g_g_v.au/schools/sthool-operations/tj-definition~h.tm!)

A supporting document attached to the Rf policy statement, CoRsiderations for faith groups
establishing and implementing religious instniction, indicates that the RI Coordinator must:
"Advise religious instructors that they are not to proselytise in cooperative
arrangement."Qlttp://educatirin.qld.gov.au/schoolsfschool-operations/riconsiderations-faith- ou .html )

I

Re

There appear to be)Wo distinct and polar views on proselytising in,,:
(1) If a student's parent has nominated a student as a particular religion on their enrolment
form, then the student is of that religion oi affiliated with that religion. Therefore , any RI
provided in that particular religion cannot .be viewed as proselytising , as the student is
already affiliated with.that religion.
(2) While parents may nominate a religion for their child on the enrolment form , the child
may not have personally accepted that religion . Therefore RI could be viewed as trying
to solicit the child to follow. a parti~ular religion. This is the view of the QPSSS
(Attachment t#f.).

Religious groups have indicated their firm belief that the reference to "proselytising" in the policy
refers to "cooperative arrangements" whereby: "religious leaders of two or more faith groups that have
right-of-entry agree to worlc together to provide religious instruction as joint faith groups". They argue
that the intention of this requirement is to prevent an instructor from a specific faith group (e.g.
Anglican) within a cooperative arrangement from trying to convince a student from another faith group
within the cooperative arrangement (e.g. Baptist) to swap faith groups. ~ _s_upp_orf:!l_fth1s _~~gu_rri_~nt,_tht!_ "
reference to proselytising in the policy is only made in relation to cooperative arrangements.

7

. Comment [7]:
Religious group perspectives (can we
reference incoming corro, legal
advice?) - what about QPSSS views?
Need to keep to the facts, using
evidence.

RESPONSE:
Reference to QPSSS added to 2
above. Will attach email sent to Becky
Walsh from QPSSS dated 13 June

2016.
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Note that w~hen a cooperative arrangement is established for the delivery of RI in a state school, the
principal must advise parents of the details of the arrangement. Parents may choose for the child not to
attend RI classes delivered by a cooperative arrangement to which their children might normally be
allocated.

~lthough outside the scope of this revie'M. it is noted that legal advice sourced by faith groups _
has indicated there is no legislative basis for prohibition of 'proselytising' in the EGPA or
EGPR, and that the suspension of the Connect program at Windsor State school is not
justified and may be a contravention of the legislation (refer to Attachment 3c). DET's Legm
and Administrative Law Branch support the view that there is no legislative basis within the
EGPA or EGPR to prohibit 'proselytising' (Attachment##)

Comment [WB8]: FROM BECKY:
Moved from 1.3

2.0 Review methodology

The review of the Connect materials focussed on the 18 teacher's manuals and accompanying student
workbooks. The key aim of the review was to determine whether these materials are consistent with
legislation and departmental policies, procedures and frameworks (including but not limited to the RI
policy, health and wellbeing, inclusive education, and safe and supportive school communities),
developmental appropriateness of the materials foy the relevant\ ge groups, and any general concerns.
The Terms of Reference for the review are av-Appendix 1, lilong with a description of the review
team.
A moderation process was used to support consistency and mitigate any potential personal bias.

3.0 The Connect materials

Connect describes j tself as a Christian Education curriculum. It is produced by Christian Education
Publications and Youthworks Media, which are linked to the Sydn~y Anglican Diocese.

Re

Connect is intended to be a three-year program presented across three levels of schooling:
Infants for students aged 5-7 years (noting that RI is not offered to Prep students in
Queensland state schools)
Lower Primary for students aged 7 to ,9 years
Upper Primary for students aged 10! 12 years.

Each year of the program is labelled;"ith a series i.e. "A", "B" or "C" and proposed semester.
Youthworks has advised that about 90 per cent of instructors are teaching from the "C" series in 20 I 6
and will teach from the "A" series in 2017.
Updates are made in the year prior to series being used in the majority of schools. Therefore, the "A"
series is currently being updated for use in 2017. Major updates (such as removal of the David and
Goliath lesson earlier in 2016) are posted on Connecfs web portal and advice emailed to all known
customers.

8
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Religious Instructors may or may not purchase new manuals from year-to-year. It is therefore possible
that some instructors are teaching from outdated materials. Y outhworks has advised that when major
changes occur, such as in 2013 , all instructors were required to purchase new teacher's manuals.
Further contextual information on the Connect materials is at Appendix 2.

~.O Correspondence from stakeholders regarding

.· Comment [9]:

this revie'~

What is the intent of including the
corro? Might be more useful to keep it
out of the report and include
overarching messages in the brief.

"f-he--anoolHl€em,mt-cl'-tms-revte~has-attra£ted--sigHifIBatienattention-frem-socut.w-parents-gmt1ps-swh

RESPONSE:

as-QP-SS8-and-its--\Li€teflan-ceunterj'laft,-Faimes-s-in--R-eligtons-tn-S€hoo-ls-(-HR-l-St;-.faith-groupst-anEl--the

Agreed. Min Brief provides a summary
point about lobbying and media
interest.

meElia at a state, lecal anEI national level.

Seme paFents gret1ps anEI faith grot1ps have l!SeEI secial meaia campaigns te fan debate en the isst1e.

The fellewing cerrespenElence is partirnlarly relevant: ,

AppenElix 3a

Email te Directer, Stafe Scheel Administratien (Ms Becky Walsh) -ffOHI--Ms

AlisenC-et1Ft1ee,QP'8~-J u n ~ 0 6 0 )

- - - - - - - -~

AppenElt~;b-,---"'i
{:3tmHail-s- to-A-s-si-stant Direc!or-General,~heels-

Gperattens,-fMr~e¥llfl

Brennan)-.frem--MF-Marshal-l-Ballantine-Jenes,-E*eeuti-ve--Direetor,-¥euth- Werks

Meaia-(AppenEl~c--betteF--tp-AGG,-State-&hools-

Gper-atie-,.(Mr--Be¥llfl

Brennan}-from-Glement-l'eyeffC-emerstone--Asseciate--f>a-stor-(uooateEl);- attacmng

Re

legal~-provtEleci--to-Mv'-Ress-Mensfefth-by-M~tewarEI-Webster,--BaFFister,
bevel-2."7-~~ingsuspensioo--ofR-1--at-WinEl-ser--State-Schooh-fTR-lMc

l-6126-1-525)
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Appellffi*-3d----·-Emat~-te--the-Minister-ful'--EffiIBatieR--on--::/--.June--2m6~erend- NatAaH
Gampbel.J.;-PasteF-at--Creek-Road-¥resllytffian--GffiH'eh-whe--is--an--R+-instruete£
f-ffi!MH-61268-l-72)

·----------·-----Summary:--Reverend--CampbeU---elitlines--his---e-x.peFi"'1€e-el'-hew---an---Rl--elass
l!flfulds--with-th-e--aUeeatea--30--miHutes--being-talreR-tip·with-roll-maFkifl~ttlmg

the--srudeflts-a-s-a-gHest--they-see--enly--enee-a- w~establishtng-rappeft,-and

answeoog-fjtlestiens--ofie&.Jeaving--just-~-mimites-ef'-'.teaehtng'4lme-c-Reverend
G-ampbeU--plains--that-Rl- instrueters--aek-fl6W!edge-theif-rele,are--','igilant-·aoout

net-eeef€iHg-Of-lflaniimJating-e-hiMFe&mto-shar-ing-theiF-bel-iefs,aoo-are-aware-that
the-pFi-vilege-te-pr-ovide-Rl-wiJ.1 -belostif.they-veeF-inte-preselytisings

Gorrespendeooe--- was--also--reeei-ved-from.;--eefl€ernea-- Rl--instrueters-'--raith- -greupst---parents-and
grandparents-whe--supf!Oi't--Rl-in-sehooffit-fomieF-State-sehookrudents·wh&reffeeted-on-the--value-of-the

Rl-they-reeeive&at·-sehoelt--pareflts-whe-Oo--nof SIIJlpOft ~l) .sehools; and parents-eoneemed-about-RI
OFothef-instruetien-al-theif-sehooh

5.0 Findings

Following are the findings of the Re.view of the Connect'(!rogram which was conducted from 10 to 24
·
""
June 2016.

5.1 Christia~ historical beliefs,'1-concepts and terms

\

.I

The use of Christia historical beliefs, concepts and terms is unavoidable in a Christian RI

class. However, modem society may not consider some of these Christian historical beliefs,
concepts and terms appropriate for discussion with primary school students, even in the

Re

context of a Christian RI. class or as a direct quotes from the bible.

Each lesson within the Connect teacher's manuals, provides background information under
the heading "Bible background" to he!{ the instructor contextualise the lesson. There are

some events, concepts and terms discussed in this section, such as jncest, rape, prostitution,
murder, and animal and human sacrifice. _v.:~ich_i:ire_n_o~cl~_vel<>flnl~-~!a!IX _ap_!JrOflrii:Jte _to _b~ --discussed with primary school students. For example, reference is made to rape in Infants

C1, p. 70; to murder in Upper Primary A 1. p.55; and to animal/human sacrified in Lower
Pirmary C2. p.64; This section is not for the purposes of discussion with students, however,

10

_

Comment [10]:

Need references so examples can be
provided.

RESPONSE:
Some examples listed.
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and is only for the instructor's background. As such, it is not considered a contravention of
departmental requirements.

In a very few instances, some of these terms are referred to in the speaking points for

discussion with the class or in materials for distribution to students. Events and concepts such
as animal sacrifice and 'wasting money on women ' (referring to prostitution) are not

considered developmentally appropriate for the target age group. Although these concepts

are used in the materials as direct bible quotes, their continued use in primary schools is not
considered appropriate.
Examples include:

Upper Primary, C1 , Lesson 4, p. 46 (Student Worksheet): Bible quote not considered
developmentally appropriate for 10-12 year olds:

"Finally, Saul commanded, 'Bring me some animals, so we can offer sacrifices to
please the LORD and ask for his help'. Saul killed one of the animals ... "

......

Upper Primary, A2 , Student activity b,ook, Lesson ,7, p. 13 includes references to

wasting money on women (i.e. Pp:>Stitution) in a Bitile quote. "This other son of yours
wasted your money on [women]." ~hile not explicit in its description of the meaning,
this reference is not considered appropriate for 10-12 yearold students.

Upper Primary, 82, Student activity book, Lesson 19, p. 38 mentions "virgin" and "not
sleeping together" in a bible reference about Mary and Joseph and the conception of
Jesus.

Terms such as SiQ, punishment, death, and Jesus being nailed to the cross, which are found

throughout the Connect program are a reflection of the Bible's content on which Christianity is
based. While some non-Christians may take offence to the use of these terms, it would be
difficult to provide Christi~

! without reference to such terms and concepts.

Re

I

It is noted that while there may be certain sensitivities about a particular event or concept
being discussed with students in an RI class, there is much less attention directed to

children's exposure to similar events or concepts (e.g. murder, death, killing) in other

curriculum areas or in televisions shows, movies, literature, and computer games that many
parents may allow their children to access.
Throughout Connect, the Bible is often represented as a factual , historical document. An
example of this was found in Lower Primary, C1 , Teaching Techniques and Hints, p. 93:

11

Comment [11]:

·' On what is this based? What is the
supporting evidence? Under the
Australian Curriculum are there TV
shows, movies, literature etc that are
recommended texts which include
murder, death and killing?
RESPONSE:
Yes. Shakespeare is one example. Will
source more examples from CTL.
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"Emphasise that these events are historical and true ..."~ 1t-f.,Jould be preferable-jlllat
statemoots-abetMhe-BiE>ie-J}refared-with-"1-aelieve-thal-,c"

RESPONSE:
Agreed. Removed from this section.

5.2

Consistency with legislation and DET policy/procedures
5.2.1

!C onsistency with RI policy statement~!)~_pr_o~~lyt_i~ir,g _ ____ _ Comment [13]:

Only a small number of examples of proselytising were found in the Connect teacher's

manuals considering the volume of material provided . lit is apparent that the publishers have
made a concerted effort in recent iterations to remove any possible perceptions of
proselytising .

For example, !unlike ADD TMJL.jn the more recently updated teacher's manual (0-ir- Upper
Primary C1 ), the whole-class "Concluding prayer'' is prefaced with instructor's speaking
points:

Need a section here given the RI policy
under the legislation gives full authority
of the program to the faith group - still
appropriate??

RESPONSE:
Need some clarification from Danielle.
There is a reference in section 1.1
(below). Should it be repeated here?

The RI policy reflects legislative
requirements for a program of
instruction to be approved and provided
in state schools by a religious
\ denomination or society.

Comment [14]:

This is how Christians talk to God. If you would like to p~ y with me please join me. If you

don 't then please lower your head so we don't get distracted while praying this short prayer.

It is understood that all class prayers will be prefaced by this message in future.

Based on what evidence?

RESPONSE:
See tracked change in next paragraph.
We'll add a Teacher's Manual reference
that includes a class prayer but doesn't
have the qualifying instruction used in
the new versions.

Opportunities do exist to provide information or advice to students about attending church
services or youth groups however, it is usually (but ot always) clear that Je information
should only be provided to j nterested studentst
Examples of prose!.

Hand out the flyers for local church services if you have them (Upper Primary, C1.

Lesson 10, }~o).

l

Comment [15]:

How is this assessed?

RESPONSE:
We may be able to cite an example
where the manual says to invite
students to take a pamphlet I flyer if
they wish ...

How about asking your parents if you could come along to kids club or kids church.

Re

(This would be a good time to hand 6'u t flyers.) (Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 17, p.

181 ).

Students are asked to write a newspaper article for inclusion in a newspaper to be

distributed at the Christmas assembly. The newspaper could have details about the

local church's Christmas services at the back (Upper Primary, 82 , Lesson 18, p_

187).

12
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Direct quotes from the Bible were not considered as proselytising on the basis that [parents of
children attending these RI classes have indicated an affiliation with Christianity or a desire
for their child to learn about it. I_______________________________ __

I

Comment [16]:

How does a student who doesn't have
an expressed religion on the enrolment
form might participate in RI.

Evangelisinfi ____ ________________ ____________________________ _

RESPONSE:
Parents can indicate (in writing) at any
time that they wish for their child to
participate in an RI class. This might
occur after a school newsletter item is
published about the RI program
offerings for that year.

Evangelising is defined as "preaching or advocating a cause or religion with the object of

making converts to Christianity.". While not explicitly prohibited by the EGPA or EGPR. nor
referenced in the RI policy statement. the Department would expect schools to take

Comment [17]:

appropriate action if aware that evangelising is occurring outside of an RI class given it could

Make a comment about the
appropriateness of evangelising in state
schools. Definition of evangelising.

adversely affect the school's ability to provide a safe. supportive and inclusive environment
for students_

RESPONSE:
Have added a para. But. ..
Similar to proselytising, there is no
reference to evangelising in the EGPA
or EGPR. In DET policy, evangelising is
only referred to in respect of
chaplaincy/student welfare services. As
per the Chaglainq1 and student
welfare S!;lrvic!;ls: Guidelines fQr
~ "Chaplains/student welfare
workers are not permitted to engage in
evangelising or proselytising, nor
attempt to undermine a student's
religious or other beliefs.". In the
Cha[;!lainc~ and student welfare
servi~es: DefinitiQns
Evangelising is defined as "Preaching
or advocating a cause or religion with
the object of making converts to
Christianity."

Although proselytising was not common throughout the manuals, evangelising was frequently
identified in all teacher's manuals - both in terms of teachers' evangelising to students, and
students being encouraged to evangelise to others,,,§vangelising is not referred to in the RI
policy or legislation.

Examples of evangelising include:

I

-

Upper Primary, 82 , Lesson 18, p. 190: Students could compose a poem, song,

drama to communicate the gospel to ot~ rs.[__

- -

Two lessons that stood out as being inconsistent with RI policy in that they encourage

advertising of Anglican Church programs were Lower Primaiy 81. Lesson 20, p. 190 which

There is no reference to the actions of
students, but that may be addressed by
a school code of student behaviour if
the practice upsets other students ...

focuses on the r Mothers Union" I(which _is~ _f!.l~~sio_n _ag_~n_cv:c{!_~he_J\nglic:_an _Church of
Australia) and Upper)['rimary, A2 , Lesson 20, P, 174 which is entirely focussed on the

Anglican Year 13 Youth Works Gap Year program (volunteer work overseas) and aims to
advertise and recruit students for an overseas aid program (even though they will not be

Comment [18]:

! Only one example? Need more.

I
I

RESPONSE:
._ Will provide more examples.

Re

eligible to sign up for several years).

5.2.2

'j

Comment [19]:

!C onsistency with student protection policies, _

Some of the advice and activities raised in the Connect teacher's manuals were identified as

being inconsistent with current student protection practices. Of particular note was an activity
to share secrets; mentions of 'special friends'; and a suggestion that teachers meet one-to-

one with students who are interested in finding out more about Christianity. It is noted that

Needs more detail - have no idea what
this is.

RESPONSE:
Text added.

Comment [20):
Ask Hayley to review and endorse

more recently published manuals suggest that another adult should be present for any one-

RESPONSE:
Danielle has asked Hayley & Brett to

to-one discussions.

review.
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Specific examples were found at:
Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 2, p. 28 - "Just as Jesus used everyday events to

disguise his secret, ask each pair to discuss and then write a story to disguise their
own secret."

Lower Primary A2, Lesson 10, p. 93 - use of the term 'special friends', which should
be avoided because of child protection considerations.

The "Helpful teaching techniques" section provides advice on "Talking one-to-one with a

student''. It indicates that instructors should to talk to students in full view of other students or
teachers, even though the conversation is private (Upper Primary, A2 , p. 197).

5.2.3

Consistency with student health and wellbeing, and safe and
supportive school communities

There are a number of lessons, particularly in the Upper Primary Connect materials, that have
the potential to negatively affect the social and emotional' wellbeing of particular students who

may have depressive tendencies, be in a fragile state, or could blame themselves for things
happening around them e.g. family bre' k up or death of a loved one. These lessons also

have the potential to upset students, or cause disturbances and bad dreams. These lessons

talked about deserving punishment, the consequences of your sin on others, and specific
Bible

events.

I-A-seme-£aSes,fef-e.xamJ)ie-a-lesSGA-GR-Qealiflg-with--Gfief:, the instructor is advisee-le-speak

with the cla~ef-.pFieF-to presentin§--material (which may-bfea£R-SMlent-oomieentialify+.

lt-!Hse~~e-any-infGfFA8tiorl-- enly-deal-with-what-stueents-lmn!rlJ~ef
P-rimaFy;--- --AA- -- ---Special------ ----·- he-ssen,- - · --p-c- - - --1-&:B

J .· {ca"°mment
[21):
I The point isn't clear here.
RESPONSE:

Re

Example of lessons and activities which were flagged as having potential to cause
psychological harm and affect students' emotional health and wellbeing included:

appear to be unrelated to the
I' Does
previous para. Will remove for now and
ask Linda C if I how this can be
reworded to fit the context.

drinking tomato juice to represent blood (Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 3, p. 35)

"The punishment for sin is death" (Upper Primary, 82, Lesson 4, p53)
Student activity book indicates "If you live to satisfy your desires, you will die" (Upper
Primary, Activity book, p 29)
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Teacher asks: "What is the end result for someone whose goal is to please
themselves?" (Accept responses. They will die.) (Upper Primary, 62, Lesson 15,

p.1§.1 1).

- - ..........

------·-1

- Comment [22):
Need page number

---------- -----------

l

Class debate regarding whether it was right or wrong for the disciple to cut off the
servant's ear (Lower Primary, 61. Lesson 9, p. 94).

RESPONSE:

Page number added.

So these leaders met together to try and think of a plan to get rid of Daniel. With a

partner, spend one minute thinking of ways they might get rid of him (Lower Primary,

C1, Lesson 17, p. 146)

Sad day activity - asking students to write a letter to a friend, expressing their
feelings and confusion about all they saw and heard when Jesus was arrested and
killed (Lower Primary, A 1, p. 86).
Domino effect lesson (Upper Primary C1, Lesson 8, p. 72) which tells students their
sin will have consequences for others around them. Examples are given of sinners
and how this then led to babies dying, unhappiness, and other events.
Potential health and safety concerns we

use of bleach to a gla1:1~ of coloured water ( pper Primary, A'l., Lesson 13, p. 119)
ft (Upper Primary, A2, Lesson 8, p. 81)

handing out lollies (throughout various manuals) an eating as much ice-cream as
you can in one minute (Upper Primary, 62, 121l§j).

The "Help with classroo~ management'' section of some manuals discuss punishment for

·

_. . - fcomment [23):
Lesson and page number
RESPONSE:

Page number added.

Re

misbehaviour. "Do not let the' tudents' off after promising punishment" (Upper Primary, 62, p.
236). In all circumstances, beftaviour maAagement is the responsibility of the school and
classroom teacher and under no circumstances should a volunteer RI instructor 'punish'

children. RI instructors should discuss any behaviour concerns with the classroom teacher. A
supervisor from the school is to be present during all RI classes.

5.2.4

Consistency with inclusive education

Each manual r"6peats-has the same layout with respect to certain information for instructors,
for example iAeludin§ --iAfermatieA-- -OA -·- The special needs of indigenous students,
Understanding the student: the learning theory undergirding Connect, and Help with

15
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sections. particularly in the older publications. is not consistent with inclusive education

·

Referring to students with specials needs in the "Is your class different?" teacher

information Upper Primary. A2 (p. 202) and other manuals suggests that "Teachers
should not jump to the false conclusion that thee students are unintelligent". This
language is not appropriate or consistent with departmental policies.

Similarly. the section on "The special needs of indigenous students" also in Upper

1

I

Comment [24):
Specific books have been referenced need to clarify whether they are in all
books (as indicated in the para above),
or just some.

RESPONSE:
Text added to try and clarify this.
All manuals have the same structure
(as indicated above) but the content of
the sections may not be the same as
I manuals are not all updated at the
[ same time.

Primary. A2 (p. 204) and other manuals suggests: "Aboriginal students are most

teachable when sitting in small groups outside under a tree ." Again. this language is
inappropriate and not consistent with departmental policies.

Both of these examples are also included in what appears to be one of the later editions of
the manuals Upper Primary. C1 (pages 217 and 219).

There is discussion in some lessons about punishment for sins and a potential implication
that children 's disabilities are punishment for sin.
For example:

Lower Primary. C2 . Lesson 6, p.54 talks about " ...he had 38 years ofnot being able
to walk,

n. jump ... invited the students to suggest other things the man would not

be able o do".

Lower Primary, C2 . Lesson 8. p.74 says: "Some of the people from that village

wondered why this man was born blind 1 Was it a punishment from God because his

Re

parents or someone else had done something wrong ."

1'-lEED SOME ;:L,RT~E~ ANA

5.2.6

'H'S ONE

Animal ethics considerations

A couple of animal ethics considerations were identified . including the previously mentioned
references to sacrificing animals.
Examples include:
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dead animal to dissect".

Lower Primary C2, Lesson 15, suggests the teacher bring in some "pretend

sacrifices" which are used two activities during the lesson (p. 128 and p. 133.)
However it is unclear what kind of 'pretend sacrifices' will be used e.g. food or
animals sacrifices.

NEED FURTHER ANALYSIS HERE

[5.3 A-Delivery cycle and version controlnumbering system would
be useful for Connect
Connect is delivered as a three-year program. The A, B and C labelling of each manual

indicates which year of the program it belongs to. With a few exceptions, most instructors
should be working on the same stage of the program (A, B or C) in any given year .

......_

Manuals are reviewed and updated every three years, although essential updates can occur

at any time. There is no certainty that the majority of instrucotres are using the same cycle or
the same version of the manals.~

; Youthworks believes that. in 2016, -most instructors

---

would be are-delivering lessons from C manuals. As a result. Youthworks is currently

reviewing and updating the A manuals wlliGJ:l...will-befor usea by most instructors leaGhefs-in
2017.

.-.......

- -

Further, +!here is no clear labelling of the manuals regarding their version . The copyright date
on the last page is the only information showing the version/date of publication.

5.4

Some

Connect lessons result in students creating artefacts

{comment [25]:

------1

Based on what the publisher thinks. I'm I
not convinced. This doesn't sit logically II
here.
RESPONSE:
Changes made.

Re

Some lessons propose making,artefacts sugi as art works that could be used for classroom

displays, or greetings cards and messages"'to give to family and friends. To be consistent with

the Department's RI policy, any disp y{would need to be removed from the classroom at the
end of the RI lesson. The instructor and the school should ensure that RI students do not give
any materials used or created in RI lessons (including greeting cards) to students who do not
attend RI classes.

Examples include:
a mural of God's creation (Infants A 1, Lesson 3, p. 37)
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folding paper to make Arks (Infants A 1, Lesson 7, p. 69)
Easter greetings cards for family and friends (Infants A 1, Lesson 10, p. 100).

5.5 Age appropriateness

Unless they have a teaching background. it is unlikely that the instructors would have
the ability to know what children of a particular age can and cannot do prior to
undertaking the activity with students. and would rely on the manuals to guide them.
There are some suggested activities, such as a crossword puzzle in the Infants A1 teacher's
manual, that !m ay be too difficult for many of the younger students in the grouping because

__ j 1-lo,w~vElr,_thEl tElaC:hElr'S_rn~nlJals_p_rCJvidEl _a _IElVEll _of_flexibilit¥ tha_t instru_ctors c:CJUld IN()n<
on these activities as a whole class or skip activities that oorvt- seem too complicated for the
students.

Comment [26):

Why - words too big?
RESPONSE:
Linda C will be able to add specific
reason. This was her e.g.
FROM OM: Bring back to claims that

I they have a curriculum expert assess.

Ithen end with the flexibility.

5.6 Advice and warnings are provided to instructors throughout
the Connect teacher's manuals about things that may be
inappropriate or upsetting for the age group
For some lessons, the teacher's manuals provide specific advice on things that would be
inappropriate for the target age group and advise teachers to avoid these.
Examples include:

• RESPONSE:
Need clarification from OM re: the point
to be made
FROM OM: Would volunteer instructors
know what kids of a particular age
could and couldn't do?

RESPONSE:
Probably not until they are in the
classroom where they would get a
sense of this from the level of
engagement and/or behaviour of the
students. Text added at beginning of
section.

It is suggested that instructors show students pictures from children's Bibles when

discussing the story of Noah's ark . However, the teacher's manual specifically states
that instructors should not show pictures of people perishing in the flood (Infants A 1,

Re

Lesson 7, p 65).

A lesson on the Easter story about Jesus dying on the cross warns instructors that

"some students may be upset by this story of the death of Jesus. Do not go into

details of Jesus' suffering with students of this age group" (Infants A 1, Lesson 9, p

85).

For a lesson on Noah's Ark, instructors are advised that: "If a student asks about the
fate of people who didn't go on board the ark, you may point out that the ark was for
all of the people who chose to follow God" (Infants A1 , Lesson 7, p 67).
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5. 7 Connect publishers have shown a willingness to address
issues brought to their attention

The publishers of Connect are continuing to review the materials to ensure they remain
relevant. It seems that substantial work has gone into removing proselytising from the

or'~ _sgElak_i".g_p_oi_nts _to _the__
publications (for example, through the preface ~ddition~.of_i_nstru_ct_
whole class Concluding prayers: This is how Christians talk to God. If you would like to pray

Comment [27]:

with me please ioin me. If you don't then please lower your head so we don't get distracted

RESPONSE:
Already mentioned on page 12 of the
report. Repeat here?

while praying this short prayer.).

which says

The Execut~ve-GtreGter-,-Youthworks Merua-has advised the Department on several occasions
in correspondence. and in the media. that the publishers are willing to work with the
Department to improve the Connect resources.

[It is recognised that Connect could use a favourable outcome from this review to further
promote its materials for RI classes across Australian and New Zealand. I

5.8 Only a small portion of any lesson could be delivered in a 30
minute timeslot
The amount of content provided in each lesson plan exceeds what is achievable in 30

minutes in a primary school lesson. Instructors necessarily have to determine which content
to use from the Lesson materials.

6. Con cl us ions

Comment [28]:
Could it? What is this based on?

RESPONSE:
Not based on any practice. conduct or
undertaking of Youthworks. It's just a
possibility as mentioned in the Min
brief:
• Outcomes of this review must be
used and communicated sensitively.
Communicating an outcome that
Connect is generally consistent with
departmental policies and
procedures could give the publishers
a commercial advantage over other
RI programs that have not been
reviewed by the Department.
Similarly, communicating any
adverse findings could potentially
advantage other programs that have
very similar content but have not
been the subject of departmental

review.

The review of the Connect materials did not find major inconsistencies with DET legislation,

Re

policy or procedures . Most of the issues identified (e.g. about one-to-one meetings with

students, distribution of food , safety concerns) could be addressed through information and

advice for instructors about departmental policies and requirements. The current requirement
for teachers or other school officers to be present in RI classes will continue to provide a

safeguard and should ensure that any inconsistencies with departmental requirements are
monitored .

It appears that the Connect program has become as a conduit for raising a much broader
issue around the appropriateness of legislated RI delivery in Queensland state schools. This
is outside the scope of this review.
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punishment that could potentially affect an at-risk student's wellbeing if not delivered in a

sensitive way. However, concepts such as sin , punishment, forgiveness, and "Jesus as a
saviour'' are at the core of Christianity and their removal from Christian RI lessons would

significantly impact on the instruction being provided. RI program developers, faith groups

and RI instructors need to remain sensitive and vigilant to the circumstances of students and

Re

the impact specific discussions may have.
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7. Recommendations/Next Steps
It is recommended that:

7.1. A decision be made on whether or not the Connect RI
program are sufficiently consistent with legislation and DET
policy/procedures to enable continued use in RI classes.

The review found that the materials and information presented to students is
generally consistent with departmental policies and procedures, with some
exceptions. The publishers of Connect have indicated their willingness to consider
any suggestions arising from this review. It is considered that a small number of
changes would be required (mostly to the Upper Primary program) to improve the
cons istency of the materials with DET policy.
Audit of which vers,on of 'Tlateroa,s are oeirg used n scnoo1s oy instructors

7.2.

Communication with Principals

Principals have been advised that outcomes of the review will be communicated following
consideration. The communications wil.lremind principals i>f the need for:
vigilance about appropriate permission being in pla~ for students to attend RI
classes
ensuing information about RI dasses offered in the school ~ made available to
parents and that parents have access to more detailed information and lesson
materials if requested
ensuring that the school staff member present during RI classes raise any
concerns or issues with the school leadership team .

6.3 Communieqtion with the !publishers and faith groups who use
Connect RI instructors[
....•.. _____________ _____________________
__________ _

Re

It is proposed that communication occurs with the publisher and Rl--fnstr-ucteFS
Christain faith groups in Queensland that are known to use Connect to highlight
issues raised within the review, including :
ensuring RI instructors are using the most recent updated versions of the materials
se11sitilfity-afeund--am:l-avoidance of specific concepts and terms (such as rape ,

incest, bigamy in the teacher's notes) and ser:i_§lliyjJy when discussiong of particular
concepts with students (such as animal sacrifice , physical punishment)

21
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·i Comment [29]:

I Think we need to separate the

I publisher and RI instructors. Who

I communicates with instructors - is this
I something the dept will be taking on?

I
1·

! Should this be communicated from a

i school?

Ii RESPONSE,
Perhaps we should focus on

I communicating wtth the faith groups
! (through Christian faith group member
I of RIQA task group?) who, under the RI
f policy statement, are responsible for
[ managing re~gious coordinators and
~uctors... .
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fam iliarity with relevant state Education Department policies and procedures (such
as child protection, health and safety, student wellbeing)
avoid advertising Year 13 or other Anglican programs

avoid baking cakes or providing food such as lollies to avoid potential

consequences with food allergies and conflict with healthy eating concepts
oromoted in schools.

7.0 Appendices

Re

Appendix 1 - Terms of Reference
Appendix 2 - Overview of the Con
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Department of Education and Training

Review of Connect Religious Instructio
Ma Title
ena s
Review of the Connect Religious Instruction
Te
Purpose

Scope

The purpose of the review of the Connect RI materials is to determine if they are
consistent with legislation and DET policy I procedures, including the Religious
Instruction policy statement.
In Scope

All Connectteacher's manuals across the Infant (Age 5-7 years), Lower Primary (Age 7-9
years) and Upper Primary (Age 10-12 years).

Out of Scopj}

Review of any other RI programs.
Review of the RI policy statement or legis-Lation .

Timeframe

2 weeks:

Tuesday, 21 June 2016- Preliminary Report (i.e. 2 weeks after the Minister's
announcement of the Review)

Re

Friday, 24 June 2016 - Completion (i.e. 2 weeks after the Teacher's Manuals arrived
on Friday 10June2016)

Risks

23

Tight time, ame to review an estimated 3600 pages of manuals (received on 10 June).
Mitigation : Multiple reviewers. Reprioritisation of other work.
Dissatisfaction from stakeholders with polarised views regardless of the outcome.
Mitigation: Ongoing commun ication with stakeholders.
Despite applying their utmost professionalism, reviewers will examine the material
through their value system.
Mitigation : Multiple reviewers and moderation of assessments.
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Deliverables

Review Team

A team of reviewers was drawn from across the State Schools Division to review the Connect
teacher's manuals.

A mix of staff with substantial knowledge and experience in teaching , curriculum

development, government policy and administration , and departmental policies and

procedures including in the areas of RI, student wellbeing , inclusive education, and safe and

supportive school communities undertook the review with oversight by an Executive Director.
The reviewers held qualifications in primary and secondary teaching , psychology, social
sciences and governance and public policy.

Each reviewer was allocated one or two teacl)er's manuals to consider.

The reviewers were briefed on their role to read the manuals and identify any inconsistencies

with departmental legislation, policies or procedures, with a focus on the RI policy. Reviewers
were also asked to identify any areas where the· prog? m was developmentally inappropriate
for the target age group, and any issues that cau~

concern.

Reviewers were awaraof the challenges presented by the· context of RI in state schools, the

Connect materia} £ci the very diverse nature of thinking about the subject within the broader
community. A process of moderation was employed to support consistency and provide

Re

quality assurance~ cross the assessments of the Connect materials made by individuals.
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APPENDIX 2 - Overview of the Connect Materials
The Connect materials
Connect describes itself as a Christian Education curriculum. It is produced by
Christian Education Publications and Youthworks, which are linked to the Sydney
Anglican Diocese.
Connect states that it draws on the educational research of Howard Gardner from
Harvard University. It combines eight "kinds of intelligence" to reach different
learning styles: word, music, maths and logic, body (e.g. movement), space and vision
(e.g. creativity), self, interpersonal, and nature.

Connect is intended to be a three-year curriculum presented across three levels of
schooling:
Infants for students aged 5-7 years (noting that RI is not offered to Prep students in
Queensland State schools)

Lower Primary for students aged 7 to 9 years

Upper Primary for students aged 10-12 years.

Each level comprises six teaching manuals of approximately 200 pages. Each
teaching manual comprises 20 lessons,of approximately 25-30 minutes duration.

The 'Welcome' section in each manual explains that the 'curriculum has as its
foundation the belief that it is important to allow the Bible's ...own theological
framework to determine what is taught and how it is taught". The Welcome also talks
about linking "interested children" to church-run children's and youth activities so
that they can experience Christian community and learn more about the Christian
faith.
For each of the 20 lessons in the teacher's manuals provide instructors with:
Lesson Aim - the focus concept to be taught in each lesson.

Lesson Outcomes -the knowledge, understanding, skills, values and attitudes that
the lesson seeks to teach.

Re

Memory Verse - a verse for students to recite and memorise. The same verse is

usually used for three to five 1'5ons.

Bible background - notes to give more detailed information to help the instructor to
understand the main elements of the lesson, their place in the Bible and their

historical background.

A list of things they will need - such as pens, paper, music, visual aids, CD player,
blue-tack, activity books, etc.
Other resources - this usually refers to music or an audio-visual that is not part of

the Connect program and needs to be separately purchased.
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to use an interactive whiteboard, review the PowerPoint slides for the lesson on the

CD-ROM that comes with the manual", or "Photocopy enough Visual aids on p.19 of
the Judges 1 worksheet for each student".

A 'teacher's' prayer - a short prayer in which the instructor may ask for God's
guidance in delivering the lesson.

A 'Way In' - such as an icebreaking activity, song or asking some simple questions.

Bible Focus - speaking points that the instructor may use in the lesson, questions to

ask the class and examples of responses students may provide to questions. Some
lessons include a role play activity or particular Bible verses to read .

Connections - speaking points for the instructor to use to link the lesson to the
students own lives.

Concluding prayer - a short prayer for the class to say together e.g. "Dear God,

thank you that you are a faithful God. Thank you that despite Israel's disobedience
you still raised up judges to save them. We pray that we may not be like the
Israelites. Please help us to obey you and follow you. In Jesus' name we pray. Amen"
(Lesson 1, Upper Primary Cl). Earlier editions of the manuals (which may still be in

use) indicate the whole class should participate. Recently published manuals give
· students an option to not participate.

Taking it further - additional ideas for longer lessons including songs, movement,
Bible exploration, etc.

'Teacher' reflections - prompting questions about how the lesso · went and how to
change it next time.

For the next lesson - a guide'to preparation for the next lesson in the book.

Support materials - activity sheets that can be photocopied, teaching props etc.

Two disks are pFOvided with each teacher's manual: one contains music and drama,
and the other provides PowerPoints and PDFs to support each lesson.

Re

In addition, colourful student workbooks are available to support each manual. The
student workbooks generally have one page for each lesson and include activities
such as colouring-in, Bible ver-ses with letters missing for the students to complete,
crosswords etc. The back pages of the student workbooks include prayers (such as
the Lord's Prayer) and words to songs provided on the teacher's disk.
ADD COSTS OF THE MANUALS AND WORKBOOKS
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